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Abstract
This thesis is concerned with the study of singular stochastic partial differential
equations (SPDE s). We develop extensions to existing solution theories, present
fundamental interconnections between different approaches and give applications in
financial mathematics and mathematical physics.
SPDEs are partial differential equations which are modified by some stochastic
term, representing “noise”. Due to this random term the solution of the equation
becomes stochastic and typically exhibits only little regularity (“smoothness”). The
equation is called singular if the expected regularity of the solution is so poor that
the equation cannot be solved with tools from classical analysis. The past few years
have seen remarkable breakthroughs in the study of such systems, especially due
to the application of paracontrolled methods [GIP15] and the development of the
theory of regularity structures [Hai14].
We present a new method for discrete approximations of singular SPDEs. At
the core of the theories above lies the idea, that a description of the solution and
the noise at small scales yields a better understanding of their interplay, which
allows in many cases for a solution of the equation. This motivates the study of
discrete approximations of singular SPDEs on lattices with small mesh size. If the
latter tends to zero one expects to obtain the continuous analogue in the limit.
We develop a discrete modification of the paracontrolled methods that allow for an
investigation of such problems. As an example we study branching random walks
on (Bravais) lattices in a random environment. We allow for a reproduction rate
that grows non-linearly in the number of particles. When jumping to the continuum
we find a universal pattern: The nonlinearity vanishes in the limit and the equation
reduces to the linear parabolic Anderson model.
We further show in this thesis that there is a fundamental interconnection be-
tween the paracontrolled Ansatz and the theory of regularity structures. The latter
is based on a local Taylor-like expansion, while in the paracontrolled framework
a frequency modulation (the paraproduct) is subtracted to smoothen the solution.
We here prove that there is in fact a fundamental symmetry between both con-
cepts: It is possible to locally expand a function (or distribution) if and only if
the components of this expansion can be smoothened by paraproducts. This cor-
responds to a description of the spaces of modelled distributions from [Hai14] via
Fourier methods, in quite a similar fashion as one can describe Hölder spaces using a
Littlewood-Paley decomposition. We apply this correspondence to give a conceptual
new proof of Schauder estimates in the framework of regularity structures, based on
paraproducts.
We further consider in this thesis two applications of the solution theory for
singular SPDEs. We demonstrate the power of the theory of regularity structures
by presenting an application to mathematical finance: We develop a theory for
robust approximations of option prices under rough volatility.
Moreover, we show that the stochastic Schrödinger equation with non-periodic
noise possesses solutions. Our proof is based on the key observation that the solu-
tions to this equation remain localized on finite time intervals.
Zusammenfassung
Diese Dissertation widmet sich der Untersuchung singulärer stochastischer partieller
Differentialgleichungen (engl. SPDE s). Wir entwickeln Erweiterungen der bish-
erigen Lösungstheorien, zeigen fundamentale Beziehungen zwischen verschiedenen
Ansätzen und präsentieren Anwendungen in der Finanzmathematik und der math-
ematischen Physik.
SPDEs sind partielle Differentialgleichungen, die durch einen stochastischen
Rauschterm ergänzt werden. Durch den Zufallsterm in der Gleichung ergibt sich
eine stochastische Lösung, die typischerweise nur wenig Regularität („Glattheit“)
besitzt. Man nennt die Gleichung singulär, falls die zu erwartende Regulärität der
Lösung so niedrig ist, dass die Gleichung mit Methoden der klassischen Analysis
nicht sinnvoll gelöst werden kann. In den letzten Jahren kam es zu bahnbrechenden
Erkenntnissen in der Untersuchung solcher Systeme, vor allem durch die Anwendung
parakontrollierter Methoden [GIP15] und durch die Entwicklung der Theorie der
Regularitätsstrukturen [Hai14].
Wir präsentieren eine Methode zur diskreten Approximierung singulärer SPDEs.
Kern-idee der oben genannten Theorien ist die Überlegung, dass eine Beschrei-
bung der Lösung und des Rauschens auf kleinen Skalen dazu benutzt werden kann
deren Wechselwirkung zu verstehen, was letztendlich in vielen Fällen die Lösung der
Gleichung ermöglicht. Dies motiviert die Approximation solcher Relationen durch
diskrete Systeme auf Gittern mit kleiner Gitterkonstante. Wenn letztere gegen Null
strebt, sollte sich die kontinuierliche Gleichung im Limes ergeben. Wir entwickeln
eine diskrete Abwandlung der parakontrollierten Methoden, die es erlaubt derartige
Fragestellungen zu untersuchen. Als Beispiel studieren wir sich verzweigende Ir-
rfahrten auf einem (Bravais-)Gitter in einer Zufallsumgebung. Wir nehmen an dass
die Reproduktionsrate nichtlinear in der Teilchenzahl wächst. Beim Sprung ins Kon-
tinuum finden wir eine universelle Gesetzmäßigkeit: Die Nichtlinearität verschwindet
und als Grenzwert ergibt sich stets das lineare parabolische Anderson-Modell.
Wir zeigen weiterhin eine fundamentale Beziehung zwischen dem parakontrol-
lierten Ansatz und der Theorie der Regularitätsstrukturen auf. Während in letzterer
die Lösung mittels einer lokalen („Taylor“-)Entwicklung untersucht wird, beruht
der parakontrollierte Ansatz auf einer Glättung duch Subtraktion einer Frequenz-
modulation (des Paraprodukts). Wir zeigen hier, dass eine fundamentale Symme-
trie zwischen beiden Konzepten besteht: Eine Funktion (bzw. Distribution) lässt
sich lokal genau dann entwickeln, falls die Komponenten dieser Entwicklung sich
durch Paraprodukte glätten lassen. Dies entspricht einer Charakterisierung der
Räume der modellierten Distributionen aus [Hai14] mittels Fourier-Methoden, ähn-
lich der Beschreibung von Hölderräumen durch Littlewood-Paley-Zerlegung. Als
Anwendung dieser Korrespondenz geben wir einen konzeptuell neuen Beweis der
Schauder-Abschätzungen für Regularitätsstrukturen, basierend auf Paraprodukten.
Wir demonstrieren zudem die Mächtigkeit der Theorie der Regularitätsstrukturen
mittels der Entwicklung einer Theorie für die robuste Approximation von Option-
spreisen unter dem Einfluss rauer Volatilität. Des Weiteren zeigen wir, dass die
Schrödinger-Gleichung mit nicht-periodischem Rauschterm unter geeigneten Vor-
raussetzungen eine Lösung besitzt und zeigen, dass diese auf endlichen Zeitskalen
lokalisiert bleibt.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
As mathematicians we like to think that our discipline provides the language “in
which the book of nature is written”, to cite a famous tuscan mathematician [Gal23].
Many generations of scientists have found an immense variety of fundamental laws
that govern the course of events in our cosmos, many of them condensed in some
partial differential equation. However, as probably every experimental physicist can
confirm, we can often only apply this knowledge in a very protected environment.
Much of the effort put into a physical experiment serves often only one purpose:
lock out the surrounding world. In “real life” every physical process is affected by
such a vast number of impacts that the relations we can summarize in a formula
only hold, if at all, in average. In other words: We live in a noisy world!
The concept of a stochastic partial differential equation (SPDE) can be seen as
an attempt to develop models that take this fact into account. In a nutshell, the idea
is to disturb some (deterministic) partial differential equation by a stochastic object,
called the “noise”. The unspoken assumption on the model is that the sheer number
of impacts force this object, by a central limit type argument, to be governed by a
certain probabilistic law, which is in essence all one really has to know about the
noisy background of the studied system.
Let’s start with the possibly easiest SPDE of all. The archetype of a partial
differential equation is the heat equation on r0, T s ˆ Rd
pBt ´∆qu “ 0, u|t“0 “ u0 . (1.1)
It describes the time evolution of a heat profile u on Rd, starting from u0 at time
t “ 0. We can turn this equation into a SPDE by adding a random “forcing” term
ξ to the right hand side
pBt ´∆qu “ ξ, u|t“0 “ u0 . (1.2)
In dimension d “ 2 one could think of (1.1) as modelling the heat flow in some flat
layer in an isolated enviroment, while in (1.2) this layer might be placed in some am-
1
2bient gas with fluctuating temperature. Through ξ randomness enters the equation,
in particular the solution u of (1.2) can now be read as a random variable/stochastic
process.
A natural choice for ξ might be a random force that models fluctuations in time
and space. Namely, take a cylindrical Brownian motionW “ pW ptqqtPr0,T s on L2pRdq
(see for example [DPZ02] or for a gentle introduction [Hai09]), and set
ξ “ d
dt
W . (1.3)
Of courseW is almost surely nowhere differentiable on r0, T s, so that we have to say
what we mean by (1.3). One possible way is to multiply formally both sides of (1.1)
by dt, so that we obtain the (infinite dimensional) stochastic differential equation
du “ ∆u dt` dW, u|t“0 “ u0 . (1.4)
The fundamental solution to the homogeneous problem (1.1) is given by Gpt, xq “
1tą0 1p4πtqd{2 e
´ |x|2
4t , so that by Duhamel’s principle we can give the solution to (1.4)
as
upxq “ pet∆u0qpxq `
ż t
0
ż
Rd
Gpt´ s, x´ yq dW ps, yq , (1.5)
where we wrote et∆u0 “ Gpt, ¨q ˚Rd u0. There is also an “analytical way” to write this
solution. We can see the identity (1.3) as a distributional derivative or, equivalently,
we set for Schwartz functions φ P SpRd`1q
ξpφq :“
ż
r0,T sˆRd
φ dW .
With this notation one may write (1.5) as
upt, xq “ pet∆u0qpxq ` pG ˚Rd`1 ξqpt, xq (1.6)
(of course one has to be careful that this convolution makes sense, compare Sec-
tion 6.1 below). Note that the random distribution ξ satisfies by construction
and the Itô isometry for cylindrical Brownian motion ξpφq d„ N p0, }φ}2
L2pr0,T sˆRdqq ,
where N p0, }φ}2
L2pr0,T sˆRdqq denotes the normal distribution with mean 0 and vari-
ance }φ}2
L2pr0,T sˆRdq. We call ξ the white noise on r0, T s ˆRd. This allows to treat ξ
which do not depend on time, but only on space. Namely, choose ξ as white noise
on Rd, that is a random distribution such that for φ P SpRdq
ξpφq d„ N p0, }φ}L2pRdqq . (1.7)
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While we can still solve (1.2) via (1.6), there is no “stochastic” version in the sense
of (1.5), as there is no cylindrical Brownian motion W in the background. This
shortage gets us into trouble when we consider a multiplicative noise term instead:
pBt ´∆qu “ u ¨ ξ, u|t“0 “ u0 . (1.8)
This equation is called the multiplicative stochastic heat equation for space-time
white noise ξ and the parabolic Anderson model (PAM) for white noise in space.
While for space-time white noise ξ “ d
dt
W and d “ 1 one can still solve (1.8) via its
stochastic formulation
upt, xq “ pet∆u0qpxq `
ż t
0
ż
R
Gpt´ s, x´ yqupyq dW ps, yq ,
compare [DPZ02, Theorem 7.3.5], one has for white noise ξ P S 1pRdq in space, i.e. the
parabolic Anderson model, no choice but to work with the “analytical” formulation
of (1.8), which reads as
upt, xq “ pet∆u0qpxq `
ż t
0
`
ept´sq∆pu ¨ ξq˘ pxq ds . (1.9)
Consider this equation in dimension d “ 2. By construction ξ is a (random) distri-
bution, while there is not much hope that u is smooth. In fact, by classical Schauder
theory one sees that the best one can hope for is that u is Hölder continuous with
exponent γ ă 1. As Schwartz already remarked in his magnum opus [Sch50, Section
5.1] a product between a distribution and a non-smooth function is in general not
defined. Although there is a way to define products of this type if the regularity of
both factors is not too poor [BCD11, Theorem 2.85] (or Corollary 2.1.35 below), it
turns out that this just fails to be the case for the expected Hölder regularity of u.
In other words, we do not even know in which sense there might be a solution to
(1.9). A stochastic partial differential equation that exhibits such ill-defined terms
is known as a singular SPDE.
Obstacles of this kind were overcome for the first time only fairly recently by
two different techniques. In [GIP15] the authors use tools of paracontrolled calculus,
developed by Bony [Bon81], to give a rigorous meaning to (1.8) in d “ 2 (on a torus).
In [BBF17] a modification of this theory was applied to solve the equation for d “ 3.
Another approach, the theory of regularity structures, was presented in [Hai14].
With the help of this theory (1.8) could be solved with white noise in two and three
dimensional space [Hai14, HL16] and with space-time white noise with d “ 1 in the
analytical formulation (1.9), compare [HP15, HL16]. Let us bookkeep some typical
examples of singular SPDEs which were solved with the theories layed out in [Hai14]
and [GIP15]. By solved we mean here that a solution was given in the “analytical
formulation” such as 1.9.
4• The generalized parabolic Anderson model (gPAM )
pBt ´∆qu “ F puqξ (gPAM)
on r0, T s ˆ Rd with white noise in space ξ P S 1pRdq in d “ 2, 3, was solved in
a periodic setup by [GIP15, Hai14, HP15, BBF17] and on the full space by
[HL16, MP17].
• The Kardar-Parisi-Zhang equation (KPZ)
pBt ´∆qh “ pBxhq2 ` ξ (KPZ)
on r0, T s ˆ R, where ξ is space-time white noise, was solved (in a periodic
setup) by [Hai13] (using rough path theory) and [Hai14, GP15b, KM17].
• The three-dimensional stochastic quantization equation (Φ43)
pBt ´∆qϕ “ ´ϕ3 ` ξ (Φ43)
on r0, T s ˆ R3, where ξ is space-time white noise, solved by [CC13, Hai14,
MW17a, ZZ15, Kup16].
• The stochastic Burgers equation
pBt ´∆qu “ F puqBxu` ξ (SBE)
on r0, T s ˆ R with space-time white noise, solved in [Hai14, GIP15]. A more
singular version, with the derivative of white noise as a noise term, was solved
in [GP15b].
• The stochastic nonlinear Schrödinger equation
pıBt ´∆qu “ λ|u|2σu` uξ (SNLS)
on r0, T s ˆ R2 with white noise in space, was solved by [DW16, DM17].
In some references an even more elaborate version of the corresponding SPDE is
considered. All of these equations have one feature in common: They contain one
term which is ill-defined since it contains a product of a distribution with a non-
smooth function. We marked the corresponding term in blue. Although, as already
pointed out above, such a product can be defined with tools of classical analysis if
the smoothness of the considered objects is not too bad, all these equations fall into
a regime where this is not possible without further work.
The development that lead to the theories in [Hai14] and [GIP15] was initialized
by ideas from rough path theory. It was realized by T. Lyons [Lyo91, Lyo98] that
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for a robust definition of stochastic integrals one needs to enhance the driving noise
with additional information. Gubinelli [Gub04] then proposed to consider integrands
that behave on small scales like this augmented integrator. Most of this theory is
purely deterministic, only the enhancement of the driving noise is usually achieved
by applying probabilistic tools. Both, the theory of regularity structures and the
paracontrolled approach, adapt these ideas to a problem such as (1.9). In order to
define the product u ¨ ξ one first equips ξ with an improved structure, by using its
stochastic nature, and then gives a local description of u in terms of this enhanced
noise, for which one uses that u solves the considered equation. The enhancement
of ξ has a similar taste in both concepts, although for the theory in [Hai14] one can
apply a universal algebraic machinery for this task [BHZ16, CH16]. In this step one
often has to subtract divergent terms in the considered equation in order to give a
meaning to the ill-defined products. This step is known as renormalization.
The local description of the solution follows different philosophies in [Hai14]
and [GIP15]. The regularity structure framework builds on local Taylor-like ex-
pansions and can be seen as a far reaching generalization of the theory of rough
paths [FV10, FH14] and of Stein’s notion of differentiability [Ste70]. An object that
can be expanded in this way is called a modelled distribution. The paracontrolled
approach shows that the subtraction of a frequency modulation (the paraproduct)
smooths the solution, which can be understood as the cancellation of fluctuations
on small scales. A distribution which can be regularized by such a procedure is a
paracontrolled distribution. In spite of their conceptual disparity it has been con-
jectured [GIP15, p. 54] that a one-to-one correspondence between paracontrolled
distributions and modelled distributions might exist.
We here show that this conjecture is true. We further give a toolbox for a
discrete approximation of singular SPDEs such as the ones mentioned above in the
paracontrolled setup. We also present an application of regularity structures to
option pricing and show how (SNLS) can be solved on the full space R2.
In Chapter 2 we give the fundamental definitions on which this thesis is build.
This includes a Fourier theory which allows for weighted (and anisotropic) Besov
spaces and the definitions and fundamental results from regularity structures. The
definition and a few basic properties of white noise are recalled as well.
In Chapter 3 we translate the paracontrolled calculus to a discrete framework.
Many results from the continuous theory translate into a setup on Bravais lattices.
The presented methods are forged to study the convergence of singular SPDEs on
a refinining sequence of lattices. Let us highlight also Section 3.4, where we provide
a quite universal apparatus for Wick renormalization on such a sequence. Chapter
4 demonstrates the power of the tools developed in Chapter 3: We prove a weak
universality result for the parabolic Anderson model. For a discrete version of gPAM
on a Bravais lattice with mesh size ε we show in the limit ε Ñ 0 that the equation
6and its solutions scale to the linear parabolic Anderson model (1.8), so that non-
linearity on small scales becomes invisible in the big picture. Both chapters, 3 and
4, are based on [MP17].
Chapter 5 shows that there is a complete correspondence between the mod-
elled distributions from regularity structures and paracontrolled distributions. For
this purpose we show how one can define a paraproduct on a regularity structure
equipped with a model. We also present a suitable definition of the used spaces that
allows for a possible blowup at time t “ 0 and prove some basic properties. We fur-
ther give some Whitney type extension result for modelled distributions. Chapter 6
exemplifies how Schauder estimates for modelled distributions can be proved with
the correspondence proved in chapter 5. The derivation of Schauder estimates is
one of the most challenging parts in [Hai14]. We show a different method that uses
paraproducts instead. This will be content of [MP18].
In Chapter 7 we show how the theory of regularity structure can be applied
to a problem arising from financial mathematics. In [BFG16] a formula for option
pricing under rough volatility was proposed. We develop a regularity structure for
the stochastic integrals of fractional Brownian motion in this formula and present a
robust approximation mechanism. This is based on [BFG`17]
The solution theory for (SNLS) is, although similar in its philosophy, in some
aspects perpendicular on those for the other singular SPDEs presented in this in-
troduction. The involved semigroup e´ıt∆ does not show any smoothing properties,
which is in high contrast to the properties of the heat semigroup. However, it was
shown in [DW16] that an application of a transformation from [HL15] can still yield
a solution for this equation on a torus T2. We show in Chaper 8 that one can in fact
construct a solution on R2 by studying the localization properties of the stochastic
Schrödinger equation. This is based on [DM17].
Chapter 3 & 4: Discrete paracontrolled calculus on Bravais
lattices
& weak universality of the parabolic Anderson model
We consider the following discrete version of (gPAM) in d “ 2:
pBt ´ LGµqϕ “ F pϕqη, ϕp0q “ 1|G|1¨“0 (1.10)
on a Bravais lattice G “ Za1 ` Za2, i.e. the set of integer combinations of linear
independent vectors a1, a2. We write |G| for the size of a “unit cell”, so that |G| “
detpa1, a2q. Here LGµ is the generator of a symmetric, time-continuous random walk
with jump rates µpy ´ xq from x P G to y P G, pηpzqqzPG is a family of independent
random variables with enough moments and F P C2pR;Rq has a bounded second
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derivative and satisfies F p0q “ 0. Equation (1.10) can be seen as describing the
average of a branching random walk on G in some random environment η. We are
interested in the behavior of (1.10) on large scales ε´1, more precisely we consider
uεpt, xq “ ε´2ϕpε´2t, ε´1xq. It turns out one can get a meaningful expression in the
limit εÑ 0 if one requires
Erηpzqs “ ´F 1p0qcεε2, Varpηpzqq “ ε
2
|G|
so that η and ϕ in (1.10) actually depend on ε, which we suppressed in the notation.
Here cε « logpε´1q is some specific deterministic constant. (1.10) can then be
reshaped to
pBt ´ LGεµε quε “ F εpuεqpξε ´ F 1p0qcεµq, uεp0q “ 1|Gε|1¨“0 , (1.11)
on Gε “ εG “ Z εa1 ` Zεa2, where ξεpzq :“ ε´2pηpε´1zq ` F 1p0qcεµε2q for z P Gε,
F ε “ ε´2F pε2¨q and where LGεµε is the generator of a random walk on Gε with rates
µεpy´xq “ ε´2µpε´1py´xqq for x, y P Gε. Using the definition of F ε one might use
a Taylor expansion around 0 to estimate
F εpuεq “ 0` F 1p0quε ` . . .
so that the limit of (1.11) can be guessed as
pBt ´ LR2µ qu “ F 1p0qupξ ´ F 1p0q8q, up0q “ δ0 , (1.12)
where LR2µ is the limiting generator (compare Definition 3.3.3), which is simply an
elliptic partial differential operator of second order. The symbol “´8” indicates that
in order to define the product u¨ξ in (1.12) one has to introduce a renormalization as
shortly mentioned above, in our case one could see this as indicating the divergent
sequence cεµ « logpε´1q we had to introduce (although we didn’t say why yet).
From the nonlinearity F that we put into our system only the value F 1p0q re-
mains visible in the limit εÑ 0. The linear parabolic Anderson model (1.12), which
is essentially the same as (1.8), has therefore a privileged role in the large scale de-
scription of branching random walks. We call this observation the weak universality
for the parabolic Anderson model in dimension 2.
The rigorous proof of the steps above is the content of Chapter 4 and we formulate
our main result in Theorem 4.3.6. Our observations join the ranks of similar findings
for other singular SPDEs, compare for example [HQ15, GJ14, GP15a, GP16] and
[MW17b, HX16, SW16, GKO17, OT17].
The tools we apply to show the weak universality of the parabolic Anderson
model in dimension 2 are derived from ideas from paracontrolled calculus [GIP15,
8GP15b]. In previous considerations of the limit of discrete singular SPDEs in this
framework [CGP17, GP15b, ZZ15] the solution uε was first extended to the full
space and then paracontrolled methods were applied to the (continuous) equation
of the extended solution E εuε. However this idea has the drawback that it leads
to additional operators in the equation, which make the analytical handling quite
intricate. We choose therefore to go a different route. We show how paracontrolled
techniques can be directly applied to the discrete equations to derive a priori bounds
in discrete spaces. The extension E εuε will only be considered in the very last
step, that is in the passage to the limit ε Ñ 0. As in the limit the operator E ε
commutes with all operations in the equation, it follows at once that the limit of
E εuε satisfies the desired relation. We present these methods in Chapter 3. Since
the corresponding techniques can in principle be used for any equation for which
paracontrolled techniques apply, Chapter 3 is a self-contained presentation in its own
right. A discrete version of the Schauder estimates for parabolic singular SPDEs as
in [GIP15, GP15b] is given in Chapter 4. For similar approaches in the context of
regularity structures compare [HM15, CM16].
In Chapter 3 the Fourier transform of discrete functions f : G Ñ C is studied. As
in the case of G “ Z2 the Fourier transform FGf turns out to be a periodic function
(or distribution). As domain of FGf we take a certain parallelotope pG, centered at
0, called in this work the “Fourier cell”. In the case of G “ Z2 this simply coincides
with the well-known torus pG “ T2 “ r´1{2, 1{2q2. We are actually interested in a
sequence Gε “ ε ¨ G. The Fourier cell then scales likexGε “ ε´1 pG,
so that morally for ε “ 0 the Fourier transform is defined on the full space and
periodicity becomes invisible. In Section 3.1 we perform a Littewood-Paley decom-
position of xGε. By boundedness of the Fourier cell only finitely many blocks are
required. More precisely, for ε « 2´N the number of blocks is of order N . One can
then define paraproducts, resonance products and commutators just as in [GIP15].
As a discrete function space we define a “discrete Besov space” Bγp,qpGεq. The topol-
ogy of Bγp,qpGεq for a fixed ε is rather uninteresting, it coincides with the one of
ℓppGεq, but what we are really after are estimates in these spaces which are uniform
in ε. For such bounds we can apply a discrete extension operator E ε from Gε to R2,
compare Lemma 3.1.10, to get a bounded sequence in Bγp,qpR2q.
Usually one needs to introduce weights on the considered spaces. It is occa-
sionally useful to allow for functions (or distributions) that grow even faster then
any polynomial. In this case we cannot apply Schwartz’s theory of tempered dis-
tributions. For this purpose we sometimes work with ultra-distributions, a natural
generalization of S 1pRdq which allows for faster growing objects. We present this
theory in Chapter 2. The discrete analogue will then follow in a natural way and is
described in Chapter 3.
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Finally, in the treatment of the discrete equations one encounters products of
discrete random variables which converge in the limit to ill-defined expression. By
now, especially since the work of [DD03], it has become classical to cure such prob-
lems by the means of Wick calculus. We present in Section 3.4 a discrete toolbox
for this purpose, based on the work of [CSZ17]. For the parabolic Anderson model
it is the application of these methods that lets the divergent constant cεµ « logpε´1q
arise.
Chapter 5 & 6: Paraproducts on regularity structures
& Schauder theory for singular SPDEs using paraproducts
The key insight in [Hai14] and [GIP15] that lead to the understanding of ill-defined
products in singular SPDEs such as u ¨ξ in 1.9 was that one needs a local description
of u in terms of functions (or distributions) constructed from ξ. In the theory of
regularity structures [Hai14] this is achieved by providing the concept of a gener-
alized Taylor expansion which allows for non-polynomial terms. More precisely, a
distribution on Rd, such as u, is modelled by a function F : Rd Ñ T that takes
values in some (abstract) graded vector space
T “à
αPA
Tα,
where A Ď R is locally finite. In other words F can be written as F “ÀαPA Fα with
only finitely many Fα : Rd Ñ Tα being not identical with the zero function. This
framework is usually equipped with a model, a family of linear maps pΠx,Γyxqx,yPRd ,
acting like Πx : T Ñ S 1pRdq and Γyx : T Ñ T and satisfying a number of different
properties. The model provides an interpretation that translates the rather formal
object
À
αPA F
α into a generalized Taylor expansion with coefficients Fα.
F “ Àαăγ Fα is then said to be a modelled distribution of type DγpRd; T q for
γ P R if for any α P A with α ă γ and x, y P Rd
Fαy ´ ΓαyxFx “ Op}y ´ x}γ´αs q (1.13)
where ΓαyxFx denotes the component of ΓyxFx P T in Tα and where }y ´ x}s is an
“anisotropic” distance induced by some scaling vector s.
As pointed out above, F is supposed to describe the local expansion of a dis-
tribution. In fact, the so-called reconstruction operator R : DγpRd; T q Ñ S 1pRdq
allows to gain from a modelled distribution the distribution whose local, Taylor-like
expansion is provided by F .
It was shown in [GIP15, Theorem 6.10] that the distribution RF can be
“smoothened” via a paraproduct P pF,Πq P S 1pRdq in the sense that
RF ´ P pF,Πq P Cγs pRdq , (1.14)
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where Cγs pRdq is the anisotropic Besov space of order γ. We give a definition of these
spaces in Chapter 2. It has been conjectured [GIP15, p. 54] that one can describe
the space DγpRd; T q completely by using paraproducts.
We here propose to introduce for every α P A a paraproduct P pF,Γαq that
smoothens for F P DγpRd; T q the component Fα in the sense
Fα ´ P pF,Γαq P Cγ´αs pRd; Tαq , (1.15)
where the notation Cγ´αs pRd; Tαq indicates that the expression actually takes values
in the space Tα. We show that one has in fact also the inverse direction, namely that
(1.15) implies (1.13) given that a structure condition is satisfied. To see the need
for an extra condition consider the plain vanilla case where F takes values in the
so-called polynomial regularity structure T . In this case F P DγpRd; T q describes
simply an (anisotropic) γ-Hölder continuous function and the components of F are
the derivatives of order α. In this simple example it turns out that the paraproducts
P pF,Γαq are always identical to 0, so that (1.15) describes the right smoothness of
these components but says nothing about their interconnections through derivatives.
In fact one could in principal choose for Fα any Cγ´α function and would still satisfy
(1.15). This ambivalence can be removed by requiring the structure condition on
Fα, which morally reads as
BkpFα ´ Γα¨xFxqpxq “ 0 (1.16)
for any x P Rd and k P Nd with |k|s ă γ ´ α (| ¨ |s denotes an anisotropic multiindex
size). In the example above one easily checks that (1.16) yields precisely the right
shape of the components of Fα.
In general we say that F : Rd Ñ T with Fα “ 0 for α ą γ is in the paracontrolled
space PγpRd; T q if (1.15) and (1.16) are satisfied for α ă γ. In Theorem 5.2.1 we
show that indeed
DγpRd; T q “ PγpRd; T q , (1.17)
which proves the conjecture stated in [GIP15].
In Chapter 6 we use (1.17) to prove Schauder estimates for differential operators
in the form apDq :“ Bt ´ ppD1q where ppD1q is some homogeneous polynomial of
spatial derivatives of order θ P 2N. The Green’s function of apDq will be denoted
by A . Assume that the considered regularity structure T contains the polynomial
substructure T Ď T . As in [Hai14] we then define a model on T which realizes an
abstract integration map I for the kernel A , but rather decompose A in its Fourier
spectrum than in real space, to exploit the Fourier properties of A . Similar to
[GIP15, GP15b] one of the useful properties of the paraproduct is that it commutes
with the Green’s function A in the sense that for some F P DγpRd; T q
P pIpF q,Πq ´A ˚ P pF,Πq P Cγ`θpRdq (1.18)
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where P p¨,Πq denotes the paraproduct which we already encountered in 1.14. As
in [Hai14] we aim at building a map K : DγpRd, T q Ñ Dγ`θpRd; T q such that
RKF “ A ˚RF . KF will be chosen as the sum of linear operators
KF “ IF ` PF ,
where PF takes values in the polynomial substructure T Ď T and I is the abstract
integration map. The estimates on IF turn out to be rather easy, so that the inter-
esting part is therefore the polynomial contribution PF . We proceed, in contrast to
the theory in [Hai14], using paraproducts. One can usually assume [Hai14, Remark
7.9] that (the “relevant” part of) KF is function-like in the sense of [Hai14, Definition
2.5], which implies that the component of PF for α “ 0 must equal P0F “ A ˚RF
[Hai14, Proposition 3.28]. The remainding components of PF can then be deduced
using the structure condition (1.16), which gives an explicit formula for PF given by
(6.31) below. Let us sketch how one proves that P0F can be smoothened with the
paraproduct P pKF,Γ0q. An important observation is that the paraproduct “forgets”
polynomial entries such as PF so that we have
P pKF,Γ0q “ P pIF,Γ0q p˚q“ P pIF,Πq ,
where p˚q is a consequence of the fact that (the “relevant” part of) IF is function-
valued. Consequently
K0F ´ P pKF,Γ0q “ K0F ´ P pIF,Πq “ A ˚RF ´ P pIF,Πq
p˚1q“ A ˚ pRF ´ P pF,Πqq ` Cγ`θs p˚2q“ Cγ`θs ,
where Cγ`θs denotes a term in the corresponding space and where we used in p˚1q
that A commutes with the paraproduct as stated in (1.18) and in p˚2q relation
(1.14) together with the fact that A maps Cγ into Cγ`θ. We have thus shown that
K0F ´ P pKF,Γ0q P Cγ`θ “ Cγ`θ´0. Using the structure condition (1.16) this result
can then be “lifted” to the remaining components of PF in order to show that
PαF ´P pF,Γαq P Cγ`θ´α. Applying then (1.17) shows that KF P Dγ`θpRd; T q This
is in essence the idea behind our Schauder estimates in Theorem 6.2.3, our main
result in Chapter 6.
Alas, we simplified the statements to quite some extend. Actually, since we want
to consider a parabolic equation we actually only work on a finite time interval p0, T s
and moreover must allow for a blowup around the initial condition at t “ 0. We
thus have to work with local, singular spaces. The spaces Dγ,η introduced in [Hai14]
are ill-suited for our purposes since there is no obvious version of 1.17 for them.
We choose therefore to introduce a new space Drη,γs in Chapter 5 which roughly
behaves in the same way under composition and multiplication and which is better
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behaved with a Fourier description. In fact Drη,γs is just defined by a collection
of estimates in the non-singular spaces Dβ, whose interplay with paraproducts we
perfectly understand due to 1.17. Since a Fourier based theory relies on global
estimates we have to apply extension operators in order to overcome the locality
imposed by the finite time interval p0, T s, we introduce two types of extensions
in Chapter 5. Let us especially point out the Whitney extension Theorem 5.3.16,
which states that any modelled distribution on a closed set can be extended to the
full space.
Chapter 7: A regularity structure for rough volatility
In Chapter 7 we give an approximation theory for Itô integrals of the typeż T
0
fpWˆtq dWt
Here Wt is a Brownian motion and Wˆt is a (Riemann-Liouville) fractional Brownian
motion given by
Wˆt “
ż t
0
Kpt´ rqdWr ,
where Kprq “ ?2H 1rą0 rH´1{2 is the Volterra kernel and H P p0, 1q is the Hurst
index. Note that for H “ 1{2 one has Wˆ “ W . Problems of this kind arise in the
task for option pricing in financial mathematics. In [BFG16] it is proposed to price
a European call option with strike price K by
E
«
CB.S.
˜
S0 exp
ˆż T
0
fpWˆtq dWt ´ ρ
2
2
ż T
0
fpWˆtqdt
˙
, K,
a
1´ ρ2
2
ż T
0
fpWˆtq2dt
¸ff
,
(1.19)
here CB.S.p¨, ¨, ¨q denotes the “classical” Black Scholes price, ρ P r0, 1s is some fixed
parameter and S0 is the initial price of the considered asset. We sketch the derivation
of this formula in Chapter 7. In (1.19) fpWˆtq is the volatility process and in pratical
applications it is “rough”, meaning that H ă 1{2 and typically H „ 0.1 [GJR17].
Assume we want to approximate (1.19) by taking some (smooth) approximations
W ε
εÑ0ÝÑ W and Wˆ εt “
şt
0
Kpt´ rqdW εr . Does this give us a good approximation? Do
we have (and with which rate)ż T
0
fpWˆ εt q dW εt εÑ0ÝÑ
ż T
0
fpWˆtq dWt ? (1.20)
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We see the connections to the other questions depicted in this introduction by taking
the distributional derivative (with respect to T ), so that (1.20) can be reformulated
as
fpWˆ εt q 9W εt εÑ0ÝÑ fpWˆtq 9Wt , (1.21)
where the product on the right hand side is defined to be the distributional deriva-
tive of the right hand side of (1.20). The problem can from this point of view be
understood as the task to find a theory of the distributional product fpWˆtq 9Wt which
is robust under approximation. By the results of Wong and Zakai [WZ65] we expect
that (1.20) (and thus (1.21)) does not hold, but that the sequence
şT
0
fpWˆ εt q dW εt
converges rather to the Stratonovich version of
şT
0
fpWˆtq dWt. But now one sees that
this object does not even exist for H P p0, 1{2q, since the quadratic covariation which
yields the Itô-Stratonovich correction diverges in this regime. Note however, that
the Itô integral in (1.20) is perfectly well-defined. We expect therefore that one has
to subtract some divergent object in (1.20) and (1.21), which somehow corresponds
to the infinite Itô-Stratonovich correction. We will apply the theory of regularity
structures [Hai14] to achieve this task. From the perspective of this theory one can
understand the products in (1.21) by expanding fpWˆ εt q locally, say in the point s
close to t,
fpWˆ εt q “
Mÿ
k“0
f pkqpWˆ εs q pWˆ εt ´ Wˆ εs qk `Op|s´ t|pM`1qpH´κqq ,
where we used Taylor’s formula and the fact that Wˆ and thus Wˆ ε is Hölder contin-
uous with exponent H ´ κ for some arbitrarily small κ ą 0. It will be enough to
chooseM big enough such that pM`1qpH´κq ą 1{2. Using the reconstruction the-
orem from regularity structures we can see that this local expansion allows us to get
a limit for fpWˆ εt q 9W ε if we understand the limit of the product of the “monomials”
pWˆ εt ´ Wˆsqk with 9W εt :
pWˆ εt ´ Wˆ εs qk 9W εt . (1.22)
Alas, this object is once more divergent as ε Ñ 0 by the same argument as above.
However, we can modify (1.22) to a convergent object, by taking the Wick product
instead
pWˆ εt ´ Wˆ εs qk ˛ 9W εt . (1.23)
We here assume that 9W ε and thus Wˆ ε are Gaussian processes, so that (1.23) should
be read as follows: Expand the ordinary product pWˆ εt ´ Wˆ εs qk in its components
in homogeneous Wiener chaoses and then sum the Wick product of each of these
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terms with 9W εt . This object is now indeed convergent (in the distributional sense)
to a limit which turns out (for s ă t) to be pWˆt´ Wˆsq 9Wt :“
` ş¨
s
pWˆr ´ WˆsqdWr
˘1ptq.
Using Wick calculus one can see that (again s ă t for simplicity)
pWˆ εt ´ Wˆ εs qk ˛ 9W εt “ pWˆ εt ´ Wˆ εs qk 9W εt ´ kC εptq pWˆ εt ´ Wˆ εs qk´1 ,
where C εptq “ ErWˆ εt 9W εt s „ εH´1{2. Note that the correction kC εptq pWˆ εt ´ Wˆ εs qk´1
does only have non-positive homogeneity for k “ 1, by what we mean that for k ą 1
this term can be bounded by |t´ s|κ1 for some κ1 ą 0. Consequently, after “sewing”
everything together with the reconstruction theorem [Hai14, Theorem 3.10], only
the k “ 1 correction survives and one obtains the following modified convergence
result
ż T
0
fpWˆ εt q dW εt ´
ż T
0
C εptq f 1pWˆ εt q dt εÑ0ÝÑ
ż T
0
fpWˆtq dWt . (1.24)
This shoud be seen as the correct version of the wrong statement (1.21). The
fundamental objects (1.22) and its “renormalization” (1.23) are realized in Chapter
7 by a model Πε and a renormalized model Πˆε. The limiting building blocks pWˆt ´
Wˆsq 9Wt are represented by a limiting model Πˆ. In Theorem 7.1.13 we show that
Πˆε
εÑ0ÝÑ Πˆ and thereafter apply this knowledge together with the reconstruction
theorem to deduce (1.24) (together with a convergence rate) in our main Theorem
7.2.9.
As we do not necessarily construct our approximation W ε through convolution
with a mollifier, the “renormalization function” C εptq is in general really a function
and not a constant, which is the case one usually encounters for singular SPDEs
as in Chapter 4. For the class of used approximations W ε see (7.16) together with
Definition 7.1.5.
Many of the ideas above seem quite reminiscent to rough path theory. In fact it
would probably be possible to produce the results above with the branched rough
path theory as introduced by Gubinelli [Gub10]. However, note that a full branched
rough path framework is not possible since integrals such as
şt
s
pWr´WsqdWˆr do not
even exists as an Itô integral because Wˆ is not a semimartingale. Most likely the
theory above could instead be achieved with a “partial” branched rough path frame-
work, but we find it more straightforward and economic to apply Hairer’s language
of regularity structure instead, not at least since we encouter renormalization terms
(although the concept of renormalization was translated recently to the theory of
rough paths, compare [BCFP17]).
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Chapter 8: Solution to (SNLS) on R2
Recall that the stochastic nonlinear Schrödinger equation on r0, T s ˆR2 is given by
pıBt ´∆qu “ λ|u|2σu` uξ, up0q “ u0, (1.25)
where ξ P S 1pR2q is white noise in space and where we take σ ą 0 and λ P R. This
equation models light propagation in a dispersive material (represented by the non-
linear term λ|u|2σu) [Ber98, Section 1.1.-1.3.], the multiplicative noise term can be
seen as an attempt to take impurities in the material into account. The solvability
of this equations is sensitive to the choice of the “material parameters” σ and λ.
The case σ ă 1 is known as the subcritical regime. The sign of λ classifies (1.25) as
focusing (λ ą 0), linear (λ “ 0) or defocusing (λ ď 0).
Again, as for the parabolic Anderson model, the product term u ¨ ξ is ill-defined
as a product of a (non-smooth) function with white noise. Since we don’t have
any information about u a priori it is hard to say how we could define a product.
The techniques from [GIP15] and [Hai14] are unavailable for us, since they rely on
smoothing properties which are not available for the semigroup e´ıt∆. One only has,
by Parseval’s identity, that e´ıt∆ maps L2pR2q into itself, compare this to the heat
semigroup et∆ that maps L2pR2q (or any tempered distribution) into the class of
analytical functions!
In a nutshell, the idea to overcome this obstacle is to transform (1.25) into a
better behaved equation and and then to study the regularity of the solution via
conserved quantities. We follow [HL15, DW16] and transform (1.25) by a “partial”
Cole Hopf transform: Consider instead of u the function v “ ueY , where Y is a
time-independent function solving ∆Y “ ξ. Instead of (1.25) we then have
pıBt ´∆qv “ v∇Y 2 ´ 2∇v ‚∇Y ` λ|v|2σve´2σY , vp0q “ v0 :“ u0eY
The derivative ∇Y is once more a distribution, so that the square ∇Y 2 “ ∇Y ‚∇Y
is ill-defined. However, since we understand Y much better than the solution of the
equation, we can fix this problem in a rather easy way. Similar as in [DD03] we
replace this equation by
pıBt ´∆qv “ v ∇Y ˛2 ´ 2∇v ‚∇Y ` λ|v|2σve´2σY , vp0q “ v0 , (1.26)
where ∇Y ˛2 denotes the Wick product ∇Y ˛ ∇Y . If we look at the equation for
u “ ve´Y the replacement ∇Y 2 Ñ ∇Y ˛2 corresponds to the renormalization seen in
Chapter 4 for the parabolic Anderson model. The scalar product ´2∇v ‚∇Y is once
more ill-defined, but by the rules of classical analysis [BCD11, Theorem 2.85] it can
be defined if we can show that for t P r0, T s the function vptq “ vpt, ¨q : R2 Ñ C is
contained in the fractional Sobolev space HγpR2q with γ ą 1. This is achieved by
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working with conserved quantities of this equation. For our proceeding this will be
the mass N and the energy H, given by
N “
ż
R2
|v|2e´2Y , H “
ż
R2
`1
2
|∇v|2 ´ 1
2
|v|2∇Y ˛2 ´ λ
2σ ` 2 |v|
2σ`2e´2σY
˘
e´2Y
(1.27)
From these one can derive an H1pR2q bound if the equation is defocusing or sub-
critical (or both). The most challenging term in this proceeding is the nonlinear
contribution
ş
λ
2σ`2 |v|2σ`2e´p2σ`2qY to the energy. If λ ď 0 this contribution can be
neglected in the estimates, if σ P p0, 1q one can bound this integral by using Sobolev
embedding.
An estimate in H2pR2q, or rather HγpR2q for γ P p1, 2q, follows by bounding the
object w “ Btv in L2pR2q and applying thereafter the identity 1ı∆v` . . . “ w . This
is the same path that was chosen in [DW16] to solve (1.26) (globally) on the torus
T2. In this case one can estimate terms derived from the noise such as ∇Y ˛2, ∇Y
and e´2Y without the introduction of weights.
We here prove that (1.26) does have local solutions on all of R2 if the equation
is defocusing or subcritical (or both). If σ P p0, 1{2q one even has global solutions.
The difficulty of a set-up on R2 is that one has to counterbalance the growth of the
noise with some weight, compare also in this context Chapter 4. Consequently, we
have to show that the solution v has a certain decay, since otherwise the conserved
quantities (1.27) are not even well-defined. Luckily, the growth of ξ and Y is abouta
logp|x|q, so that e´2Y , ∇Y and ∇Y ˛2 grow less than |x|κ for any κ ą 0. To
compensate this behaviour we have to show that the solution v of (1.26) decays
faster than some polynomial. The key role in this task will be played by Lemma
8.3.1, whose statement can be summarized for δ P p0, 1{2q, δ1 ă 1´ 2δ as
}|x|δv}2Cpr0,T s;L2pR2qq “ sup
tPr0,T s
}|x|δvptq}2L2pR2q À 1` }|x|´δ1∇vptq}Cpr0,T s;L2pR2qq
We use this lemma together with interpolation of weighted Besov spaces (Lemma
2.1.31) to “trade” some differentiability to gain some a priori decay estimates for v.
Let us finally sketch the role of the parameter σ ą 0 in proving existence of
local or global solutions. We simplify the appearing estimates greatly to ease the
argument. When estimating the Hγ norm for γ ą 1 we get in Lemma 8.4.1 an
estimate which is roughly of the form
}v}Cpr0,T s;Hγq À 1` eCT }v}2σCpr0,T s;L8q (1.28)
To prove local existence one can use the embedding }v}Cpr0,T s;L8q À }v}Cpr0,T s;Hγq
and then choose T ą 0 small enough to get from (1.28) an a priori bound on
}v}Cpr0,T s;Hγq.To prove global existence one can use the Brezis-Gallouet like inequality
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(Lemma 8.5.1) }v}Cpr0,T s;L8q À 1 ` logp1 ` }v}Cpr0,T s;Hγqq which gives for σ ă 1{2
a sublinear bound on the right hand side of (1.28) and thus a global estimate.
Using these a priori bounds one derives the existence of local solutions and of global
solutions (for σ P p0, 1{2q), these main results are stated in Theorem 8.4.4 and 8.5.2.
1.1 Notation
The most important symbols (and some important terms) can be found in the
glossary at the end of this thesis. We list here a few important notions and notations.
Constants and Inequalities
For expressions a, b we introduce the notation
a À b ô a ď C ¨ b ,
where C is some deterministic constant, independent of a and b. To emphasize the
dependency of C on some parameter p a notation such as “Àp” will be used. We
further introduce
a Á b ô b À a ,
a « b ô a À b& b À a .
For indices i, j P Z we will write
i À j ô i ď j `N (1.29)
where N P Z is some deterministic constant, which is independent of i and j. We
also use
i Á j ô i À j ,
i „ j ô i À j& j À i .
Multi-indices
We write in this thesis N for the natural numbers including 0.
For multi-indices k, l P Nd we introduce the following ordering
k ď l ô @i P t1, . . . , du ki ď li .
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We further use the usual notations concerning factorials and derivatives:
k! :“ k1! ¨ . . . ¨ kd! ,
|k| :“ k1 ` . . .` kd ,ˆ
k
l
˙
:“ k!
l!pk ´ lq! ,
Bk :“ B
|k|
Bk1x1 . . . Bkdxd
.
Functions
For functions we will sometimes write the argument as an index to shorten the
notation:
fx :“ fpxq .
Given an open set Ω Ď Rd and n P N we write
f P CnpΩq
whenever f : Ω Ñ C has derivatives in Ω up to order n. As an extension of the
notation above we define for k P Nd
Bkfx :“ pBkfqx “ pBkfqpxq .
We use the symbol Cnb pΩq for the set of functions in CnpΩq with bounded derivatives
on Ω. We may write
CpΩq :“ C0pΩq
CbpΩq :“ C0b pΩq
for the space of (bounded) continuous functions. Let us also introduce
C8pΩq :“
č
ně0
CnpΩq
C8b pΩq :“
č
ně0
Cnb pΩq
The index “c” stands for compact support, so that
Cnc pΩq, C8c pΩq
will denote functions in CnpΩq or C8pΩq with compact support supp f Ď Ω.
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We will occasionally use the term spectral support to denote the support of the
Fourier transform, i.e.
suppFRdf
(a similar remark holds for tempered (ultra-)distributions).
When we are considering function spaces on a domain Ω of the formMpΩq, such
as CnpΩq, we often do not emphasize the codomain of the considered functions. This
should then always be read as indicating that the considered functions take values
in the complex numbers C. If we want to emphasize the target set we will use a
semicolon, so that
MpΩ;Xq
would be a set of functions for values in X. For example, we might use CbpΩ;Rq for
the space of continuous real-valued functions and use
CnpΩ;Xq
with the Banach space X as the symbol for the set of functions that take values in
the space X and are n times differentiable.
Important exceptions of this convention will be the spaces DγpRd;VzWq and
Drη,γspRd;VzWq we introduce in Definition 2.3.14 and 5.3.1 below. Here the consid-
ered functions take values in a superset of VzW , but VzW denotes the set where the
semi-norm of these spaces is taken, compare the Remarks 2.3.15 and 5.3.2 below.
Products
We will denote by ¨ the “usual product” of real or complex numbers. If the factors
of some product span over multiple lines, the symbol ˆ will be used.
The symbol ‚ is reserved to denote for a, b P Cd
a ‚ b :“
dÿ
i“1
ai ¨ bi
and is thus identical with the usual, euclidean scalar product whenever a, b have real
components.
Integrals
For integrals we will often use the “physics notation” where the differential is written
right after the integral sign: ż
Rd
dx fpxq . (1.30)
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This notation often leads to more well-arranged formulas, especially when multiple
integrals occur. If the integration domain is the “full space” we may skip the index
on the integral sign, so that we would write instead of (1.30)ż
dx fpxq .
A convolution on Rd will be denoted by
pf ˚ gqpxq :“
ż
Rd
dz fpx´ zq gpzq “
ż
Rd
dz fpzq gpx´ zq .
We may occassionaly write ˚Rd to emphasize that the convolution is really taken on
Rd. Convolution over other domains, such as Z for instance, will be marked by a
special label.
The Fourier integral will always follow in this thesis the “frequency” convention,
that is
FRdfpxq “
ż
Rd
dξ e´2πıξ‚xfpξq, F´1Rd fpxq
ż
Rd
dξ e2πıξ
‚xfpξq .
For a distribution f P S 1pRdq acting on some test function φ P SpRdq we will
occasionally apply the “measure notation”:ż
fpdzqφpzq :“ fpφq .
A similar remark applies to ultra-distributions.
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2.1 A recap on Fourier analysis
(Ultra) Distributions
Most of the theory presented in this thesis is based on distributions. Since the
paracontrolled analysis of SPDEs as presented in [GIP15] is heavily based on Fourier
analysis it seems convenient to work in the framework of Schwartz distributions. Let
us shortly recall that this theory is based on the so-called Schwartz space
SpRdq :“ tφ P C8pRdq | pα,λpφq ă 8u (2.1)
which is equipped with the (semi-)norms
pα,λpφq :“ sup
xPRd
|p1` |x|2qλ{2Bα φpxq|
to make it a locally convex space. Its dual S 1pRdq is called the space of tempered
distributions. Via the identification
Tf pφq “
ż
fpxqφpxqdx ,
for say f P Lp, p P r1,8s, S 1pRdq can be seen as a generalization of functions.
Objects T P S 1pRdq can be added and multiplied by constants in the obvious way,
but also “multiplied” by φ P SpRdq via
φT :“ T pφ ¨q
They form a subset of the realm of distributions
`
C8c pRdq
˘1 with the important
additional property that a Fourier transform can be defined via
FRdT pφq :“ T pFRdφq, φ P SpRdq .
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By definition, S 1pRdq contains objects that grow at most like a polynomial, in the
sense
|T pφp¨ ´ xqq| À 1` |x|N
for some N ą 0. However, as we will see in chapter 4 below it will be sometime
convenient to work with objects that grow (or decay) faster than any polynomial.
This theory of so-called tempered ultra-distributions was introduced by Beurling and
Björck [Beu38, Bjö66]. These objects keep most of the nice properties of Schwartz
distributions while allowing to grow at any subexponential rate. In this subsection
we present this theory and define fundamendal objects such as Littlewood-Paley
decomposition and Besov spaces in their context. We follow here mostly [MP17],
which is based on [Tri83].
Let us fix, once and for all, the following weight functions which we will use
throughout this thesis.
Definition 2.1.1. In this thesis we denote by
ωpolpxq :“ logp1` |x|q, ωexpσ pxq :“ |x|σ, σ P p0, 1q ,
where x P Rd, σ P p0, 1q For ω P ω :“ tωpolu Y tωexpσ |σ P p0, 1qu we denote by ρpωq
the set of measurable, strictly positive ρ : Rd Ñ p0,8q such that
ρpxq À ρpyqeλωpxq (2.2)
for some λ “ λpρq ą 0. We also introduce the notation ρpωq :“ ŤωPω ρpωq. The
objects ρ P ρpωq will be called weights.
Note that the sets ρpωq are stable under addition and multiplication for a fixed
ω P ω. The indices “pol” and “exp” of the elements in ω indicate the fact that
elements in ρ P ρpωpolq are polynomially growing or decaying while elements in
ρpωexpσ q are allowed to have subexponential behaviour. Note that
ρpωpolq Ď ρpωexpσ q
and that
xxyλ :“ p1` |x|2qλ{2 P ρpωpolq (2.3)
and eλ|x|σ P ρpωexpσ q for λ P R, σ P p0, 1q. The reason why we only allow for σ ă 1
will be explained in Remark 2.1.3 below.
We are now ready to define the space of ultra-distributions
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Definition 2.1.2. We define for ω P ω the locally convex space
SωpRdq :“ tf P SpRdq | @λ ą 0, α P Nd pωα,λpfq, πωα,λpfq ă 8u , (2.4)
which is equipped with the seminorms
pωα,λpfq :“ sup
xPRd
eλωpxq|Bαfpxq| , (2.5)
πωα,λpfq :“ sup
xPRd
eλωpxq|BαFRdfpxq| . (2.6)
Its topological dual S 1ωpRdq (equipped with the strong topology) is called the space of
tempered ultra-distributions.
Remark 2.1.3. The reason why we excluded the case σ ě 1 for ωexpσ in Definition
2.1.1 is that we want Sω to contain functions with compact support, which then
allows for localization and thus for a Littlewood-Paley theory. But if ω “ ωexpσ with
σ ě 1 and f P SωpRdq the requirement πω0,λpfq ă 8 implies that FRdf can be bounded
by e´c|x|, c ą 0 , which means that f is analytic and the only compactly supported
f P SωpRdq is the zero-function f “ 0.
In the case ω “ ωexpσ , σ P p0, 1q the space S 1ω is strictly larger than S 1. Indeed:
ec|¨|σ
1 P S 1ωzS 1 for σ1 P p0, σs. In the case ω “ ωpol we simply have
SωpRdq “ SpRdq
with a topology that can also be generated by only using the seminorms pωα,λ so that
the dual of SωpRdq “ SpRdq is given by
S 1ωpRdq “ S 1pRdq .
The theory of “classical” tempered distributions is therefore contained in the frame-
work above.
The role of the triple
C8c pRdq Ď SpRdq Ď C8pRdq
in this theory will be substituted by spaces C8ω,cpRdq, C8ω pRdq such that
C8ω,cpRdq Ď SωpRdq Ď C8ω pRdq .
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Definition 2.1.4. Let U Ď Rd be an open set and ω P ω “ tωpoluYtωexpσ |σ P p0, 1qu.
We define for ω “ ωexpσ the set C8ω pUq to be the space of f P C8pUq such that for
every ε ą 0 and compact K Ď U there exists Cε,K ą 0 such that for all α P Nd
sup
K
|Bαf | ď Cε,K ε|α|pα!q1{σ . (2.7)
For ω “ ωpol we set C8ω pUq “ C8pUq. We also define
C8ω,cpUq “ C8ω pUq X C8c pUq . (2.8)
The elements of
`
C8ω,c
`
Rdqq1 are called ultra-distributions.
Remark 2.1.5. The space
`
C8ω,c
`
Rdqq1 is equipped with some suitable topology
[Bjö66, Section 1.6] which we did not specify since this space will not be used in this
thesis and is just mentioned for the sake of completeness.
Remark 2.1.6. The factor α! in (2.7) can be replaced by |α|! or |α||α| [Rod93,
Proposition 1.4.2] as can be easily seen from α! ď |α|! ď d|α|α! and Stirlings formula.
The relation between C8ω,c,Sω, C8ω and their properties are specified by the fol-
lowing lemma.
Lemma 2.1.7. For ω P ω we have SωpRdq Ď C8ω pRdq and
C8ω,cpRdq “ SωpRdq X C8c pRdq . (2.9)
In particular C8ω,cpRdq Ď SωpRdq Ď C8c pRdq.
The space SpRdq is stable under addition, multiplication and convolution.
The space C8ω pRdq is stable under addition, multiplication and division in the
sense that f{g ¨ 1supp f P C8ω pRdq for f, g P C8ω pRdq, supp f Ď ˝supp g.
Sketch of the proof. We only have to prove the statements for ω P tωexpσ |σ P p0, 1qu.
Take a f P SωpRdq and ε ą 0. We then have for α P Nd
Bαfpxq “ p2πıq|α|
ż
Rd
e2πıx
‚ξ ξαFRdfpξq dξ
Using further that for λ ą 0 (we here follow [Hör05, Lemma 12.7.4.])ż
|ξ||α|e´λ|ξ|σdξ À
ż 8
0
r|α|`d´1e´λr
σ
dr À λ´|α|{σΓ`p|α| ` dq{σ˘
StirlingÀ λ´|α|{σC |α||α||α|{σ
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we obtain for x P Rd
|Bαfpxq| À Cλλ´|α|{σC |α||α||α|{σ ¨ πω0,λpfq .
Choosing λ ą 0 big enough shows (2.7) (with global bounds) and thus f P C8ω pRdq
and SωpRdq Ď C8ω pRdq. In particular we get SωpRdq XC8c pRdq Ď C8ω,cpRdq. To show
the inverse inclusion consider f P C8ω,cpRdq. We only have to show that for any λ ą 0
and α P Nd πωα,λpfq ă 8. And indeed for x P Rd with (without loss of generality)
|x| ě 1 1
|eλ|x|σFRdfpxq| ď
8ÿ
k“0
λk
k!
|x|σk|FRdfpxq| ď
8ÿ
k“0
λkCk
k!
|x|rσks|FRdfpxq|
ď
dÿ
i“1
8ÿ
k“0
λkCk
k!
|xi|rσks|FRdfpxq| “
dÿ
i“1
8ÿ
k“0
λkCk
k!
ˇˇˇ ż
e2πıξBrσkseifpξq dξ
ˇˇˇ
2.7& Stirlingď Cε
8ÿ
k“0
λkCkεk ă 8
where C,Cε ą 0 denote as usual constants that may change from line to line and
where ε ą 0 was chosen small enough in the last step.
The stability of SωpRdq under addition, multiplication and convolution are quite
easy to check. [Bjö66, Proposition 1.8.3].
It is straightforward to check f ¨g P C8ω pUq for f, g P C8ω pUq using Leibniz’s rule.
For the stability under composition see e.g. [RS12, Proposition 3.1], from which the
stability under division can be easily derived
Many linear operations such as addition or derivation that can be defined on
distributions can be translated immediately to the space of ultra-distributions`
C8ω,cpRdq
˘1. We see with (2.8) that C8ω pRdq should be interpreted as the set of
permitted smooth multipliers for ultra-distributions
`
C8ω,cpRdq
˘1 and in particular
for tempered ultra-distributions S 1ωpRdq Ď
`
C8ω,cpRdq
˘1.
The space S 1ωpRdq is small enough to allow for a Fourier transform.
Definition 2.1.8. For f P S 1ωpRdq and φ P SωpRdq we set
FRdfpφq :“ pfpφq :“ fpFRdφq,
F´1Rd fpφq :“ f
Źpφq :“ fpF´1Rd φq.
By definition of SωpRdq we have that FRd and F´1Rd are isormophisms on SωpRdq
which implies that FRd and F´1Rd are isomorphisms on S 1ωpRdq.
1we here follow in principle ideas from [MW15, Proposition A.2].
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The following lemma proves that the set of compactly supported ultra-
differentiable functions C8ω,cpRdq is rich enough to localize ultra-distributions, which
gets the Littlewood-Paley theory started and allows us to introduce Besov spaces
based on ultra-distributions in the next section.
Lemma 2.1.9 ([Bjö66], Theorem 1.3.7.). Let ω P ω. For every pair of compact sets
K Ĺ K 1 Ď Rd there is a φ P C8ω,cpRdq such that
φ|K “ 1 , suppφ Ď K 1 .
Weighted, anisotropic Besov spaces
We will use the following convention for weighted Lp spaces: For ρ P ρpωq we write
}f}LppRd,ρq :“ }ρ ¨ f}LppRdq (2.10)
and write LppRd, ρq for the space of all measurable f for which this is finite.
For the function spaces we want to define next some more work is needed. Let
us first introduce some scaling vector
s P r1,8qd , (2.11)
which we fix throughout this subsection. We further set, as in [Hai14], for x P Rd
}x}s :“
dÿ
i“1
|xi|1{si . (2.12)
and define the scaled unit ball
Bsp0, 1q “ tx P Rd | }x}s ă 1u
We also write |s| “ řdi“1 si and for multi-indices k P Nd, |k|s “ řdi“1 ki. In this
spirit we also set |Nd|s :“ t|k|s : | k P Ndu Ď r0,8q. Finally for a positive a ą 0 we
write
as :“ diagpas1 , as2 , . . . , asdq , (2.13)
where diagp ¨ q denotes the diagonal matrix with diagonal “ ¨ ”. There is also a notion
of an anisotropic distance between two sets A,B Ď Rd:
distspA,Bq “ inft}y ´ x}s | y P A, x P Bu .
Provided A “ tzu for some z P Rd we may write z instead of A in the arguments of
dists and similar for B. For A Ď Rd we define its anisotropic diameter by
diamspAq “ supt}x´ y}s |x, y P Au
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The isotropic formulation of the definitions presented here, which might be more
familiar to the reader, arises if we take s “ p1, . . . , 1q.
The interplay of the scaling vector s with the weighted spaces LppRd, ρq is de-
scribed by the following lemma.
Lemma 2.1.10. Let F : Rd Ñ C be measurable, let ω P ω and p P r1,8s. Then,
for δ P p0, 1s, λ ą 0 and any λ1 ą λ such that epλ´λ1qω P LppRdq, we have
}F δ}LppRd,eλωpxqq À δ´|s|p1´1{pq ¨ pω0,λ1pF q ,
where F δ :“ δ´|s|F pδ´s¨q (with the matrix δ´s “ pδ´1qs defined as in (2.13)) and
where pω0,λ1 is as in (2.5). In particular we have for r, q P r1,8s with 1` 1r “ 1p ` 1q
and f P LqpRd, ρq, ρ P ρpωq
}F δ ˚ f}LrpRd,ρq À }F δ}LppRd,eλωpxqq ¨ }f}LqpRd,ρq À δ´|s|p1´1{pq ¨ pω0,λ1pF q }f}LqpRd,ρq
(2.14)
for some λ “ λpρq ą 0 and any λ1 ą λ such that epλ´λ1qω P LppRdq.
Proof. For p ă 8 we rewriteż
|eλωpxqδ´|s|F pδ´sxq|pdx “ δ´|s|pp´1q
ż
eλpωpδ
sxq|F pxq|pdx
ď δ´|s|pp´1q
ż
eλpωpxq|F pxq|p ,
where we used monotonicity of ω in the last step to drop δs. Using now simply the
definition of the seminorm pω0,λ1 we obtain the first estimate for p ă 8. The case
p “ 8 however is obvious. The convolution inequality is then just a consequence of
Young’s inequality after an application of (2.2):ˇˇˇˇ
ρpyq
ż
F δpy ´ xqfpxqdx
ˇˇˇˇ
À
ż
|eλωpy´xqF δpy ´ xq| |ρpxqfpxq|dx .
The following types of sets will be the building blocks for our definitions below.
Definition 2.1.11. We say that a set B Ď Rd is a box if there are a1, . . . , ad ą 0
such that B “Śdi“1r´ai, ais. A set A Ď Rd is a rectangular annulus if there are two
boxes B, B˜ Ď Rd with B Ď B˜ and BB X BB˜ “ ∅ such that A “ B˜zB.
We then have the following elementary properties.
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Lemma 2.1.12. Let A, A˜ be two rectangular annuli and let B be a box. If we define
for j ě 0 Aj :“ 2jsA, A˜j :“ 2jsA˜ and Bj :“ 2jsB (with a matrix 2js as in (2.13))
we have the following relations:
• If Ai X Bj ‰ ∅ only if i À j,
• If Ai X A˜j ‰ ∅ only if i „ j,
where À and „ should be read as on page 17.
Proof. For the first statement we can write 2isA X 2jsB ‰ ∅ as A X 2pj´iqsB ‰ ∅
and use that for i Á j this cannot be true. The second statement then follows if we
use that A and A˜ are both contained in a box.
Let us now fix some choice of anisotropic dyadic partition of unity for ω P ω.
For this purpose we follow [Tri06, Section 5.1] 2:
Let in the following B´2 :“ ∅ and set Bj :“ 2pj`1qsr´1, 1sd for j ě ´1. Fix
further (via Lemma 2.1.9) a symmetric and positive φ´1 P C8ω,cpRdq with values in
r0, 1s such that φ´1 “ 1 on 3{2 ¨B´1 “ r´3{2, 3{2sd and suppφ´1 Ď B0 “ 2sr´1, 1sd.
We then set for j ě 0
φj “ φ´1p2´pj`1qs¨q ´ φ´1p2´js¨q ,
(with matrices 2´js, 2´pj`1qs as in (2.13)) which yields a family pφjqjě´1 P C8ω,cpRdq
that satisfies the following properties:
• For j ě 0
φj “ φ0p2´js¨q . (2.15)
• For j ě 0 ÿ
iăj
φi “ φ´1p2´js¨q . (2.16)
• φj ě 0 for j ě ´1.
• řjě´1 φjpxq “ 1 for x P Rd.
• supp φj Ď Bj`1zBj´1 for j ě ´1, in particular supp φj X suppφj1 “ ∅ for
|j ´ j1| ą 1.
2To be precise, [Tri06] works with s P p0,8qd, řdi“1 si “ d instead, which allows for an inter-
pretation of the Besov regularity in Definition 2.1.16 below as some sort of mean regularity. We
here follow the scaling that corresponds to the definitions in [Hai14].
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Such a family is called an (anisotropic) dyadic partition of unity. Note that for j ě 0
the support of φj is contained in an rectangular annulus of size 2jA, as defined in
Definition 2.1.11. The support of φ´1 is contained in the box B0.
Remark 2.1.13. The choice of the sequence Bj was of course rather arbitrary. One
could for example have chosen another sequence of boxes such as B˜j “ a ¨ Bj with
some a ą 0 instead, which would then lead to a different partition of unity pφ˜jqjě´1.
A special role in this paper will be played by the following functions
Ψj :“ F´1Rd φj , Ψăj “
ÿ
´1ďiăj
Ψi “ F´1Rd
`
φ´1p2´js¨q
˘
(2.17)
with j ě ´1 (note that Ψă´1 “ 0). We also use occasionally the notation Ψďj :“
Ψăj`1 for j ě ´1.
The properties of Ψj and Ψăj are summarized by the following Lemma, which
is rather elementary to check and therefore not proved here.
Lemma 2.1.14. The functions Ψj,Ψăj defined above satisfy
• Ψj and Ψăj are symmetric for j ě ´1.
• ş dvΨjv ¨ vk “ 0 for j ě 0 and k P Nd.
• ş duΨăju “ 1 for j ě 0.
• Ψj “ 2j|s|ϕ1p2js¨q, Ψăj “ 2j|s|ϕ2p2js¨q for j ě 0 and some ϕ1, ϕ2 P SωpRdq.
• If for some a ě 0 and some measurable f : Rd Ñ C we have |fx| À }x}as , then
this implies ˇˇˇˇż
duΨju ¨ fu
ˇˇˇˇ
,
ˇˇˇˇż
dvΨăj ¨ fv
ˇˇˇˇ
À 2´ja
for j ě ´1.
• Given a f P L8pR2dq and j ą 0 the map
x ÞÑ
żż
du dvΨăj´1x´u Ψ
j
x´vfpu, vq
is spectrally supported in an rectangular annulus 2jsA (with A independent of
f and j).
The action of Ψăj on polynomials can be stated as follows.
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Lemma 2.1.15. For k, l P Nd and j ą ´1 we haveż
dv BkΨăj´v vl “ δkl k!
Proof. By integration by parts the left hand side equals
`
l
k
˘
k!
ş
dvΨăj´v vl´k (or 0 if
l ą k). This expression can then be expressed via the inverse Fourier transform as
1lďk
ˆ
l
k
˙
k! p2πıqk´lBl´kF´1Rd Ψăj´¨ p0q ,
which yields the claim since F´1Rd Ψăj equals 1 in a box around 0.
Using the functions φj or their Fourier transforms Ψj we can then define
Littlewood-Paley blocks for f P S 1ωpRdq and j ě ´1 by
∆jf “ F´1Rd pφj ¨ FRdfq “ Ψj ˚ f “
ż
duΨj¨´u fu . (2.18)
which are by construction smooth functions. We can decompose any f P S 1ωpRdq
by its Littlewood-Paley decomposition:
f “
ÿ
jě´1
∆jf , (2.19)
where the sum on the right hand side converges in the topology of S 1ωpRdq. Using
the scaling of Ψj “ 2j|s|ϕ1p2js¨q, for j ě 0, from Lemma 2.1.14 and the weighted
Young inequality in Lemma 2.1.10 we see that the blocks ∆j map for j ě ´1 the
space LppRd, ρq into itself for p P r1,8s and ρ P ρpωq:
}∆jf}LppRd,ρq “ }Ψj ˚ f}LppRd,ρq À }f}LppRd,ρq , (2.20)
where the involved constant can be chosen independent of j. We will also use
sometimes the following operator
Sjf :“
ÿ
´1ďiăj
∆if “ Ψăj ˚ f “
ż
dvΨăj¨´v fv ,
which maps again LppRd, ρq into itself by the same argument. Using the decompo-
sition (2.19) we can now define anisotropic and weighted Besov spaces.
Definition 2.1.16. Let ω P ω, ρ P ρpωq, γ P R and p, q P r1,8s. We then define
the anisotropic, weighted Besov spaces by
Bγp,q,spRd, ρq :“
!
f P S 1ωpRdq
ˇˇˇ
}f}Bγp,q,spRd,ρq ă 8
)
,
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where
}f}Bγp,q,spRd,ρq :“
›››`2jγ}∆jf}LppRd,ρq˘jě´1›››ℓq .
with the Littlewood-Paley blocks p∆jqjě´1 constructed as above (for the considered
ω). We also write
Cγp,spRd, ρq :“ Bγp,8,spRd, ρq
Cγs pRd, ρq :“ Cγ8,spRd, ρq “ Bγ8,8,spRd, ρq
Hγs pRd, ρq :“ Bγ2,2pRd, ρq
The spaces Cγs pRd, ρq are called Hölder-Zygmund spaces, the spaces Hγs pRd, ρq
fractional Sobolev spaces.
In the isotropic case, that is s “ p1, . . . , 1q, we will skip the index s, for example
Bγp,qpRd, ρq “ Bγp,q,p1,...,1qpRd, ρq and similar for the other spaces above. In the un-
weighted case, which is ρ “ 1, ρ will be skipped in the notation for the corresponding
spaces, for example Bγp,q,spRdq “ Bγp,q,spRd, 1q and similar for the other spaces above.
Remark 2.1.17. The reader might be a bit worried that whenever there are ω, ω1 P
ω with ρpωq Ď ρpω1q and ρ P ρpωq the definition of Bγp,q,spRd, ρq might depend on
whether we chose ω or ω1 in the construction as one has S 1ωpRdq Ď S 1ω1pRdq. However,
it turns out this is not the case since if f P S 1ω1pRdq with }f}Bγp,q,spRd,ρq ă 8, with the
space Bγp,q,s constructed from ω1, one has for every j ě ´1 that }∆jf}LppRd,ρq ă 8.
This implies that ∆jf is an element of S 1ωpRdq and so is f as the limit of
řN
j“´1∆jf .
We see therefore that Bγp,q,spRd, ρq is identical for ω, ω1 P ω with ρ P ρpωqXρpω1q.
Remark 2.1.18. Using Lemma 2.1.12 one sees that another choice of dyadic par-
tition of unity pφ˜jqjě´1 Ď C8ω,cpRdq instead of pφjqjě´1 gives an equivalent norm for
Bγp,qpRd, ρq.
Occasionally we will write
B8p,q,spRd, ρq “
č
γPR
Bγp,q,spRd, ρq .
We will use a similar notation for the other spaces above.
We have the following straightforward modification of [GIP15, Lemma A.3].
Lemma 2.1.19. Given a sequence of smooth pfjqjě´1 such that suppFRdfj Ď 2jsB
for some box B, we have for γ ą 0 and f :“ řjě´1 fj
}f}Bγp,qpRdq À
›››`2jγ}fj}LppRdq˘jě´1›››ℓq . (2.21)
If suppFRdfj Ď 2jsA for some rectangular annulus A, then (2.21) is true for general
γ P R.
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An intuition behind the anisotropic scaling is that an object f P Bγp,q,spRdq has
“smoothness α{si in direction i P t1, . . . , du” 3 To strenghten this intuition we will
find a different characterization of the Hölder-Zygmund spaces Cγs based on the
Taylor remainder for γ ą 0
Rγx;hf :“ f ´ T γx;hf , (2.22)
where
T γx;hf :“
ÿ
kPNdăγ
1
k!
Bkfpxqhk
for x, h P Rd, γ ą 0, Ndăγ :“ tk P Nd | |k|s ă γu and with f having enough deriva-
tives such that these expressions make sense. Rγx;hf can be rewritten by an applica-
tion of Proposition A.1 of [Hai14].
Lemma 2.1.20. Let Ω Ď Rd be open and convex, let γ P p0,8qz|Nd|s and let
f : ΩÑ C be smooth. We then have for x, h P Rd
Rγx;hf “
ÿ
kPNdąγ
Rγ,kx;hf “
ÿ
kPNdąγ
hk
pk ´ empkqq!
ż 1
0
dt Bkfpx` vkt phqq p1´ tqkmpkq´1 , (2.23)
where mpkq “ mintj | kj ‰ 0u, Ndąγ :“ tk P Nd | |k|s ą γ, |k ´ empkq|s ă γu and
vkt phq “ ph1, . . . , hmpkq´1, t ¨ hmpkq, 0, . . . , 0q .
Remark 2.1.21. The set Ndąγ can be thought of as the “discrete boundary” of Ndăγ.
Note that this set is really finite.
Remark 2.1.22. We also extend the notation Rγx;hf to γ ă 0 by simply setting in
this case Rγx;hf “ fpx` hq for f : ΩÑ C.
Then the announced characterization of the anisotropic Hölder-Zygmund spaces
is described by the following Lemma, which is a modification of [BCD11, Theorem
2.36].
3Although this intuition is helpful to “guess” s in many situations it is actually slightly incorrect,
since the parameter α should really be read in the sense of an average . A more appropriate (but
rather useless) intuition for Bαp,q,s would be that f P Bαp,q,s has in average a smoothness of d ¨α{|s|.
Compare the regularity of white noise in Lemma 2.2.2 below as an example where the “directional
intuition” evidently fails.
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Lemma 2.1.23. For γ P p0,8qz|Nd|s and ρ P ρpωq an equivalent norm for Cγs pRd, ρq
is given by
sup
lPNdăγ
sup
xPRd
ρpxq|Blfpxq| ` sup
lPNdăγ
sup
x,yPRd, 0ă}x´y}sď1
ρpxq |B
lfpyq ´ T γ´|l|sx;y´xBlf |
}y ´ x}γ´|l|ss
. (2.24)
Proof. Assume that f P Cγs pRd, ρq as defined in Definition 2.1.16 above and further,
without loss of generality, that }f}Cγs pRd,ρq ď 1. If we write ∆jf :“
ř
i: |i´j|ď1∆if , we
have by spectral support properties ∆jf “ ∆j∆jf “ Ψj ˚∆jf . Indeed, by Definition
of the blocks ∆j and by our choice of supports of φ we have
FRdp∆j∆jfq “ φj
ÿ
i: |j´i|ď1
φiFRdf “ φj
ÿ
iě´1
φiFRdf “ φj FRdf “ FRdp∆jfq ,
from which the claimed identity follows. Thus for l P Ndăγ by the weighted Young
inequality (2.14) in Lemma 2.1.10
}Bl∆jf}L8pRd,ρq “ }BlΨj ˚∆jf}L8pRd,ρq À }BlΨj}L1pRd,eλωq }∆jf}L8pRd,ρq
À 2j|l|s2´jγ “ 2´jpγ´|l|sq , (2.25)
where λ is as in Lemma 2.1.10 and where we applied once more Lemma 2.1.10 and
Lemma 2.1.14 to estimate }BlΨj}L1pRd,eλωq À 2j|l|s . This implies that the first term
of (2.24) is bounded by 1 via
sup
xPRd
ρpxq|Blfpxq| ď sup
xPRd
ÿ
jě´1
ρpxq|Bl∆jfpxq| À
ÿ
ją´1
2´jpγ´|l|sq À 1 .
To bound the second term of (2.24) we first consider for j ě ´1 and x, y P Rd
with 0 ă }x´ y}s ď 1 the expansion of the Littlewood-Paley blocks
pBl∆jfqy ´
ÿ
kPNdăγ´|l|s
pBk`l∆jfqx
k!
py ´ xqk
“
ż
du
¨˝
BlΨjy´u ´
ÿ
kPNdăγ´|l|s
Bk`lΨjx´u
k!
py ´ xqk‚˛ p∆jfqu ,
where we used once more that ∆j∆jf “ ∆jf for ∆jf “ ři: |i´j|ď1∆if as above.
Applying (2.23) then givesÿ
kPNdąγ´|l|s
px´ yqk
pk ´ empkqq!
ż 1
0
dt
ż
du Bk`lΨj
x´u`vkt py´xqp1´ tq
kmpkq´1 p∆jfqu .
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Using that ρx{ρx`vkt px´yq À 1 by (2.2) and }vkt py ´ xq}s ď }y ´ x}s ď 1, we obtain
together with the weighted Young inequality (2.14) (in Lemma 2.1.10) the bound
ρx
ˇˇˇ
pBl∆jfqy ´
ÿ
kPNdăγ´|l|s
pBk`l∆jfqx
k!
py ´ xqk
ˇˇˇ
À
ÿ
kPNdąγ´|l|s
}y ´ x}|k|ss
ż 1
0
dt ρx`vkt py´xq |pBk`lΨj ˚∆jfqx`vkt py´xq| (2.26)
À
ÿ
kPNdąγ´|l|s
}y ´ x}|k|ss
ż 1
0
dt }∆jf}L8pRd,ρq }Bk`lΨjx´¨`vkt py´xq}L1pRd,eλωq
À
ÿ
kPNdąγ´|l|s
}x´ y}|k|ss 2jp|k|s`|l|s´γq (2.27)
where λ is as in (2.14) and where we applied }∆jf}L8pRd,ρq À 2´jγ and
}Bk`lΨj
x´¨`vkt py´xq}L1pRd,eλωq À 2
jp|k|s`|l|sq
in the second step.
On the other hand using ρx{ρy À 1 we can directly estimate via (2.25)
ρx
ˇˇˇ
pBl∆jfqy ´
ÿ
kPNdăγ´|l|s
pBk`l∆jfqx
k!
py ´ xqk
ˇˇˇ
À
¨˝
2´jpγ´|l|sq `
ÿ
kPNdăγ´|l|s
2´jpγ´|l|s´|k|sq}y ´ x}|k|ss ‚˛ . (2.28)
Next, we decompose the Taylor expansion in a “low-frequency” and a “high-
frequency” term. That is, choose j1 ě ´1 such that 2´j1´1 ă }y ´ x}s ď 2´j1 and
split
Blfy ´
ÿ
kPNdăγ´|l|s
pBk`lfqx
k!
py ´ xqk “
ÿ
j: jďj1
»–pBl∆jfqy ´ ÿ
kPNdăγ´|l|s
pBk`l∆jfqx
k!
py ´ xqk
fifl
`
ÿ
j: jąj1
»–pBl∆jfqy ´ ÿ
kPNdăγ´|l|s
pBk`l∆jfqx
k!
py ´ xqk
fifl.
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Applying now (2.27) to the first and (2.28) to the second term yields the first direc-
tion on the equivalence:
ρx
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇBlfy ´ ÿ
kPNdăγ´|l|s
pBk`lfqx
k!
py ´ xqk
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ
À
ÿ
j: jďj1
ÿ
kPNdąγ´|l|s
}x´ y}|k|ss 2jp|k|s`|l|s´γq
`
ÿ
j: jąj1
´
2´jpγ´|l|sq `
ÿ
kPNdăγ´|l|s
2´jpγ´|l|s´|k|sq}y ´ x}|k|ss
¯
À
ÿ
kPNdąγ´|l|s
}x´ y}|k|ss 2j1p|k|s`|l|s´γq `
´
2´j
1pγ´|l|sq `
ÿ
kPNdăγ´|l|s
2´j
1pγ´|l|s´|k|sq}y ´ x}|k|ss
¯
À }y ´ x}γ´|l|ss }f}Cγ .
For the opposite direction suppose that (2.24) is bounded by 1 without loss of
generality. We reshape for j ą ´1 using Lemma 2.1.14
ρx|p∆jfqx| “ ρx
ˇˇˇ ż
duΨjx´u fu
ˇˇˇ
“ ρx
ˇˇˇ ż
duΨjx´u
´
fu ´
ÿ
kPNdăγ
pBkfqx
k!
pu´ xqk
¯ˇˇˇ
ď ρx
ż
u: }u´x}sď1
du |Ψjx´u||Rγx;u´xf | ` ρx
ż
u: }u´x}są1
du |Ψjx´u||Rγx;u´xf |
The first term can be bounded using (2.2) and Lemma 2.1.14:ż
u: }u´x}sď1
du |Ψjx´u| ρxρu ¨ ρu|R
γ
x;u´xf | À
ż
u: }u´x}sď1
du |Ψjx´u| }u´ x}γs
ď
ż
Rd
du |Ψjx´u| }u´ x}γs À 2´jγ .
To bound the second term we use once more (2.2) and introduce factors }u ´
x}|k|s , }u´ x}γs ě 1:ż
u: }u´x}są1
du
´
|Ψjx´u|eλωpx´uq |ρufu| `
ÿ
kPNdăγ
|Ψjx´u||ρx pBkfqx| ¨ }u´ x}γ´|k|ss
¯
ď
ż
u: }u´x}są1
du |Ψjx´u| peλωpx´uq ` 1q }u´ x}γs
À
ż
Rd
du |Ψjx´u| eλωpu´xq }u´ x}γs À 2´jγ ,
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where we applied in the last step Lemma 2.1.10 for F “ }¨}γsϕ1, with ϕ1 as in Lemma
2.1.14. With (2.20) we get }∆´1f}L8pRd,ρq À }f}L8pRd,ρq and the desired bound in
Cγs pRd, ρq follows.
Lemma 2.1.23 proposes how one can define a local, anisotropic Hölder-Zygmund
space.
Definition 2.1.24. For an open set Ω Ă Rd and γ P p0,8qz|Nd|s we write f P CγpΩq
if for some f : ΩÑ C the norm
}f}CγpΩq :“ sup
lPNdăγ
sup
xPΩ
|Blfpxq| ` sup
lPNdăγ
sup
x,yPΩ, 0ă}y´x}sď1
|Blfy ´ T γ´|l|sx;y´xBlf |
}y ´ x}γ´|l|ss
is finite
Remark 2.1.25. Any f P CγpΩq and its norm can be immediately extended to
boundary points of Ω, in this sense we can also write }f}CγpΩ˜q for Ω Ď Ω˜ Ď Ω.
One could als define }f}CγpΩq :“ infgPCγpRdq: g|Ω“f }g}CγpRdq, which gives an equiva-
lent norm. This is probably a standard result even for anisotropic spaces, but it also
follows from our Whitney extension Theorem 5.3.16 we show below. For γ ă 0 one
can use this as a definition of CγpΩq.
Similar as in Lemma 2.1.23 one can give an alternative characterization for the
anisotropic Sobolev spaces Hγs , compare [Tri06] and Chapter 8 below. We will
however only use the isotropic spaces Hγ “ Hγp1,...,1q in this thesis.
We see that the Besov spaces Bγp,q,spRd, ρq summarize some more “classical” spaces
in one framework. They satisfy the well-known Besov embedding relations, which
in a way generalize the results about Sobolev embedding. Results like this are well-
known [Tri06, BCD11], but since we are working with weighted and anisotropic
spaces we will give a self-containing proof here.
Lemma 2.1.26. Let p1, p2, q1, q2 P r1,8s, ω P ω, ρ1, ρ2 P ρpωq with p1 ď p2,
q1 ď q2 and ρ2 À ρ1. If γ1, γ2 P R are such that γ2 ´ |s|p2 ď γ1 ´ |s|p1 , we have the
continuous embedding
Bγ1p1,q1,spRd, ρ1q Ď Bγ2p2,q2,spRd, ρ2q ,
If we have γ2 ´ dp2 ă γ1 ´ dp1 and lim|x|Ñ8 ρ2pxqρ1pxq “ 0 the embedding is compact.
Proof. The continuous embedding follows from the fact that we can write by spectral
support properties as in the proof of Lemma 2.1.23
∆jf “
ÿ
j1: |j1´j|ď1
∆j1∆jf ,
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so that an application of Lemma 2.1.10 to
ř
j1: |j1´j|ď1Φ
j1 yields
}∆jf}Lp2 pRd,ρ2q À 2j|s|p1{p1´1{p2q}∆jf}Lp1 pRd,ρ2q À 2j|s|p1{p1´1{p2q}∆jf}Lp1 pRd,ρ1q ,
(2.29)
from which one easily concludes }f}Bγ2p2,q2 pRdpρ2qq À }f}Bγ1p1,q1 pRdpρ1qq using ℓq1 Ď ℓq2 .
To see the compact embedding take a bounded sequence pfnqně0 Ď Bγ1p1,q1,spRd, ρ1q
and fix γ12 P pγ2, γ1q such that we still have γ12´ |s|p2 ă γ1´ |s|p1 . By Sobolev embedding
(or Arzelá-Ascoli if p1 “ 8) for the smooth Littlewood-Paley-blocks and the fact
that lim|x|Ñ8 ρ2pxqρ1pxq “ 0 we can find for each j ě ´1 a convergent subsequence in
Lp2pRd, ρ2q
∆jfn Ñ δjf (2.30)
where the limit δjf is in particular spectrally supported in an rectangular annu-
lus 2jsA. By a diagonalization argument we can pick fn in (2.30) uniformly in
j, and can thus define f :“ řjě´1 δjf . By Fatou and the continuous embed-
ding Bγ1p1,q1,spRd, ρ1q Ď Bγ
1
2
p2,q2,spRd, ρ2q we see that indeed f P Bγ
1
2
p2,q2,spRd, ρ2q. Using
2jγ2p}∆jfn}Lp2 pRd,ρ2q`}∆jf}Lp2 pRd,ρ2qq À 2´jpγ12´γ2q and the relation 2.30 one can then
easily make the norm of f ´ fn in Bγ2p2,q2,spRd, ρ2q smaller than any ε ą 0 for n large
enough.
Note that Lemma 2.1.26 is only true for q1 ď q2. However, one can also consider
q1 ě q2 if one slightly decreases the regularity.
Lemma 2.1.27. For p, q1, q2 P r1,8s, κ ą 0, γ P R and a weight ρ P ρpωq one has
the continuous embedding
Bγp,q1,spRd, ρq Ď Bγ´κp,q2,spRd, ρq
Proof. If q1 ď q2 apply Lemma 2.1.26. If q1 ą q2 choose r P r1,8q such that 1{q2 “
1{q1`1{r. The claim then follows by applying Hölder’s inequality to f P Bγp,q1pRd, ρq
}f}Bγ´κp,q2,spRd,ρq “
›››`2´jκ ¨ 2jγ}∆jf}LppRd,ρq˘jě´1›››ℓq2 ď } `2´κ˘jě´1 }ℓr ¨ }f}Bγp,q1,spRd,ρq .
For γ ą 0 the Besov space Bγp,q,s can further always be embedded in Lp.
Lemma 2.1.28. For γ ą 0, p, q P r1,8s and ρ P ρpωq one has the continuous
embedding
Bγp,qpRd, ρq Ď LppRd, ρq
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Proof. Take f P Bγp,q,spRd, ρq and assume without restriction }f}Bγp,q,spRd,ρq ď 1.
Choose κ ą 0 such that γ ´ κ ą 0 and recall from Lemma 2.1.27 that one has
}f}Cγ´κp,s pRd,ρq À }f}Bγp,q,spRd,ρq ď 1
And thus
}f}LppRd,ρq “
›› ÿ
jě´1
∆jf
››
LppRd,ρq ď
ÿ
jě´1
}∆jf}LppRd,ρq À
ÿ
jě´1
2´jpγ´κq À 1 .
Another important property which we need from time to time is the duality of
Besov spaces, described in the following Lemma.
Lemma 2.1.29. [ST87, Section 5.1.2] Let 1 ď p, q ă 8 and γ P R and let ρ P ρpωq.
We then have `Bγp,q,spRd; ρq˘1 “ B´γp1,q1,spRd, ρ´1q (2.31)
where p1, q1 P r1,8s are such that 1
p
` 1
p1 “ 1 and 1q ` 1q1 “ 1.
Remark 2.1.30. [ST87, Section 5.1.2] is only for isotropic spaces, but the modi-
fication of the proof (which is actually the one of [Tri83, Theorem 2.11.2]) for the
anisotropic case is straightforward.
In the case p “ 8 or q “ 8 the equality (2.31) is wrong, one should in this
case replace the right hand side instead by the corresponding completion of SωpRdq,
compare [Tri83, Remark 2.11.2.2].
One also has a natural interpolation result for Besov spaces.
Lemma 2.1.31. Let p0, p1, q0, q1 P r1,8s, γ0, γ1 P R and ρ1, ρ2 P ρpωq with ω P ω
and assume further that p, q, γ and ρ P ρpωq are such that there is a Θ P r0, 1s with
1
p
“ 1´Θ
p0
` Θ
p1
, γ “ p1´Θqγ0 `Θγ1, 1q “ 1´Θq0 ` Θq1 and ρ “ ρ1´Θ0 ρΘ1 . It then holds
}f}Bγp,q,spRd,ρq ď }f}1´ΘBγ0p0,q0,spRd,ρ1q}f}
Θ
Bγ1p1,q1,spRd,ρ2q . (2.32)
Remark 2.1.32. We should mention at this point that if p0 _ q0 “ p1 _ q1 “ 8 the
space Bγp,q,spRd, ρq is actually not the (complex) interpolation space of Bγ0p0,q0,spRd, ρ1q
and Bγ1p1,q1,spRd, ρ2q (compare [SSV14]). However, the estimate (2.32) is still true in
this case.
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Proof. We follow the ideas from [SSV14, Lemma 3.8]. We assume without loss of
generality 0 ă Θ ă 1 and set r “ p0
1´Θ , r
1 “ p1
Θ
so that
1
p
“ 1
r
` 1
r1
.
By our definition of LppRd, ρq and by application of Hölder’s inequality we then
obtain for j ě ´1
}∆jf}LppRd,ρq “ }∆jf ρ}LppRdq “ }p∆jfq1´Θ ρ1´Θ0 ¨ p∆jfqΘ ρΘ1 }LppRdq
ď }∆jf ρ0}1´ΘLp0 pRdq}∆jf ρ1}ΘLp1 pRdq “ }∆jf}1´ΘLp0 pRd,ρ0q}∆jf}ΘLp1 pRd,ρ1q ,
applying then once more Hölder’s inequality, but now on ℓq, proves the claim.
Let us finally bookkeep the effect of a derivative on elements in Bγp,q,spRd, ρq, a
fact which we already in a way used in the proof of Lemma 2.1.23.
Lemma 2.1.33. For γ P R, p, q P r1,8s, a weight ρ P ρpωq and k P Nd we have for
f P Bγp,q,spRd, ρq
}Bkf}Bγ´|k|sp,q,s pRd,ρq À }f}Bγp,q,spRd,ρq
Proof. As in the beginning of the proof of Lemma 2.1.23 we use the estimate (2.25),
which reads as
}∆jBkf}LppRd,ρq “ }Bk∆jf}LppRd,ρq À 2j|k|s }∆jf}LppRd,ρq .
with ∆jf “ ři: |i´j|ď1∆if . From this inequality the claim easily follows.
Paraproducts and multiplication in Besov spaces
Given two distributions f1, f2 P S 1ωpRdq we can use the Littlewood-Paley decompo-
sition (2.19) to, at least formally, decompose their product in three terms
f1 ¨ f2 “
ÿ
j1,j2ě´1
∆j1f1 ¨∆j2f2
“
ÿ
j2ą0
Sj2´1f1 ¨∆j2f2 `
ÿ
j1, j2: |j1´j2|ď1
∆j1f1 ¨∆j2f2 `
ÿ
j1ą0
∆j1f1 ¨ Sj1´1f2
“: f1ăf2 ` f1˝ f2 ` f1ąf2 ,
which is known as the Bony decomposition [Bon81]. The objects f1ăf2 and f1ąf2
are known as paraproducts, while the term f1˝ f2 is called the resonance product.
Note that by definition
f1ąf2 “ f2ăf1 .
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The following estimates are some general version of the famous paraproduct es-
timates [BCD11, Theorem 2.82, 2.85] and were first proved in [Bon81]. The ones
we present here are in way similar to those in [PT16b, Lemma 2.1] but we will also
allow for weights in the set ρpωq as above.
Lemma 2.1.34. Given ρ1, ρ2 P ρpωq for ω P ω and p, p1, p2, q, q1, q2 P r1,8s with
1
p1
` 1
p2
“ 1
p
, 1
q1
` 1
q2
“ 1
q
we have the bounds:
• For any γ2 P R
}f1ăf2}Bγ2p,q2,spRd,ρ1¨ρ2q À }f1}Lp1 pRd,ρ1,sq }f2}Bγ2p2,q2,spRd,ρ2q .
• For any γ1 ă 0, γ2 P R
}f1ăf2}Bγ1`γ2p,q,s pRd,ρ1¨ρ2q À }f1}Bγ1p1,q1,spRd,ρ1q }f2}Bγ2p2,q2,spRd,ρ2q .
• For any γ1, γ2 P R with γ1 ` γ2 ą 0
}f1˝ f2}Bγ1`γ2p,q,s pRd,ρ1¨ρ2q À }f1}Bγ1p1,q1,spRd,ρ1q }f2}Bγ2p2,q2,spRd,ρ2q .
Proof. We will write pϵrjqjě´1 for an object (that might change from line to line)
such that }pϵrjqjě´1}ℓr ď 1.
Note that the object Sj2´1f1 ¨ ∆j2f2 has spectral support in in a rectangular
annulus 2j2sA so that with Lemma 2.1.12 we have
∆j pSj2´1f1 ¨∆j2f2q “ 1j„j2 Ψj ˚ pSj2f1 ¨∆j2f2q
Application of (2.20) and Hölder’s inequality then yields
}∆j pSj2´1f1 ¨∆j2f2q }LppRd,ρ1 ρ2q À 1j„j2}Sj2´1f1}Lp1 pRd,ρ1q}∆j2f2}Lp2 pRd,ρ2q
À 1j„j2}Sj2´1f1}Lp1 pRd,ρ1q ¨ ϵq2j 2´jγ2}f2}Bγ2p2,q2,spRd,ρ2q .
Writing Sj2´1f1 “ Φăj2´1 ˚ f1 we obtain with Lemma 2.1.10 together with scaling of
Ψăj2´1 from Lemma 2.1.14 the estimate }Sj2´1f1}Lp1 pRd,ρ1q À }f1}Lp1 pRd,ρ1q and thus
the first bound.
The second estimate follows as soon as we realize that by the same argument as
in [BCD11, Proposition 2.33] }Sj2´1f1}Lp1 pRdq À ϵq1j2 2´j2γ2 }f1}Bγ1p1,q1,spRd,ρ1q. In total,
again with (2.20),
}∆j pSj2´1f1 ¨∆j2f2q }LppRd,ρ1 ρ2q À ϵq2j ϵq1j 2´j2pγ1`γ2q }f1}Bγ1p1,q1,spRd,ρ1q}f2}Bγ2p2,q2,spRd,ρ2q
and the second estimate follows due to ϵq2j ϵ
q1
j À ϵqj .
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To show the estimate on the resonance term we note the spectral support of each
term
ř
j1: |j1´j2|ď1∆j1f1 ¨∆j2f2 is contained in a box 2j2sB, so that
∆j
´ ÿ
j1,j2: |j1´j2|ď1
∆j1f1 ¨∆j2f2
¯
“
ÿ
j1,j2Áj: |j1´j2|ď1
∆j p∆j1f1 ¨∆j2f2q .
Applying once more (2.20) we obtain›››∆j` ÿ
j1,j2: |j1´j2|ď1
∆j1f1∆j2f2
˘›››
LppRd,ρ1ρ2q
À
ÿ
j1,j2Áj: |j1´j2|ď1
}∆j1f1}Lp1 pRd,ρ1q}∆j2f2}Lp2 pRd,ρ2q
“ 2´jpγ1`γ2q
ÿ
j1,j2Áj: |j1´j2|ď1
2´pj1´jqpγ1`γ2q
¨ 2j1γ1}∆j1f1}Lp1 pRd,ρ1q2j2γ2}∆j2f2}Lp2 pRd,ρ2q ¨ 2pj1´j2qγ2
À 2´jpγ1`γ2q ¨ }f1}Bγ1p1,q1,spRd,ρ1q}f2}Bγ2p2,q2,spRd,ρ2q
ÿ
j1Áj
2´pj´j1qpγ1`γ2qϵqj1
where we used ϵqj1 À ϵq1j1 ¨ ϵq2j2 1|j1´j2|ď1. The last estimate now follows by application
of Young’s inequality for sequences on the sum over j1 Á j.
From these estimate one easily gets a rule how to mulitply distributions f1 P
Bγ1p1,q1,spRd, ρ1q and f2 P Bγ2p2,q2,spRd, ρ2q provided one has the (canonical) requirement
γ1 ` γ2 ą 0.
Corollary 2.1.35. Let ρ, ρ1, ρ2 P ρpωq with ρ “ ρ1 ¨ ρ2 and p, p1, p2, q, q1, q2 P
r1,8s with 1
p1
` 1
p2
“ 1
p
, 1
q1
` 1
q2
“ 1
q
. For γ, γ1, γ2 P Rzt0u with γ1 ` γ2 ą 0 and
γ “ γ1 ^ γ2 ^ pγ1 ` γ2q one has the bound
}f1 ¨ f2}Bγp,q˜,spRdq À }f1}Bγ1p1,q1 pRd,ρ1q ¨ }f2}Bγ2p2,q2,spRd,ρ2q , (2.33)
where q˜ “ q1 _ q2 and further for any κ ą 0
}f1 ¨ f2}Bγ´κp,q,spRdq À }f1}Bγ1p1,q1 pRd,ρ1q ¨ }f2}Bγ2p2,q2,spRd,ρ2q . (2.34)
Remark 2.1.36. One has to say of course what we mean by a product f1 ¨ f2 for
distributional f1, f2. We here simply define it to be the sum of
f1 ¨ f2 :“ f1ăf2 ` f1˝ f2 ` f1ąf2
where every term on the right hand side is well-defined due to γ1 ` γ2 ą 0 and
Lemma 2.1.34.
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Proof. Note first that q˜ ě q so that we have q˜ “ q1 _ q2 _ q. We show (2.33), the
bound (2.34) follows then by an application of Lemma 2.1.27. We split
f1 ¨ f2 “ f1ăf2 ` f2ăf1 ` f1˝ f2
and bound every term on the right hand seperately. Let’s first consider the case
γ1, γ2 ą 0. In this case we bound via Lemma 2.1.26 and 2.1.34
}f1ăf2}Bγp,q˜,spRd,ρq À }f1ăf2}Bγ2p,q2,spRd,ρq À }f1}Lp1 pRd,ρ1q }f2}Bγ2p2,q2,spRd,ρ2q
À }f1}Bγ1p1,q1 pRd,ρ1q }f2}Bγ2p2,q2,spRd,ρ2q ,
where we used Lemma 2.1.26 and 2.1.34 in the first and Lemma 2.1.28 in the second
line. The term f2ăf1 can be handled in the exact same manner. For the resonance
product we obtain with Lemma 2.1.26 and Lemma 2.1.34
}f1˝ f2}Bγp,q˜,spRd,ρq À }f1˝ f2}Bγ1`γ2p,q,s pRd,ρq À }f1}Bγ1p1,q1 pRd,ρ1q }f2}Bγ2p2,q2,spRd,ρ2q .
It remains to consider the case where one of the γ1, γ2 is negative. We assume
without loss of generality γ1 ă 0 ă γ2, in which case we estimate with Lemma
2.1.26 and 2.1.34
}f1ăf2}Bγp,q˜,spRd,ρq À }f1ăf2}Bγ1`γ2p,q,s pRd,ρq À }f1}Bγ1p1,q1 pRd,ρ1q ¨ }f2}Bγ2p2,q2,spRd,ρ2q ,
the remaining terms f2ăf1 and f1˝ f2 can be bounded as above.
2.2 White noise
All the stochastics in this thesis origins in the following object.
Definition 2.2.1. A random distribution ξ P S 1pRdq is called white noise on Rd, if
for any φ P SpRdq
ξpφq d„ N
´
0, }φ}2L2pRdq
¯
,
where N p0, σ2q denotes the normal distribution.
The existence of white noise is proved by the Bochner-Minlos theorem (which
is in fact true on a far broader setup, see for example [Oba94, Theorem 1.5.2]).
Similar one can construct periodic white noise on a torus Td “ r´1{2, 1{2qd by
requiring instead ξpφq „ N p0, }φ}L2pTdqq. It will be of some importance to recall the
smoothness and decay of ξ, which is the content of the following Lemma.
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Lemma 2.2.2. Let ξ be white noise on Rd and s P r1,8qd some scaling vector as
in Section 2.1. It holds for any γ ă ´|s|{2, δ ą 0 and p P r1,8q
E
”
}ξ}pCγs pRd,xxy´δq
ı
ă 8
with xxy´δ :“ p1` |x|2q´δ{2 as in (2.3).
Remark 2.2.3. Note, that |x| here really denotes the classical, isotropic euclidean
distance and not the scaled norm introduced in (2.12).
Proof. Considering the Besov embedding in Lemma 2.1.26 it is actually enough to
show instead for (large) p P r1,8q
E
”
}ξ}pBγp,p,spRd,xxy´δq
ı
ă 8 .
Without loss of generality we choose p large enough such that p ¨ δ ą d. We then
have
E
”
}ξ}pBγp,p,spRd,xxy´δq
ı
“
ÿ
jě´1
2jγp
ż
Rd
dx xxy´pδ Er|p∆jξqx|ps
À
ÿ
jě´1
2jγp sup
xPRd
Er|p∆jξqx|ps .
Using equivalence of moments for the Gaussian random variable ∆jξ “ Ψj ˚ ξ and
the Definition of white noise we can bound the expectation on the right hand side
by
Er|p∆jξqx|ps À Er|p∆jξqx|2sp{2 À }Ψj}pL2pRdq À 2´j
|s|
2
p ,
where we applied Lemma 2.1.10 together with the scaling of Ψj from Lemma 2.1.14
to deduce }Ψj}L2pRdq À 2´j |s|2 . The claim follows.
The polynomial weight on ξ is actually far too strong as the right growth turns
out to be
a
logpxq. This follows in particular from the following lemma, which we
take from [AC15, Lemma 5.3]. For simplicity we only consider the isotropic scaling
case s “ p1, . . . , 1q, which will be all we need.
Lemma 2.2.4. Let ξ be white noise on Rd and fix uniformly bounded χk P Cd`1pR2q
with supp χk Ď r´k ´ 1, k ` 1s2 and χk|r´k,ks2 “ 1. For γ ă ´d2 there are λ, λ1 ą 0
such that
sup
kPN
E
”
exppλ}ξχk}2CγpRdqq
ı
kλ1
ă 8 .
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Remark 2.2.5. In [AC15] the authors actually bound periodic white noise ξk on
r´k, kq2 instead of χkξ. However, this can be easily translated to the result above due
to ξk`1χk
d“ ξχk and }χkξk`1}CγpR2q À }ξk`1}Cγpr´k´1,k`1q2q for γ P p0, 1q. Although
the proof in [AC15] is in d “ 2, it can be readily translated to general dimensions.
It should further cause no problem to reformulate the lemma for general,
anisotropic scaling s, but if we intend to just copy the proof from [AC15] we would
need periodic, anisotropic Besov spaces Bγp,q,spTdq in this case, which we did not
define, so that we refrain from doing so.
2.3 The theory of regularity structures
In the following we fix once more a scaling vector
s “ ps1, . . . , sdq P r1,8qd .
We allow s to be fractional, that is with possible non-integer components si, in
contrast to [Hai14]. The usage of a fractional scaling means of course that one
actually would have to recheck all the results in [Hai14]. However, the only deep
result we really use from [Hai14] is the Reconstruction Theorem 2.3.19 below, which
can be readily repeated for a fractional scaling by using a fractionaly scaled wavelet
basis instead, as introduced for example in [Tri06].
For φ P L1pRdq we sometimes need the notation φλ by which we mean the L1
scaling
φλ :“ λ´|s|φpλ´s¨q .
so that φλx should be read as
φλx “ λ´|s|φpλ´sxq . (2.35)
Remark 2.3.1. BNote that we slightly differ here from [Hai14], where this notation
denotes the function z ÞÑ λ´|s|φpλ´spz ´ xqq instead.
Let’s start by recalling the definition of a regularity structure.
Definition 2.3.2. [Hai14, Definition 2.1] A regularity structure is a triple T “
pA, T , Gq consisting of:
• A locally finite index set A Ď R, 0 P A, bounded from below.
• A model space T “ÀαPA Tα where each Tα is a Banach space equipped with
a norm } ¨ }Tα. T0 is spanned by a unit vector which we call 1.
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• A structure group G of linear operators acting on T such that for every Γ P
G, α P A, τ P Tα
Γa´ a Pà
βăα
Tβ .
The elements of A are called homogeneities.
Remark 2.3.3. Usually the space T is taken as a real space, which we will also be
the standard used here. However, one might also choose the field C if necessary.
Let us also recall the following two notions from [Hai14]
Definition 2.3.4. Given a regularity structure T “ pA, T , Gq we say that V “À
αPA Vα Ď T is a sector (of regularity β) of T if every Vα for α P A is a subspace
of Tα and has a complement TαzVα such that Vα ‘ TαzVα “ Tα and if one has
GpVq Ď V (and Vα “ t0u for α ă β). We will write AV Ď A for the set of those
α P A such that Vα ‰ t0u. We call a sector V of regularity 0 function like.
Given two regularity structures T “ pA, T , Gq, T 1 “ pA1, T 1, G1q we write T Ď
T 1 if A Ď A1 and if there is a linear and continuous injection map ı : T Ñ T 1 such
that ıpTαq Ď T 1α for every α P a and
G1ıT Ď ıT , ı´1G1ı “ G .
The continuity of ı should be read in the sense that for every α P A the restriction
ı|Tα : Tα Ñ T 1α is continuous.
Remark 2.3.5. A sector V Ď T is again a regularity structure up to the requirement
0 P A, 1 P T0 so that the inclusion V Ď T can also be read in the sense of regularity
structures with the trivial embedding. In this sense one can define for instance a
subsector W Ď V.
Remark 2.3.6. We will usually directly identify T with its image under ı so that ı
can be replaced by the trivial embedding and is not mentioned any further.
It turns out that in many cases in this thesis the right space to work on is the
following object.
Definition 2.3.7. Given a regularity structure T and two sectors W , V such that
W Ď V in the sense of Remark 2.3.5 we say that VzW “ÀαPApVzWqα Ď V is the
complement of the sector W within V if for any α P A one has Wα‘ pVzWqα “ Vα
and if pVzWqα “ t0u whenever α P AW (so that either Wα or pVzWqα is trivial).
We will write AVzW for those α P A for which pVzWqα ‰ t0u (in particular
AW Z AVzW “ AVq. We call the minimal element of AVzW the regularity of VzW.
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Remark 2.3.8. The condition pVzWqα “ Vα ô pVzWqα ‰ t0u for α P AV we
imposed in Definition 2.3.7 seems quite restrictive and is in fact not really needed
for the statements in this thesis, but it greatly simplify the notations and is completely
sufficient for our purposes (where complements of sectors will always be of the form
(2.45) below).
For τ P T and α P A we write τα for the projection of τ on Tα. If dim Tα ă 8
and we have a basis teiu for Tα we then also write τ ej for the coefficient of τα with
respect to ej. For example if τ P T with τ ´ c ¨ 1 PÀαPA,α‰0 Tα we have τ1 “ c.
Note that by this definition τα P Tα is a vector in a Banach space, while τ ei is a real
(or complex) number. We may also write
τăγ :“
ÿ
αPA:αăγ
τα
Similarly we define τąγ. For Γ P G we use the abbreviation
Γατ :“ pΓτqα (2.36)
and proceed similar for other operators acting T . The same remark applies for the
“basis notation” above so that for instance Γ1τ :“ pΓτq1.
We will also need the object
T ´γ :“
à
αPA:αăγ
Tα
for γ P R, so that for example τăγ P Tγ´ for τ P T . We use the same notations
for sectors (and for complements of sectors which we introduce in Definition 2.3.7
below). Let us now introduce the notion of a model.
Definition 2.3.9. A model for a regularity structure T is a family of linear maps
Γxy P G, Πx : T Ñ S 1pRdq for x, y P Rd that satisfy for x, y, z P Rd
Γxx “ IdT , ΓxyΓyz “ Γxz, Πx “ ΠyΓyx (2.37)
and further for α, β P A, τ P Tα and β ă α
}Γβyxτ}Tβ À }τ}Tα ¨ }x´ y}α´βs , (2.38)
|Πxτpφλ¨´xq| À }τ}Tα ¨ λα , (2.39)
with φλ¨´x “ λ´|s|φpλ´sp¨´xqq, uniformly over all λ P p0, 1s and φ P C8c pRdq, supp φ
Ď Bsp0, 1q, }φ}Cr ď 1, with r P N being the smallest number strictly bigger than
´minA. As in (2.36) we wrote Γβyxτ :“ pΓyxτqβ for the projection of Γyxτ onto Tβ.
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We further introduce:
}Π}γ :“ sup
φ
sup
αPA,αăγ τPTα, }τ}Tαď1
sup
λPp0,1s
λ´α|Πxτpφλ¨´xq| ,
}Γ}γ :“ sup
x, yPRd, x‰y
sup
α,βPA, βăαăγ, τPTα, }τ}Tαď1
}Γβyxτ}Tβ}x´ y}β´αs ,
|||pΠ,Γq|||γ :“ }Π}γ ` }Γ}γ ,
where supφ runs over the class of φ described above. Given two models pΠ,Γq, pΠˆ, Γˆq
we also defines “distances” by |||pΠ,Γq; pΠˆ, Γˆq|||γ :“ |||pΠ ´ Πˆ,Γ ´ Γˆq|||γ “ }Π ´ Πˆ}γ `
}Γ ´ Γˆ}γ (with a slight abuse of notation since pΠ ´ Πˆ,Γ ´ Γˆq is in general not a
model).
We may write Γy,x instead of Γyx to separate the arguments more clearly.
Note that we require global bounds on the model pΠ,Γq in Definition 2.3.9,
which is in contrast to [Hai14] where the corresponding bounds do only need to hold
on compact sets. However, we will sometimes also encounter the case where the
norms above only hold for x, y in some set Ω Ď Rd, in which case we write instead
}Π}γ,Ω, }Γ}γ,Ω, |||pΠ,Γq|||γ,Ω, |||pΠ,Γq; pΠˆ, Γˆq|||γ,Ω (2.40)
in accordance with [Hai14, Definition 2.17]. If Π and Γ are as in Definition 2.3.9
but only with local bounds }Π}γ,K, }Γ}γ,K ă 8 for any compact set K Ď Rd, i.e. if
pΠ,Γq is a model in the sense of [Hai14, Definition 2.17], we will say in this thesis
that pΠ,Γq is a model with local bounds.
The main reason for requiring global estimates is that we work in Chapter 5 and
6 with an approach based on Fourier analysis, for which it seems unavoidable to
work with bounds on the full space. Compare also [HL17] for another work with
these assumptions. Global bounds case are given immediately in the case if the
considered SPDE has periodic white noise in space. In case of space-time white
noise which is periodic in space one can choose noise which is periodic in time as
well, with a period bigger than the considered time horizon of the equation. If one
wants to consider problems with non-periodic noise, one would have to introduce
weights as in Chapter 3, 4 and 8 of this thesis. We will avoid doing so for the sake
of simplicity.
We will frequently use the following lemma from [GIP15, Lemma 6.3] 4
Lemma 2.3.10. Given a regularity structure T with model pΠ,Γq it holds for any
γ ą 0, A Q α ă γ, τ P Tα, λ P p0, 1s, x P Rd and φ P SpRdq
|Πxτpφλ¨´xq| À p1` }Γ}γq}Π}γ ¨ rφs ¨ λα ,
4In [GIP15, Lemma 6.3] the authors consider only the isotropic scaling s “ p1, . . . , 1q, the
translation to the general case is however immediate.
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where rφs :“ sup|µ|sďr, xPRdp1 ` }x}sqd`γ`r|Bµφpxq| with r P N being the smallest
number strictly larger than ´minA.
The functions Ψj “ F´1Rd φj introduced in Section 2.1 above where used as some
sort of building blocks to decompose distributions f into smooth functions ∆jf . It
is therefore not suprising that we can express bounds like (2.39) in terms of Ψj.
Lemma 2.3.11. Given a regularity structure T “ pA, T , Gq with a model pΠ,Γq
we have for γ P R
}Π}γ « sup
xPRd, jě0
sup
α P A, α ă γ
τ P Tα, }τ}Tα “ 1
2jα|ΠxτpΨăj¨´xq| ,
uniformly for }Γ}γ contained in a bounded set.
Proof. The inequality “Á” follows from Lemma 2.3.10 and the scaling property
Ψăj´1 “ 2j|s|ϕp2js¨q for some ϕ P SpRdq which we stated in Lemma 2.1.14. To
show “À” assume that the right hand side, which we denote by
CΠ “ sup
α P A, α ă γ
τ P Tα, }τ}Tα “ 1
2jα|ΠxτpΨăj¨´xq| ,
is finite. Note that we have for j ě 0 and τ P Tα with α ă γ
|ΠxpΨjx´uq| À CΠ2´jα (2.41)
since we can rewrite the test-function by Ψj “ Ψăj`1 ´ Ψăj and then apply the
triangle inequality. Let φ P Cr with r as in Definition 2.3.9 and with support
contained in Bsp0, 1q and with }φ}Cr ď 1 and fix λ P p0, 1s. Choose j1 ě 0 such that
2´j1´1 ă λ ď 2´j1 . We decompose for τ P Tα with α ă γ
Πxτpφλ¨´xq “ Πxτ
´ ÿ
iďj1
∆iφ
λ
¨´x
¯
`
ÿ
iąj1
Πxτp∆iφλ¨´xq . (2.42)
The first term can be bounded if we reshape it as follows:ˇˇˇ
Πxτ
´ ÿ
iďj1
∆iφ
λ
¨´x
¯ˇˇˇ
“
ˇˇˇ ż
Πxτpduq pΨăj1`1 ˚ φλ¨´xqpuq
ˇˇˇ
pØq“
ˇˇˇ ż
dv φλv´x
ż
ΠxτpduqΨăj1`1u´v
ˇˇˇ
“
ˇˇˇ ÿ
α1PA:α1ďα
ż
dv φλv´xΠvΓ
α1
vxτpΨăj
1`1
¨´v q
ˇˇˇ
À p1` }Γ}γqCΠ
ÿ
α1PA:α1ďα
ż
dv φλv´x}v ´ x}α´α1s 2´pj1`1qα1
À p1` }Γ}γqCΠ
ÿ
α1PA:α1ďα
λα´α
1
2´j
1α1 À p1` }Γ}γqCΠλα ,
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where we applied Definition 2.3.9 in the third line as well as the definition of CΠ. For
the fourth line we used the scaling of φλ to substitute and replaced 2pj1`1qα1 À 2j1α1
since α1 ď α ă γ is contained in a bounded set. To justify the “Fubini like” step
pØq one can approximate Πxτ by an integrable function and then pass to the limit
on both sides.
It remains to bound the second term on the right hand side of (2.42).
Let i ą j1 ě 0 and note that by spectral support properties, as in the proof
of Lemma 2.1.23, we have the identity ∆i “ ∆i∆i where ∆i :“ ř|i´j|ď1∆j. We
denote by Ψi :“ ř|j´i|ď1Ψj the kernel belonging to ∆i. The function Ψi, i ą 0
(and Ψi) integrates polynomials to 0 since it is spectrally supported on a rectangular
annulus away from 0 (compare Lemma 2.1.14). Choosing some σ P p´minA, rq with
σ R |Nd|s and r P N as in Definition 2.3.9 we rewrite, using the Taylor remainder
from (2.22),
Πxτp∆iφλ¨´xq “ Πxτp∆i∆iφλ¨´xq “
żż
du1du2Ψ
i
u1´u2φ
λ
u2
ΠxτpΨi¨´u1´xqq
“
ÿ
α1:α1ďα
żż
du1du2Ψ
i
u1´u2 R
σ
u1;u2´u1φ
λ ¨ Πu1`xΓα1u1`x,xτpΨi¨´pu1`xqq .
We used in the second line that the polynomial in u2 given by T σu1;u2´u1φ
λ is in-
tegrated to 0. We can estimate this expression up to a constant using (2.41) and
Lemma 2.1.20 by
CΠp1` }Γ}γq
ÿ
α1PA:α1ďα
2´iα
1 ÿ
kPNdąσ
ˆ
żż
du1du2 |Ψiu1´u2 | }u1 ´ u2}|k|ss
ż 1
0
dt |Bkφλu1`vkt pu2´u1q| }u1}α´α
1
s ,
where Ndąσ “ tk P Nd | |k|s ą σ, |k´empkq|s ă σu is defined as in Lemma 2.1.20. Note
that |k´ empkq| ď |k´ empkq|s ă σ implies |k| ă σ` 1 and thus since |k| is an integer
and σ ă r we must have |k| ď r. Consequently the derivatives of φ in this expression
can be uniformly bounded by }φ}Cr ď 1. Using that }vkt pu2 ´ u1q}s ď }u2 ´ u1}s
we get }u1}α´α1s À }u1 ` vkt pu2 ´ u1q}α´α1s ` }u2 ´ u1}α´α1s , which yields for the term
above the bound
CΠp1` }Γ}γq
ÿ
α1PA:α1ďα
2´iα
1 ÿ
kPNdąσ
λ´|k|s 2´i|k|s pλα´α1 ` 2´ipα´α1qq
À CΠp1` }Γ}γq
ÿ
α1PA:α1ďα
ÿ
kPNdąσ
λα´α
1´|k|s2´ip|k|s`α
1q
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Since |k|s ` α1 ą |k|s ´ σ ą 0 a summation of this bound over i ą j1 then yields the
desired bound on the second term in (2.42):
CΠp1` }Γ}γq
ÿ
kPNdąσ
ÿ
α1PA:α1ďα
λα´α
1´|k|s ÿ
iąj1
2´ip|k|s`α
1q À CΠp1` }Γ}γq ¨ λα .
A classical example of a regularity structure equipped with a model is the poly-
nomial regularity structure T which we define via
T :“ tXk | k P Ndu (2.43)
where we identify X0 “ 1. We assign to the symbols Xk the homogeneities |Xk| “
|k|s and define A “ |Nd|s, so that
T “à
αPA
T α :“
à
αPA
span
␣
Xk | |k|s “ α
(
,
where span t. . .u denotes the vector space generated by the set in the braces. We
define a group G “ tΓh |h P Rdu with group law ΓhΓh1 :“ Γh`h1 for h, h1 P Rd. The
action of G on T is then fixed by requiring ΓhXk :“ pX ` h1qk (with the obvious
meaning of multiplication on the right hand side).
We can realize a model on T “ pA, T , Gq via
ΠxX
kpyq “ py ´ xqk, Γyx :“ Γy´x . (2.44)
for x, y P Rd and k P Nd.
We will sometimes, after mentioning, make the following assumption, which
indicates that the polynomial regularity structure has a special significance within
the theory.
Assumption 2.3.12. [Hai14, Assumption 5.3]
The regularity structure T “ pA, T , Gq with model pΠ,Γq under consideration
contains the polynomial regularity structure T “ pA, T , Gq in the sense of Definition
2.3.4. The restriction of the model pΠ,Γq to T coincides with pΠ,Γq as given by
(2.44).
We further assume that for every α P |Nd|s X A we have Tα “ T α.
Given a subsector V Ď T we write VzT for the complement of the polynomial
regularity structure within V
VzT :“ à
αPAz|Nd|s
Vα . (2.45)
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Remark 2.3.13. In the spirit of Definition 2.3.7 it would actually be more accurate
to use instead of VzT the symbol VzV with V :“ÀαPAX|Nd|s Vα Ď V.
The polynomial structure T is the typical example one should have in mind in
the theory of regularity structure when it comes to comparison with results from
“more classical” analysis. From this perspective the spaces Dγ which we are going
to define now (and take from [Hai14, Definition 3.1]) are a generalization of classical
Hölder spaces. We will allow for a slightly more general framework for these spaces
as in [Hai14]: Let T “ pA, T,Gq be a regularity structure with a model pΠ,Γq.
Suppose V Ď T is a sector of T and that VzW Ď V is a complement of a sector W
within V in the sense of Definition 2.3.7, so that in total
VzW ‘W “ V Ď T .
We then define the space of modelled distributions with bounds in VzW as follows.
Definition 2.3.14. Let V and VzW be as above and let Ω Ď Rd and γ P R. We say
that a mapping F : ΩÑ Vγ´ belongs to DγpΩ;VzW ,Γq “ DγpΩ;VzWq if
}F }DγpΩ;VzWq :“ sup
αPAVzW , xPΩ
}Fαx }Tα ` sup
αPAVzW , x,yPΩ, x‰y
}Fαy ´ ΓαyxFx}Tα
}y ´ x}γ´αs ă 8 . (2.46)
Given two different models pΠ,Γq, pΠˆ, Γˆq and F P DγpΩ;VzW ,Γq,
Fˆ P DγpΩ;VzW , Γˆq we also define a “distance”
}F ; Fˆ }DγpΩ;VzW,Γ,Γˆq :“ sup
αPAVzW , xPΩ
}Fαx ´ Fˆαx }Tα (2.47)
` sup
αPAVzW , x,yPΩ, x‰y
}Fαy ´ ΓαyxFx ´ pFˆαy ´ ΓˆαyxFˆxq}Tα
}y ´ x}γ´αs .
If W “ t0u we simply write DγpΩ;Vq “ DγpΩ;Vzt0uq, a similar remark applies for
the distance (2.47).
Remark 2.3.15. B Note that the notation “VzW” in F P DγpΩ;VzWq is supposed
to indicate two things, first that F takes values in the sector V (and not only in
VzW) and moreover that the semi-norm (2.46) is finite for its components in VzW.
In particular we have
DγpΩ;Vq Ď DγpΩ;VzWq .
Remark 2.3.16. Due to the bound (2.38) it is enough to take in the second term in
(2.46)/ (2.47) only pairs x, y P Ω with }x´ y}s ď 1 if the first term in (2.46)/ (2.47)
is bounded.
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Remark 2.3.17. Given a mapping F : ΩÑ V we will also write F P DγpΩ;VzWq
if
Făγ :“
ÿ
αPA:αăγ
Fα P DγpΩ;VzWq .
Remark 2.3.18. Note that a map F P DγpRd;VzWq satisfies global bounds, which
is in contrast to [Hai14] where this notation rather means
F P
č
ně0
Dγpr´n, nsd;VzW .
In a framework that is largely based on Fourier analysis such as the paracontrolled
approach it seems natural to assume global bounds first and define local spaces after-
wards.
Note that the framework above contains the case of any sector V (by takingW “
t0u) and in particular T (by then taking V “ T ). Definition 2.3.14 is meaningful
since, by definition of a sector, the (semi-)norm (2.46) only sees entries of F in
VzW . In particular, if F, F˜ P DγpΩ;VzWq satisfy Fα “ F˜α for α P AVzW one
has }F ´ F˜ }DγpΩ;VzWq “ 0. Our motivation for defining modelled distributions with
bounds in VzW is that for a regularity structure that satisfies Assumption 2.3.12 we
sometimes want to “ignore” the polynomial entries of a modelled distributions. In
Chapter 5 below we introduce operators (paraproducts) on modelled distributions
F : Rd Ñ V that do not depend on the polynomials entries of F , so that it seems
quite natural to only require bounds for Fα with α P AVzT .
The definition of a modelled distribution F P DγpΩ;VzWq implies continuity of
every component Fα P CpΩ;Vαq with α P AVzW and the bound
supαPAVzW , xPRd }Fαpxq}Tα ă 8. We will denote functions F : Ω Ñ V that satisfy
these two properties by CbpΩ;VzWq and set
}F }CbpΩ;VzWq :“ sup
αPAVzW , xPΩ
}Fαx }Tα ,
so that in particular DγpΩ;VzWq Ď CbpΩ;VzWq.
We will make use of the following famous result from [Hai14], known as the
reconstruction theorem.
Theorem 2.3.19 (Theorem 3.10 in [Hai14]). Consider a regularity structure T “
pA, T , Gq together with a model pΠ,Γq (with local bounds) and let Ω Ď Rd be an open
set. For γ ą 0 there is a unique continuous linear map R : DγpΩ; T q Ñ CminApΩ;Rq
(where CminApΩ;Rq is defined in Remark 2.1.25 below) with the property that for
x P Ω
|pRF ´ ΠxFxqpφλ¨´xq| À λγ}Π}γ,Ω }F }DγpΩ;T q (2.48)
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uniformly over φ P C8c pBsp0, 1qq with }φ}CrpRd;Rq ď 1 and suppφλ{2¨´x Ď Ω where
r P N is the smallest integer with r ą ´minA. Further given a second model pΠˆ, Γˆq
on T and some Fˆ P DγpΩ; T , Γˆq we also haveˇˇˇ´
RF ´ ΠxFx´pRˆF ´ ΠˆxFxq
¯
pφλ¨´xq
ˇˇˇ
Àλγp}Πˆ}γ,Ω}F ; Fˆ }DγpΩ;T ,Γ,Γˆq`}F }DγpΩ;T ,Γq}Π´ Πˆ}γ,Ωq . (2.49)
Remark 2.3.20. The reconstruction theorem stated in [Hai14, Theorem 3.10] is for
Ω “ Rd (where the condition φλ{2¨´x Ď Ω is superfluous). For the version stated here
compare [Hai14, Lemma 6.7] for (2.48). For (2.49) the argument in the proof of
[Hai14, Lemma 6.7] still applies to the derivation of (3.4) in the proof of [Hai14,
Theorem 3.10].
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Chapter 3
A toolbox for discrete paracontrolled
distributions
In this chapter we show how the paracontrolled approach to solve singular SPDE
introduced in [GIP15] and [GP15b] can be adapted to a discrete setup. In particular
we show how to pass in this framework to the continuous analogues. In Section 3.1
we first recall some fundamental results about the discrete Fourier transform on
Bravais lattices and then consider the more general ultra-distribution set-up we
introduced in Chapter 2. Thereafter, we define weighted Besov spaces on Bravais
lattices and finally show how to extend discrete functions in these spaces to Rd via
some extension operator. For simplicity we only take isotropic scaling
s “ p1, . . . , 1q ,
but without a doubt all of these results could be translated to the general, anisotropic
case. In Section 3.2 we bring the notion of paraproducts from Section 2.1 into the
discrete world and prove corresponding estimates. In Section 3.3 we study the inter-
play of the generator of a random walk on Bravais lattices with our discrete notion of
Besov spaces. Finally, in Section 3.4, we provide tools for discrete Wick calculus on
Bravais lattices as a tool to renormalize discrete approximations to singular SPDEs.
Most of the content of this chapter is taken from [MP17].
3.1 Littlewood-Paley theory on Bravais lattices
3.1.1 Fourier transform on Bravais lattices
A Bravais-lattice in d dimensions consists of the integer combinations of d linearly
independent vectors a1, . . . , ad P Rd, that is
G :“ Z a1 ` . . .` Z ad . (3.1)
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Given a Bravais lattice we define the basis pa1, . . . ,pad of the reciprocal lattice by the
requirement
pai ‚ aj “ δij , (3.2)
and we set R :“ Zpa1` . . .`Zpad . However, we will mostly work with the (centered)
parapellelotope which is spanned by the basis vectors pa1, . . . ,pad:
pG :“ r0, 1qpa1 ` . . .` r0, 1qpad ´ 1
2
ppa1 ` . . .` padq
“ r´1{2, 1{2qpa1 ` . . .` r´1{2, 1{2qpad .
We call pG the bandwidth or Fourier-cell of G to indicate that the Fourier transform
of a map on G lives on pG, as we will see below. We also identify pG » Rd{R and turnpG into an additive group which is invariant under translations by elements in R.
Example 3.1.1. If we choose the canonical basis vectors a1 “ e1, . . . , ad “ ed, we
have simply
G “ Zd , R “ Zd , pG “ Td “ r´1{2, 1{2qd .
Compare also the left lattice in Figure 3.1.1.
In Figure 3.1.1 we sketched some Bravais lattices G together with their Fourier
cells pG. Note that the dashed lines between the points of the lattice are at this point
a purely artistic supplement. However, they will become meaningful later on: If we
imagine a particle performing a random walk on the lattice G, then the dashed lines
could be interpreted as the jumps it is allowed to undertake. From this point of
view the lines will be drawn by the diffusion operators we introduce in Section 3.3.
Definition 3.1.2. Given a Bravais lattice G as defined in (3.1) we write
Gε :“ εG
for the sequence of Bravais lattice we obtain by dyadic rescaling with ε “ 2´N , N ě 0.
Whenever we say a statement (or an estimate) holds for Gε we mean that it holds
(uniformly) for all ε “ 2´N , N ě 0.
Remark 3.1.3. The restriction to dyadic lattices fits well with the use of Littlewood-
Paley theory which is traditionally build from dyadic decomposition. However, it
turns out that we do not lose much generality by this. Indeed, all the estimates below
will hold uniformly as soon as we know that the scale of our lattice is contained in
some interval pc1, c2q ĂĂ p0,8q. Therefore it is sufficient to group the members of
any positive null-sequence pεnqně0 in dyadic intervals r2´pN`1q, 2´Nq to deduce the
general statement.
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G
Ĝ
a2
a1
â1
â2
a2
a1
â1
â2
a2
a1
â1
â2
Figure 3.1: Depiction of some Bravais lattices G with their bandwiths pG: a square
lattice, an oblique lattice and the so called hexagonal lattice. The length of the
reciprocal vectors pai is rather arbitrary since it actually depends on the units in
which we measure ai.
Given φ P ℓ1pGq we define its Fourier transform as
FGφpxq :“ pφpxq :“ |G|ÿ
kPG
φpkqe´2πık‚x, x P pG, (3.3)
where we introduced a “normalization constant” |G| :“ | det pa1, . . . , adq | that ensures
that we obtain the usual Fourier transform on Rd as |G| tends to 0. For the Fourier
cell pG we will write |pG| for the Lebesgue measure of the set pG.
If we consider FGφ as a map on Rd, then it is periodic under translations in R.
By the dominated convergence theorem FGφ is continuous, so since pG is compact it
is in L1ppGq :“ L1ppG, dxq, where dx denotes integration with respect to the Lebesgue
measure. For any ψ P L1ppGq we define its inverse Fourier transform as
F´1G ψpkq :“ ψ
Źpkq :“
ż
pG ψpxqe
2πık‚xdx, k P G. (3.4)
Note that |G| “ 1{|pG| and therefore we get at least for φ with finite support
F´1G FGφ “ φ. The Schwartz functions on G are
SpGq :“
"
φ : G Ñ C : sup
kPG
p1` |k|qm|φpkq| ă 8 for all m P N
*
,
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and we have FGφ P C8ppGq (with periodic boundary conditions) for all φ P SpGq,
because for any multi-index α P Nd the dominated convergence theorem gives
BαFGφpxq “ |G|
ÿ
kPG
φpkqp´2πıkqαe´2πık‚x.
By the same argument we have F´1G ψ P SpGq for all ψ P C8ppGq, and as in the
classical case G “ Zd one can show that FG is an isomorphism from SpGq to C8ppGq
with inverse F´1G . Many relations known from the Zd-case carry over readily to
Bravais lattices such as Parseval’s identityÿ
kPG
|G| ¨ |φpkq|2 “
ż
| pG| |pφpxq|2 dx . (3.5)
(to see this check for example with the Stone-Weierstrass theorem that
p|G|1{2e2πık¨qkPG forms an orthonormal basis of L2ppG, dxq) and the relation between
convolution and multiplication
FG pφ1 ˚G φ2q pxq “ FG
˜ÿ
kPG
|G|φ1pkqφ2p¨ ´ kq
¸
pxq “ FGφ1pxq ¨ FGφ2pxq, (3.6)
F´1G
`
ψ2 ˚ pG ψ2˘ pkq :“ F´1G ˆż pG ψ1pxqψ2p¨ ´ xqdx
˙
pkq “ F´1G ψ1pkq ¨ F´1G ψ2pkq.
(3.7)
Since SpGq consists of functions decaying faster than any polynomial, the
Schwartz distributions on G are the functions that grow at most polynomially,
S 1pGq :“
"
f : G Ñ C : sup
kPG
p1` |k|q´m|fpkq| ă 8 for some m P N
*
,
and fpφq :“ |G|řkPG fpkqφpkq is well defined for φ P SpGq. We extend the Fourier
transform to S 1pGq by setting
pFGfqpψq :“ pfpψq :“ f ´F´1G ψ¯ “ |G|ÿ
kPG
fpkqF´1G ψpkq, ψ P C8ppGq,
where ¨ denotes the complex conjugate. This should be read as pFGfqpψq “
fpFGψq, which however does not make any sense because for ψ P C8ppGq we did not
define the Fourier transform FGψ but only F´1G ψ. The Fourier transform pFGfqpψq
agrees with
ş pG pfpxqψpxqdx in case f P SpGq. It is possible to show that pf P S 1ppGq,
where
S 1ppGq :“tu : C8ppGq Ñ C : u is linear and DC ą 0,m P N0 s.t. |upψq| ď C}ψ}Cmb p pGqu
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for }ψ}Cmb p pGq :“
ř
|α|ďm }Bαψ}L8p pGq, and that FG is an isomorphism from S 1pGq to
S 1ppGq with inverse
pF´1G uqpφq :“ pu Źqpφq :“ |G|
ÿ
kPG
upe2πık‚p¨qqφpkq. (3.8)
As in the classical case G “ Z it is easy to see that we can identify every f P S 1pGq
with a “dirac comb” distribution fdir P S 1pRdq by setting
fdir “ |G|
ÿ
kPG
fpkqδp¨ ´ kq,
where δp¨ ´ kq P S 1pRdq denotes a shifted Dirac delta distribution. We can identify
any element g P S 1ppGq of the frequency space with an R-periodic distribution gext P
S 1pRdq by setting
gextpφq :“ g
˜ÿ
kPR
φp¨ ´ kq
¸
, φ P SpRdq . (3.9)
If g P S 1ppGq coincides with a periodic function on pG one sees that
gextpxq “ gprxs pGq (3.10)
where rxs pG is the (unique) element rxs pG P pG such that rxs´x P Zpa1` . . .`Zpad “ R.
Conversely, every R-periodic distribution g P S 1pRdq can be seen as a restricted
element gres P S 1ppGq, e.g. by considering
grespφq :“ pψ ¨ gqpφextq “ gpψ ¨ φextq, φ P C8ppGq (3.11)
where ψ P C8c pRdq is chosen such that
ř
kPR ψp¨ ´ kq “ 1 and where we used in
the second equality the definition of the product between a smooth function and a
distribution. The identification gres does not depend on the choice of ψ as can be
easily checked and it motivates our definition of the extension operator E below in
Lemma 3.1.5.
With these identifications in mind we can interpret the concepts introduced above
as a sub-theory of the well-known Fourier analysis of tempered distributions. We
will sometimes use the following identity for f P S 1pGq
pFGfqext “ FRdpfdirq , (3.12)
which is easily checked using the definitions above.
Next, we want to introduce Besov spaces on G. As in Section 2.1 of Chapter
2 we make use of a dyadic partition of unity pφjqjě´1, where the support of φj
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is contained in a rectangular annulus 2jA. Our aim is to define Littlewood-Paley
blocks∆j “ φjpDq as in (2.19). In our case all the information about some f P S 1pGq
is stored in a finite bandwidth pG and the Fourier transform pf is periodic under
translations in R. Therefore, it is more natural to decompose only the compact setpG, and we could simply consider finitely many blocks ∆jf . However, there is a small
but delicate problem: We should decompose pG in a smooth periodic way, but if j
is such that the support of φj touches the boundary of pG, the function φj will not
necessarily be smooth in a periodic sense. Given a dyadic partition of unity as on
page 29 we define a dyadic partition of unity associated to a Bravais lattice G for
x P pG as
φGj pxq “
"
φjpxq, j ă jG ,
1´řjăjG φjpxq, j “ jG , (3.13)
where j ď jG :“ inftj : suppφj X B pG ‰ ∅u. We assume for convenience that the
used partition of unity pφjqjě´1 is such that jG ą 0, which is always possible due to
Remark 2.1.13.
Whenever we take a sequence of lattices Gε as in Definition 3.1.2 we construct
all associated Littlewood-Paley decompositions pφGεj q´1,...,jGε from the same dyadic
decomposition pφjqjě´1 on Rd.
Now we can define a Littlewood-Paley block for f P S 1pGq as
∆Gj f :“ F´1G pφGj ¨ FGfq.
so that f P S 1pGq can be decomposed in finitely many Littlewood-Paley blocks
f “
ÿ
´1ďjďjG
∆Gj f (3.14)
As in the continuous case we will also use the notation SGj f “
ř
iăj ∆
G
i f for j ď jG.
Definition 3.1.4. Given a Bravais lattice G and parameters γ P R and p, q P r1,8s
we define the discrete Besov space on G by
Bγp,qpGq :“ tf P S 1pGq | }f}Bγp,qpGq “ }p2jγ}∆Gj f}LppGqqj}ℓq ă 8u,
where we define the LppGq norm by
}f}LppGq :“
˜
|G|
ÿ
kPG
|fpkq|p
¸1{p
“ }|G|1{pf}ℓp . (3.15)
We write furthermore Cγp pGq :“ Bγp,8pGq.
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The reader may have noticed that since we only consider finitely many j “
´1, . . . , jG, the two spaces Bγp,qpGq and LppGq are in fact identical with equivalent
norms! However, what we are really after are uniform bounds on sequences Gε as in
Definition 3.1.2, so that we are of course not allowed to switch between these spaces.
With the above constructions at hand it is easy to develop a theory of para-
controlled distributions on G which is completely analogous to the one on Rd.
To prove the convergence of rescaled lattice models to models on the Euclidean
space Rd we need to compare discrete and continuous distributions, so we are in
need of some extension operation. One way of doing so is to simply consider
for f P S 1pGq the identification with a Dirac comb, already mentioned above:
fdir “ |G|řkPG fpkqδp¨ ´ kq P S 1pRdq, but this has the disadvantage that the ex-
tension can only be controlled in spaces of quite low regularity because the Dirac
delta has low regularity. We find the following extension convenient:
Lemma 3.1.5. Let G be a Bravais lattice, f P S 1pGq and let ψ P C8c pRdq be a
positive function with
ř
kPR ψp¨ ´ kq ” 1 and set
E f :“ F´1Rd pψ ¨ pFGfqextq, f P S 1pGq,
where p¨qext is defined as in (3.9). Then E f P C8pRdq X S 1pRdq and E fpkq “ fpkq
for all k P G.
Proof. We have E f P S 1pRdq because the periodic extension pFGfqext of FGf is in
S 1pRdq, and therefore also E f “ F´1Rd pψ pFGfqextq P S 1pRdq. Knowing that E f is inS 1pRdq, it must be in C8pRdq as well because it has compact spectral support by
definition. Moreover, we can write for k P G
E pfqpkq “ pFGfqext pψe2πık‚p¨qq “ FGf
˜ÿ
rPR
ψp¨ ´ rqe2πık‚p¨´rq
¸
p˚q“ FGfpe2πık‚p¨qq “ fpkq ,
where we used in p˚q that k ‚r P Z for all k P G, r P R and thatřrPR ψp¨´rq “ 1.
As we will see below, it is possible to show that if E ε denotes the extension
operator on Gε as in Definition 3.1.2, then the family pE εqεą0 is uniformly bounded
as linear operators from Bγp,qpGεq to Bγp,qpRdqq. This can be used to obtain uniform
regularity bounds for the extensions of a given family of lattice models.
However, since we are interested in equations with spatially homogeneous noise,
we cannot expect the solution to be in Bγp,qpGq for any γ, p, q and instead we have
to consider weighted spaces as in Section 2.1. In the case of the parabolic Anderson
model it turns out to be convenient to even allow for subexponential growth of the
form e|¨|σ for σ P p0, 1q, which means that we have to work in the ultra-distribution
framework we introduced in Section 2.1.
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Ultra-distributions on Bravais lattices
For a discrete version of ultra-distributions on a Bravais lattice G we essentially
combine the ideas from Subsection 3.1.1 with those from Section 2.1 and define for
ω P ω
SωpGq “
"
φ : G Ñ C
ˇˇˇˇ
sup
kPG
eλωpkq|φpkq| ă 8 for all λ ą 0
*
,
and its dual (when equipped with the natural topology)
S 1ωpGq “
"
f : G Ñ C
ˇˇˇˇ
sup
kPG
e´λωpkq|fpkq| ă 8 for some λ ą 0
*
,
with the pairing fpφq “ |G|řkPG fpkqφpkq, φ P SωpGq. As above we can then define
a Fourier transform on S 1ωpGq which maps the discrete space SωpGq into the space
of ultra-differentiable functions
SωppGq :“ C8ω ppGq
with periodic boundary conditions. The dual space S 1ωppGq can then be equipped with
a Fourier transform F´1G as in (3.8) such that FG,F´1G become isomorphisms between
S 1ωpGq and S 1ωppGq that are inverse to each other. For a proof of these statements we
refer to Lemma 3.5.2 below.
Performing identifications as in the case of S 1pRdq we can see these concepts as a
sub-theory of the Fourier analysis on S 1ωpRdq introduced in section 2.1 with the only
difference that we have to choose the function ψ with
ř
kPR ψp¨ ´ kq “ 1 on page 59
as an element of C8ω,cpRdq.
3.1.2 Discrete weighted Besov spaces
We can now give our definition of a discrete, weighted Besov space, where we essen-
tially proceed as in Subsection 3.1.1 with the only difference that ρ P ρpωq is included
in the definition and that the partition of unity pφjqjě´1, from which pφGj qjě´1 is
constructed as on page 60, must now be chosen in C8ω,cpRdq.
Definition 3.1.6. Given a Bravais lattice G, parameters γ P R, p, q P r1,8s and a
weight ρ P ρpωq for ω P ω we define
Bγp,qpG, ρq :“ tf P S 1ωpGq | }f}Bγp,qpG,ρq :“ }p2jγ}ρ∆Gj f}LppGqqj}ℓq ă 8u ,
where the Littlewood-Paley blocks p∆Gj q´1,...,jG are build from a dyadic partition of
unity pφGj qj“´1,...,jG Ď C8ω ppGq constructed as explained above. We write furthermore
Cγp pG, ρq “ Bγp,8pG, ρq and define
LppG, ρq :“ tf P SωpGq | }f}LppG,ρq :“ }ρf}LppGq ă 8u ,
i.e. }f}Bγp,qpG,ρq “ }p2jγ}∆Gj f}LppG,ρqqj}ℓq .
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As in Section 2.1 we can write the Littlewood-Paley blocks as a convolution (on
G) with some functions ΨG,j :“ F´1G φGj
∆Gj fpxq “ ΨG,j ˚G fpxq “ |G|
ÿ
kPG
ΨG,jpx´ kqfpkq , (3.16)
for x P G. Due to our convention to only consider dyadic scalings we always have
the following usefull property for a lattice sequence Gε as in Definition 3.1.2
ΨG
ε,j “ 2jdϕxjyεp2j¨q (3.17)
where
xjyε “
$’&’%
´1, j “ ´1
0, ´1 ă j ă jGε
8, j “ jGε
. (3.18)
and where ϕ´1, ϕ0, ϕ8 P SpRdq are Schwartz functions on Rd with FRdϕxjyε P
C8ω,cpRdq. The functions ϕ´1, ϕ0, ϕ8 dependent on the lattice G used to construct
Gε “ εG but are independent of ε. In a way, this is a discrete substitute for the
scaling of Ψj one finds on Rd, compare Lemma 2.1.14. We prove the identity (3.17)
in Lemma 3.1.11 below. It turns out that (3.17) is helpful in translating arguments
from the continuous theory into our discrete framework. Let us once more stress the
fact that ϕxjyε is defined on all of Rd, and therefore (3.16) actually makes sense for
all x P Rd. If one chooses ϕxjyε P SωpRdq as in the proof of Lemma 3.1.11 this smooth
extension coincides with the extension E εp∆Gj fq, where the extension operator E ε is
defined as in Lemma 3.1.10 below.
The following Lemma can be seen as the discrete analogue of Lemma 2.1.10
Lemma 3.1.7. Given Gε as in Definition 3.1.2 and Φ P SωpRdq for some ω P ω we
have for any δ P p0, 1s with δ Á ε and p P r1,8s, λ ą 0 for Φδ :“ δ´dΦpδ´1¨q
}Φδ}LppGε,eλωq À δ´dp1´1{pq ,
where the implicit constant is independent of ε ą 0. We even have the stronger
result
sup
xPRd
}Φδp¨ ` xq}LppGε,eλωp¨`xqq À δ´dp1´1{pq . (3.19)
In particular we have for ρ P ρpωq
}Φδ ˚Gε f}LppGε,ρq À }f}LppGε,ρq, }Φδ ˚Gε f}LppRd,ρq À }f}LppGε,ρq , (3.20)
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where we used in the second estimate that
x ÞÑ pΦδ ˚Gε fqpxq “ |Gε|
ÿ
kPGε
Φδpx´ kq fpkq
can be extended to Rd.
Remark 3.1.8. Using δ “ 2´j for j P t´1, . . . , jGεu this covers in particular the
functions ΨGε,j “ F´1Gε φGεj via (3.17).
Proof. The case p “ 8 follows from the definition of SωpRdq and eλωpkq ď eλωpδ´1kq,
so that we only have to show the statement for p ă 8. And indeed we obtain
}Φδ}p
LppGε,eλωq “
ÿ
kPGε
|Gε||Φδpkq|pepλωpkq “ δ´dpεd
ÿ
kPG
|G||Φpδ´1εkq|pepλωpεkq
ď δ´dpεd
ÿ
kPG
|G||Φpδ´1εkq|pepλωpδ´1εkq
À δ´dpp´1q
ÿ
kPG
|G|δ´dεd 1
1` |δ´1εk|d`1
Lemma 3.5.1À δ´dpp´1q
ż
Rd
dz pδ´1εqd 1
1` |δ´1εz|d`1 À δ
´dpp´1q ,
where we used that Φ P SωpRdq and in the application of Lemma 3.5.1 that for
|x ´ y| À 1 the quotient 1`|δ´1εx|
1`|δ´1εy| is uniformly bounded. Inequality (3.19) can be
proved in the same way since it suffices to take the supremum over |x| À ε.
The estimates on Φδ ˚Gε f then follow by Young’s inequality on Gε and a mixed
Young inequality, Lemma 3.5.3 below, together with (2.2).
As in the continuous case we can state an embedding theorem for discrete Besov
spaces. Since it can be shown exactly as its continuous cousin Lemma 2.1.26 we will
not give its proof here.
Lemma 3.1.9. Given Gε as in Definition 3.1.2 for any γ1 P R, 1 ď p1 ď p2 ď
8, 1 ď q1 ď q2 ď 8 and weights ρ1, ρ2 with ρ2 À ρ1 we have the continuous
embedding (with norm of the embedding operator independent of ε P p0, 1s)
Bγ1p1,q1pGε, ρ1q Ď Bγ2p2,q2pGε, ρ2q
for γ2 ´ dp2 ď γ1 ´ dp1 .
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The extension operator
Given a Bravais lattice G and a dyadic partition of unity pφjqjě´1 on Rd such that
jG as defined on page 60 is strictly greater than 0 we construct a discrete dyadic
partition of unity pφGj q´1,...,jG from pφjqjě´1 as on page 60.
We choose a symmetric function ψ P C8ω,cpRdq which we refer to as the smear
function and which satisfies the following properties:
1.
ř
kPR ψp¨ ´ kq “ 1,
2. ψ “ 1 on suppφj for j ă jG,
3. suppψ Ď Bp0, Rq with R ą 0 small enough such that´
Bp0, Rq X supp `φGj ˘ext¯ zpG ñ j “ jG .
The last property looks slightly technical, but actually only states that the support of
ψ is small enough such that it only touches the support of the periodically extended
φGj with j ă jG inside pG. Using distpB pG,ŤjăjG supp pφGj qextq ą 0 it is not hard to
construct a function ψ as above via Lemma 2.1.9.
The rescaled ψε :“ ψpε¨q satisfies the same properties on Gε (remember that by
convention we construct the sequence pφGεj qj“´1,...,jGε from the same pφjqjě´1). This
allows us to define an extension operator E ε in the spirit of Lemma 3.1.5 as
E εf :“ F´1Rd pψε ¨ pFGεfqextq, f P S 1ωpGεq,
and as in Lemma 3.1.5 we can show that E εf P C8ω pRdq X S 1ωpRdq and E εf |Gε “ f .
Using (3.12) we can give a useful, alternative formulation of E εf
E εf “ F´1Rd ψε ˚ F´1Rd pFGεfqext “ F´1Rd ψε ˚ fdir
“ F´1Rd ψε ˚Gε f “ |Gε|
ÿ
zPGε
F´1Rd ψεp¨ ´ zqfpzq , (3.21)
where we read similar as for (3.16) the convolution in the second line as a function
on Rd using that F´1Rd ψε P SωpRdq is defined on Rd. By property 3 of ψ we also have
for j ă jGε
∆jE
εf “ E ε∆Gεj f (3.22)
Finally, let us study the interplay of E ε with Besov spaces.
Lemma 3.1.10. For any γ P R, p, q P r1,8s and ρ P ρpωq the family of operators
E ε : Bγp,qpGε, ρq ÝÑ Bγp,qpRd, ρq ,
defined above, is uniformly bounded in ε.
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Proof. We have to estimate ∆jE εf for j ě ´1. For j ă jGε we can apply (3.22) and
(3.21) together with Lemma 3.1.7 to bound
}∆jE εf}LppRd,ρq “ }ε´dpFRdψqpε¨q ˚Gε ∆Gεj f}LppRd,ρq À }∆Gεj f}LppGε,ρq
À 2´jγ}f}Bγp,qpGε,ρq
For j ě jGε only j „ jGε contributes due to the compact support of ψε. By spectral
support properties we have
∆jE
εf “ ∆jpE ε
ÿ
i„jGε
∆G
ε
i fq
Using from (2.20) that ∆j maps LppRd, ρq itself we thus obtain
}∆jE εf}LppRd,ρq À }E ε
ÿ
i„jGε
∆G
ε
i f}LppGε,ρq À 2´jGεγ}f}Bγp,qpGε,ρq
where we applied once more (3.21) and Lemma 3.1.7 in the second step.
Below, we will often be given some functional F pf1, . . . , fnq on discrete Besov
functions taking values in a discrete Besov space X (or some space constructed from
it) that satisfies a bound of the type
}F pf1, . . . , fnq}X ď cpf1, . . . , fnq. (3.23)
We then say that the estimate (3.23) has the property pE q (on X) if there is a
“continuous version” F of F and a continuous version X of X and a sequence of
constants oε Ñ 0 such that
}E εF pf1, . . . , fnq ´ F pE εf1, . . . ,E εfnq}X ď oε ¨ cpf1, . . . , fnq (E )
In other words we can pull the operator E ε inside F without paying anything in
the limit. With the smear function ψ introduced above when can now also give the
proof of the announced scaling property (3.17) of the functions ΨGε,j.
Lemma 3.1.11. Let Gε be as in Definition 3.1.2 and let ω P ω. Let pφGεj qj“´1,...,jGε Ď
C8ω,cpxGεq be a partition of unity of xGε as defined on page 60 and take ΨGε,j “ F´1Gε φGεj
and ΨGε,ăj :“ řiăj ΨGε,i. The extensions
Ψ˜ε,j :“ E εΨGε,j “ F´1Rd pψε ¨
`
φG
ε
j
˘
ext
q
Ψ˜ε,ăj :“ E εΨGε,ăj “ F´1Rd
´
ψε ¨
´ÿ
iăj
φG
ε
i
¯
ext
¯
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are elements of SωpRdq. Moreover there are ϕˇ´1, ϕˇ0, ϕˇ8, ϕˇΣ P C8ω,cpRdq, independent
of ε, such that for for j “ ´1, . . . , jGε and j1 “ 0, . . . , jGε with xjyε as in (3.18)
ψε ¨ `φGεj ˘ext “ ϕˇxjyεp2´j¨q , (3.24)
ψε ¨
´ ÿ
iăj1
φG
ε
i
¯
ext
“ ϕˇΣp2´j1 ¨q . (3.25)
The functions ϕˇ0 and ϕˇ8 have moreover support in a rectangular annulus A Ď Rd.
In particular we have for j “ ´1, . . . , jGε and j1 “ 0, . . . , jGε.
Ψ˜ε,j “ 2jd ¨ ϕxjyεp2j¨q , Ψ˜ε,ăj1 “ 2j1d ¨ ϕΣp2j1 ¨q
where ϕi :“ F´1Rd ϕˇi for i P t´1, 0,8, Σu.
Proof. We only have to show (3.24) and (3.25). For j ă jGε and 0 ď j1 ď jGε we
use that by construction of φG
ε
j out of a dyadic partition of unity pφjqjě´1 on Rd we
have inside xGε
φG
ε
j “ φj ,
ÿ
iăj1
φG
ε
i “
ÿ
iăj1
φi
so that due to property 2 and 3 of the smear function ψε and (2.16) it is enough to
take
ϕˇΣ “ φ´1
and for j ă jGε by the scaling property of φj from (2.15)
ϕˇxjyε :“ φjp2j¨q P tφ´1p¨{2q, φ0u .
For the construction of ϕ8 a bit more work is required. As in (3.10) let us denote
by rxsxGε the unique element rxsxGε P pG for which for x P Rd one has x ´ rxsGε P Rε.
One then easily checks
εrxsxGε “ rεxs pG . (3.26)
Recall that by definition of our lattice sequence Gε we took dyadic scaling ε “ 2´N
which implies in particular
2´jGε “ ε ¨ 2k (3.27)
for some fixed k P Z. Using once more (2.16) and relation (3.27) we can write for
x PxGε
φG
ε
jGε pxq “ 1´
ÿ
jăjGε
φjpxq “ 1´ φ´1p2´jGεxq “ χpεxq
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for some χ P C8ω pRdq. Applying (3.26) we obtain for x P Rd that the periodic
extension
φG
ε
jGε prxsxGεq “ χpεrxsxGεq “ χprεxs pGq
is the ε scaled version of some smooth, R-periodic function χpr¨s pGq P C8ω ppGq (to see
that the composition with r¨s pG does not change the smoothness, note that χ is 1 in
an environment around B pG). Consequently
ψpε¨q
´
φG
ε
jGε
¯
ext
“ `ψχpr¨s pGq˘ pε¨q
so that setting ϕˇ8 “
`
ψχpr¨s pGq˘ p2´k¨q with k as in (3.27) finishes the proof.
3.2 Discrete Paracontrolled Calculus
Using the discrete decomposition
f “
ÿ
´1ďjďjG
∆Gj f
for a discrete f P S 1ωpGq on a Bravais lattice G the following versions of the operators
ă, ˝ , introduced in Section 2.1, follow in a natural way.
Definition 3.2.1. Given a Bravais lattice G and discrete ultra-distributions f1, f2 P
S 1ωpGq for ω P ω we define their discrete paraproduct by
f1ăGf2 :“
ÿ
0ăj2ďjG
ÿ
´1ďj1ăj2´1
∆Gj1f1 ¨∆Gj2f2 , (3.28)
and we also write f1ąGf2 :“ f2ăGf1. The discrete resonant product is
f1˝ Gf2 :“
ÿ
´1ďj1,j2ďjG : |j1´j2|ď1
∆Gj1f1 ¨∆Gj2f2 . (3.29)
If there is no risk for confusion we may drop the index G on ă, ą, and ˝ .
In contrast to the continuous theory all these operators are well defined without
any further restrictions since they only involve finite sums. However in order to
obtain uniform estimates on a lattice sequence Gε the same conditions as in Lemma
2.1.34 arise.
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Lemma 3.2.2. Given a sequence Gε as in Definition 3.1.2, ρ1, ρ2 P ρpωq for some
ω P ω and p, p1, p2, q, q1, q2 P r1,8s with 1p1 ` 1p2 “ 1p , 1q1 ` 1q2 “ 1q we have the
bounds:
• For any γ2 P R
}f1ăf2}Bγ2p,q2 pGε,ρ1¨ρ2q À }f1}Lp1 pGε,ρ1q }f2}Bγ2p2,q2 pGε,ρ2q .
• For any γ1 ă 0, γ2 P R
}f1ăf2}Bγ1`γ2p,q pGε,ρ1¨ρ2q À }f1}Bγ1p1,q1 pGε,ρ1q }f2}Bγ2p2,q2 pGε,ρ2q .
• For any γ1, γ2 P R with γ1 ` γ2 ą 0
}f1˝ f2}Bγ1`γ2p,q pGε,ρ1¨ρ2q À }f1}Bγ1p1,q1 pGε,ρ1q }f2}Bγ2p2,q2 pGε,ρ2q .
All involved constants only depend on G but are independent of ε. All estimates have
the property (E ).
Proof. The proof of the estimates follows along the lines of Lemma 2.1.34.
To check the (E )-property we recall that E εg “ F´1Rd pψpε¨q ¨ pFGεgqextq with
ψpε¨q “ 1 in some ball of order ε´1 « 2´jGε inside xGε and with p. . .qext denoting the
periodic extension as in (3.9). We thus have by the spectral support properties of
the paraproduct
∆ipE εpf1ăGεf2q´E εf1ăE εf2q
“1i„jGε˜ ∆iE ε
˜ÿ
j„i
SG
ε
j´1f1∆
Gε
j f2
¸
´∆i
˜ÿ
j„i
Sj´1E εf1∆jE εf2
¸¸
.
Together with (3.21), Lemma 3.1.11 and Lemma 3.1.7 this gives for the first two
estimates the bounds 1i„jGε2
´iγ2 À 2´ipγ2´κqεκ and 1i„jGε2´ipγ1`γ2q À 2´ipγ1`γ2´κqεκ.
For the third case we obtain by similar arguments for∆i
`
E εpf1˝ Gεf2q ´ E εf1˝E εf2
˘
the bound ÿ
j: iÀj„jGε
2´jpγ1`γ2qϵqj À
ÿ
j: iÀj„jGε
2´jpγ1`γ2´κqϵqj ε
κ
“ 2´ipγ1`γ2´κq
ÿ
j: iÀj„jGε
2pi´jqpγ1`γ2´κqϵqj ε
κ ,
where ϵqj is a sequence such that }ϵqj}ℓq ď 1 and where κ ą 0 is small enough such
that γ1`γ2´κ ą 0. The result then follows by Young’s inequality for sequences.
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From this Lemma one easily derives the same multiplication bounds as in Corol-
lary 2.1.35.
An important observation in [GIP15] was that if the regularity condition γ1`γ2 ą
0 is not satisfied in (2.1.34) it may yet still be possible to make sense of f1˝ f2 as
long as f1 can be written as a paraproduct plus a smoother remainder. The main
lemma which makes this possible is an estimate for a certain commutator. We define
the discrete version of the commutator as
CGpf1, f2, f3q :“ pf1ăGf2q˝ Gf3 ´ f1pf2˝ Gf3q .
for some Bravais lattice G and f1, f2, f3 P S 1ωpGq. If there is no risk for confusion we
may drop the index G on C. In the following lemma we describe how CG interplays
with discrete Besov spaces on the sequence Gε. Although this could be formulated
in a more general setup we restrict ourselves to the Besov space Cγp “ Bγp,8, since
this is all we need in this thesis.
Lemma 3.2.3. ([GP15c, Lemma 14]) Given ρ1, ρ2, ρ3 P ρpωq for some ω P ω,
p P r1,8s and γ1, γ2, γ3 P R with γ1 ` γ2 ` γ3 ą 0 and γ2 ` γ3 ‰ 0 we have for a
lattice sequence Gε as in Definition 3.1.2
}CGεpf1, f2, f3q}Cγ2`γ3p pGε,ρ1ρ2ρ3q À }f1}Cγ1p pGε,ρ1q}f2}Cγ28 pGε,ρ2q}f3}Cγ38 pGε,ρ3q .
Further, property (E ) holds for CGε (and the continuous commutator as in [GIP15,
Lemma 2.4]) if the regularity on the left hand side is reduced by an arbitrary κ ą 0.
Proof. The proof of the estimates works line-by-line as in [GP15c, Lemma 14] and
the (E )-property follows as in Lemma 3.2.2 by exploiting that ψpε¨q “ 1 on a ball
of order ε´1.
3.3 Discrete diffusion operators
Let us construct a symmetric random walk on a Bravais lattice Gε with mesh size ε
which can reach every point (our construction follows [LL10]).
First we choose a subset of “jump directions” tg1, . . . , glu Ď Gzt0u such that
Zg1 ` . . . ` Zgl “ G and a map κ : tg1, . . . , glu Ñ p0,8q. We then take as a rate
for the jump from z P Gε to z ˘ εgi P Gε the value κpgiq{2ε2. In other words the
generator of the random walk is
Lεupyq “ ε´2
ÿ
ePt˘giu
κpeq
2
pupy ` εeq ´ upyqq , (3.30)
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which converges (for u nice enough) to Lu “ 1
2
řl
i“1 κpgiqB2giu as ε tends to 0, whereBgi denotes the directional derivative. In the case G “ Zd and κpeiq “ 1{d we obtain
the simple random walk with limiting generator L “ 1
2d
∆. We can reformulate (3.30)
by introducing a signed measure
µ “ κpg1q
ˆ
1
2
δg1 ` 12δ´g1
˙
` . . .` κpglq
ˆ
1
2
δgl `
1
2
δ´gl
˙
´
lÿ
i“1
κpgiqδ0 ,
which allows us to write Lεu “ ε´2 şRd upx`εyqdµpyq and Lu “ 12 şRd y ‚∇2u y dµpyq.
In fact we will also allow the random walk to have infinite range.
Definition 3.3.1. We write µ P µpωq “ µpω,Gq for ω P ω if µ is a finite, signed
measure on Rd with support on a Bravais lattice G Ď Rd such that
• xsuppµy “ G,
• µ|t0uc ě 0,
• for any λ ą 0 we have şRd eλωpxq d|µ|pxq “ şG eλωpxq d|µ|pxq ă 8, where |µ| is
the total variation of µ,
• µpAq “ µp´Aq for (measurable) A Ď Rd and µpRdq “ 0,
where x¨y denotes the subgroup generated by ¨ in pRd,`q. We associate a norm on
Rd to µ P µpωq which is given by
}x}2µ “ 12
ż
Rd
|x ‚ y|2dµpyq “ 1
2
ż
G
|x ‚ y|2dµpyq .
We also write µpωq :“ ŤωPω µpωq.
Lemma 3.3.2. The function ∥¨∥µ of Definition 3.3.1 is indeed a norm.
Proof. The homogeneity is obvious and the triangle inequality follows from
Minkowski’s inequality. If }x}µ “ 0 we have x ‚ g “ 0 for all g P suppµ. Since
xsuppµy “ G we also have x ‚ ai “ 0 for the linearly independent vectors a1, . . . , ad
from (3.1), which implies x “ 0.
Given µ P µpωq as in Definition 3.3.1 we can then generalize the formulas we
found above.
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Definition 3.3.3. For µ P µpωq for ω P ω as in Definition 3.3.1 and Gε as in
Definition 3.1.2 we set
Lεµupxq “ ε´2
ż
G
upx` εyq dµpyq
for u P S 1ωpGεq and
pLµuq pφq :“ 1
2
ż
G
y ‚∇2u y dµpyq pφq :“ 1
2
ż
G
y ‚∇2upφq y dµpyq
for u P S 1ωpRdq and φ P SωpRdq. We write further L εµ ,Lµ for the parabolic operators
L εµ “ Bt ´ Lεµ and Lµ “ Bt ´ Lµ.
Lεµ is nothing but the infinitesimal generator of a random walk with sub-
exponential moments (Lemma 3.5.5). By direct computation it can be checked that
for G “ Zd and with the extra condition ş yiyjdµpyq “ 2 δij we have the identities
∥¨∥µ “ |¨| and Lµ “ ∆Rd . In general Lµ is an elliptic operator with constant
coefficients,
Lµu “ 1
2
ż
G
y ‚∇2u y dµpyq “ 1
2
ÿ
i,j
ż
G
yiyj dµpyq ¨ Biju “: 1
2
ÿ
i,j
aµij ¨ Bijφ ,
where paµijq is a symmetric matrix. The ellipticity condition follows from the relation
x‚paµijqx “ }x}2µ and the equivalence of norms on Rd. In terms of regularity we expect
therefore that Lε behaves like the Laplacian when we work on discrete spaces.
Lemma 3.3.4. We have for γ P R, p P r1,8s, ω P ω and µ P µpωq, ρ P ρpωq
}Lεµu}Cγ´2p pGε,ρq À }u}Cγp pGε,ρq ,
where Cγp pGε, ρq “ Bγp,8pGε, ρq is defined as in Definition 3.1.6.
For δ P r0, 1s we further have
}pLεµ ´ Lµqu}Cγ´2´δp pRd,ρq À εδ}u}Cγp pRd,ρq ,
where the action of Lεµ on u P S 1ωpRdq should be read as
pLεµuqpφq “ ε´2
ż
G
u
`
φp¨ ´ εyq˘ dµpyq
for φ P SωpRdq. The involved constants are independent of ε
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Proof. We start with the first inequality. With ΨG
ε,j
:“ ř´1ďiďjGε : |i´j|ď1ΨGε,i P
SωpGεq we have by spectral support properties, similar as in the proof of Lemma
2.1.23, ∆G
ε
j u “ Ψj,G
ε ˚Gε ∆Gεj u. Via (3.17) we can read Ψj,Gε and thus Ψj,G
ε
as a
smooth function in SωpRdq defined on all of Rd. In this sense we read
∆G
ε
j u “ |Gε|
ÿ
zP|Gε|
Ψ
jp¨ ´ zq∆Gεj upzq , (3.31)
as a smooth function on Rd in the following. Since µ integrates affine functions to
zero we then have
∆G
ε
j L
ε
µupxq “ ε´2
ż
G
dµpyq r∆Gεj upx` εyq ´∆Gεj upxq ´∇p∆Gεj uqpxq ¨ εys
“
ż
G
dµpyq
ż 1
0
dζ1
ż 1
0
dζ2 y ‚∇2p∆Gεj uqpx` εζ1ζ2yqy.
Using (2.2) and the Minkowski inequality on the support of µ we then obtain
}ρ∆Gεj Lεµu}LppGεq
À
ż
G
dµpyq
ż 1
0
dζ1
ż 1
0
dζ2e
λωpεζ1ζ2yq|y|2
›››ρp¨ ` εζ1ζ2yq|∇2p∆Gεj uqp¨ ` εζ1ζ2yq|›››
LppGεq
,
where λ is as in (2.2). By definition of µpωq we haveż 1
0
dζ1
ż 1
0
dζ2
ż
G
dµpyq |y|2eλωpεζ1ζ2yq ď
ż 1
0
dζ1
ż 1
0
dζ2
ż
G
dµpyq |y|2eλωpyq ă 8
so that we are left with the task to estimate›››ρp¨ ` εζ1ζ2yq|∇2p∆Gεj uqp¨ ` εζ1ζ2yq|›››
LppGεq
À }∇2ΨGε,jp¨ ` εζ1ζ2q}L1pGε,eλωp¨`εζ1ζ2qq }∆Gεj u}LppGε,ρq ,
where we applied (3.31) and Young’s convolution inequality on Gε. Due to (3.17)
and Lemma 3.1.7 we can estimate the first factor by 2j2 so that we obtain the total
estimate
}∆Gεj Lεµu}LppGε,ρq À 2´jpγ´2q}u}Cγp pGε,ρq
and the first estimate follows.
To show the second inequality we proceed essentially as above and use Ψj “ř
i: |i´j|ď1Ψ
i where Ψj “ F´1Rd φj now really denotes the inverse transform of the
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partition on Rd as in (2.17) in Chapter 2. We then have ∆j “ Ψj ˚∆j so that one
gets
∆jpLεµ ´ Lµqu “
ż 1
0
dζ1
ż 1
0
dζ2
ż
G
dµpyq
ˆ
ż
Rd
dz y ‚ p∇2Ψjp¨ ` εζ1ζ2y ´ zq ´∇2Ψjp¨ ´ zqqy ∆jupzq .
As above we can then either get 2´jpγ´2q}u}Cγp pGε,ρq, by bounding each of the two
second derivatives seperately, or 2´jpγ´3qε}u}Cγp pGε,ρq, by exploiting the difference to
introduce the third derivative. We obtain the second estimate by interpolation.
3.3.1 Semigroup estimates
In Fourier space Lεµ can be represented by a Fourier multiplier
FGεpLεµuq “ ´lεµ ¨ FGεu ,
for u P S 1ωpGεq. The multiplier lεµ is given by
lεµpxq “ ´
ż
G
eıε2πx‚y
ε2
dµpyq “
ż
G
1´ cospε2πx ‚ yq
ε2
dµpyq “ 2
ż
G
sin2pεπx ‚ yq
ε2
dµpyq ,
(3.32)
where we used that µ is symmetric with µpGq “ µpRdq “ 0 and the trigonometric
identity 1 ´ cos “ 2 sin2. The following lemma shows that lε is well defined as a
multiplier (i.e. lε P C8ω pxGεq). It is moreover the backbone of the semigroup estimates
shown below.
Lemma 3.3.5. For µ P µpωq, σ P p0, 1q the function lεµ defined in (3.32) is an
element of SωpxGεq “ C8ω pxGεq and satisfies
• |Bklεµpxq| Àδ εp|k|´2q_0p1 ` |x|2qδ|k|pk!q1{σ for µ P µpωexpσ q, σ P p0, 1q and any
δ ą 0, k P Nd,
• lεµ ÁK |¨|2 on every compact set ε´1K Ď Rd with K XR “ t0u, where R is the
reciprocal lattice of the unscaled lattice G.
Proof. We start by showing |Bklεµpxq| Àδ εp|k|´2q^0p1 ` |x|2qδ|k|pk!q1{σ which implies
in particular lεµ P SωpxGεq (the statement lεµ P SωpxGεq for µ P µpωpolq is again similar
but easier and therefore omitted).
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We study derivatives with |k| “ 0, 1 first. We have
|lεµpxq| “ 2
ˇˇˇˇż
G
sin2pεπx ‚ yq
ε2
dµpyq
ˇˇˇˇ
À
ˇˇˇˇż
G
sin2pεπx ‚ yq
|επx ‚ y|2 |x ‚ y|
2dµpyq
ˇˇˇˇ
À
ż
G
|y|2d|µ|pyq ¨ |x|2 À |x|2,
and
|Bilεµpxq|| À
ż
G
| sinpεπx ‚ yq|
|επx ‚ y| |x||y|
2d|µ|pyq À |x| .
For the higher derivatives we use that Bkxeı2πεx‚y “ pıπεq|k|ykeı2πεx‚y which gives
(where C ą 0 denotes as usual a changing constant)
|Bklεµpxq| ď ε|k|´2C |k|
ż
G
|y||k|d|µ|pyq ď ε|k|´2C |k|max
xPRd
p|x||k|e´λ|x|σq
ż
G
eλ|y|
σ
dµpyq
for any λ ą 0. Using maxtě0 tae´t “ aae´a we end up with
|Bklεµpxq| À ε|k|´2 1λ|k|{σC
|k||k||k|{σ À ε|k|´2 1
λ|k|{σ
C |k|pk!q1{σ ,
and our first claim follows by choosing λ1{σ :“ C{δ.
It remains to show that lεµ{|¨|2 Á 1 on ε´1K, which is equivalent to l1µ{|¨|2 Á 1
on K. We start by finding the zeros of l1µ which, by periodicity can be reduced to
finding all x P pG with l1µpxq “ 0. But if l1µpxq “ 0, then y ¨ x P Z for any y P suppµ,
which gives with xsuppµy “ G that we must have ai ¨ x P Z for ai as in (3.1). But
since x P pG we have x “ x1aˆ1 ` . . . ` xdaˆd with xi P r´1{2, 1{2q and aˆi as in (3.2).
Consequently
xi “ x ¨ ai P ZX r´1{2, 1{2q “ t0u ,
and hence x “ 0. The zero set of l1µ is thus precisely the reciprocal lattice R.
By assumption K XR “ t0u and it remains therefore to verify l1µpxq Á |x|2 in an
environment of 0 to finish the proof.
Note that there is in fact a finite subset V Ď suppµ such that xV y “ G since only
finitely many y P suppµ are needed to generate a1, . . . , ad. We restrict ourselves to
V :
l1µpxq “ 2
ż
G
sin2pπx ‚ yqdµpyq ě 2
ż
V
sin2pπx ‚ yqdµpyq
For x P pGzt0u small enough we can now bound ş
V
sin2pπx ‚yqdµpyq Á ş
V
|x ‚y|2dµpyq.
The term on the right hand side defines a norm by the same arguments as in Lemma
3.3.2, and since it must be equivalent to |¨|2 the proof is complete.
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Using that SωpxGεq “ C8ω pxGεq is stable under composition we can now define the
Fourier multiplier
etL
ε
µf :“ F´1Gε pe´tlεµFGεfq
for f P S 1ωpGεq which gives the (weak) solution to the problem L εg “ 0, gp0q “ f .
The regularizing effect of the semigroup is described in the following proposition.
Proposition 3.3.6. We have for γ P R, β ě 0, p P r1,8s, ω P ω, µ P µpωq and
ρ P ρpωq
}etLεµf}Cγ`βp pGε,ρq À t´β{2}f}Cγp pGε,ρq , (3.33)
}etLεµf}Cβp pGε,ρq À t´β{2}f}LppGε,ρq , (3.34)
and for γ P p0, 2q
}petLεµ ´ Idqf}LppGε,ρq À tγ{2}f}Cγp pGε,ρq , (3.35)
uniformly on compact intervals t P r0, T s.
Proof. We show the claim for ω “ ωexpσ , σ P p0, 1q , the arguments for ω “ ωpol are
similar but easier. Using spectral support properties we can rewrite for j ě ´1
∆je
tLεµf “ F´1Gε
¨˝ ÿ
i: |i´j|ď1
φG
ε
i e
´tlεµ ¨ FGε∆Gεj f‚˛“ Kjpt, ¨q ˚Gε ∆Gεj f ,
where we set for z P Gε
Kjpt, zq :“
ż
xGε dy e
2πız‚y
ÿ
i: |i´j|ď1
φG
ε
i e
´tlεµ
Using the smear function ψε from Section 3.1 we can rewrite this as an expression
that is well-defined for all x P Rd
Kjpt, xq :“
ż
Rd
dy e2πıx
‚y ψεpyq
ÿ
i: |i´j|ď1
`
φG
ε
i
˘
ext
pyq ¨ e´tlεµpyq ,
where we extended lεµ (periodically) to all of Rd by relation (3.32). Consequently,
we can apply Lemma 3.1.11 to give an expression for the scaled kernel
Kpjqpt, xq :“ 2´jdKjpt, 2´jxq “
ż
Rd
dy e2πıx
‚yφpjqpyq ¨ e´tlεµp2jyq ,
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where we wrote φpjq “ ři: |i´j|ď1 ϕˇxiyε with ϕˇxiyε as in Lemma 3.1.11.
Suppose we already know that for any λ ą 0 and x P Gε the estimate
tβ{2|Kpjqpt, xq| À e´λ|x|σ2´jβ (3.36)
holds. Then Young’s inequality on Gε in Lemma 3.1.7 shows (3.33) and (3.34) (for
(3.34) we also need (3.16)). Using Lemma 3.3.7 below we can reduce the task of
proving (3.36) to the simpler problem of proving the polynomial bound
tβ{2|xi|n|Kpjqpt, xq| Àδ δnCnpn!q1{σ2´jβ, (3.37)
with a constant C ą 0 and an arbitrarily small δ ą 0.
To show (3.37) we assume that 2jε ď 1, otherwise we are dealing with the scale
2j « ε´1 and the arguments below can be easily modified. Integration by parts gives
us
|xi|n|Kpjqpt, xq| “ Cn
ˇˇˇˇż
Rd
dy e2πıx
‚y Bnyi
´
φpjqpyqe´tlεµp2jyq
¯ˇˇˇˇ
ď Cn
ż
Rd
dy
ˇˇˇ
Bnyi
´
φpjqpyqe´t22j l2
jε
µ pyq
¯ˇˇˇ
.
Now we have the following estimates for k, m P Nd, n P N
|Bki φpjqpyq| À δkpk!q1{σ, |Bmlε2jµ pyq| À δm pm!q1{σˇˇˇˇ
p22jtqβ{2
´
et2
2j ¨
¯pnq pl2jεµ qpyqˇˇˇˇ À nn{σδn ,
where we used that φpjq P C8ω,cpRdq (with bounds that can be chosen independent
of j by definition) and Lemma 3.3.5 with the assumption 2jε ď 1. Together with
Leibniz’s and Faà-di Bruno’s formula (Lemma 3.5.7) and a lengthy but elementary
calculation (3.37) follows and therefore also (3.36).
The last estimate (3.35) can be obtained as in the proof of Lemma [GP15b,
Lemma 6.6] by using Lemma 3.5.4 below.
Lemma 3.3.7. Let g : Rd Ñ R, σ ą 0 and B ą 0. Suppose for any δ ą 0 there is a
Cδ ą 0 such that for all z P Rd, l ě 0 and i “ 1, . . . , d
|zligpzq| Àδ δlC lδpl!q1{σB .
It then holds for any λ ą 0 and z P Rd
|gpzq| Àλ Be´λ|z|σ .
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Proof. This follows ideas from [MW15, Proposition A.2]. Without loss of generality
we can assume |z| ą 1 (otherwise we get the required estimate by taking l “ 0).
Recall that we have |z|l ď C lřdi“1 |zi|l where C ą 0 denotes a constant that changes
from line to line and is independent of l. Consequently, Stirling’s formula gives
|eλ|z|σgpzq| “
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ 8ÿ
k“0
λk
k!
|z|σkgpzq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ À 8ÿ
k“0
λkCk
kk
|z|rkσs |gpzq| À
8ÿ
k“0
λkCk
kk
dÿ
i“1
|zrkσsi gpzq|
À B
8ÿ
k“0
λkCkδkσ
kk
rkσsrkσs{σ À B
8ÿ
k“0
λkCkδkσ
kk
kk “ B
8ÿ
k“0
λkCkδkσ Àλ B ,
where we used rkσs ď krσs so that rkσsrkσs{σ ď rσs kσ kk ď Ckkk and where we chose
δ ă pC λq´ 1σ in the last step.
3.4 Discrete Wick calculus
In this section we develop a general machinery for the use of discrete Wick contrac-
tions in the renormalization of discrete, singular SPDEs with i.i.d. noise which is
completely analogous to the continuous Gaussian setting. Moreover, we build on the
techniques of [CSZ17] to provide a criterion that identifies the scaling limits of dis-
crete Wick products as multiple Wiener-Itô integrals. Our results are summarized
in Lemma 3.4.1 and Lemma 3.4.2 below and although the use of these results is
illustrated in this thesis only via the discrete parabolic Anderson model in Chapter
4 the approach extends in principle to any discrete formulation of popular singular
SPDEs such as the KPZ equation or the Φ4d models.
Take a sequence of scaled Bravais lattices Gε as in Definition 3.1.2. As a discrete
approximation to white noise we take in this thesis independent (but not necessarily
identically distributed) random variables
`
ξεpzq˘
zPGε that satisfy
• Erξεpxqs “ 0,
• E r|ξεpxq|2s “ |Gε|´1 “ |G|´1ε´d,
• supzPGε E r|ξεpzq|pξs À ε´d{2¨pξ for some pξ ě 2.
For discrete multiple stochastic integrals with respect to the variables
`
ξεpzq˘
zPGε ,
that is for sums ÿ
z1,...,znPGε
fpz1, . . . , znq ξεpz1q . . . ξεpznq
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with fpz1, . . . , znq “ 0 whenever zi “ zj for some i ‰ j, it was shown in [CGP17,
Proposition 4.3] that, if pξ is large enough, all moments can be bounded in terms
of the ℓ2 norm of f and the corresponding moments of the pξεpzqqzPGε . However,
typically we will have to bound such expressions for more general f (which do not
vanish on the diagonals) and in that case we first have to arrange our random variable
into a finite sum of discrete multiple stochastic integrals in order to apply [CGP17,
Proposition 4.3] for each of them. This arrangement can be done in several ways,
here we follow [HS15] and regroup in terms of Wick polynomials.
Given random variables pY pjqqzPJ over some index set J and I “ pj1, . . . , jnq P Jn
we set
Y I “ Y pj1q . . . Y pjnq “
nź
k“1
Y pjkq
as well as Y ∅ “ 1. According to Definition 3.1 and Proposition 3.4 of [LM16], the
Wick product Y ˛I can be defined recursively by Y ˛∅ :“ 1 and
Y ˛I :“ Y I ´
ÿ
∅‰EĂI
ErY EsY ˛ IzE . (3.38)
For I “ pj1, . . . , jnq P Jn we also write
Y pj1q ˛ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˛ Y pjnq :“ Y ˛I .
By induction one easily sees that this product is commutative. In the case j1 “
. . . “ jn we will write instead
Y pj1q˛n .
Lemma 3.4.1 (see also Proposition 4.3 in [CGP17]). Let Gε and `ξεpzq˘
zPGε be as
above, n ě 1 and assume pξ ě 2n. For f P L2ppGεqnq define the discrete multiple
stochastic integral w.r.t
`
ξεpzq˘ by
Inf :“
ÿ
z1,...,znPGε
|Gε|n fpz1, . . . , znq ξεpz1q ˛ . . . ˛ ξεpznq .
It then holds for 2 ď p ď pξ{n
}Inf}LppPq À }f}L2ppGεqnq .
Proof. In the following we silently identify Gε with an enumeration by N so that we
can write
Inf “
ÿ
1ďrďn, aPAnr
r!
ÿ
z1ă...ăzr
|Gε|nf˜apz1, . . . , zrq ¨ ξεpz1q˛a1 ˛ . . . ˛ ξεpzrq˛ar ,
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where Anr :“ ta P Nr|
ř
i ai “ nu, f˜a denotes the symmetrized version of
fapz1, . . . , zrq :“ fp
a1ˆhkkkkikkkkj
z1, . . . , z1, . . . ,
arˆhkkkikkkj
zr, . . . , zrq ¨ 1zi‰zj @i‰j ,
and where we used the independence of ξεpz1q, . . . , ξεpzrq to decompose the Wick
product (we did not show this property, but it is not hard to derive it from the
definition of ˛ we gave above). The independence and the zero mean of the Wick
products allow us to see this as a sum of nested martingale transforms so that
an iterated application of the Burkholder-Davis-Gundy inequality and Minkowski’s
inequality as in [CGP17, Proposition 4.3] gives the desired estimate
}Inf}2LppPq À
ÿ
1ďrďn, aPAnr
››››› ÿ
z1ă...ăzr
|Gε|n ¨ f˜apz1, . . . , zrq ¨ ξεpz1q˛a1 ˛ . . . ˛ ξεpzrq˛ar
›››››
2
LppPq
À
ÿ
1ďrďn, aPAnr
ÿ
z1ă...ăzr
|Gε|2n ¨ |f˜apz1, . . . , zrq|2 ¨
rź
j“1
}ξεpzrq˛aj}2LppPq
À
ÿ
1ďrďn, aPAnr
ÿ
z1,...,zr
|Gε|n|f˜apz1, . . . , zrq|2 ď }f}2L2ppGεqnq ,
where we used the bound }ξεpzrq˛aj}2LppPq À |Gε|´aj which follows from (3.38) and
our assumption on ξε.
Next, we provide a general criterion for the convergence of discrete multiple
stochastic integrals to multiple Wiener-Itô integrals on Rd. To this end we fol-
low [CSZ17] and adapt their results to the Wick product setting of Lemma 3.4.1.
Lemma 3.4.2 (see also [CSZ17], Theorem 2.3). Let Gε, n P N and `ξεpzq˘ be as in
Lemma 3.4.1. For k “ 0, . . . , n let f εk P L2ppGεqkq. We identify pGεqk with a Bravais
lattice in k ¨ d dimensions via the orthogonal sum pGεqk “ Àki“1 Gε Ď Àki“1Rd “
pRdqk to define the Fourier transform FpGεqkf εk P L2ppxGεqkq of f εk . Assume that there
exist gk P L2ppRdqkq with |1pxGεqkFpGεqkf εk | ď gk for all ε and fk P L2ppRdqkq such
that limεÑ0 }1pxGεqkFpGεqkf εk ´FpRdqkfk}L2ppRdqkq “ 0 for all k ď n. Then the following
convergence holds in distribution
nÿ
k“0
Ikf
ε
k ÝÑ
nÿ
k“0
ż
pRdqk
fkpz1, . . . , zkq ξpdz1q ˛ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˛ ξpdzkq ,
where ξpdz1q ˛ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˛ ξpdzkq indicates integration in the Wiener-Itô sense against the
Gaussian measure induced by some white noise ξ on Rd.
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Remark 3.4.3. The symbol ˛ in integrals denotes in this thesis Skorohod integration.
Note, that the integral above can indeed be read as an iterated Skorohod integral. We
will encounter results similar to the one above when considering renormalizations of
models in regularity structures in Chapter 7 below.
Proof. We will write shorthand pf εk :“ FpGεqkf εk and pfk “ FpRdqkfk.
This is a consequence of the results in [CSZ17]. For z P Gε let Gεpzq “ z `
r´ε{2, ε{2qa1` . . .` r´ε{2, ε{2qad, where a1, . . . , ad denote the vectors that span G.
For x P Rd let rxsε :“ z be the (unique) element z P Gε such that x P Gεpzq and for
x P pRdqk set rxsε “ prx1sε, . . . , rxksεq. We will start by showing
lim
εÑ0 }f
ε
kpr¨sεq ´ fk}L2ppRdqkq “ 0 (3.39)
for all k.
By Parseval’s identity we have
}f εkpr¨sεq ´ fk}L2ppRdqkq “ }FpRdqkpf εkpr¨sεqq ´ pfk}L2ppRdqkq,
where FpRdqk denotes the Fourier transform on pRdqk for which one easily checks that
FpRdqkpf εkpr¨sεqq “ p pf εkqext ¨ pεk,
where we recall that p pf εkqext is the periodic extension of the discrete Fourier transform
of f εk (on pRdqk) as in (3.10) and where
pεkpy1, . . . , ykq “
ż
G1p0qk
dz1 . . . dzk
|G1|k e
´2πıεpy1‚z1`¨¨¨`yk‚zkq.
The function pεk is uniformly bounded and tends to 1 as ε goes to 0. Now we apply
Parseval’s identity on pRdqk and once on pxGεqk and obtainż
pRdqk
dx1 . . . dxk
ˇˇˇ`p pf εkqext pε˘px1, . . . , xkqˇˇˇ2 “ ÿ
z1,...,zkPGε
|Gε|k|f εkpz1, . . . , zkq|2
“
ż
ypGεqk dx1 . . . dxk
ˇˇˇ pf εkpx1, . . . , xkqˇˇˇ2
and thus ż
ppxGεqkqc dx1 . . . dxk
ˇˇˇ`p pf εkqext pε˘px1, . . . , xkqˇˇˇ2
“
ż
ypGεqk dx1 . . . dxk
`| pf εk |2p1´ |pε|2˘px1, . . . , xkq .
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Since 1pxGεqk pf εk is uniformly in ε bounded by the L2ppRdqkq function gk and since
1 ´ |pε|2 converges pointwise to zero, it follows from the dominated convergence
theorem that 1ppxGεqkqcp pf εkqext pεk converges to zero in L2ppRdqkq. Thus, we get
lim
εÑ0 }p pf εkqext pεk ´ pfk}L2ppRdqkq “ limεÑ0 }1pxGεqk pf εkpεk ´ pfk}L2ppRdqkq
ď lim
εÑ0 }p1pxGεqk pf εk ´ pfkqpεk}L2ppRdqkq ` limεÑ0 } pfkp1´ pεkq}L2ppRdqkq “ 0,
where for the first term we used that pεk is uniformly bounded in ε and that by as-
sumption 1pxGεqk pf εk converges to pfk in L2ppRdqkq and for the second term we combined
the fact that pεk converges pointwise to 1 with the dominated convergence theorem.
We have therefore shown (3.39). Note that this implies
}f εkpr¨sεq1@i‰j rzisε‰rzjsε ´ fk}L2pRdq Ñ 0 & }f εkpr¨sεq1Di‰j rzisε“rzjsε}L2pRdq Ñ 0 .
(3.40)
As in the proof of Lemma 3.4.1 we identify Gε with some arbitrary enumeration
NÑ Gε and use the set Akr “ ta P Nr |
ř
i ai “ ku so that we can write
Ikf
ε
k “
ÿ
1ďrďk, aPAkr
r!
ÿ
z1ă...ăzr
|Gε|kf˜kε,apz1, . . . , zrq ¨
rź
j“1
ξεpzjq˛aj ,
where we denote as in the proof of Lemma 3.4.1 by f˜kε,a the symmetrized restriction of
fkε to pRdqr. By Theorem 2.3 of [CSZ17] we see that the r “ k term ofIkf εk converges
due to 3.40 to the desired limit in distribution, so that we only have to show that the
remainding terms vanish as ε tends to 0. The idea is to redefine the noise in these
terms by ξεjpzq “ ξεpzq˛aj{rεjpzq where rεjpzq :“
a
Varpξεpzq˛ajq ¨ |Gε| À |Gε|p1´ajq{2,
so that in view of [CSZ17, Lemma 2.3] it suffices to show that
ÿ
z1ă...ăzr
|Gε|r
rź
j“1
rεjpzjq2 ¨ |f˜ εk,apz1, . . . , zrq|2 À
ÿ
z1ă...ăzr
|Gε|k ¨ |f˜ εk,apz1, . . . , zrq|2 Ñ 0 ,
but this follows from (3.40).
3.5 Technical Results
Lemma 3.5.1. Given a lattice G as in (3.1) we denote the translations of the closed
parallelotope G :“ r0, 1sa1 ` . . . ` r0, 1sad by G :“ tg ` G | g P Gu. Let Ω Ď G and
set Ω :“ ŤG1PG, G1XΩ‰∅G1 . If for a measurable function f : ΩÑ R` there is a c ě 1
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such that for any g P Ω there is a G1pgq P G, g P G1pgq with fpgq ď c ¨ess inf xPG1fpxq
then it also holds ÿ
gPΩ
|G|fpgq ď c ¨ 2d
ż
Ω
fpxqdx .
Proof. Indeedÿ
gPΩ
|G|fpgq ď c
ÿ
gPΩ
ż
G1pgq
fpxqdx ď c
ÿ
gPΩ
ÿ
G1PG, gPG1
ż
G1pgq
fpxqdx
“ c
ÿ
G1PG, G1ĎΩ
ÿ
gPΩ,gPG1
ż
G1
fpxqdx p△q“ 2dc
ÿ
G1PG
ż
G1
fpxqdx “ 2dc
ż
Ω
fpxqdx ,
where we used in p△q that the d-dimensional parallelotope has 2d vertices.
Lemma 3.5.2. The mappings pFG,F´1G q as defined in subsection 3.1.1 map the
spaces pSωpGq, SωppGqq and pS 1ωpGq, S 1ωppGqq to each other.
Proof. We only consider the non-standard case ω “ ωexpσ , σ P p0, 1q. Given f P
SωpGq the sequence
FGfpxq “ |G|
ÿ
kPG
fpkqe2πık‚x
does obviously converge to a smooth function that is periodic on pG. We estimate onpG (and thus on every compact set)ˇˇˇˇ
ˇBαÿ
kPG
|G|fpkqe2πık‚x
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ Àλ ÿ
kPG
|G||k||α|e´λ|k|σ
We can use Lemma 3.5.1 for | ¨ ||α|e´λ|¨|1{s with Ω “ G and c ą 0 of the form
c “ Cpλq ¨ C |α| (C denoting a positive constant that may change from line to line)
which yields ˇˇˇˇ
ˇBαÿ
kPG
|G|fpkqe2πık‚x
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ Àλ C |α|
ż
Rd
|x||α|e´λ|x|σdx
We now proceed as in [Hör05, Lemma 12.7.4] and estimate the integral by the
Γ´functionż
Rd
|x||α|e´λ|x|σdx À
ż 8
0
r|α|`d´1e´λr
σ
dr Àλ λ´s|α|
ż 8
0
r|α|`d´1e´r
σ
dr
À λ´|α|{σΓpp|α| ` d´ 1q{σq StirlingÀ λ´|α|{σC |α||α||α|{σ .
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Since we can choose λ ą 0 arbitrarily large we see that indeed f P C8ω ppGq.
For the opposite direction, f P SωppGq, we use that by integration by parts for
z P G, l ě 0, i “ 1, . . . , d ˇˇzli ¨ F´1G fpzqˇˇ À C l sup pGpBiqlf À C lεlll{σ With Stirling’s
formula and Lemma 3.3.7 we then obtain
ˇˇF´1G fpzqˇˇ À eλ|z|σ . This shows the state-
ment for the pair pSωpGq, SωppGqq. The estimates above show that FG,F´1G are in
fact continuous w.r.t to the corresponding topologies so that the statement for the
dual spaces pS 1ωpGq, S 1ωppGqq immediately follows.
Lemma 3.5.3 (Mixed Young inequality). For f : Rd Ñ C and g : G Ñ C, for which
this is defined, we set for x P Rd
f ˚G gpxq :“
ÿ
kPG
|G|fpx´ kqgpkq
Then for r, p, q P r1,8s with 1` 1{r “ 1{p` 1{q
}f ˚G g}LrpRdq ď sup
xPRd
}fpx´ ¨q}1´ prLppGq ¨ }f}
p
r
LppRdq}g}LqpGq .
(with the convention 1{8 “ 0, 8{8 “ 1).
Proof. We assume p, q, r P p1,8q. The remaining cases are easy to check.
The proof is based on Hölder’s inequality on G with 1
r
` 1rp
r´p
` 1rq
r´q
“ 1
|f ˚G gpxq| ď
ÿ
kPG
|G| p|fpx´ kq|p|gpkq|qq1{r ¨ |fpx´ kq| r´pr |gpkq| r´qr
Hölderď
›››p|fpx´ ¨q|p|gp¨q|qq1{r›››
LrpGq
ˆ }|fpx´ ¨q| r´pr }
L
rp
r´p pGq ¨ }|gp¨q|
r´q
r }
L
rq
r´q pGq
“
˜ÿ
kPG
|G|p|fpx´ kq|p|gpkq|q
¸1{r
sup
x1PRd
}fpx1 ´ ¨q} r´prLppGq}g}
r´q
r
LqpGq
Raising this expression to the rth power and integrating shows the claim.
Lemma 3.5.4. For t ě 0, p P r1,8s, ω P ω, ρ P ρpωq and µ P µpωq we have on
compact time intervals for Gε as in Definition 3.1.2
}etLεµφ}LppGε,ρq À }φ}LppGε,ρq .
and for β ą 0
}etLεµφ}LppGε,ρq À t´β{2}φ}C´βp pGε,ρq
uniformly in ε.
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Proof. With the random walk pXεt qtPR` which is generated by Lεµ on Gε and starts
from 0 P Gε we can express the semigroup as etLεµfpxq “ Erfpx ` Xεt qs so that by
Jensen’s inequalityÿ
xPGε
|Gε| ˇˇρpxqetLεµfpxqˇˇp ď E«ÿ
xPGε
|Gε| |ρpxqfpx`Xεt q|p
ff
(2.2)À E
«
epλωpX
ε
t q
ÿ
xPGε
|Gε| |fpx`Xεt qρpx`Xεt q|p
ff
“ E “eλpωpXεt q‰ }f}pLppGε,ρq .
where λ ą 0 is as in (2.2). Application of the next lemma finishes the proof of the
first estimate. The second estimate follows as in Lemma 6.6. of [GP15b].
Lemma 3.5.5. The random walk Xε generated by Lε on Gε satisfies for any c, c1 ą 0
and t P r0, T s
Erecωp|Xεt |qs Àc,c1 ec1ωptq .
Proof. We assume ω “ ωexpσ for σ P p0, 1q, if ω “ ωpol the proof follows by similar,
but simpler arguments. We write shorthand s “ 1{σ.
By the Lévy-Khintchine-formula we have for θ P R EreıθXεt s
“ e´t{ε2
ş
Gp1´eıθεxqdµpxq “ e´tlεpθq. We want to bound first for k ě 1
Er|Xεt,1|k ` . . .` |Xεt,d|ks “
dÿ
i“1
ˇˇBkθi |θ“0EreıθXεt sˇˇ
To this end we apply Faá-di-Brunos formula (Lemma 3.5.7) with upvq “ e´tv, vpθq “
lεpθq Note that with Lemma 3.3.5
upmqp1q “ p´tqm
|Bαiθi vp0q| Àδ δ|αi|pαi!qs
Thus with Am,k “ tα P Nmą0 |
ř
i αi “ ku for some δ P p0, 1s
ˇˇBkθi |θ“0EreıθXεt sˇˇ “
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ÿ
1ďmďk, αPAm,k
k!
m!α!
upmqp1q
mź
i“1
Bαiθi vp0q
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ
À
ÿ
1ďmďk, αPAm,k
k!
m!α!
tm
mź
i“1
pαi!qsδ|αi| ď δk
ÿ
1ďmďk, αPAm,k
tmk!pm!qs´1
mź
i“1
pαi!qs´1
Lemma 3.5.6ď δkpk!qs
ÿ
1ďmďk, αPAm,k
tm “ δkpk!qs
ÿ
1ďmďk
ˆ
k ´ 1
m´ 1
˙
tm
“ δkpk!qstp1` tqk´1 ď δkpk!qsp1` tqk
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With |x|kk :“ |x1|k ` . . .` |xd|k we get
Er|Xεt |kks À δkpk!qsp1` tqk
and therefore, using Stirling’s formula and |x|k À Ck ¨ |x|kk (with a generic constant
C ą 0 as usual),
Erec|Xεt |σ s À 1` Erec|Xεt |σ1|Xεt |ě1s
ď 1`
8ÿ
n“0
cn
n!
Er|Xεt |rnσss À 1`
8ÿ
n“0
Cntrnσs
nn
δrnσsrnσsrnσss
À 1` t
8ÿ
n“0
Cnδnσtnσ
nn
nn “ 1` teCδσtσ
Choosing δ ą 0 small enough finishes the proof.
Lemma 3.5.6. We have for j P Ną0 and α1, . . . , αj P Ną0
j!α1! . . . αj! ď pα1 ` . . .` αjq!
Proof. This follows from a simple combinatorical argument: Let k “ α1 ` . . .` αj.
Then while the right hand side corresponds to the number of arbitrary orderings of
k elements, the left hand side corresponds to the number of possibilities to arrange
these elements while keeping them together in sets of size α1, . . . , αj.
Lemma 3.5.7 (Faà di Bruno’s formula as stated in [CS96]). For multiindices ν, µ P
Nd we write µ ă ν if one of the two cases holds
1. |µ| ă |ν|
2. |µ| “ |ν| and there is a i P t1, . . . , du such that µi ă νi and µj “ νj for j ă i.
For λ P Nzt0u and ν P Nd and s P N with 1 ď s ď |ν| introduce the set
pspν, λq “
!
pλ;µq “ pλ1, . . . , λs;µ1, . . . , µdq P pNzt0uqs ˆ pNdqs
| 0 ă µ1 ă . . . ă µ1,
sÿ
i“1
λi “ λ,
sÿ
i“1
λiµi “ ν
)
For smooth g : Rd Ñ R, f : RÑ R we have for ν P Ndzt0u
Bνpfpgqq “
|ν|ÿ
λ“1
f pnqpgq ¨
|ν|ÿ
s“1
ÿ
pλ;µqPpspν,λq
ν!
dź
i“1
1
λi!µi!
pBµigqλi .
Chapter 4
Weak universality of the parabolic
Anderson model
With the theory presented in Chapter 3 at hand we can analyze stochastic models
on unbounded lattices using paracontrolled techniques. We here prove a weak uni-
versality result for the linear parabolic Anderson model, which is stated in Theorem
4.3.6 below. Most of the content presented here is taken, with minor adaptions,
from [MP17].
For F P C2pR;Rq with F p0q “ 0 and bounded second derivative we consider the
equation
L 1µϕ
ε “ F pϕεq ¨ ηε, ϕεp0q “ |G|´11¨“0 (4.1)
on R`ˆG, where G Ď R2 is a two-dimensional Bravais lattice, L 1µ “ Bt´L1µ is some
discrete diffusion operator on the lattice G as described in Definition 3.3.3, induced
by some µ P µpωq with ω “ ωexpσ for some σ P p0, 1q (the upper index 1 indicates
that we did not scale the lattice G yet). The family pηεpzqqzPG P S 1ωpGq consists of
independent (not necessarily identically distributed) random variables satisfying
Erηεs “ ´F 1p0qcεµε2 , Varpηεq “ 1|G| ε
2 ,
where cεµ ą 0 is a constant of order Op| log ε|q which we will fix in Section 4.2 below.
We further assume that for every ε and z P G the variable ηεpzq has moments of
order pξ ą 14 such that
E
“|ηεpzq ´ Erηεpzqs|pξ‰ À εpξ .
The lower bound 14 for pξ might seem quite arbitrary at the moment, we will explain
this choice in Remark 4.3.1 below.
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Note that ηε is of order Opεq while its expectation is of order Opε2| log ε|q, so we
are considering a small shift away from the “critical” expectation 0.
We are interested in the behaviour of (4.1) for large scales in time and space.
Setting uεpt, xq :“ ε´2ϕεpε´2t, ε´1xq and ξεpxq :“ ε´2pηεpε´1xq`F 1p0qcεµε2q modifies
the problem to
L εµu
ε “ F εpuεqpξε ´ F 1p0qcεµq, uεp0q “ |Gε|´11¨“0 , (4.2)
where uε : R` ˆ Gε Ñ R is defined on refining lattices Gε in d “ 2 as in Definition
3.1.2 and where F ε :“ ε´2F pε2¨q. The potential pξεpxqqxPGε is scaled such that it
satisfies for x P Gε
• Erξεpxqs “ 0,
• E r|ξεpxq|2s “ |Gε|´1 “ |G|´1ε´2,
• supzPGε E r|ξεpzq|pξs À ε´pξ for some pξ ą 14.
and is thus a discrete approximation to white noise in dimension 2 as in Section 3.4.
Consequently, we expect E εξε to converge in distribution to white noise on R2,
we will see in Lemma 4.2.3 below that this is indeed the case. In Theorem 4.3.6 we
show that E εuε converges in distribution to the solution u of the linear parabolic
Anderson model on R2,
Lµu “ F 1p0qupξ ´ F 1p0q8q, up0q “ δ, (4.3)
where ξ is white noise on R2, δ is the Dirac delta distribution, “´8” denotes some
renormalization andLµ is the limiting operator from Definition 3.3.3. The existence
and uniqueness of a solution to (4.3) were first established in [HL15] (for more
regular initial conditions) by using a “partial Cole-Hopf transformation” which turns
the equation into a well-posed PDE, an argument we will also apply in Chapter 8
below. Using the continuous versions of the objects defined in Chapter 3 we can
modify the arguments of [GIP15] to give an alternative proof of their result, see
Corollary 4.3.5 below. The limit of (4.2) only sees F 1p0q and forgets the structure
of the non-linearity F , so in that sense the linear parabolic Anderson model arises
as a universal scaling limit.
Let us illustrate this result with a (far too simple) model: Suppose F is of the
form F pϕq “ ϕp1´ ϕq and let us first consider
Btϕ “ η ¨ F pϕq, ϕp0q P p0, 1q ,
for some η P R. If η ą 0, then ϕ describes the evolution of the concentration of a
growing population in a pleasant environment, which however shows some saturation
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effects represented by the factor p1 ´ ϕq in the definition of F . For η ă 0 the
individuals live in unfavorable conditions, say in competition with a rival species.
From this perspective equation (4.1) describes the dynamics of a population that
migrates between diverse habitats. The meaning of our universality result is that
if we tune down the random potential ηε and counterbalance the growth of the
population with some renormalization (think of a death rate), then from far away
we can still observe its growth (or extinction) without feeling any saturation effects.
The analysis of (4.2) and the convergence proof are based on the lattice version
of paracontrolled distributions that was presented in Chapter 3. As a first step we
discuss in Section 4.1 the Schauder theory for the operator L εµ . Since our aim is to
start our system in the quite irregular Dirac delta distribution (or rather its discrete
analogue |Gε|´11¨“0) we expect a blow-up for the solution in the considered norms
at t “ 0 so that we first introduce singular spaces. In order to apply the Schauder
theory for paracontrolled distributions one needs a nice interplay of the used operator
with the paraproduct. We introduce for this purpose a modified paraproduct ăă as
in [GIP15]. In Section 4.2 we study the convergence of the stochastic data, such as
E εξε. The main result of this chapter is then formulated in Theorem 4.3.6 of Section
4.3.
While Section 4.3 is devoted to the study of the problem described above, Sec-
tions 4.1 and 4.2 are formulated in a general set-up and in particular for any dimen-
sion d.
4.1 Schauder estimates
In Chapter 3 we only considered distributions f P S 1pGq with spatial dependence.
When considering discrete approximations to SPDEs of parabolic type such as (4.1)
we want our solution to be defined on
r0, T s ˆ G ,
As the initial condition is usually more irregular than the solution it is further
necessary to allow for a possible blowup around 0. We follow here closely [GP15b]
and introduce for this purpose time-weighted parabolic spaces L ν,γp,T .
Definition 4.1.1. Given ν ě 0, T ą 0 and a family of increasing normed spaces
X “ pXpsqqsPr0,T s we define the space
MνTX :“
#
f : r0, T s Ñ XpT q
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ }f}MνTX “ suptPr0,T s }tνfptq}Xptq ă 8
+
,
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and for γ P p0, 1q
CγTX “
!
f P Cpr0, T s, XpT qq
ˇˇˇ
}f}CγTX ă 8
)
,
where
}f}CγTX “ sup
tPr0,T s
}fptq}Xptq ` sup
0ďsďtďT
}fpsq ´ fptq}Xptq
|s´ t|γ .
For a lattice G, ν ě 0, T ą 0, γ P p0, 2q and a pointwise decreasing map ρ : r0, T s Q
t ÞÑ ρptq P ρpωq for some ω P ω we set
L ν,γp,T pG, ρq “
!
f : r0, T s Ñ S 1ωpGq
ˇˇˇ
}f}L ν,γp,T pG,ρq ă 8
)
,
where
}f}L ν,γp,T pG,ρq “ }t ÞÑ tνfptq}Cγ{2T LppG,ρq ` }f}MνT Cγp pG,ρq .
We define the continuous analogue L ν,γp,T pRd, ρq in the same manner.
Note that ρ in L ν,γp,T now really is a time-dependent weight. Whenever we take
some fixed ρ P ρpωq as an argument ofL ν,γp,T we identify it with the constant function
r0, T s Q t ÞÑ ρ.
Standard arguments show that if X is a sequence of increasing Banach spaces
with decreasing norms, such as LppG, ρq or Cγp pG, ρq with decreasing weight ρptq, all
the spaces in the previous definition are in fact complete in their (semi-)norms. At
least for ν “ 0, γ P p0, 1q and p “ 8 we can easily give an alternative characterization
of the parabolic space L ν,γp,T pRd, ρq in terms of the anisotropic space-time Besov
spaces from Definition 2.1.24, namely
L 0,γ8,T pRd, ρq “ Cγsparpr0, T s ˆ Rd, ρq
where spar “ p2, 1, . . . , 1q P Rd`1 is the parabolic scaling vector. In this chapter will
work with polynomial weights:
xxy´κ “ p1` |x|2q´κ{2 P ρpωpolq Ď
č
σPp0,1q
ρpωexpσ q
for κ ą 0 and sub-exponential weights
eσl`tpxq “ e´pl`tqp1`|x|qσ P ρpωexpσ q
for σ P p0, 1q, l P R and a parameter t ě 0 which later we will identify with a
time variable. This choice was inspired by [HL15], the only difference is that they
consider σ “ 1 which is not permitted for us as explained in Remark 2.1.3. There is
no deeper reason why we picked the smoothened polynomial weight xxy´κ instead
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of, say, p1`|x|q´κ. However, in Chapter 8 below this choice will turn out convenient,
so that for the sake of rigidity we take the same weight here. The non-smooth choice
for the sub-exponential weight will shorten some proofs below.
We now study the Schauder estimates for L εµ in terms of the spaces introduced
in Definition 4.1.1. Let us introduce
Iεµfptq “
ż t
0
ept´sqL
ε
µfpsq ds (4.4)
The notation L ν,γp,T pG, eσl q in the following Lemma means that we take the time-
dependent weight peσl`tqtPr0,T s, while eσl xxy´κ stands for the time-dependent weight
peσl`t xxy´κqtPr0,T s.
Lemma 4.1.2. Let Gε be as in Definition 3.1.2 and let γ P p0, 2q, ν P r0, 1q, p P
r1,8s, σ P p0, 1q, µ P µpωeσq and T ą 0. If β P R is such that pγ ` βq{2 P r0, 1q,
then we have uniformly in ε
}s ÞÑ esLεµf0}L pγ`βq{2,γp,T pGε,eσl q À }f0}C´βp pGε,eσl q , (4.5)
and if κ ě 0 is such that ν ` κ{σ P r0, 1q, γ ` 2κ{σ P p0, 2q also
}Iεµf}L ν,γp,T pGε,eσl q À }f}MνT Cγ`2κ{σ´2p pGε,eσl xxy´κq . (4.6)
The involved constants are independent of ε.
Proof. The proof is along the lines of Lemma 6.6 in [GP15b] with the use of the
simple estimate
eσl`tpxq À 1|t´ s|κ{σ xxy
´κeσl`spxq, t ě s,
which is similar to an inequality from the proof of Proposition 4.2 in [HL15] and
the reason for the appearance of the term 2κ{σ in the lower estimate (the factor 2
arises due to the parabolic construction of our spaces). We need ν ` κ{σ P r0, 1q so
that the singularity |t´ s|´ν´κ{σ is integrable on r0, ts.
For the comparison of the parabolic spaces L ν,γp,T the following lemma will be
convenient.
Lemma 4.1.3. For Gε as in Definition 3.1.2, γ P p0, 2q, ν P p0, 1q, ε P r0, γ^2νq, p P
r1,8s, T ą 0 and a pointwise decreasing R` Q s ÞÑ ρpsq P ρpωq for some ω P ω we
have
}f}
L
ν´ε{2,γ´ε
p,T pGε,ρq À }f}L ν,γp,T pGε,ρq ,
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and for ν P r0, 1q and ε P p0, γq
}f}L ν,γ´εp,T pGε,ρq À 1ν“0}fp0q}Cγ´εp pGε,ρq ` T
ε{2}f}L ν,γp,T pGε,ρq .
The involved constants are independent in ε.
Proof. The first estimate is proved as in [GP15b, Lemma 6.8]. For ν “ 0 the proof of
the second inequality works as in Lemma 2.11 of [GP15b]. The general case follows
from the fact that f P L ν,γp,T if and only if t ÞÑ tνf P L 0,γp,T .
4.1.1 The modified paraproduct
In order to apply the Schauder estimates for operators such as L εµ in the context
of paraproducts ă it turns out [GIP15] that it is essential to have a commutation
property, in the sense that for f1, f2 : r0, T s Ñ S 1ωpGεq the difference
L εµ pf1ăf2q ´ f1ăL εµf2
is of a better regularity then the single terms of this difference. Since L εµ “ Bt´Lεµ
involves a time derivative and the paraproduct is a pure construction in the space
variable (at least in Chapter 3 which we are refering to) there is no reason why this
should be true. We follow therefore [GIP15] in introducing a (discrete) modified
paraproduct ăă instead.
Definition 4.1.4. Fix a function φăă P C8c pp0,8q;R`q such that
ş
R φ
ăăpsqds “ 1.
We then set
Qjfptq :“
ż t
´8
22jdφăăp22jpt´ sqqfps_ 0qds, j ě ´1 .
and define for a Bravais lattice G and ω P ω the discrete modified paraproduct as
f1ăăGf2 :“
ÿ
´1ďj1,j2ďjG : j1ăj2´1
Qj2∆
G
j1
f1 ¨∆Gj2f2
for f1, f2 : R` Ñ S 1ωpGq for which this expression is well defined. We may drop the
index G if there is no risk for confusion.
As in [GP15b] we silently identify f1 in f1ăăf2 with t ÞÑ f1ptq1tą0 if f1 PMνTCγp .
In [GIP15, GP15b] the object f1ăăf2 was defined for f1, f2 : R` Ñ S 1pRdq, the
generalization to the ultra-distribution case f1, f2 : R` Ñ S 1ωpRdq is however now
obvious. Note that we really only take the Fourier transform in space Rd and only
use some arbitrary mollifiers build from φăă to deal with the time variable. This is
due to the fact that the time variable will only be taken in some compact interval
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r0, T s. The paraproduct ăă does now indeed have the desired commutation property
stated above, compare Lemma 4.1.7 below. In Chapter 5 and 6 below we propose a
different and more general method that works with space-time paraproducts instead,
the corresponding commutation result is formulated in Theorem 6.1.9 in Chapter 6.
In order to overcome the obstacle posed by the finite time time interval we there
make use of extensions instead of introducing cut-off functions such as φăă.
The discrete modified paraproduct introduced in Definition 4.1.4 allows for sim-
ilar estimates as in Lemma 3.2.2.
Lemma 4.1.5. Let Gε be as in Definition 3.1.2, β P R, p P r1,8s, ν P r0, 1q,
t ą 0, γ ă 0 and let ρ1, ρ2 : R` Ñ ρpωq for some ω P ω with ρ1 pointwise decreasing.
tν}f1ăăf2ptq}Cγ`βp pGε,ρ1ptqρ2ptqq À }f1}Mνt Cγp pGε,ρ1q}f2ptq}CβpGε,ρ2ptqq
and
tν}f1ăăf2ptq}Cβp pGε,ρ1ptqρ2ptqq À }f1}Mνt LppGε,ρ1q}f2ptq}CβpGε,ρq .
Both estimates have the property (E ) if the regularity on the left hand side is de-
creased by an arbitrary κ ą 0. The involved constants are independent of ε.
Proof. The proof is the same as for [GP15b, Lemma 6.4]. Property (E ) is shown as
in Lemma 3.2.2.
We further have an estimate in terms of the parabolic spaces L ν,γp,T pG, ρq we
introduced in Definition 4.1.1.
Lemma 4.1.6. We have for γ P p0, 2q, p P r1,8s, ν P r0, 1q and pointwise decreasing
ρ1, ρ2 : R` Ñ ρpωq, for some ω P ω, the estimate
}f1ăăf2}L ν,γp,T pGε,ρ1ρ2q À }f1}L ν,δp,T pGε,ρ1q p}f2}CT CγpGε,ρ2q ` }L
ε
µf2}CT Cγ´2pGε,ρ2qq
for any δ ą 0 and any diffusion operator L εµ induced by some µ P µpωq as in
Definition 3.3.3 below. The involved constant is independent of ε.
Proof. The proof is as in [GP15b, Lemma 6.7] and uses Lemma 4.1.7 below.
We now finally prove the announced commutation property between the discrete
modified paraproduct ăă and generators of random walks on Bravais lattices.
Lemma 4.1.7. For γ P p0, 2q, β P R, p P r1,8s, ν P r0, 1q and ρ1, ρ2 : R` Ñ ρpωq
for some ω P ω, with ρ1 pointwise decreasing, we have for t ą 0
tν}pf1ăăf2 ´ f1ăf2qptq}Cγ`βp pGε,ρ1ptqρ2ptqq À }f1}L ν,γp,t pGε,ρ1q}f2ptq}CβpGε,ρ2ptqq
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and
tν}L εµ pf1ăăf2q ´ f1ăăL εµf2qptq}Cγ`β´2p pGε,ρ1ptqρ2ptqq À }f1}L ν,γp,t pGε,ρ1q}f2ptq}CβpGε,ρ2ptqq .
where L εµ “ Bt´Lεµ is a discrete diffusion operator induced by some µ P µpωq as in
Definition 3.3.3. The involved constants are independent of ε.
Proof. Again we can almost follow along the lines of the proof in [GP15b, Lemma 6.5]
with the only difference that in the derivation of the second estimate the application
of the “product rule” of L εµ does not yield a term ´2∇făă∇f2 but a more complex
object, namely ż
Rd
dµpyq
ε2
Dεyf1ăăD
ε
yf2 , (4.7)
where Dεyf1pt, xq “ f1pt, x ` εyq ´ f1pt, xq and similar for f2. The bound on (4.7)
follows from Lemma 4.1.5 once we can show
}Dεyϕ}Cγ´1p pGε,ρ1q À }ϕ}Cγp pGε,ρ1q|y|ε (4.8)
for any γ P R. Note that due to Lemma 3.1.11 we can write
∆jD
y
εϕ “
´
Ψ˜ε,j¨`εy ´ Ψ˜ε,j
¯
˚Gε ϕ ,
where Ψ˜ε,j “ E εΨGε,j “ 2jdϕxjyεp2j¨q with ϕxjyε P SωpRdq. With
Ψ˜ε,jx`εy ´ Ψ˜ε,jx “ 2j
ż 1
0
2jdϕxjyεp2jpx` ζεyqq dζ ¨ yε
we get (4.8) by applying Lemma 3.1.7.
Morally, the reason why the diffusion operator L εµ can be pulled on the second
factor f2 in the product f1ăăf2 is that f2 describes the small-scale behavior of this
object which is the regime where L εµ acts.
4.2 Convergence of the stochastic data
Let Gε be, as in Definition 3.1.2, a sequence of refining lattices build from some
Bravais lattice G in dimension d. Let further `ξεpzq˘
zPGε be a discrete approximation
to white noise on Gε as in Section 3.4.
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Fix a symmetric χ P C8ω,cpR2q, independent of ε, which is 0 on 14 ¨ pG and 1 outside
of 1
2
¨ pG and define for µ P µpωq
Y εµ :“ F´1Gε
ˆ
χ
lεµ
FGεξε
˙
.
where lεµ is as in (3.32) the multiplier of the diffusion operator L εµ associated to
µ. Note that L εµY εµ “ ´LεµY εµ “ χpDGεqξε :“ F´1Gε pχ ¨ FGεξεq so that Y εµ is a
time independent solution to the heat (or Poisson) equation on Gε induced by our
operator L εµ . Note that χ is not scaled by ε and only serves as a cut-off for the
“Fourier modes” around 0, where 1
lεµ
diverges.
Our first task will be to measure the regularity of the sequences pξεq, pY εµ q in the
discrete Besov spaces introduced in Subsection 3.1.2.
As an application of the discrete Wick calculus we introduced in Section 3.4 we
can bound the moments of ξε and Y εµ in Besov spaces. We also want to control the
resonant product Y εµ ˝ ξε, for which we introduce the renormalization constant
cεµ :“
ż
xGε
χpxq
lεµpxq dx , (4.9)
which is finite for all ε ą 0 because xGε is compact and χ is supported away from 0.
We define a renormalized resonance product by
Y εµ ‚ ξε :“ Y εµ ˝ ξε ´ cεµ .
Remark 4.2.1. Since lεµ « |¨|2 (Lemma 3.3.5 together with the easy estimate lεµ À
|¨|2) we have cεµ « ´ log ε in dimension 2.
Using Lemma 3.4.1 we can derive the following bounds.
Lemma 4.2.2. Let ξε, Y ε and Y εµ ‚ ξε be defined on Gε as above with pξ ě 4 (where
pξ is as in Section 3.4). For µ P µpωq, ζ ă 2´ d{2´ d{pξ and κ ą d{pξ we have
E
”
}ξε}pξCζ´2pGε,xxy´κq
ı
` E
”
}Y εµ }pξCζpGε,xxy´κq
ı
` E
”
}Y εµ ‚ ξε}pξ{2C2ζ´2pRd,xxy´2κq
ı
À 1 .
(4.10)
The involved constant is independent of ε.
Proof. Let us bound the regularity of Y εµ . Recall that by Lemma 3.1.9 we have the
continuous embedding (with norm uniformly bounded in ε) Bζ`d{pξpξ,pξ pGε, xxy´κq Ď
CζpGε, xxy´κq. To show (4.10) it is therefore sufficient to bound for β ă 2´ d{2
E
„
}Y εµ }pξBβpξ,pξ pGε,xxy´κq
ȷ
“
ÿ
´1ďjďjGε
2jpξβ
ÿ
zPGε
|Gε|Er|∆Gεj Y εµ pzq|pεs 1p1` |z|qκpξ .
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By assumption we have κpξ ą d and can bound řzPGε |Gε|p1 ` |z|q´κpξ À 1 uni-
formly in ε (for example by Lemma 3.5.1). It thus suffices to derive a bound for
Er|∆Gεj Y εµ pxq|pεs, uniform in ε and x. Note that by (3.6)
∆G
ε
j Y
ε
µ pxq “
ÿ
zPGε
|Gε|K εj px´ zqξεpzq
with K εj “ F´1Gε φGεj χ{lεµ so that Lemma 3.4.1, Parseval’s identity (3.5) and lεµ Á |¨|2
on xGε (from Lemma 3.3.5) imply
Er|∆Gεj Y εµ pxq|pξs À }K εj }pξL2pGεq À 2jpξpd{2´2q ,
which proves the bound for Y εµ . The bound for ξε follows from the same arguments
or with Lemma 3.3.4.
Now let us turn to Y εµ ‚ ξε. A short computation shows that
ErpY εµ ˝ ξεqpxqs “ ErpY εµ ¨ ξεqpxqs “ cεµ, x P Gε ,
and, by a similar argument as above, it now suffices to bound Y εµ ‚ ξε in
Bβpξ{2,pξ{2pRd, xxy´2κq for β ă 2´ d. We are therefore left with the task of bounding
the pξ{2-th moment of ř|i´j|ď1∆Gεi Y εµ∆Gεj ξε ´ Er∆Gεi Y εµ∆Gεj ξεs. But
∆G
ε
i Y
ε
µ pxq∆Gεj ξεpxq ´ Er∆Gεi Y εµ pxq∆Gεj ξεpxqs
“
ÿ
z1,z2
|Gε|2K εi px´ z1qΨjpx´ z2q pξεpz1qξεpz2q ´ Erξεpz1qξεpz2qsq
“
ÿ
z1,z2
|Gε|2K εi px´ z1qΨjpx´ z2qξεpz1q ˛ ξεpz2q ,
so that Lemma 3.4.1 yields
E
”ˇˇ
∆G
ε
i Y
ε
µ∆
Gε
j ξ
ε ´ Er∆Gεi Y εµ∆Gεj ξεs
ˇˇpξ{2ı À }K εi }pξ{2L2pGεq}Ψj}pξ{2L2pGεq
À 2ipd{2´2qpξ{22jd{2¨pξ{2 » 2jpd´2q¨pξ{2 ,
where we used Parseval’s identity, lεµ Á |¨|2 on xGε, and that |i´ j| ď 1.
By the compact embedding result in Lemma 2.1.26 we see that the sequences
pE εξεq, pE εY εµ q, and pE εpY εµ ‚ ξεqq have convergent subsequences in distribution.
We will see in Lemma 4.2.3 below that E εξε converges to the white noise ξ on
R2. Consequently, the solution Y εµ to ´LεµY εµ “ χpDGεqξε should, if all goes well,
approach the solution of ´LµYµ “ χpDRdqξ :“ F´1Rd
`
χFRdξ
˘
, i.e.
Yµ “ 1p2πq2}DR2}2µχpDR
2qξ “ K 0µ ˚ ξ, K 0µ :“ F´1Rd
χ
p2πq2∥¨∥2µ . (4.11)
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where } ¨ }µ is defined as in Definition 3.3.1. The limit of E εpY εµ ‚ ξεq will turn out
to be the distribution
Yµ ‚ ξpφq :“
ż
Rd
ż
R2
K 0µ pz1 ´ z2qφpz1qξpdz1q ˛ ξpdz2q ´ pYµăξ ` ξăYµqpφq (4.12)
for φ P SωpRdq, where the first term on the right hand side denotes as in Section
3.4 the second order Wiener-Itô (or Skorohod) integral with respect to the Gaussian
stochastic measure ξpdzq induced by the white noise ξ. Note that Yµ ‚ ξ is not
a continuous functional of ξ, so the last convergence is not a trivial consequence
of the convergence for E εξε. To identify the limit of E εpY εµ ‚ ξεq we could use
a diagonal sequence argument that first approximates the bilinear functional by
a continuous bilinear functional as in [MW17b, HS15, CGP17]. However, having
already established the machinery in Section 3.4 we can apply Lemma 3.4.2 instead.
Lemma 4.2.3. In the setup of Lemma 4.2.2 with ξ, Yµ and Yµ ‚ ξ defined as above
and with ζ, κ as in Lemma 4.2.2 we have for d ă 4
pE εξε,E εY εµ ,E εpY εµ ‚ ξεqq εÑ0ÝÑ pξ, Yµ, Yµ ‚ ξq
in distribution in Cζ´2pRd, xxy´κq ˆ CζpRd, xxy´κq ˆ C2ζ´2pRd, xxy´2κq.
Proof. Recall that the extension operator E ε is constructed from ψε “ ψpε¨q where
the smear function ψ is symmetric and satisfies in particular ψ P C8ω,cpRdq and ψ “ 1
on some ball around 0.
Since from Lemma 4.2.2 we already know that the sequence pE εξε,E εY εµ ,E εpY εµ ‚
ξεqq is tight in Cζ´2pRd, xxy´κqˆCζpRd, xxy´κqˆC2ζ´2pRd, xxy´2κq, it suffices to prove
the convergence after testing against φ P SωpRdq:
pE εξεpφq,E εY εµ pφq,E εpY εµ ‚ ξεqpφqq dÑ pξpφq, Yµpφq, Yµ ‚ ξpφqq . (4.13)
We can even restrict ourselves to those φ P SωpRdq with FRdφ P C8ω,cpRdq, which
implies suppFRdφ Ď xGε and F´1Rd pψεFRdφq “ φ for ε small enough, which we will
assume from now on. Note that suppFRdφ ĎxGε implies
FGεφ “ FRdφ|xGε (4.14)
since by definition of F´1Gε
F´1Gε FRdφ “ pF´1Rd FRdφq|Gε “ φ|Gε .
Let us first show the convergence of (4.13) in every component.
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To show the convergence of E εξε to white noise note that we have from (3.21)
the following formula
E εξεpφq “
ÿ
zPGε
|Gε| pF´1Rd ψε ˚ φqpzqξεpzq “
ÿ
zPGε
|Gε|F´1Rd pψεFRdφqpzqξεpzq
“
ÿ
zPGε
|Gε|φpzqξεpzq
where we used in the first step that ψε is symmetric and in the last step that
F´1Rd pψεFRdφq “ φ by our choice of φ and ε. Using Lemma 3.4.2 and relation (4.14)
the convergence of E εξεpφq to ξpφq follows.
For the limit of E εY ε we use the following formula, which is derived by the same
argument as above:
E εY εµ pφq “
ÿ
z1, z2PGε
|Gε|2 φpz1qK εµ pz2 ´ z1qξεpz2q
with K εµ “ F´1Gε χlεµ . In view of Lemma 3.4.2 it then suffices to note that
fˆ ε :“ FGεpφ ˚GεK εµ q “ FGεφ ¨ χlεµ
(4.14)“ FRdφ ¨ χlεµ is due to Lemma 3.3.5 dominated by
χ{|¨|2 on xGε and converges to
FRdφχ{pp2πq2∥¨∥2µq
˘
by the explicit formula for lεµ in (3.32).
We are left with the convergence of the third component. Since E εξε Ñ ξ and
E εY εµ Ñ Yµ we obtain via the (E )-Property of the paraproduct
lim
εÑ0E
εpY εµăξεq “ lim
εÑ0E
εY εµăE
εξε “ Yµăξ
and similarly one gets E εpξεăY εµ q Ñ ξăYµ. We can therefore show instead
E ε
`
Y εµ ξ
ε ´ ErY εµ ξεs
˘ pφq Ñ pYµ ‚ ξ ` ξăYµ ` Yµăξqpφq . (4.15)
Note that we have the representations
E ε
`
Y εµ ξ
ε ´ ErY εµ ξεs
˘ pφq “ ÿ
z1,z2PGε
|Gε|2φpz1qK εµ pz1 ´ z2q ξεpz1q ˛ ξεpz2q ,
pYµ ‚ ξ ` ξăYµ ` Yµăξqpφq “
ż
R2
ż
R2
φpz1qK 0µ pz1 ´ z2q ξpdz1q ˛ ξpdz2q
withK εµ as above andK 0µ as in (4.11). The pGεq2-Fourier transform of φpz1qK εµ pz1´
z2q is φˆextpx1 ´ x2qχpx2q{lεµpx2q for x1, x2 P xGε, where φˆext denotes the periodic
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extension from (3.10) for FRdφ|xGε P C8ω,cpxGεq (recall again that suppFRdφ Ď xGε).
We can therefore apply Lemma 3.4.2 since for d ă 4 the function pχpx2q{lεpx2qq2 À
1|x|Á1{|x|4 is integrable on xGε and thus we obtain (4.15).
We have shown the convergence in distribution of all the components in (4.13).
By Lemma 3.4.2 we can take any linear combination of these components and still
get the convergence from the same estimates, so that (4.13) follows from the Cramér-
Wold Theorem.
4.3 Weak Universality
We are now ready to prove the result announced at the beginning of this chapter.
Consider thus a lattice sequence Gε as in Definition 3.1.2 in dimension d “ 2. The
family
`
ξεpzq˘
zPGε is an approximation to white noise on Gε as in Section 3.4 with
moments pξ ą 14, compare Remark 4.3.1 below. Finally uε is the solution to the
equation (4.2):
L εµu
ε “ F εpuεqpξε ´ F 1p0qcεµq, uεp0q “ |Gε|´11¨“0 ,
where cεµ « | log ε| is as in Section 4.2 build from ξε and some function Y ε “
χpDGεqξε P S 1pGεq and given by identity (4.9). Let us recall that F P C2pR;Rq is
assumed to have a bounded second derivative and to satisfy F p0q “ 0. We used
above the notation F ε :“ ε´2F pε2¨q.
In this section we want to study the convergence of the extensions E εuε. The key
statement will be the a priori estimate in Lemma 4.3.3. The convergence of E εuε
to the continuous solution on R2, constructed in Corollary 4.3.5, will be proven in
Theorem 4.3.6. We first fix the relevant parameters.
Preliminaries
Throughout this Section we use the same p P r1,8s, σ P p0, 1q, a polynomial weight
xxy´κ for some κ ą 2{pξ ą 1{7 and a time dependent sub-exponential weight
peσl`tqtPr0,T s. We further fix an arbitrarily large time horizon T ą 0 and require
l ď ´T for the parameter in the weight eσl . Then we have 1 ď eσl`t ď peσl`tq2 for any
t ď T , which will be used to control a quadratic term that comes from the Taylor
expansion of the non-linearity F ε.
In this subsection we fix a parameter
α P p2{3´ 2{3 ¨ κ{σ, 1´ 2{pξ ´ 2κ{σq (4.16)
with κ{σ P p2{pξ, 1q small enough such that the interval in is non-empty, which is
possible since 2{pξ ă 1{7.
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Remark 4.3.1 (Why 14` moments). Let us sketch where the boundaries of the
interval (4.16) come from. The parameter α will measure the regularity of uε below.
The upper boundary, that is 1 ´ 2{pξ ´ 2κ{σ, arises due to the fact that we cannot
expect uε to be better than Y ε, which has regularity below 1 ´ 2{pξ due to Lemma
4.2.2. The correction ´2κ{σ is just the price one pays in the Schauder estimate in
Lemma 4.1.2 for the “weight change”. The lower bound 2{3´ 2{3 ¨κ{σ is a criterion
for our paracontrolled approach below to work. We increase below the regularity α of
our solutions, by subtraction of a paraproduct, to 2α. By Lemma 3.2.2 this allows
to control uniformly products with ξε provided
2α ` pα ` 2κ{σ ´ 2q ą 0 ,
where we expressed the regularity of ξε via α ` 2κ{σ ´ 2. This condition can be
reshaped to α ą 2{3´ 2{3 ¨ κ{σ, explaining the lower bound.
The interval (4.16) can only be non-empty if
2{3´ 2{3 ¨ κ{σ ă 1´ 2{pξ ´ 2κ{σ ô 2{3 ă 1´ 2{pξ ´ 4{3 ¨ κ{σ
Lemma 4.2.2 forces us to take κ{σ ą 2{pξ so that the the right hand side can only
be true provided 2{3 ă 1´ 2{pξ ´ 4{3 ¨ 2{pξ which is equivalent to
pξ ą 14 .
Let us mention the simple facts 2α`2κ{σ, 2α`4κ{σ P p0, 2q, α`κ{σ, α`2κ{σ P
p0, 1q and 3α`2κ{σ´2 ą 0 that follow from (4.16) and which we will use frequently
below.
We will assume that the initial conditions uε0 are uniformly bounded in C0ppGε, eσl q
and are such that E εuε0 converges in S 1ωpR2q to some u0. For uε0 “ |Gε|´11¨“0 it is
easily verified that this is indeed the case and the limit is the Dirac delta, u0 “ δ.
Recall that we aim at showing that (the extension of) the solution uε to
L εµu
ε “ F puεqpξε ´ cεµq, uεp0q “ uε0 “ |Gε|´11¨“0 (4.17)
converges to the solution of
Lµu “ F 1p0qu♦ξ, up0q “ u0 “ δ , (4.18)
where u♦ξ is a suitably renormalized product defined in Corollary 4.3.5 below. Our
solutions will be objects in the parabolic space L α,αp,T which does not require conti-
nuity at t “ 0. A priori there is thus no obvious meaning for the Cauchy problems
(4.17), (4.18) (although of course for (4.17) we could use the pointwise interpreta-
tion). We follow the common interpretation for distributions uε, u P `C8ω,c˘1 pR1`2q
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(compare for example [Tri92, Definition 3.3.4]) to require suppuε, suppu Ď R`ˆR2
and
L εµu
ε “ F puεqpξε ´ cεµq ` δ b uε0 ,
Lµu “ F 1p0qu♦ξ ` δ b u0 ,
in the distributional sense on p´8, T q, where b denotes the tensor product
between distributions. Since we mostly work with the mild formulation of these
equations the distributional interpretation will not play a crucial role. Some care
is needed to check that the only distributional solutions are mild solutions, since
the distributional Cauchy problem for the heat equation is not uniquely solvable
[Tyc35]. However, under generous growth conditions for u, uε for x Ñ 8 (compare
[Fri64]) there is a unique solution. In our case this fact can be checked by considering
the Fourier transform of u, uε in space.
A priori estimates
We will work with the following space of paracontrolled distributions.
Definition 4.3.2 (Paracontrolled distribution for 2d PAM). We identify a pair
puε,Y , uε,7q : r0, T s Ñ S 1ωpGεq2
with uε P S 1ωpGεq via uε “ uε,YăăY ε ` uε,7 and introduce a norm
}uε}Dν,δp,T :“ }pu
ε,Y , uε,7q}Dν,δp,T :“ }u
ε,Y }
L
ν{2,δ
p,T pGε,eσl q ` }u
ε,7}L ν,δ`αp,T pGε,eσl q (4.19)
for α as above and ν ě 0, δ ą 0. We denote the corresponding space by Dν,δpGε, eσl q.
If the norm (4.19) is bounded for a sequence uε “ uε,YăăY ε ` uε,7 we say that uε is
paracontrolled by Y ε.
The notation Dν,δp,T is chosen on purpose close to the notation Dγ we used in
Section 2.3 for the space of modelled distribution. In fact, by the connections we
unravel in Section 5.1 and 5.2 below, one should have (for εÑ 0) a correspondence
D0,δ8,T “»” Dα`δpr0, T s ˆ R2; T q ,
for a suitable graded vector-space T , in mind. However, this is not quite true as
we use, for example, space-time paraproducts instead of modified paraproducts in
Chapter 5 and some care is needed when working on compact time intervals (Section
5.3).
Let us fix a common bound on the data: We define (compared to Lemma 4.2.2
we have ζ “ α ` 2κ{σ)
Mε :“ 1` }ξε}Cα`2κ{σ´2pGε,xxy´κq ` }Y ε}Cα`2κ{σpGε,xxy´κq ` }Y ε ‚ ξε}C2α`4κ{σ´2pGε,xxy´2κq .
(4.20)
The following a priori estimates will allow us to set up a Picard iteration below.
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Lemma 4.3.3 (A priori estimates). In the setup above and for ν P t0, αu define a
map
uε “ uε,YăăY ε ` uε,7 ÞÝÑ pvε,Y , vε,7q (4.21)
for uε “ uε,YăăY ε ` uε,7 P Dν,αp,T and uε0 P S 1ωpGεq via
L εµv
ε :“ F εpuεqξε ´ F εpuε,Y {F 1p0qqF 1p0qcεµ, vεp0q “ uε0 , (4.22)
vε,7 :“ vε ´ F 1p0quεăăY ε . (4.23)
and vε,Y :“ F 1p0qvε.We then have for ν P t0, αu the bound
}pvε,Y , vε,7q}Dν,αp,T ÀMε1ν“0
´
}vε,7p0q}C2αp pGε,eσl q ` }uε,7p0q}C2αp pGε,eσl q ` }uε,Y p0q}Cαp pGε,eσl q
¯
` 1ν“α
´
}vε,7p0q}C0ppGε,eσl q
¯
` T pα´δq{2
´
}uε}Dν,αp,T ` εη}uε}2Dν,αp,T
¯
for δ P p2´ 2α ´ 2κ{σ, αq, some η ą 0 and with vε,7p0q “ uε0 ´ F 1p0qpuεăăY εqp0q.
The involved constant can be chosen proportional to p1` }F 2}L8pRqqM2ε .
Remark 4.3.4. The complicated formulation of (4.22) is necessary because when
we expand the singular product on the right hand side we get
F εpuεqξε “ F 1p0qpCpuε,Y , Y ε, ξεq ` uε,Y pY ε˝ ξεqq ` . . . ,
so to obtain the right renormalization we need to subtract F 1p0quε,Y cεµ, which is
exactly what we get if we Taylor expand the second addend on the right hand side
of (4.22). Of course, if u is a fixed point of the map defined in (4.22), (4.23), then
uε,Y “ F 1p0quε and the “renormalization term” is just F εpuεqF 1p0qcεµ.
Proof. We assume Mε ď 1 for simplicity, the quadratic dependence on Mε of the
derived bound will be clear from the proof below. The solution to (4.22), (4.23)
can be constructed using the Green’s function F´1Gε e´tℓ
ε and Duhamel’s principle.
We derive the bounds similar in spirit to [GP15b]. To uncluster the notation a bit,
we will drop the upper index ε, and the lower index µ, on u, v, Y, L , c, . . . in this
proof. We show both estimates at once by denoting by ν either 0 or α.
Throughout the proof we will use the fact that
}u}
L
ν{2,α
p,T pGε,eσl q “ }u
YăăY ` u7}
L
ν{2,α
p,T pGε,eσl q À }u}Dν,βp,T (4.24)
for β P p0, αs which follows from Lemma 4.1.6. We first estimate
}v}
L
ν{2,α
p,T pGε,eσl q “ }F
1p0quăăY ` v7}
L
ν{2,α
p,T pGε,eσl q
(4.24)À }u}Dν,δp,T ` }v
7}L ν,2αp,T pGε,eσl q ,
(4.25)
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where we used Lemma 4.1.5 and Lemma 4.1.3 in the second step. Next, let us
bound }v7}L ν,2αp,T pGε,eσl q. To this end we split via a Taylor expansion for F εpuq and
F εpuY {F 1p0qq
L v7 “ L pv ´ F 1p0quăăY q
“ F εpuqξ ´ F εpuY {F 1p0qqF 1p0qc´ F 1p0qL puăăY q
“ F 1p0quξ ´ F εpuY {F 1p0qqF 1p0qc´ F 1p0qL puăăY q `Rpuqu2ξ
“ F 1p0qruăpξ ´ ξ¯q ` uăξ¯ ´ uăăξ¯ ` uăăξ¯ ´L puăăY q ` ξău (ă)
` CpuY , Y, ξq ` uY pY ‚ ξq (˝ )
` u7˝ ξs (7)
`Rpuq ¨ u2ξ (Ru)
´RpuY q ¨ puY q2c{F 1p0q , (RuY )
where ξ “ χpDGεqξ so that L Y “ ξ¯ and ξ ´ ξ¯ P ŞβPR Cβ8pGε, xxy´κq and where
Rpuq “ ε2 ş1
0
F 2pλε2uqdλ. We have by Lemmas 3.2.2, 4.1.7 the inequality
}(ă)}MνT C2α`2κ{σ´2p pGε,eσl xxy´κq À }u}L ν{2,αp,T pGε,eσl q
(4.24)À }u}Dν,δp,T and further with Lemma
3.2.3 and Lemma 3.2.2 the estimate }(˝ )}MνT C2α`4κ{σ´2pGε,eσl xxy´2κq À }u}Dν,δp,T , while
the term (7) can be bounded with Lemma 3.2.2 by }u7˝ ξ}MνT C2α`2κ{σ´2p pGε,eσl xxy´κq À}u7}L ν,α`δp,T pGε,eσl q ď }u}Dν,δp,T . To estimate (Ru) we use the simple bounds
}εβ1f}Cβ`β1q pGε,ρq À }f}Cβq pGε,ρq for β P R, β1 ą 0, q P r1,8s, ρ P ρpωq and
}ε´βf}LqpGε,ρq À ε´βřjÀjGε 2´jβ}f}Cβq pGε,ρq À }f}Cβq pGε,ρq for β ă 0, q P r1,8s, ρ P
ρpωq and the assumption F 2 P L8pRq to obtain for η1 ą 0, using in the first line
eσl`t ď peσl`tq2,
}(Ru)}MνT C2α`2κ{σ´2p pGε,eσl xxy´κq
À }F 2}L8pRq}εα`2κ{σu2}MνLppGε,eσl q }ε2´pα`2κ{σqξ}L8pGε,xxy´κq
À }εα`2κ{σu2}MνTLppGε,peσl q2q }ξ}Cα`2κ{σ´2pGε,xxy´κq
À }εα{2`κ{σu}2Mν{2T L2ppGε,eσl q À }ε
α{2`κ{σu}2Mν{2T Cd{2p`η1p pGε,eσl q
ď }εα{2`κ{σu}2Mν{2T C1`η1p pGε,eσl q À }ε
α{2`κ{σ´p1`η1´αqu}2Mν{2T Cαp pGε,eσl q
À ε3α`2κ{σ´2p1`η1q}u}2
Dν,δp,T
,
so that for sufficiently small η1 ą 0 we can choose η P p0, 3α ` 2κ{σ ´ 2p1 ` η1qs.
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Similarly we get for (a different) η1 P p0, δq
}(RuY )}MνT C2α`2κ{σ´2p pGε,eσl xxy´κq À }F
2}L8pRqc}εuY }2Mν{2T L2ppGε,eσl q
À c}εuY }2Mν{2T C1`η1p pGε,eσl q
À ε2pδ´η1q logpεq}uY }2Mν{2T CδppGε,eσl q À ε
η}u}2
Dν,δp,T
.
where we chose η P p0, δ ´ η1q. The Schauder estimates of Lemma 4.1.2 yield on
these grounds
}v7}L ν,2αp,T pGε,eσl q À 1ν“α}v
7p0q}C0ppGε,eσl q ` 1ν“0}v7p0q}C2αp pGε,eσl q ` }u}Dν,δp,T ` ε
η}u}2
Dν,δp,T
À 1ν“α}v7p0q}C0ppGε,eσl q ` T pα´δq{2p}u}Dν,αp,T ` εη}u}2Dν,αp,T q
` 1ν“0
´
}v7p0q}C2αp pGε,eσl q ` }uε,7p0q}C2αp pGε,eσl q ` }uε,Y p0q}Cαp pGε,eσl q
¯
,
where in the last step we used Lemma 4.1.3. In combination with (4.25) the claim
follows.
Convergence to the continuum
It is straightforward to redo our computations in the continuous case which leads to
the existence of a solution to the continuous linear parabolic Anderson model on R2,
a result which was already established in [HL15]. Since the continuous analogue of
our approach is a one-to-one translation of the discrete statements and definitions
above we do not provide the details.
Corollary 4.3.5. For any u0 P C0ppRd, eσl q and µ P µpωexpσ q there is a unique solution
u “ F 1p0quăăY ` u7 P Dν,βp,T pRd, eσl q, β P p2{3, 1q, ν P rβ, 1q to
Lµu “ F 1p0qu♦ξ, up0q “ u0 ,
where ξ is white noise on R2, Lµ is defined as in section 3.3 and where
u♦ξ :“ ξău` uăξ ` F 1p0qCpu, Y, ξq ` F 1p0qupY ‚ ξq ` u7˝ ξ
with Y, Y ‚ ξ as in (4.11), (4.12).
Sketch of the proof. Redoing the computations in the continuous case leads to the
continuous version of the a priori estimates of Lemma 4.3.3, without the quadratic
term:
}pF 1p0qv, v7q}Dν,βp,T ÀM }v
7p0q}C0ppRd,eσl q ` T pβ´δq{2 }u}Dν,βp,T
}pF 1p0qv, v7q}D0,βp,T ÀM }v
7p0q}C2βp pRd,eσl q ` }u
7p0q}C2βp pRd,eσl q
` }uY p0q}Cβp pRd,eσl q ` T
pβ´δq{2}u}D0,βp,T
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for v “ F 1p0quăăY ` v7, Lµv “ F 1p0qu♦ξ, vp0q “ up0q “ u0. Choosing T ą 0
small enough we can set up a Picard iteration (e.g. starting in t ÞÑ etL u0 “:
0ăăY ` u7) where we use either the first or the second estimate depending on the
smoothness of the initial condition and obtain a bounded sequence in Dν,βp,T pRd, eσl q.
The limit of this iteration (maybe after passing to a subsequence) is a local solution
u, and as in [GP15b, Theorem 6.12]) those local solutions can be concatenated to a
paracontrolled solution u “ F 1p0quăăY ` u7 P Dν,βp,T pRd, eσl q on r0, T s.
To verify uniqueness one can use that two different solutions u “ F 1p0quăăY `
u7, v “ F 1p0qvăăY ` v7 for the same initial data have a difference u ´ v “ pu ´
vqăăY ` pu7 ´ v7q that solves once more the linear parabolic Anderson model with
initial condition 0 so that the a priori estimates above give u´ v “ 0.
We can now deduce the main theorem of this section, where the parameters are
as defined above.
Theorem 4.3.6 (Weak universality of PAM in dimension 2). Let uε0 be a uniformly
bounded sequence in C0ppGε, eσl q such that E εuε0 converges to some u0 in S 1ωpR2q. Then
there are unique solutions uε P Dα,αp,T εpGε, eσl q to
L εµu
ε “ F εpuεqpξε ´ cεµF 1p0qq, uεp0q “ uε0,
on r0, T εq with T ε :“ T ^ T εexpl and T εexpl :“ suptt ě 0|}uεptq}Dα,αp,T ă 8u. It holds
T ε “ T for ε small enough. The sequence uε “ F 1p0quεăăY ε ` uε,7 P Dα,αp,T pGε, eσl q is
uniformly bounded (for ε small enough such that T “ T ε). Their extensions E εuε
converge in distribution in Dα,α
1
p,T pRd, eσ1l q, α1 ă α, σ1 ă σ, to the solution u of the
linear equation in Corollary 4.3.5.
Remark 4.3.7. Since T ε is a random time the convergence in distribution has to
be defined with some care: We say that uε Ñ u in distribution if for any f P
CbpDα,α1p,T pGε, eσl q;Rq, which we extend to exploding paths by simply setting it to 0, we
have Erfpuεqs “ Erfpuεq1T εexplăT s Ñ Erfpuqs and further PpT εexpl ă T q Ñ 0.
Proof. Existence and uniform bounds for a solution uε follow similarly as in Corol-
lary 4.3.5 with the only difference that, due to the presence of the quadratic term
in the a priori estimates in Lemma 4.3.3, the time T ε˚ on which a Picard iteration
can be set up is now of a more complicated form, namely
T ε˚ “ C1M´2¨
2
α´δ
ε ^ C2puε0qM´4¨
2
α´δ
ε ε
´η¨ 2
α´δ , (4.26)
where the first contribution, with a deterministic constant C1 and Mε from (4.20),
comes from the linear part of the a priori estimate in Lemma 4.3.3 and the sec-
ond contribution, with some deterministic polynomial C2 in the initial condition
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}uε0}C0ppGε,eσl q, arises from the quadratic term. Using that ε is a dyadic we see by
summing the L1pPq norm (or Borell-Cantelli) that the sequence M4ε εη{2 is bounded
almost surely, so that M
´4¨ 2
α´δ
ε ε
´η¨ 2
α´δ “ 1{pM4ε εη{2q
2
α´δ ¨ ε ´ηα´δ approaches 8 almost
surely as εÑ 0. Consequently for ε small enough we can set up the Picard iteration
for a time of the form
T ε˚ “ C1M2¨
2
α´δ
ε , (4.27)
which is independent of the initial condition. Using (4.26) we can concatenate the
paracontrolled solutions up to some time T εexpl ^ T , which due to (4.27) coincides
with T for ε small enough.
To check the uniqueness of the discrete equation suppose that we are given two
solutions uε, vε, which then satisfy
L εµ puε ´ vεq “ pF εpuεq ´ F εpvεqqpξε ´ cεµF 1p0qq
“
ż 1
0
F 1puε ` ζpvε ´ uεqq dζlooooooooooooooomooooooooooooooon
“:F
¨pvε ´ uεqpξε ´ cεµF 1p0qq .
We already know, by the a priori estimates, that uε “ F 1p0quεăăY ε ` uε,7, vε “
F 1p0qvεăăY ε ` vε,7 are bounded in Dα,αp,T ε˚pGε, eσl q. As we only care now to prove
uniqueness for a fixed scale ε we do not care about picking up negative powers of
ε so that we can consider our equation started in “paracontrolled” initial conditions
uεp0q “ vεp0q P Cαp pGε, eσl q, uε,7p0q “ vε,7p0q P C2αp pGε, eσl q and our solutions contained
in D0,αp,T ε˚pGε, eσl q. Consequently, since eσl is an increasing function, the integral term
F is an object in L8pGεq and by picking up a further negative power of ε we can
consider it as an element of M0T ε˚C
β8pGεq for any β P R. The product pvε ´ uεqpξε ´
cεµF
1p0qq can be estimated as in the proof of Lemma 4.3.3. Since multiplication by
F only contributes an (ε-dependent) factor we obtain a bound of the form
}uε ´ vε}D0,α
p,Tε˚
Àε pT ε˚q
α´δ
2 }uε ´ vε}D0,α
p,Tε˚
,
which shows }uε ´ vε}D0,αp,T “ 0 for T ε˚ small enough. Iterating this argument gives
uε “ vε on all of r0, T εq.
It remains to show that this unique solution E uε converges to u. By Skorohod
representation we know that E εξε, E εY ε, E εpY ε‚ξεq in Lemma 4.2.3 converge almost
surely on a suitable probability space. We will work on this space from now on.
The application of the Skorohod representation theorem is indeed allowed since the
limiting measure of these objects has support in the closure of smooth functions and
thus in a separable space. Having proved that the sequence uε is uniformly bounded
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in Dα,αp,T εpGε, eσl q we know that E εuε is uniformly bounded in Dα,αp,T pRd, eσl q (for ε ą 0
small enough such that T ε “ T ). To show the convergence we note that by compact
embedding arguments we obtain a convergent subsequence of E εuε that converges
to some u “ F 1p0quăăY ` u7 P Dα,α1p,T pRd, eσ1l q in distribution. If we can show that
this limit solves
Lµu “ F 1p0qu♦ξ, up0q “ u0 (4.28)
for some white noise ξ, we can argue by uniqueness to finish the proof. We have
L εµE
εuε “ E εpF εpuεqpξε ´ cεµF 1p0qqq ,
where we already know, by considering the same decomposition as in Lemma 4.3.3,
that the right hand side is bounded in MαTC2α`2κ{σ´2p pRd, eσl q and converges due to
the (E ) property of the objects on the right hand side in distribution (in a weaker
space) to F 1p0qu♦ξ. The convergence of the left hand side follows from Lemma
3.3.4.
Since the weights we are working with are increasing, the solutions uε and the
limit u are actually classical tempered distributions. However, since we need the
Sω spaces to handle convolutions in eσl -weighted spaces it is natural to allow for
solutions in S 1ω. An exception is the case where ξε is Gaussian, since then it can
be handled by a logarithmic weight (compare Lemma 2.2.4) and therefore eσl could
be replaced by a time-dependent polynomial weight. In the linear case, F “ Id, we
can allow for sub-exponentially growing initial conditions u0 since the only reason
for choosing the parameter l in the weight eσl`t smaller than ´T was to be able to
estimate eσl`t ď peσl`tq2 to handle the quadratic term. In this case the solution will
be a genuine ultra-distribution.
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Chapter 5
Interweaving Regularity structures
and paracontrolled calculus
In Chapter 2 we found two distinct descriptions of the (anisotropic) Hölder-Zygmund
spaces Cγs pRdq “ Bγ8,8,spRdq with scaling vector s P r1,8qd and regularity γ P
p0,8qz|Nd|s, given by Definition 2.1.16 and Lemma 2.1.23. Let us recall them by
using the notion of the polynomial regularity structure T “ pA, T , Gq with model
pΠ,Γq, introduced on page 50. Given f P Cγs pRdq we can describe the statement of
Lemma 2.1.23 in a concise way by introducing a modelled distribution F : Rd Ñ T
given for x P Rd by
Fx :“
ÿ
kPNdăγ
FX
k
x X
k “:
ÿ
αPAăγ
Fαx ,
where we wrote FXk :“ 1
k!
Bkf , Aăγ :“ t|k|s : | k P Ndăγu and finally Fαx :“ř
kPNdăγ : |k|s“α F
Xk
x X
k for the projection of F on the level α P Aăγ. Lemma 2.1.23
can then be summarized as
}Fαy ´ ΓαyxFx}Tα À }y ´ x}γ´αs (5.1)
for α P Aăγ, where we equipped the finite-dimensional space
T α “ span
␣
Xk : ||k|s “ α
(
with some arbitrary norm } ¨ }Tα . In Definition 2.1.16 however we introduced Cγs pRdq
via Littlewood-Paley blocks ∆j and the condition for f P Cγs pRdq is formulated as
}∆jf}L8pRdq À 2´jγ or equivalently, by Lemma 2.1.33, for α P Aăγ
}∆jFα}L8pRd;Tαq À 2´jpγ´αq . (5.2)
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While (5.1) already implies FXk “ 1
k!
BkF0 (or Fα “ ř|k|s“α 1k!BkF 0Xk) and can thus
serve as an alternative characterization of the space Cγs , this is not true for (5.2). In
fact, (5.2) does not pose any requirement at all on the interconnection between Fα
and Fα1 for α ‰ α1. One therefore has to impose a condition such as FXk`l “ BlFXk
by hand, which can be also be written, using the operators Γyx, as
pBkFαqx ´ pBkΓα¨xFxqx “ BkpFα ´ Γα¨xFxqx “ 0 for k P Ndăγ´α , (5.3)
where pBkΓα¨xFxqx should be read as the derivative of the function y ÞÑ ΓαyxFx with
respect to y, evaluated in the point x.
Criterion (5.1) is taken as the definition of the space of modelled distributions
Dγ on a general regularity structure T “ pA, T , Gq with model pΠ,Γq, which we
introduced in Definition 2.3.14. There is however no obvious way to generalize
the Fourier description (5.2) to general T . It was proposed already in [GIP15] to
introduce a paraproduct P pF,Πq on T and it was conjectured therein that it might
be possible to describe the space Dγ via such objects. We here show that this is
indeed the case by introducing a family of paraproducts P pF,Γαq and defining a
space Pγ by requiring instead of (5.2)
}∆jpFα ´ P pF,Γαqq}L8 À 2´jpγ´αq , (5.4)
(which is just saying Fα´P pF,Γαq P Cγ´αs ) and the structure condition (5.3). Since
the paraproducts P pF,Γαq, described in Definition 5.1.1 below, vanish for F with
components in the polynomial structure T , this is indeed a generalization of (5.2).
In the main result of this chapter, Theorem 5.2.1 below, we then prove that indeed
Dγ “ Pγ (5.5)
so that (5.4) is a Fourier description of Dγ, generalizing the Littlewood-Paley de-
scription of Hölder-Zygmund spaces.
In [HL17] the authors introduce a space Dγp,qpRdq which generalizes the char-
acterization of Besov spaces Bγp,qpRdq via differences to the framework of modelled
distributions (the special case Dγp,ppRdq was already introduced before by [PT16a]).
The arguments below could probably be extended to this framework so that a Fourier
description of these spaces could be given in terms of Littlewood-Paley blocks quite
similar as in Definition 2.1.16 above. However, for the sake of simplicity we will only
restrict ourselves to the case p “ q “ 8 here.
Let us point out that one should always think of Rd in this chapter as incorporat-
ing space and time, so that we really introduce space-time paraproducts in contrast
to the proceeding in Chapter 4, where paraproducts were only taken in the space
variable.
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In the context of SPDEs modelled distributions are actually defined on a finite-
time interval only, i.e. on a set of the shape
p0, T q ˆ Rd´1 .
As the theory announced above only works with global objects, we need to introduce
extension operators for modelled distributions, which we do in Proposition 5.3.13
and Theorem 5.3.16 below. In order to allow for possible blow-ups near the time
t “ 0 we further introduce a space of singular modelled distributions Drη,γs, which
behaves similar as the space Dγ,η introduced in [Hai14], but is more suitable for our
Fourier description.
For simplicity we only consider unweighted spaces in what follows, so that the
ultra-distribution framework we introduced in Section 2.1 will not be used here.
This chapter will be content of [MP18].
A note on Banach valued distributions
In Definition 2.3.2 we defined a regularity structure to be a triple T “ pA, T , Gq
with an index set A, a group G and a graded vector space
T “à
αPA
Tα .
We allowed, following [Hai14], the space Tα to be a Banach space, although “in
practice” Tα is typically finite-dimensional. The reason for this quite general choice
is that in such a way the case of a Banach valued rough path setup (see for example
[FV10]) can be implemented via a regularity structure, compare [Hai14, Section 4.4].
Although we do not have a specific application in mind, we don’t want to restrict
ourselves to forbid for such cases, especially since it is rather cheap to include them.
The only price we have to pay is to consider vector valued distributions in this
chapter.
Recall that for a Banach space X we can define the Banach valued Schwartz
distributions S 1pRd;Xq to be the set of continuous linear functionals
f : SpRdq Ñ X ,
where SpRdq is just the classical space of (complex-valued) Schwartz functions. A
similar construction can of course be made for tempered ultra-distributions as in
Chapter 2.
A measurable functions f : Rd Ñ X such that
fpφq :“
ż
Rd
dx fpxqφpxq (5.6)
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is well-defined for any φ P SpRdq as a Bochner integral, can be identified via (5.6)
with a distribution in S 1pRd;Xq. Most concepts like support, differentiation, Fourier
transform and multiplication with functions φ P SpRdq carry over. The meaning
of a concept should be apparent to a reader familiar to the concept of tempered
distributions with values in C, but if a doubt should arise one can consult for example
[ST87] or[Tre75].
It is straightforward to repeat the construction in Chapter 2 to get Banach valued
Besov spaces which we denote by Bγp,q,spRd, ρ;Xq by using the same real valued dyadic
partition of unity. The Littlewood-Paley blocks ∆jf P C8pRd;Xq for f P S 1pRd;Xq
are then given by
∆jf “ F´1Rd
´
φj ¨ FRdf
¯
“
ż
Rd
duΨj¨´u ¨ fu
where φj, Ψj P SpRd;Rq are as in Section 2.1 but now FRdf, f P S 1pRd;Xq are
Banach valued so that the integral on the right hand side should be read as a
Bochner integral. Using LppRd;Xq to denote the Bochner spaces the norm for the
unweighted space Bγp,qpRd;Xq will then be given by
}f}Bγp,qpRd;Xq :“
›››`2jγ}∆jf}LppRd;Xq˘jě´1›››ℓq .
However, in this chapter we will actually only work with the unweighted Hölder-
Zygmund spaces Cγs pRd;Xq “ Bγ8,8,spRd, 1;Xq. The only results from Chapter
2 which we cannot carry over immediately are the ones concerning interpolation
(Lemma 2.1.31) and multiplication (Lemma 4.1.6 and Corollary 2.1.35). The multi-
plication rules are still valid if one of the factors takes values in the classical (complex
valued) Besov spaces Bγp,q,spRd, ρq “ Bγp,q,spRd, ρ;Cq we defined in Chapter 2. This
will always be the case in this chapter.
5.1 Paraproducts on a regularity structure
Let us start with a (simplified) repetition of the solution theory for the parabolic
Anderson model on r0, T s ˆ R2, namely
pBt ´∆R2qf “ `f ¨ pξ ´8q (5.7)
with periodic white noise ξ P S 1pR2q. The idea in [GIP15], which we adapted in
Chapter 4, is to define first Iξ to be the time-independent solution to pBt´∆R2qIξ “
´∆R2Iξ “ ξ (denoted by Y in Chapter 4) and to consider instead of f the object
f# :“ f ´ f ă Iξ with the paraproduct
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pfăIξqx “
ÿ
jě´1
ÿ
iăj´1
p∆ifqxp∆jIξqx “
ÿ
ją0
żż
dudvΨăj´1x´u Ψ
j
x´v fu ¨ pIξqv , (5.8)
where the integration domain for each integral should be read as space-time, that
is R1`2. Hence, we cheat a little bit since in Chapter 4 we rather take a modified
paraproduct ăă in space. It then turns out that f# solves a “better” equation than f ,
which allows to derive a priori estimates and to solve the equation. In (5.8) we now
take functions Ψj, Ψăj´1 that are constructed as in Section 2.1 with an anisotropic
scaling s, more precisely we take in (5.8) the parabolic scaling s “ spar “ p2, 1, 1q,
which is one more disparity compared to Chapter 4 or [GIP15].
In [Hai14] the problem (5.7) is solved on a regularity structure (again with s “
spar) with a model space spanned by the symbol set tIpΞqu Y tXk : k P Ndu and
equipped with a model pΠ,Γq such that
ΠxX
k “ Γ1yxXk “ py ´ xqk, ΠxIpΞqpyq “ Γ1yxIΞ “ Iξpyq ´ Iξpxq .
The solution f to (5.7) is represented by a modelled distribution F that turns out
to take the form
F “ f 1` f IpΞq `
ÿ
|k|spar“1
fX
k
Xk , (5.9)
where fXk are some real valued functions. Recalling from Lemma 2.1.14 that Ψj
integrates polynomials (and constants) to 0 for j ą 0 we can express (5.8) via F
and the model pΠ,Γq:
pfăIξqx “
ÿ
ją0
ż
dudvΨăj´1x´u ΠuFupΨjx´¨q “
ÿ
ją0
żż
dudvΨăj´1x´u Ψ
j
x´vΓ1vuFu (5.10)
This motivates the following definitions.
Definition 5.1.1. Let T “ pA, T , Gq be a regularity structure with some scaling
vector s and let Ψj, Ψăj´1 P SpRdq be functions as in (2.17) constructed from some
anisotropic dyadic partition of unity with the same s. Given a model pΠ,Γq on T
we define the following paraproducts
P pF,Πqx “
ÿ
ją0
ż
duΨăj´1x´u ΠuFupΨjx´¨q (5.11)
P pF,Γαqx “
ÿ
ją0
żż
dudvΨăj´1x´u Ψ
j
x´v ΓαvuFu (5.12)
for any F : Rd Ñ T and α P A for which this is defined. Both identities should be
read in S 1pRdq and are written in formal notation.
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Remark 5.1.2. If Tα is finite dimensional for some α P A and we have a basis teiu
for Tα we will also write
P pF,Γeiq :“
ÿ
ją0
żż
dudvΨăj´1x´u Ψ
j
x´v ΓeivuFu ,
where we recall that ΓeivuFu denotes the coefficient of ΓαvuFu P Tα in front of ei. In
particular we have
P pF,Γαq “
ÿ
i
P pF,Γeiq ei .
For instance, assume that T satisfies Assumption 2.3.12. We then have for α P
|Nd|s “ A Ď A
P pF,Γαq “
ÿ
kPNd: |k|s“α
P pF,ΓXkqXk ,
where we took tXk | |k|s “ αu as a basis for Tα “ T α. For α “ 0 we simply have
P pF,Γ0q “ P pF,Γ1q ¨ 1 .
For measurable, at most polynomially growing F the expressions (5.11) and
(5.12) are well-defined. Indeed: Each of the terms in the sums in (5.11) and (5.12)
is spectrally supported in a 2js scaled rectangular annulus as in Definition 2.1.11.
This can be easily checked for smooth px, yq ÞÑ ΓyxFx, ΠxFxpyq, so that the general
case follows by approximation. Further by Definition 2.3.9 and Lemma 2.1.14 one
easily sees that each of the terms can be bounded by 2´jγ for some γ P R, with γ ą 0
in case of P pF,Γαq and γ “ minA for P pF,Πq. Lemma 2.1.19 then shows that both
paraproducts are containted in some Besov space Cγs pRd;Xq Ď S 1pRd;Xq. Since γ
is positive for (5.12) the object P pF,Γαq is in fact a (slightly) Hölder continuous
function, while P pF,Πq can be a genuine distribution.
Although we have in (5.10) the identity P pF,Γ1q “ P pF,Πq this is not true
in general and these two paraproducts will play quite different roles in the theory
presented here. But it is useful to keep in mind that P pF,Γ1q “ P pF,Πq as soon as
F is function like, that is F takes values in a sector of non-negative regularity.
Let’s come back to our toy example above. The function fXk from (5.9) did not
appear in the approach in [GIP15], which apparently lies in the fact that polynomials
are erased in the paraproduct (5.10). Since our goal is to find a link between the
ideas in [GIP15] and [Hai14] we need some extra ingredient that forces the fXk to
enter the game, this will be the task of the structure condition, which we already
motivated in (5.3).
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Definition 5.1.3. Let T “ pA, T , Gq be a regularity structure with a model pΠ,Γq,
V Ď T be a sector and let VzW Ď V be the complement of a sector within V as in
Definition 2.3.7. Let further Ω Ď Rd be open. We say that F : Rd Ñ T satisfies the
structure condition on Ω for γ P R and α P AVzW with α ă γ if for any x P Ω and
k P Nd with |k|s ď γ ´ α the map v ÞÑ BkΨďNx´v pFαv ´ ΓαvxFxq is in L1pRdq for N P N
large enough and if
lim
NÑ8
ż
dv BkΨďNx´v pFαv ´ ΓαvxFxq “ 0 , (5.13)
where the limit is taken in Tα. We say that the structure condition holds on Ω for γ
and AVzW if the condition is satisfied on Ω for γ and all α P AVzW with α ă γ
Remark 5.1.4. Condition (5.13) translates for smooth F, Γ into
BkpFα ´ Γα¨xFxqx “ 0 , (5.14)
which is just the identity we announced in (5.3).
We are now ready to give a notion of a paracontrolled distribution that is com-
parable with the space Dγ of modelled distributions.
Definition 5.1.5. Let γ P R and let T “ pA, T , Gq be a regularity structure with a
model pΠ,Γq. Let VzW be the complement of a sector W within a sector V Ď T as
in Definition 2.3.7.
We say that F : Rd Ñ Vγ´ with F P CbpRd;VzWq is in PγpRd;VzWq “
PγpRd;VzW ,Γq if for α P AVzW
F 7,α :“ Fα ´ P pF,Γαq P Cγ´αs pRd; Tαq (5.15)
and if the structure condition (5.13) is fullfilled on Rd for γ and AVzW . If W “ t0u
we write PγpRd;Vq :“ PγpRd;Vzt0uq.
We define the semi-norm
}f}PγpRd;VzWq :“ }F }CbpRd;VzWq ` sup
αPAVzW
}F 7,α}Cγ´αs pRd;Tαq .
and define for models pΠ,Γq, pΠˆ, Γˆq and F P PγpRd;VzW ,Γq, Fˆ P PγpRd;VzW , Γˆq
the “distance”
}F ; Fˆ }PγpRd;VzW,Γ,Γˆq :“ }F ´ Fˆ }CbpRd;VzWq ` sup
αPAVzW
}F 7,α ´ Fˆ 7,α}Cγ´αs pRd;Tαq
If F P PγpRd;Vq we say that a distribution f P S 1pRdq “ S 1pRd;Cq is paracon-
trolled by F P PγpRd;Vq if
f 7 :“ f ´ P pF,Πq P Cγs pRdq . (5.16)
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Remark 5.1.6. BWe have the same remark as for Definition 2.3.14: The nota-
tion “VzW” in F P PγpRd;VzWq indicates two things, first that F takes values in
the sector V (and not only in VzW) and moreover that (5.15) (and the structure
condition) is true for its components in VzW. In particular we have
PγpRd;Vq Ď PγpRd;VzWq .
Remark 5.1.7. Since for α P AVzW and x, y P Rd we have
ΓαyxFx “
ř
α1PAVzW :α1ěα Γ
α
yxF
α1
x the paraproduct P pF,Γαq is really independent of
the components of F which are not in VzW. As we did require F to have bounded
components in VzW we see that the paraproducts P pF,Γαq in (5.15) are well-defined.
In [GIP15] an operator like P pF,Πq as well as a notion like (5.16) were already
introduced. The authors further give an alternative construction for the reconstruc-
tion operator R (compare Theorem 2.3.19) based on Littlewood-Paley theory, with
R satisfying a slightly weaker bound. By uniqueness these two objects coincide
however for γ ą 0, see [GIP15, Lemma 6.7]. The authors also show the following
result, which we will use occasionally.
Lemma 5.1.8. Given F P DγpRd; T q with γ ą 0 the distribution RF is paracon-
trolled by F , more precisely
}RF ´ P pF,Πq}Cγs pRd;Rq À }F }DγpRd;T q .
As we already pointed out above, what we presented in Definition 5.1.1 is not a
strict generalization of the approach from [GIP15] or Chapter 4 as we use instead of
a modified paraproduct ăă, as in Definition 4.1.4, a space-time paraproduct (5.8).
A construction in space-time might seem more natural, but we have to pay a price:
Since the solutions to SPDEs such as (5.7) are only defined on a compact time inter-
val, we have to extend them in order to make sense of the space-time paraproduct.
We postpone the presentation of the corresponding tools and their application to
Sections 5.3 and 6.2 and turn now to the main result of this chapter. With the help
of the operators P pF,Γαq and the structure condition (5.13) we are now able to give
a complete correspondence between the concepts from paracontrolled analysis (as
modified above) and regularity structures, this will be the content of Theorem 5.2.1
in the next section.
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The following theorem is the main result of this chapter, it reveals a deep connection
between the paraproduct approach and the theory of regularity structures. We show
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that the spaces DγpRd,VzWq and PγpRd;VzWq are identical. For technical reasons
we have to exclude the case that γ P R is contained in the locally finite set
ANd :“ A` |Nd|s (5.17)
This is necessary since we want to apply for the spaces Cγ´αs appearing in the
Definition of 5.1.5 the Hölder characterization from Lemma 2.1.23. If one sees the
following theorem as a generalization of Lemma 2.1.23 then the exclusion of (5.17)
corresponds to the restriction γ R |Nd|s required there.
Theorem 5.2.1. Let T “ pA, T , Gq be a regularity structure with a subsector V
and a complement VzW of a subsector W Ď V within V. Let further pΠ,Γq be a
model on T . We then have for any γ P RzANd
DγpRd;VzW ,Γq “ PγpRd;VzW ,Γq (5.18)
with equivalent norms (where the equivalence constants can be chosen proportional
to some polynomial in }Γ}γ). Moreover, given a second model pΠˆ, Γˆq and modelled
distributions F P DγpRd;VzW ,Γq, Fˆ P DγpRd;VzW , Γˆq we also have
}F ; Fˆ }PγpRd;VzW,Γ,Γˆq À K1 ¨ }F ; Fˆ }DγpRd;VzW,Γ,Γˆq
}F ; Fˆ }DγpRd;VzW,Γ,Γˆq À K1 ¨ }F ; Fˆ }PγpRd;VzW,Γ,Γˆq
` }Γ´ Γˆ}γp}F }DγpRd;VzW,Γ ` }Fˆ }DγpRd;VzW,Γˆqq ,
where K1 ą 0 is a polynomial in the norms of F, Fˆ , Γ and Γˆ.
We have further the following local embedding property for polynomials: Suppose
the regularity structure satisfies Assumption (2.3.12) and we are given an open set Ω
and a map F `P : Rd Ñ Vγ´ that satisfies the structure condition (5.13) on Ω for γ
and α P AV X |Nd|s with α ă γ. If F, P are chosen such that F : Rd Ñ pVzT qγ´, P :
Rd Ñ T γ´, we have
}F ` P }DγpΩ;Vq À K2¨
”
}F }DγpRd;VzT q (5.19)
` sup
αPAVX|Nd|s
´
}Pα}CbpΩ;Tαq ` }Pα ´ P pF,Γαq}Cγ´αs pΩ;Tαq
¯ ı
,
(5.20)
where K2 ą 0 is some polynomial in }F }DγpRd;VzT q, }Pα}CbpΩ;Tαq, }Γ}γ Moreover given
two such functions F ` P, Fˆ ` Pˆ for the models pΠ,Γq and pΠˆ, Γˆq we have
}pF ` P q; pFˆ ` Pˆ q}DγpΩ;V,Γ,Γˆq À K3 ¨
”
}F ; Fˆ }DγpRd;VzT ,Γ,Γˆq ` }Γ´ Γˆ}γ
` sup
αPAVX|Nd|s
´
}Pα´Pˆα}CbpΩ;Tαq ` }Pα´Pˆα´P pF´Fˆ ,Γαq}Cγ´αs pΩ;Tαq
¯ ı
,
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where K3 ą 0 is some polynomial in }F }DγpRd;VzT ,Γq, }Fˆ }DγpRd;VzT ,Γˆq,
}Pα}CbpΩ;Tαq, }Pα´P pF,Γαq}Cγ´αs pΩ;Tαq, }Pˆα}CbpΩ;Tαq, }Pˆα´P pF, Γˆαq}Cγ´αs pΩ;Tαq, }Γ}γ
and }Γˆ}γ.
Proof. We will include polynomial powers of }Γ}γ in the constant indicated by “À”.
We assume without loss of generality that AVzW contains only elements below γ.
To show DγpRd;VzWq Ď PγpRd;VzWq note first that F P DγpRd;VzWq already
implies the structure condition (5.13) on Rd for γ and α P AVzW since for k P Nd
with |k|s ă γ ´ α one has››››ż dv BkΨăNx´vpFαv ´ ΓαvxFxq››››
Tα
Lemma 2.1.14À }F }DγpW q ¨ 2N |k|s ¨ 2´Npγ´αq NÑ8Ñ 0 .
We then follow similar ideas as in [GIP15, Subsection 6.2.]: We can rewrite for
x P Rd and α P AVzW
Fαx ´ P pF,Γαqx “
ÿ
ją0
ż
dv
´
Ψjx´vFαv ´
ż
duΨăj´1x´u Ψ
j
x´vΓαvuFu
¯
` p∆ď0Fαqx .
As ∆ď0Fα “ Ψď0 ˚Fα is smooth with bounded derivatives we only have to consider
the first term on the right hand side. Since the spectral support of the summands
is contained in an annulus scaled by 2js it is sufficient to bound each term by
2´jpγ´αq}F }DγpRd;VzWq due to Lemma 2.1.19. And indeed we have, using
ş
Ψăj´1x´u 1 “ 1
(Lemma 2.1.14),ż
dv
´
Ψjx´vFαv ´
ż
duΨăj´1x´u Ψ
j
x´vΓαvuFu
¯
“
żż
dudvΨăj´1x´u Ψ
j
x´vpFαv ´ ΓαvuFuq .
Now, by assumption
}Fαv ´ΓαvuFu}Tα À }F }DγpRd;VzWq}u´v}γ´αs À }F }DγpRd;VzWqp}u´x}γ´αs `}v´x}γ´αs q ,
so that we have with Lemma 2.1.14
}
żż
dudvΨăj´1x´u Ψ
j
x´vpFαv ´ ΓαvuFuq}Tα À }F }DγpRd;VzWq2´jpγ´αq ,
which proves DγpRd;VzWq Ď PγpRd;VzWq.
Let’s now adress the delicate direction of the proof, that is PγpRd;VzWq Ď
DγpRd;VzWq. We assume without loss of generality that }F }PγpRd;VzWq ď 1 and
show by induction in AVzW that for x, y P Rd and α P AVzW
}Fαy ´ ΓαyxFx}Tα À }y ´ x}γ´αs .
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Note that it is sufficient to take }x´ y}s ď 1, compare Remark 2.3.16. Let us start
our induction with α “ maxAVzW (which exists since we assumed maxAVzW ă
γ ă 8). By definition of Γyx we have ΓαyxFx “ Fαx and thus P pF,Γαq “ 0 due
to Lemma 2.1.14. Hence Fα “ F 7,α P Cγ´αs pRdq and via 5.13 we obtain that for
k P Nd, 0 ă |k|s ă γ ´ α (if any) BkF “ 0. Thus
}Fαy ´ ΓαyxFx}Tα “ }Fαy ´ Fαx }Tα “ }Fαy ´ Fαx ´
ÿ
kPNdăγ´α
BkFαx py ´ xqk}Tα
“ }F 7,αy ´ F 7,αx ´
ÿ
kPNdăγ´α
BkF 7,αx py ´ xqk}Tα À }y ´ x}γ´αs ,
where we applied Lemma 2.1.20 (together with }y ´ x}s ď 1).
Let us now assume that we already know for some α P AVzW that for any
α1 P AVzW , α1 ą α
}Fα1y ´ Γα1yxFx}Tα1 À }y ´ x}γ´αs . (5.21)
We then show that (5.21) does also hold for all α1 “ α. To this end we reshape
Fαy ´ ΓαyxFx “ Fαy ´ Fαx ´
ÿ
α1PAVzW :α1ąα
ΓαyxF
α1
x
“ F 7,αy ´ F 7,αx ´
ÿ
k: 0ă|k|săγ´α
1
k!
BkF 7,αx py ´ xqk (5.22)
` P pF,Γαqy ´ P pF,Γαqx `
ÿ
k: 0ă|k|săγ´α
1
k!
Bk pFα ´ P pF,Γαqqx py ´ xqk (5.23)
´
ÿ
α1PAVzW :α1ąα
ΓαyxF
α1
x .
Since (5.22) does already decay in the right order due to Lemma 2.1.23 (and the
assumption γ R ANd), we are only left with the last line which we identify as the
limit for N Ñ 8 (in Tα for every x, y) of
DN :“
ÿ
jďN
DNj :“
ÿ
jďN
«ż
dw
´
Ψjy´w ´
ÿ
kPNdăγ´α
1
k!
BkΨjx´wpy ´ xqk
¯
ˆ
´
P pF,Γαqw ´
ÿ
α1PAVzW :α1ąα
ΓαwxF
α1
x
¯ff
.
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Indeed: observe the following three limits
ÿ
jďN
ż
dw
´
Ψjy´w ´Ψjx´w
¯
P pF,Γαqw (5.24)
NÑ8ÝÑ P pF,Γαqy ´ P pF,Γαqx ,
´
ÿ
jďN, 0ă|k|săγ´α
ÿ
0ă|k|săγ´α
ż
dw BkΨjx´w
´
P pF,Γαqw ´
ÿ
α1PAVzW :α1ąα
ΓαwxF
α1
x
¯
py ´ xqk
(5.25)
NÑ8ÝÑ
ÿ
k: 0ă|k|săγ´α
1
k!
Bk pFα ´ P pF,Γαqqx py ´ xqk ,
ÿ
jďN
ż
dw
´
Ψjy´w ´Ψjx´w
¯ ÿ
α1PAVzW :α1ąα
ΓαwxF
α1
x (5.26)
NÑ8ÝÑ
ÿ
α1PAVzW :α1ąα
ΓαyxF
α1
x ´
ÿ
α1PAVzW :α1ąα
ΓαxxF
α1
x “
ÿ
α1PAVzW :α1ąα
ΓαyxF
α1
x ,
where we used (5.13) for (5.25) and the continuity of Γα¨xFα
1
x in (5.26) 1. Writing
DN “ (5.24)` (5.25)` (5.26) we see the claimed convergence of DN . Note, that we
can reshape
P pF,Γαqw “
ÿ
ją0
żż
dudvΨăj´1w´u Ψ
j
w´vΓαvuFu
“
ÿ
ją0
żż
dudvΨăj´1w´u Ψ
j
w´vΓαvupFu ´ ΓuxFxq ` p∆ą0Γα¨xFxqw
“
ÿ
ją0
ÿ
α1PAVzW :α1ąα
żż
dudvΨăj´1w´u Ψ
j
w´vΓαvupFα1u ´ Γα1uxFxq
`
ÿ
α1PAVzW :α1ąα
p∆ą0Γα¨xFα1x qw ,
where we used in the last line for both terms that
ş
Ψjv1 “ 0 for j ą 0 to cancel the
α1 “ α components. We can therefore reshape DNj as (with Rγ´αx;y´x being the Taylor
1A short computation shows that Definition 2.3.9 already implies (Hölder) continuity of the
maps y ÞÑ Γαyxτ for τ P T and x P Rd.
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remainder as in (2.22))
DNj “
ÿ
jďN
ÿ
α1PAVzW :α1ąα
ż
dwRγ´αx´w;y´xΨj (5.27)
ˆ
«ÿ
ią0
żż
dudvΨăi´1w´v Ψ
i
w´uΓ
α
vupFα1u ´ Γα1uxFxq ` p∆ď0Γα¨xFα1x qw
ff
“
ÿ
jďN
ÿ
α1PAVzW :α1ąα
ż
dwRγ´αx´w;y´xΨj
« ÿ
ią0: i„j
żż
dudvΨăi´1w´v Ψ
i
w´uΓ
α
vupFα1u ´ Γα1uxFxq
ff
(5.28)
`
ÿ
α1PAVzW :α1ąα
ż
dwΨăN`1w ¨Rγ´αx´w;y´xp∆ď0Γα¨xFα1x q ,
where we used in the second line spectral support properties to restrict the inner
sum to i „ j and the convolution-like structure to move in the last term the Taylor
remainder to the Littlewood-Paley block. The last term can be estimated by }x ´
y}γ´αs via Lemma 2.1.20 and 2.1.14 if one uses that for k P Nd there is a C ą 0 such
that
}Bk
´
∆ď0Γα¨xF
α1
x
¯
pw ´ x` vkt py ´ xqq}Tα À p1` }w}Cs q , (5.29)
which can be easily checked by direct computation. To handle the term (5.28) we
first estimate the sum in the square brackets by the induction hypothesis and Lemma
2.1.14: ÿ
i: i„j
ÿ
α1PAVzW :α1ąα
››››żż dudvΨăi´1w´v Ψiw´uΓαvupFα1u ´ Γα1uxFxq››››
Tα
(5.30)
À
ÿ
α1PAVzW :α1ąα
2´jpα
1´αq2´jpγ´α
1q À 2´jpγ´αq . (5.31)
The rest of the estimate for (5.28) then follows via the exact same proceeding as in
Lemma 2.1.23: Pick j0 such that 2´j0´1 ă }x ´ y}s ď 2´j0 and bound the sum up
to a constant factor byÿ
jďj0
ÿ
kPNdąγ´α
}x´ y}|k|ss 2jp|k|s´pγ´αqq `
ÿ
Nějąj0
ÿ
kPNdăγ´α
}x´ y}|k|ss 2´jpγ´α´|k|sq
À }x´ y}γ´αs ,
where we applied Lemma 2.1.20 in the low-frequency case and in both cases the
scaling of Ψj from Lemma 2.1.14. In total
}Fαy ´ ΓαyxFx}Tα À }x´ y}γ´αs ,
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which closes the induction and finishes the proof of (5.18). For (5.19) we are in the
case W “ t0u, so that VzW “ V . Concerning (5.19) it remains to show that one
has for α P AV X |Nd|s and x, y P Ω the bound
}Fαy ´ ΓαyxFx}Tα À }y ´ x}γ´α
`}F }DγpRd;VzT q
` sup
αPAVX|Nd|s
sup
αPAVX|Nd|s
}Pα ´ P pF,Γαq}Cγ´αs pΩq
˘
.
We can repeat almost the same proof as above: Note that the only cases where we
used F P Dγ were (5.22), (5.29) and (5.31). While it is now enough to recall in (5.22)
and (5.29) that now x P Ω, we can restrict the sum in (5.31) to α1 P AVz|Nd|s since
polynomial entries vanish in the paraproduct (Lemma 2.1.14) and (5.19) is proved.
The distance estimates for models pΠ,Γq, pΠˆ, Γˆq follow almost immediately from a
repetition of the computations performed above, one only has to repeat the induction
(5.21) for }Fα1y ´ Γα1yxFx ´ pFˆα1y ´ Γˆα1yxFˆxq} instead.
5.3 Singular spaces and extensions
5.3.1 Singular modelled distributions
Throughout this subsection we will fix a regularity structure T “ pA, T , Gq (not
necessarily satisfying Assumption 2.3.12) together with a scaling vector
s “ pθ, s1q P p1,8q ˆ r1,8qd´1
for some θ ą 1. We further consider a time horizon T P p0, 1s and an associated
family of sets
ΩTt :“ pt, T q ˆ Rd´1, ΩT :“ p0, T q ˆ Rd´1 “
ď
tPp0,T q
ΩTt
for t P p0, T q. We will also, similarly as in [Hai14], introduce a set
P T :“ ␣x P Rd : x1 P t0, T u( .
so that ΩT “ `r0, T s ˆ Rd˘ zP T . The reason why we also exclude points x1 “ T is
only technical and lies in the fact that we prefer to work on open sets.
In [Hai14, Definition 6.2] the author defines the notion of a singular, modelled
distribution F : Rd Ñ Vγ´ P Dγ,ηpΩT ; T q, where “typically” η ď γ, with norm
}F }Dγ,ηpΩT ;T q :“ sup
tPp0,1q
sup
αPA
t
pα´ηq_0
θ sup
xPΩTt
}Fαx }Tα
` sup
tPp0,1q
sup
αPA
sup
x,yPΩTt ,}y´x}sďt
t
γ´η
θ
}Fαy ´ ΓαyxFx}Tα
}y ´ x}γ´α . (5.32)
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In fact, the norm introduced in [Hai14] has a slightly different definition, but is
equivalent to the expression in (5.32). Dγ,ηpΩT ; T q should be seen as the space of
modelled distribution with a possible blow-up at tx1 “ 0u. This space then shows
nice behavior under multiplication and composition with smooth functions [Hai14,
Proposition 6.12, 6.13]. It further has the following property for β P rη, γs, α ă β
and x, y P ΩTt , }y ´ x}s ď t
}Fαy ´ ΓαyxFăβx }Tα À }F }Dγ,ηpΩT ;T q t
η´β
θ }y ´ x}β´α , (5.33)
where Făβ :“ řα1PA:αăβ Fα1 , which means that “lower regularity comes with a
weaker weight”. Alas, the space Dγ,ηpΩT ; T q is useless for our purposes due to the
locality condition
}y ´ x} ď t (5.34)
for y, x P ΩT in the second term in (5.32). Since a Fourier based approach is highly
non-local a requirement like (5.34) is hard to translate. We here propose to re-
quire instead 5.33 from the beginning (for general points not only those satisfying
(5.34)). The estimates for multiplication and composition are then again true, com-
pare Lemma 5.3.7 and 5.3.9 below (except for a slight increase in the weight which
is irrelevant for our purposes).
Definition 5.3.1. Let V Ď T be a sector, let VzW be the complement of a sector W
within V and let pΠ,Γq be a model on T . Given parameters η, γ P RzANd with η ď γ
we say that F : ΩT Ñ V is an element of Drη,γspΩT ;VzWq “ Drη,γspΩT ;VzW ,Γq if
the following semi-norm is finite
}F }Drη,γspΩT ;VzWq :“ sup
βPrη,γszANd
sup
tPp0,T q
t
β´η
θ }Făβ}DβpΩTt ;VzWq ă 8 , (5.35)
where Făβ :“ řαPA:αăβ Fα. Given two models pΠ,Γq, pΠˆ, Γˆq and
F P Drη,γspΩT ;VzW ,Γq, Fˆ P Drη,γspΩT ;VzW , Γˆq we also introduce the notion of a
“distance”
}F ; Fˆ }Drη,γspΩT ;VzW,Γ,Γˆq :“ sup
βPrη,γszANd
sup
tPp0,T q
t
β´η
θ }Făβ; Fˆăβ}DβpΩTt ;VzW,Γ,Γˆq ă 8 .
(5.36)
IfW “ t0u we simply write Drη,γspΩ;Vq :“ Drη,γspΩ;Vzt0uq, a similar remark applies
for the distance (5.36).
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Remark 5.3.2. B A remark such as 2.3.15 applies: The notation “VzW” in
F P Drη,γspΩT ;VzWq is supposed to indicate two things, first that F takes values
in the sector V (and not only in VzW) and moreover that (5.35) is finite for its
components in VzW. In particular we have
Drη,γspΩT ;Vq Ď Drη,γspΩT ;VzWq .
Note that a slight technical difference to (2.3.14) is that we allow a priori for F with
values above γ, so that (5.35) is really only a semi-norm, even if W “ t0u.
Remark 5.3.3. The exclusion of the set ANd is actually not needed at this stage of
our theory, it will however be convenient in Section 6.2 below.
Note that we do not require any lower bound for η so that β in the supremum
in (5.35) might be below the lowest regularity of V and in this case we simply have
Făβ “ 0. We further extend by convention F P Drη,γspΩT q to Rd by setting F pxq “ 0
for x P pΩT qc. If F P Drη,γspΩT q we have in fact also a bound in Dβ for β ă η as
shown by the subsequent lemma.
Lemma 5.3.4. Let F P Drη,γspΩT ;VzWq with VzW , η, γ as in Definition 5.3.1. We
then have for t P p0, T q and β ď γ
}Făβ}DβpΩTt ;VzWq À p1` }Γ}ηq t
pη´βq^0
θ }F }Drη,γspΩT ;VzWq
with Făβ as in Definition 5.3.1.
Proof. For β ě η this is just the Definition of Drη,γspΩT ;VzWq (without even
the need of the constant p1 ` }Γ}ηq). For the case β ă η note first that Făη P
DηpΩT ;VzWq with }F }DηpΩT ;VzWq ď }F }Drη,γspΩT ;VzWq. Remark 3.2 of [Hai14] then
states that Făβ “ pFăηqăβ P DβpΩT ;VzWq with
}Făβ}DβpΩT ;VzWq À p1` }Γ}ηq}Făη}DηpΩT ;VzWq
and the claim follows.
The following lemma shows that the first term in (5.32) is bounded for F P Drη,γs
(up to an arbitrarily small loss κ ą 0).
Lemma 5.3.5. Let F P Drη,γspΩT ;VzWq with VzW , η, γ as in Definition 5.3.1. We
then have for α P AVzW , t P p0, T q, x P ΩTt and any κ ą 0
}Fαx }Tα À t
pη´α´κq^0
θ }F }Drη,γspΩT ;VzWq . (5.37)
Given a second model pΠˆ, Γˆq and Fˆ P Drη,γspΩT ;VzWq we also have
}Fαx ´ Fˆαx }Tα À t
pη´α´κq^0
θ }F ; Fˆ }Drη,γspΩT ;VzW,Γ,Γˆq . (5.38)
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Proof. For both inequalities, (5.37) and (5.38), take β “ pα ` κq _ η in (5.35)
or (5.36) respectively, with κ ą 0 without loss of generality small enough such that
β P rη, γszANd . The claim then follows due to η´pα`κq_η “ pη´α´κq^pη´ηq “
pη ´ α ´ κq ^ 0.
Lemma 5.3.5 implies in particular that Drη,γspΩT ; T q Ď Dγ,η´κpΩT ; T q, so that
we can apply results like [Hai14, Proposition 6.9] to have a reconstruction RF for
F P Drη,γspΩT ; T q, when F is extended by 0 as explained above.
Before we show that our space Drη,γspΩT ; T q essentially behaves like Dγ,ηpΩT ; T q
under multiplication let us recall the definition of a product on T .
Definition 5.3.6 (Definition 4.1, 4.6 from [Hai14]). A product ‹ is a continuous
bilinear map from T ˆ T to T such that τ1 ‹ τ2 P Tα1`α2 for τ1 P Tα1 , τ2 P Tα2 and
α1, α2 P A, where we set Tα1`α2 “ t0u if α1 ` α2 R A.
A pair of sectors V1, V2 Ď T is called γ-regular for γ P R if for any Γ P G, τ1 P
Vα1 , τ2 P Vα2 with α1, α2 P A, α1 ` α2 ă γ we have Γpτ1 ‹ τ2q “ Γτ1 ‹ Γτ2 .
Lemma 5.3.7. Let V1, V2 Ď T be two sectors of regularity α1, α2 and let
η1, γ1, η2, γ2 P RzANd with η1 ď γ1 and η2 ď γ2 be such that γ “ pγ1`α2q^pγ2`α1q R
ANd and let κ ą 0 be such that η “ γ^pη1`η2´κq^pη1`α2´κq^pη2`α1´κq R ANd.
If the pair pV1,V2q is γ-regular, and we are given some model pΠ,Γq and maps
F P Drη1,γ1spΩT ;V1,Γq, G P Drη2,γ2spΩT ;V2,Γq, then we have the estimate
}F ‹G}Drη,γspΩT ;T q À p1` }Γ}γ1_γ2q ¨ }F }Drη1,γ1spΩT ;V1q}G}Drη2,γ2spΩT ;V2q . (5.39)
If we are given a second model pΠˆ, Γˆq and
Fˆ P Drη1,γ1sα1 pΩT ;V1, Γˆq, Gˆ P Drη2,γ2sα2 pΩT ;V2, Γˆq, we also have
}F ‹G; Fˆ ‹ Gˆ}Drη,γspΩT ;T q À K ¨
`}F ; Fˆ }Drη1,γ1spΩT ;V1,Γ,Γˆq
` }G; Gˆ}Drη2,γ2spΩT ;V2,Γ,Γˆq ` }Γ´ Γˆ}γ1_γ2
˘
, (5.40)
where K is a polynomial in the corresponding norms of F, Fˆ , G, Gˆ, Γ and Γˆ.
Proof. Note that, without loss of generality, we can choose κ ą 0 smaller than any
ε ą 0 and we can assume that }F }Drη1,γ1spΩT ;V1q ď 1 and }G}Drη2,γ2spΩT ;V2q ď 1. Fix
β P rη, γszANd and α P A with α ă β.
Consider for t P p0, T q and x, y P ΩTt
ΓαyxpF ‹Gqăβx ´ pF ‹Gqαy “ Γαyx
˜ ÿ
ν1`ν2ăβ
F ν1x ‹Gν2x
¸
´
ÿ
µ1`µ2“α
F µ1y ‹Gµ2y
“
ÿ
µ1`µ2“α
˜ ÿ
ν1`ν2ăβ
Γµ1yxF
ν1
x ‹ Γµ2yxGν2x ´ F µ1y ‹Gµ2y
¸
,
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where the sums run over ν1 P AV1 , ν2 P AV2 and µ1 P AV1 , µ2 P AV2 . We will bound
each term on the right hand side separately. Let us reshape firstÿ
ν1`ν2ăβ
Γµ1yxF
ν1
x ‹ Γµ2yxGν2x “
ÿ
ν1ăβ´µ2
Γµ1yxF
ν1
x ‹ Γµ2yxGăβ´ν1x ,
where we used that the terms on the right hand side vanish as soon as β ´ ν1 ď
µ2 ô ν1 ě β ´ µ2. Our first task is to estimateÿ
ν1ăβ´µ2
Γµ1yxF
ν1
x ‹
`
Γµ2yxG
ăβ´ν1
x ´Gµ2y
˘
(5.41)
and then˜ ÿ
ν1ăβ´µ2
Γµ1yxF
ν1
x ´ F µ1y
¸
‹Gµ2y “
`
Γµ1yxF
ăβ´µ2
x ´ F µ1y
˘ ‹Gµ2y . (5.42)
We first bound (5.41) in } ¨ }Tα by applying Lemma 5.3.5 and (2.38) for the first and
Lemma 5.3.4 for the second factor. Up to a constant proportional to p1`}Γ}γ1q this
yields
}y ´ x}ν1´µ1s t
pη1´ν1´κq^0
θ ¨ }y ´ x}β´ν1´µ2s t
pη2´pβ´ν1qq^0
θ
“ }y ´ x}β´αs t
pη1´ν1´κq^0`pη2´pβ´ν1qq^0
θ (5.43)
Note that the application of Lemma 5.3.4 was allowed since ν1 ě α1 and thus
β ´ ν1 ď γ ´ ν1 ď γ ´ α1 “ pγ1 ` α2q ^ pγ2 ` α1q ´ α1 ď pγ2 ` α1q ´ α1 “ γ2
Let us bound the exponent of t in (5.43) from below, by distinguishing between the
4 different cases that might occur
pη1 ´ ν1 ´ κq ^ 0` pη2 ´ pβ ´ ν1qq ^ 0
“
$’’’&’’’%
0
η1 ´ ν1 ´ κ
η2 ` ν1 ´ β
η1 ` η2 ´ κ´ β
ě
$’’’&’’’%
0
η1 ` µ2 ´ κ´ β
η2 ` ν1 ´ κ´ β
η1 ` η2 ´ κ´ β
ě η ´ β ,
where we used ν1 ă β ´ µ2 in the first and µ2 ě α2 as well as ν1 ě α1 in the second
inequality. Using t P p0, T q Ď p0, 1q we can thus bound (5.43) as
}y ´ x}β´αs t
pη1´ν1´κq^0`pη2´pβ´ν1qq^0
θ ď }y ´ x}β´αs t
η´β
θ .
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Applying once more Lemma 5.3.4 and 5.3.5 the term (5.42) can be bounded, up to
a constant proportional to p1` }Γ}γ2q, as
}y ´ x}β´µ2´µ1 t pη1´pβ´µ2qq^0θ t pη2´µ2´κq^0θ “ }y ´ x}γ´α t pη1´pβ´µ2qq^0`pη2´µ2´κq^0θ .
The exponent of t can be bounded from below as above, so that we get altogether
}pF ‹Gqαy ´ ΓαyxpF ‹Gqăβx }Tα À p1` }Γ}γ1_γ2q }y ´ x}β´αs t
η´β
θ .
To estimate the first term of the norm (2.46) note that for α and β as above we
have by Lemma 5.3.5 for x P ΩTt
}pF ‹Gqαx}Tα “
››› ÿ
µ1`µ2“α
F µ1x ‹Gµ2x
›››
Tα
À
ÿ
µ1`µ2“α
t
pη1´µ1´κ{2q
θ
^0 ¨ t η2´µ2´κ{2θ ^0 À tη´β ,
which closes the proof for (5.39). To control (5.40) we use the same decomposition
as above, that is
ΓαyxpF‹Gqăβx ´ pF‹Gqαy
“
ÿ
ν1ăβ´µ2
Γµ1yxF
ν1
x ‹
`
Γµ2yxG
ăβ´ν1
x ´Gµ2y
˘´ `Γµ1yxFăβ´µ2x ´F µ1y ˘ ‹Gµ2y
and similarly for ΓαyxpFˆ ‹ Gˆqăβx ´ pFˆ ‹ Gˆqαy . Successive applications of the triangle
inequality then yield with exactly the same estimates as above (5.40).
We also have the following embedding result for the spaces Drη,γs.
Lemma 5.3.8. Given η, γ, η1, γ1 P RzANd such that η ď γ, γ ě γ1 and η ě η1 we
have the embedding Drη,γspΩT ;VzWq Ď Drη1,γ1spΩT ;VzWq, more precisely if α is the
regularity of VzW:
}F }Drη1,γ1spΩT ;VzWq À p1` }Γ}ηq ¨ T
η^α´η1
θ
_0}F }Drη,γspΩT q;VzWq . (5.44)
Given a second model pΠˆ, Γˆq on T we further have
}F ; Fˆ }Drη1,γ1spΩT ;VzW,Γ,Γˆq À T
η^α´η1
θ
_0`}F }Drη,γspΩT q;VzWq }Γ´ Γˆ}η
` p1` }Γˆ}ηq }F ; Fˆ }Drη,γspΩT q;VzW,Γ,Γˆq
˘
. (5.45)
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Proof. Using that for β ă η we have
}Făβ}DηpΩTt ;VzWq À p1` }Γ}ηq}Făη}DηpΩTt ;VzWq we get (5.44) by splitting
}F }Drη1,γ1spΩT ;VzWq ď sup
tPp0,T q
sup
βPrη1_α,ηszANd
t
β´η1
θ }Făβ}DβpΩTt ;VzWq
` sup
tPp0,T q
sup
βPrη,γ1szANd
t
β´η1
θ }Făβ}DβpΩTt ;VzWq
À T α´η1θ _0 p1` }Γ}ηq sup
tPp0,T q
}Făη}DηpΩTt ;VzWq
` T η´η1θ }F }Drη,γspΩT ;VzWq
À p1` }Γ}ηq ¨ T η^α´η
1
θ
_0}F }Drη,γspΩT q;VzWq .
(5.45) follows by exactly the same arguments.
We now consider again some product ‹ on a regularity structure T “ pA, T , Gq
which is equipped with a model pΠ,Γq. Let V Ď T be some function like sector in
the sense of Definition 2.3.4. We assume that V is stable under ‹, by what we mean
that τ1 ‹ τ2 P V holds for τ1, τ2 P V .
For γ P p0,8qzANd , η P p0, γszANd such that pV ,Vq is γ-regular in the sense of
Definition 5.3.6 define the composition of a smooth F P C8pRn,Rq, n ě 1 with the
vector V “ pV1, . . . , Vnq P pDrη,γspVqqn as in [Hai14, Subsection 4.2] by
F pV q “
ÿ
k
1
k!
BkF pV 1q pV ´ V 11q‹k , (5.46)
where we wrote V 1 “ pV 11 , . . . , V 1n q and use the notation v‹k :“ v‹k11 ‹ . . . ‹ v‹knn for
v P Vn and k P Nn (recall the definition of τ1 as “the coefficient of τ before 1”,
compare page 46). Note that this sum is infinite (and therefore it is actually not
contained in the direct sum
À
αPA Tα), but well-defined since for every homogeneity
α P AV only finitely many terms contribute to (5.46). We will work with the object
Făγ “ řαPAV :αăγpF pV qqα from now on. We have the following result, which can be
seen as the analogue of [Hai14, Proposition 6.13] for the spaces Drη,γs.
Lemma 5.3.9. Let γ, η, V be as above, let pΠ,Γq be some model and let F P
C8pRn;Rq be such that it has at most polynomially growing derivatives. We then
have
Făγ : pDrη,γspΩT ;V ,Γqqn Ñ Drη´κ,γspΩT ;V ,Γq
for any κ ą 0 and the norm of FăγpV q for V P pDrη,γspΩT ;V ,Γqqn is bounded by a
polynomial in the norms of V1, . . . , Vn,Γ. Given a second model pΠˆ, Γˆq we further
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have for V P pDrη,γspΩT ;V ,Γqqn, Vˆ P pDrη,γspΩT ;V , Γˆqqn the bound
}FăγpV q;FăγpVˆ q}Drη,γspΩT ;V,Γ,Γˆq À K ¨ p}V ; Vˆ }Drη,γspΩT ;V,Γ,Γˆq ` }Γ´ Γˆ}γq , (5.47)
where we write }V ; Vˆ }Drη,γspΩT ;V,Γˆ,Γq “
řn
i“1 }Vi; Vˆi}Drη,γspΩT ;V,Γˆ,Γq and where K is
some polynomial in the corresponding norms of V1, Vˆ1, . . . , Vn, Vˆn,Γ and Γˆ.
Remark 5.3.10. If F has derivatives that grow faster than any polynomial we still
have F : pDrη,γspΩT ;Vqqn Ñ Drη´κ,γspΩT ;Vq and (5.47), but now K and F pV q can
be bounded uniformly for all V, Vˆ in any bounded set.
Proof. We will use the notation K for a polynomial, that might change from line
to line, in the norms of V, Γ (and Vˆ , Γˆ in the last part of the proof). Fix some
β P rη´ κ, γs and ζ P p0, ηq such that ζ ă minpAVzt0uq^ 1. We will use throughout
the proof that due to Lemma 5.3.4 and Lemma 2.1.23 we have by our choice of ζ
}V 1}Cζs pΩT q À }V ăζ}DζpΩT ;Vq À }V }Drη,γspΩT ;Vq “ K . (5.48)
We have to estimate for t P p0, T q and x, y P ΩTt with }y ´ x}s ď 1ÿ
kPNn
1
k!
BkF pV 1y q ppVy ´ V 1y q‹kqα ´ Γαyx
ÿ
lPNn
1
l!
BlF pV 1x q ppVx ´ V 1x 1q‹lqăβ
“
ÿ
kPNn: |k|ďL
1
k!
BkF pV 1y q ppVy ´ V 1y 1q‹kqα
´
ÿ
lPNn: |l|ďL
1
l!
BlF pV 1x q
ÿ
0ďmďl
ˆ
l
m
˙
ΓαyxppVxq‹mqăβ p´V 1x qpl´mq . (5.49)
We can choose any L ě β{ζ in the second line, since above β{ζ the terms under
consideration vanish by our choice of ζ. We take
L “ rβ{ζs .
Let us emphasize that we really measure the size of the multi-indices k, l in isotropic
scaling, that is |k| “ k1 ` . . .` kd.
By Lemma 5.3.7 we have (since V is function like)
}ΓαyxppVxq‹mqăβ ´
`
V ‹my
˘α }Tα À K t η´κ´βθ }y ´ x}β´αs ,
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so that, due to (5.48), is enough to consider instead of (5.49)ÿ
|k|ďL
1
k!
BkF pV 1y qppVy ´ V 1y 1q‹kqα ´
ÿ
|l|ďL
1
l!
BlF pV 1x q
ÿ
mďl
ˆ
l
m
˙`
V ‹my
˘α p´V 1x ql´m
“
ÿ
|k|ďL
1
k!
BkF pV 1y q ppVy ´ V 1y 1q‹kqα
´
ÿ
|l|ďL
1
l!
BlF pV 1x q
ÿ
mďl
ˆ
l
m
˙`pVy ´ V 1y 1q‹pl´mq˘α pV 1y ´ V 1x qm ,
where we used that the sum over m coincides with the projection of pVy ´ V 1x 1q‹l “`
Vy´V 1y 1`pV 1y ´V 1x q1
˘‹l onto Vα. The last line can be reshaped as (via “k “ l´m”)ÿ
|k|ďL
1
k!
ppVy ´ V 1y 1q‹kqα ¨
”
BkF pV 1y q ´
ÿ
m: |k`m|ďL
1
m!
Bk`mF pV 1x qpV 1y ´ V 1x qm
ı
“
ÿ
|k|ďL
1
k!
ppVy ´ V 1y 1q‹kqα
ÿ
|r|“L`1´|k|
L` 1´ |k|
r!
ˆ
ż 1
0
dζ p1´ ζqL´|k|Bk`rF pV 1x`ζpy´xqq pV 1y ´ V 1x qr ,
where we used the (isotropic) multidimensional Taylor formula in the last step. The
only k that contribute satisfy |k| ď α{ζ, so that we can replace the last line by
taking only ÿ
|k|ďα{ζ
1
k!
ppV ‹ky ´ V 1y 1q‹kqα
ÿ
|r|“L`1´|k|
L` 1´ |k|
r!
ˆ
ż 1
0
dζ p1´ ζqL´|k|Bk`rF pV 1x`ζpy´xqq pV 1y ´ V 1x qr . (5.50)
Since further by the binomial theorem, (5.48) and once more Lemma 5.3.7››`pVy ´ V 1y 1q‹k˘α››Tα À ÿ
mďk
|V 1y |m }pV ‹pk´mqy qα}Tααăβ
ÀK
ÿ
0ďmďk
}V ‹pk´mqy }DβpΩTt q À K t
η´κ´β
θ (5.51)
we can bound (5.50) due to (5.48) and our choice of L ě β{ζ byÿ
|k|ďα{ζ
Kt
η´κ´β
θ }y´x}pL`1´|k|qζs ď
ÿ
|k|ďα{ζ
Kt
η´κ´β
θ }y´x}pL´|k|qζs ď Kt
η´κ´β
θ }y´x}β´αs .
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We now turn to the Lipschitz continuity of F . We split, once more, as above
FαpVyq ´ ΓαyxF pVxqăβ “
ÿ
|k|ďα{ζ
AkpV qBkpV q `
ÿ
|l|ďL
ClpV q ,
FαpVˆyq ´ ΓαyxF pVˆxqăβ “
ÿ
|k|ďα{ζ
AkpVˆ qBkpVˆ q `
ÿ
|l|ďL
CˆlpVˆ q ,
where
AkpV q “ 1
k!
ppVy ´ V 1y 1q‹kqα,
BkpV q “
ÿ
|r|“L`1´|k|
L` 1´ |k|
r!
ż 1
0
dζ p1´ ζqL´|k|Bk`rF pV 1x`ζpy´xqq pV 1y ´ V 1x qr ,
CkpV q “
ÿ
lPNn: |l|ďL
1
l!
BlF pV 1x q
ÿ
0ďmďl
ˆ
l
m
˙“
ΓαyxppVxq‹mqăβ ´ pV ‹my qα
‰ p´V 1x qpl´mq
(and similar for CˆkpVˆ q). For Ak, Bk, Ck one easily sees by the arguments above
}AkpV q}T α ď Kt η´κ´βθ , }AkpV q ´ AkpVˆ q}Tα ď Kt
η´κ´β
θ }V ; Vˆ }Drη,γspΩT ;V,Γ,Γˆq ,
}BkpV q}Tα ď K}y ´ x}β´αs ,
}CkpV q ´ CˆkpVˆ q}Tα ď Kt
η´κ´β
θ }y ´ x}β´αs p}V ; Vˆ }Drη,γspΩT ;V,Γ,Γˆq ` }Γ; Γˆ}γq .
(5.47) follows from these estimates as soon as we can show }BkpV q ´ BkpVˆ q}Tα ď
K}y ´ x}β´αs }V ; Vˆ }Drη,γspΩT ;V,Γ,Γˆq, which is true since we chose L ě β{ζ so that for
r P Nn, |r| “ L` 1´ |k| by the mean value theorem in Rn
|pV 1y ´ V 1x qr ´ pVˆ 1y ´ Vˆ 1x qr| À p|V 1y ´ V 1x ||r|´1 ` |Vˆ 1y ´ Vˆ 1x ||r|´1q ¨ sup
z
|V 1z ´ Vˆ 1z |
“ sup
z
|V 1z ´ Vˆ 1z | ¨ p|V 1y ´ V 1x |L´|k| ` |Vˆ 1y ´ Vˆ 1x |L´|k|q
À }V ; Vˆ }Drη,γspΩT ;V,Γ,ΓˆqK }y ´ x}pL´|k|qζs ď }V ; Vˆ }Drη,γspΩT ;V,Γ,ΓˆqK}y ´ x}β´αs .
We actually still have to bound the first terms in (2.46), (2.47) but this is once more
an argument as in 5.51.
We can also reformulate the reconstruction theorem, Theorem 2.3.19, for our
spaces Drη,γspVq, which is a version of [Hai14, Proposition 6.9].
Lemma 5.3.11. Let V be a sector of regularity ´θ ă α ď 0. Let further γ P
p0,8qzANd and η P p´θ, γszANd. Then, given some model pΠ,Γq, there is for F P
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Drη,γspΩT ;V ,Γq a unique distribution RF which coincides within ΩTt with the unique
distribution given by Theorem 2.3.19 and satisfies further for any κ ą 0
}RF }Cα^η´κs pRd;Rq À K1 ¨ }F }Drη,γspΩT ;V q . (5.52)
where K1 is a polynomial in |||pΠ,Γq|||γ. Given a second model pΠˆ, Γˆq and a corre-
sponding operator Rˆ we further have
}RF ´ RˆFˆ }Cα^η´κs pRd;Rq À K2 ¨ p}F ; Fˆ }Drη,γspΩT ;V,Γ,Γˆq ` |||pΠ,Γq; pΠˆ, Γˆq|||γq . (5.53)
where K2 is a polynomial in the norms of F, Fˆ , pΠ,Γq and pΠˆ, Γˆq.
Proof. Due to the continuous embedding Drη,γspΩT ;Vq Ď Dγ,η´κpΩT ;Vq for κ ą 0
(page 125) this as consequence of [Hai14, Proposition 6.9].
5.3.2 A poor man’s extension
We fix T “ pA, T , Gq and a scaling vector s “ pθ, s1q as in the last subsection. We
further choose some model pΠ,Γq on T . Suppose we are given F : ΩT Ñ T . We
then define an extension F : RdzP T Ñ T by
F x “ ΓxxFx, x P Rd,
where x P ΩT for x “ px1, x1q P RdzP T is defined by
x “
$’&’%
x, for x P ΩT ,
p´x1 ^ T {2, x1q, for x1 ă 0 ,
ppT ´ px1 ´ T qq _ T {2, x1q, for x1 ą T .
We then have the following basic, but useful lemma.
Lemma 5.3.12. Let VzW be the complement of a sector W Ď V within a sector
V Ď T . For parameters η, γ P RzANd with η ď γ, a modelled distribution F P
Drη,γspΩT ; VzW ,Γq and points x, y P RdzP T of which at least one is contained in ΩT
we have for β P rη, γszANd , α P AVzW , α ă β››› ´Făβ¯α
y
´ Γαyx
´
Făβ
¯
x
›››
Tα
À }F }Drη,γspΩT ;VzWq p1` }Γ}γq
ˆ `rx1s η´βθ _ ry1s η´βθ ˘ }y ´ x}β´αs , (5.54)
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where rxs “ |x| ^ T {2 . Given a second model pΠˆ, Γˆq we also have for x, y P RdzP T››› ´Făβ¯α
y
´ Γαyx
´
Făβ
¯
x
´
´
Fˆăβ
¯α
y
` Γˆαyx
´
Fˆăβ
¯
x
›››
Tα
À `rx1s η´βθ _ ry1s η´βθ ˘ }y ´ x}β´αs
ˆ
”
}Γ}γ }F ; Fˆ }Drη,γspΩT ;VzW,Γ;Γˆq ` p}F }Drη,γspΩT ;VzW,Γq
` }Fˆ }Drη,γspΩT ;VzW,Γˆqq }Γ´ Γˆ}γ
ı
, (5.55)
where the extensions p. . .q are taken in the corresponding model.
Proof. We first show that for a P ΩT , b P pΩT qczP T
}a´ b}s ă }a´ b}s, }b´ b}s ă 2}a´ b}s . (5.56)
We show (5.56) by assuming b1 ă 0, the case b1 ą T follows then by symmetry. The
first inequality follows from
}a´ b}s “ |a1 ´ b1|1{s1 `
dÿ
i“2
|ai ´ bi|1{si ă |a1 ´ b1|1{s1 `
dÿ
i“2
|ai ´ bi|1{si “ }a´ b}s ,
where we used a1, b1 ą 0, b1 ď |b1| and b1 ă 0. For the second intequality note that
}b´ b}s ď 2|b1|1{s1 , so that due to a1 ą 0 ą b1
}a´ b}s ě |a1 ´ b1|1{s1 ą |b1|1{s1 ě 1
2
}b´ b}s .
Let us now get to (5.54). If x, y P ΩT there is nothing to prove. Assume that
x P ΩT , y P pΩT qczP T . We then have for α P AVzW´
Făβ
¯α
y
´ Γαyx
´
Făβ
¯
x
“ ΓαyyFăβy ´ ΓαyxFăβx “ Γαyy
´
Făβy ´ ΓyxFăβx
¯
“
ÿ
α1PAVzW :αďα1ăβ
Γαyy
´
Fα
1
y ´ Γα1yxFăβx
¯
,
so that the statement follows together with (5.56) from the fact that x, y P ΩT . For
the case px P ΩT qczP T , y P ΩT we finally have´
Făβ
¯α
y
´ Γαyx
´
Făβ
¯
x
“ Fαy ´ ΓαyxΓxxFăβx “ Fαy ´ ΓαyxFăβx ,
so that we conclude by using x, y P ΩT and once more (5.56). The second estimate
(5.55) follows by the same arguments.
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Lemma 5.3.12 essentially tells us that that the “poor man’s extension” F pre-
serves the modelled distribution estimate for pairs of points, which contain at least
one member contained in the set where F is (singular) modelled. This is enough
to prove the following result, which will be of some importance for the Schauder
estimates we derive in Section 6.2 below.
Proposition 5.3.13. Assume that T satisfies Assumption 2.3.12. Let η, γ P RzANd
with η ď γ and F P Drη,γspΩT ; T zT q and suppose further that for some β P
prη, γs X p0,8qqzANd with η ´ β ą ´s1 and t P p0, T q we have an extension F˜ăβ P
DβpRd; T zT q such that F˜ăβ|ΩTt “ Făβ and }F˜ăβ}DβpRd;T zT q À t
η´β
θ }F }Drη,γspΩT ;T zT q.
It then holds
}P pFăβ,Πq ´ P pF˜ăβ,Πq}Cβs pΩTt ;Rq À K1t
η´β
θ }F }Drη,γspΩT ;T zT q , (5.57)
where K1 is a polynomial in |||pΠ,Γq|||γ. Assume there is a second model pΠˆ, Γˆq, a
function Fˆ P Drη,γspΩTt , T zT , Γˆq and a corresponding extension
˜ˆ
Făβ P DβpRd; T zT , Γˆq such that we have in addition }F˜ăβ; ˜ˆFăβ}DβpRd;T zT ,Γ,Γˆq À
t
η´β
θ }F ; Fˆ }Drη,γspΩT ;T zT ,Γ,Γˆq. In this case it holds
}P pFăβ ´ F˜ăβ,Πq ´ P pFˆăβ ´ ˜ˆFăβ, Πˆq}Cβs pΩTt ;Rq À K2t
η´β
θ
ˆ p}Π´ Πˆ}γ ` }F ; Fˆ }Drη,γspΩT ;T zT ,Γ,Γˆqq , (5.58)
where K2 is a polynomial in the corresponding norms of F, Fˆ , pΠ,Γq and pΠˆ, Γˆq and
where the extensions p. . .q are taken in the corresponding model.
Remark 5.3.14. The reason why we are working with F P Drη,γspΩT ; T zT ,Γq in-
stead of F P Drη,γspΩT ;VzT ,Γq for some sector V (as in the rest of this chapter) is
that the extensions we construct in Theorem 5.3.16 below will typically not have the
property that F˜ăβ takes values in V if this is true for F . However, if F only takes
values in V Ď T we have }F }Drη,γspΩTt ,T zT ,Γq “ }F }Drη,γspΩTt ,VzT ,Γq so that this is in
fact just a notational issue.
Proof. Note first that the function ∆F :“ F˜ăβ´Făβ satisfies for x P ΩTt , y P RdzP T
and α P AT zT , α ă β
}Γαxy∆Fy}Tα “
››ΓαxyF˜ăβy ´ Fαx ` Fαx ´ Γαxy ´Făβ¯
y
››
Tα (5.59)
“ ››ΓαxyF˜ăβy ´ pF˜ăβx qα ` ´Făβ¯α
x
´ Γαxy
´
Făβ
¯
y
››
Tα
À pt η´βθ ` ry1s η´βθ q}F }Drη,γspΩT ;T zT q}y ´ x}β´αs , (5.60)
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due to Lemma 5.3.12, where r¨s is defined as in Lemma 5.3.12. Similar with ∆Fˆ :“
Fˆăβ ´ ˜ˆFăβ, x P ΩTt
}Γαxy∆Fy ´ Γˆαxy∆Fˆy}Tα À pt
η´β
θ ` ry1s η´βθ q}F ; Fˆ }Drη,γspΩT ;T zT ,Γ,Γˆq}y ´ x}β´αs . (5.61)
We will need the following objects for j ě ´1, l P Nd, α P AT zT , x1 P ΩTt
f
plq,α
x1 :“
ż
du BlΨăj´1x1´u Γαx1u∆Fu , fˆ plq,αx1 :“
ż
du BlΨăj´1x1´u Γˆαx1u∆Fˆu .
With (5.60) and (5.61) and Lemma 5.3.15 below (together with Lemma 2.1.14) we
obtain the bounds
}f plq,αx1 }Tα À K1 2´jpβ´|l|s´αqt
η´β
θ }F }Drη,γspΩT ;T zT q, (5.62)
}f plq,αx1 ´ fˆ plq,αx1 }Tα À K2 2´jpβ´|l|s´αqt
η´β
θ }F ; Fˆ }Drη,γspΩT ;T zT q . (5.63)
We first show (5.57). In view of Lemma 2.1.23 we have to estimate for x P
ΩTt , x` h P ΩTt with 0 ă }h}s ď 1 and k P Ndăβ
BkRβ´|k|sx;h P p∆F,Πq “
ÿ
0ďlďk
ˆ
k
l
˙ÿ
ją0
żż
duΠu∆FupdvqRβ´|k|sx;h
´
BlΨăj´1¨´u Bk´lΨj¨´v
¯
(5.64)
“:
ÿ
0ďlďk
ˆ
k
l
˙ÿ
ją0
Rljpxq . (5.65)
We will fix a j1 ě ´1 such that 2´j1´1 ă }h}s ď 2´j1 and estimate the terms
Rlj in the expansion(5.65) separately for j ď j1 and j ą j1. In the low frequency
case, that is j ď j1, we apply the anisotropic Taylor formula from Lemma 2.1.20 and
Leibniz’s rule to reshape Rlj as
Rljpxq “
ÿ
k P Ndąβ´|k|s
0 ď l ď k
ck,l h
k
ż 1
0
dζp1´ ζqkmpkq´1
ÿ
αPAT zT
Πxpζqf
pl`lq,α
xpζq
´
Bk´l`k´lΨjxpζq´¨
¯
,
where ck,l denote constants, xpζq :“ x ` vkζ phq P ΩTt and where we used that poly-
nomial entries vanish to restrict ourselves to α P AT zT . With (5.62) we obtain the
estimateÿ
jďj1
|Rljpxq| À
ÿ
jďj1
ÿ
kPNdąβ´|k|s
}h}|k|ss 2jp|k|s´pβ´|k|sqqt
η´β
θ }F }Drη,γspΩT ;T zT qq
À }h}β´|k|ss t
η´β
θ }F }Drη,γspΩT ;T zT q .
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It remains to bound
ř
jąj1 R
l
j. To this end we spell out
R
β´|k|s
x;h
´
BlΨăj´1¨´u Bk´lΨj¨´v
¯
“ BlΨăj´1x`h´uBk´lΨjx`h´u ´ T β´|k|sx;h
´
BlΨăj´1¨´u Bk´lΨj¨´v
¯
and estimate all the terms separately, we have (with some new constants cl,k)
Rlj“
ż
du BlΨăj´1x`h´uΠu∆FupBk´lΨjx`h´¨q
´
ÿ
k P Ndăβ´|k|s
0ď lďk
cl,k h
k
ż
du Bl`lΨăj´1x´u Πu∆FupBk´l`k´lΨjx´¨q
“ Πx`hf plq,αx`h pBk´lΨjx`h´¨q ´
ÿ
k P Ndăβ´|k|s
0ď lďk
cl,k h
k Πxf
pl`lq,α
x pBk´l`k´lΨjx´¨q . (5.66)
This can expression can be bounded using once more (5.62).ÿ
jąj1
|R1j| À
ÿ
jąj1
`
2´jpβ´|k|sq `
ÿ
kPNdăβ´|k|s
2´jpβ´|k|s´|k|sq}h}|k|ss
˘ ¨ t η´βθ }F }Drη,γspΩT ;T zT q
À }h}β´|k|st η´βθ }F }Drη,γspΩT ;T zT q .
To finish the proof of (5.54) it remains to check that P p∆F,Πq is actually a function
on ΩTt whose derivatives up to order β are bounded by the right hand side of the
claim, but this is just once more an estimate like the one for (5.66).
For (5.55) one proceeds precisely as above but uses also (5.63).
Lemma 5.3.15. Given some ϕ P SpRdq, t P p0, T q and x P ΩTt we have for ν ě 0
and 0 ď µ ă s1ż
Rd
du |2j|s|ϕp2jspx´ uqq| ru1s´
µ
s1 }x´ u}νs Àϕ 2´jνt´µ{s1 ,
uniformly in j ě ´1, where r¨s is defined as in Lemma 5.3.12.
Proof. First note that we can restrict the integral in the claim toż
u: |u1|ďt{2
du |2j|s|ϕp2jpx´ uqq| |u1|´
µ
s1 }x´ u}νs
since on the complementary integration set we can estimate ru1s´
µ
θ and then apply
the standard estimates. Considering ϕ } ¨ }νs and using that ϕ is Schwartz we can
reduce the problem to the task to estimateż
|u1|ďt{2
du1 2
js1ϕ˜p2js1px1 ´ u1qq|u1|´µ{θ À t´µ{s1 , (5.67)
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where ϕ˜ is a positive, possibly non-smooth function on R that can be bounded by
the inverse of any polynomial. If t ă 2´js1 we simply estimate ϕ˜ À 1 so that the right
hand side of (5.67) is up to a constant less than 2js1
ş
|u1|ďt{2 |u1|´µ{s1 À 2js1t
s1´µ
s1 ď
t´µ{s1 . For 2´js1 ď t we use ϕ˜pyq À |y|´pµ`s1q{s1s and |x1 ´ u1| ě t{2, so that the left
hand side of (5.67) can then be bounded by
2´jµ
tps1`µq{s1
ż
u1ďt{2
du1 |u1|´µ{s1 À 2
´jµ
tps1`µq{s1
t
s1´µ
s1 ď t´µ{s1 .
5.3.3 A Whitney extension for modelled distributions
In this subsection we present the solution to a more delicate extension problem.
Suppose we are given a regularity structure T “ pA, T , Gq with a scaling vector
s P r1,8qd equipped with a model pΠ,Γq and satisfying Assumption 2.3.12. Take
a sector V Ď T and some γ P R. Suppose further we are given a non-empty set
Ω Ď Rd and some F P DγpΩ;V ,Γq. Can we find an extension EΩF : Rd Ñ T such
that }EΩF }DγpRd;T q À }F }DγpΩ;Vq with the involved constant being independent of
Ω?
The answer is yes, provided that pV , T q is γ-regular under some product ‹ on
T . We are grateful to M. Hairer for his suggestion to generalize the ideas from
[Whi34, Ste70], which we will do from now on.
Since for α P AV the map R2d Q px, yq ÞÑ Γαyxτ, τ P T and Fα : Ω Ñ Vα are
Hölder continuous with some (possibly small) exponent, we can extend F first to Ω
such that F P DγpΩ;Vq with }F }DγpΩ;Vq “ }F }DγpΩ;Vq. We then decompose similar
as in [Ste70] Ωc in a countable family of closed sets pQnqnPN Ď Ωc, which are in the
form of x` 2´msp1` εqr0, 1sd for some varying x P Rd, m P N and some fixed ε ą 0,
such that the following properties are satisfied for n P N 2
diamsQ
n « distspQn,Ωq , |tn1 P N |Qn1 XQn ‰ Hu| ď C , Ωc “
ď
n1PN
Qn
1
,
where C “ Cpdq ą 0 is some fixed number, independent of Ω, and where diams
and dists are defined as in Section 2.1. We will denote by pn some arbitrary chosen
point pn P Ω such that distspQn,Ωq “ distspQn,Ωq “ distspQn, pnq and we will use
the set NpΩq :“ tn P N |distspQn,Ωq ď 1u.
2In [Ste70] the author uses the isotropic scaling s “ p1, . . . , 1q. However the construction
generalizes readily to the anisotropic case.
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There is an adapted partition of unity φn P C8c pRd; r0, 1sq, supp φn Ď Qn such
that for every x P Ωc, k P Ndÿ
nPN
φnpxq “ 1 , |Bkφnpxq| À pdiamsQnq´|k|s « pdistspQn,Ωqq´|k|s .
We denote by Φn :“ řkPNd 1k!BkφnXk the lift of φn to T , so that
}Φn}Dγ1 pRd;T q À pdistspQn,Ωqq´γ1 (5.68)
for γ1 ą 0. We then finally define
EΩF pxq :“ EΓΩF pxq :“
#
Făγx , x P Ωř
nPNpΩq pΓxpnFpn ‹ Φnxqăγ , x P Ωc
. (5.69)
The upper index “Γ” will be omitted if there is no risk of confusion. Note that
by the choice of φn{Φn the sum on the right hand side for x P Ωc is finite in every
subspace Tα as the sum actually only runs over the finite set
NxpΩq :“ tn P NpΩq |x P Qnu
since suppΦn Ď Qn. In fact, by our choice of pQnqnPN we have |NxpΩq| ď C with
C “ Cpdq ą 0 as above.
We will sometimes write EΩF even if F is defined on some bigger set Ω1 Ě Ω,
by what we then mean EΩpF |Ωq. As usual, we have an abbreviated notation for the
components in Tα for α P A, namely
EαΩF :“ pEΩF qα
and define the notation EăβΩ “
ř
αăβ EαΩ for β P R. Our main result in this subsection
is the following.
Theorem 5.3.16. EΩ is a continuous linear operator from DγpΩ;Vq to DγpRd; T q,
.i.e.
}EΩF }DγpRd;T q À K1 ¨ }F }DγpΩ;Vq , (5.70)
where the involved constant is independent of Ω.and where K1 is some polynomial
in }Γ}γ. Given a second model pΠˆ, Γˆq we have in addition
}EΓΩF ; E ΓˆΩFˆ }DγpRd;T ,Γ,Γˆq À K2 ¨ p}F ; Fˆ }DγpΩ;V,Γ,Γˆq ` }Γ´ Γˆ}γq , (5.71)
where K2 is a polynomial in the norms of F, Fˆ , Γ and Γˆ.
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Proof. We first show (5.70), since this step contains all the necessary ideas. We will
write EF instead of EΩF and assume without loss of generality that }F }DγpΩ;Vq ď 1.
For x P Rd we use the notation ExF :“ pEF qx.
Let us first prove }EαxF }Tα À 1 for α P A, α ă γ and x P Rd. For x P Ω this is
obvious. For x P Ωc with distspx,Ωq ą 1 this follows from a rather short estimate:
}EαxF }Tα “
›› ÿ
nPNxpΩq
ÿ
µ1`µ2“α
Γµ1xpnFpn ˚ pΦnxqµ2
››
Tα
(5.68)À
ÿ
nPNxpΩq
ÿ
µ1`µ2“α
}Γµ1xpnFpn}Tµ1 ¨ distspQn,Ωq´µ2 À 1 ,
where we used in the last step that }Γµ1xpnFpn}Tµ1 À 1 by definition of pn and NxpΩq
and that distspQn,Ωq Á distspx,Ωq ě 1 by definition of Qn.
Let therefore x P Ωc be such that distspx,Ωq ď 1. Pick a x1 P Ω such that
distspx,Ωq “ distspx,Ωq “ }x´ x1}s. We can then estimate
}EαxF }Tα ď
ÿ
nPNxpΩq
ÿ
µ1`µ2“α
}Γµ1xpnpFpn ´ Γpnx1Fx1q ‹ pΦnxqµ2}Tα ` }Γαxx1Fx1}Tα
À
ÿ
nPNxpΩq
ÿ
µ1`µ2“α
ÿ
µ1ďβăγ
}pn ´ x}β´µ1s }x1 ´ pn}γ´βs distspx,Ωq´µ2 ` 1
À distspx,Ωqγ´α ` 1 À 1 , (5.72)
where we used in the first step
ř
nPNxpΩqΦ
npxq “ řnPNΦnpxq “ 1 due to 0 ă
distspx,Ωq ď 1 and in the last step }x1 ´ pn}s ď }x1 ´ x}s ` }x ´ pn}s À distspx,Ωq
since by our choice of pQnqnPN we have
}x´ pn}s À distspx,Ωq
for n P NxpΩq.
We now prove for x, y P Rd the estimate }Eαy F ´ ΓαyxExF }T α À }y ´ x}γ´αs for
α P A, α ă γ. Since for x, y P Ω this is clear, we are left with the following four
cases:
1. y P Ωc, x P Ω ,
2. y P Ω, x P Ωc ,
3. x, y P Ωc with distsprx, ys,Ωq ă 2}x´ y}s ,
4. x, y P Ωc with }x´ y}s ď 12distsprx, ys,Ωq ,
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where rx, ys “ x` r0, 1s py ´ xq. Note that we allow in case 3 the distance
distsprx, ys,Ωq to be 0, so that rx, ys is allowed to intersect with Ω and there is no
implicit assumption on convexity of Ωc used here.
For case 1, note that is enough to consider y with distspy,Ωq ď 1, since otherwise
we can apply the boundedness of components of F within Ω and the definition of a
model. Assume first that x P Ω is such that distspy,Ωq “ }y ´ x}s, we then rewrite
for α ă γ
Eαy F ´ ΓαyxExF “
ÿ
nPNypΩq
ÿ
µ1`µ2“α
Γµ1ypnFpn ‹ pΦny qµ2 ´ ΓαyxFx
“
ÿ
nPNypΩq
ÿ
µ1`µ2“α
pΓµ1ypnFpn ´ Γµ1yxFxq ‹ pΦny qµ2 , (5.73)
where we used
ř
nPNypΩqΦ
npyq “ 1 in the second step. Since we have pΓµ1ypnFpn ´
Γµ1yxFxq “
ř
µ1ďνăγ Γ
µ1
ypnpF νpn ´ ΓνpnxFxq we can bound this expression byÿ
nPNypΩq
ÿ
µ1`µ2“α
ÿ
µ1ďνăγ
}y ´ pn}ν´µ1s }pn ´ x}γ´νs pdiamsQnq´µ2 À }y ´ x}γ´αs ,
where we used that }y ´ pn}s À distspy,Ωq “ }y ´ x}s, }x ´ pn}s ď }x ´ y}s `
}y ´ pn}s À }y ´ x}s and }y ´ x}s “ distspy,Ωq « diamsQn for n P NypΩq. In
the general case choose first x1 P Ω such that distspy,Ωq “ }y ´ x1}s and split
Eαy F ´ ΓαyxFx “ Eαy F ´ Γαyx1Fx1 ` ΓαyxpΓxx1Fx1 ´ Fxq and the statement follows due
to }y ´ x1}s “ distspy,Ωq ď }y ´ x}s, }x ´ x1}s ď }x ´ y}s ` }y ´ x1}s À }y ´ x}s.
For the case 2 observe, similar as above, that it is sufficient to consider x P Ωc with
distspx,Ωq ď 1, since otherwise we can use the boundedness of the components EαF ,
already shown above. Choose y1 P Ω such that distspx,Ωq “ }x´ y1}s and split
Eαy F ´ ΓαyxExF “ Fαy ´ Γαyy1Fy1 ` ΓαyxΓxy1Fy1 ´ ΓαyxExF
“ Fαy ´ Γαyy1Fy1 ` Γαyx
ÿ
n:xPQn
ÿ
ν1`ν2ăγ
Γν1xpnpΓpny1Fy1 ´ Fpnq ‹ pΦnqν2x ,
(5.74)
where we used
ř
n:xPQn Φ
n
x “ 1 in the second step. The desired estimate readily
follows. The case 3 is then a consequence of 1 and 2 if we choose ζ P Ω such
that distspζ, rx, ysq “ distspΩ, rx, ysq and reshape Eαy F ´ ΓyxExFx “ Eαy F ´ ΓyζFζ `
ΓyζpFζ ´ ΓζxExF q. Let’s now turn to case 4. Note that we now have
distsprx, ys,Ωq « distspx,Ωq « distspy,Ωq « distspQn,Ωq
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for n P NxpΩqYNypΩq. First consider pairs x, y with distspy,Ωq ď 1 and distspx,Ωq ď
1. Choose ζ P Ω such that distspζ, rx, ysq “ distspΩ, rx, ysq and reshape
Eαy F ´ ΓαyxExF “
ÿ
nPNxpΩqYNypΩq
ÿ
µ1`µ2“α
ÿ
µ1ďνăγ
Γµ1yxΓ
ν
xpnFpn ‹ ppΦny qµ2 ´ Γµ2yxpΦnxqăγ´νq
(5.75)
p˚q“
ÿ
µ1`µ2“α
ÿ
µ1ďνăγ
ÿ
nPNxpΩqYNypΩq
Γµ1yxpΓνxpnFpn ´ ΓνxζFζq ‹ ppΦny qµ2 ´ Γµ2yxpΦnxqăγ´νq
(5.76)
where we used γ-regularity of pV , T q in the first equality and in p˚q the identityÿ
nPNxpΩqYNypΩq
Φnpxq ´
ÿ
nPNxpΩqYNypΩq
Γµ2yxΦ
npyq “ 1´ 1 “ 0
to sneak in a term Γµ1yxΓνxζFζ , independent of n. Since Γµ1yxpΓνxpnFpn ´ ΓνxζFζq “
Γµ1yxpΓνxpnFpn ´ F νx ` F νx ´ ΓνxζFζq can be estimated by }y ´ x}ν´µ1}x ´ pn}γ´ν À
}y ´ x}ν´µ1distspx,Ωqγ´ν « }y ´ x}ν´µ1 distspΩ, rx, ysqγ´ν we obtain together with
}Φn}Dγ´νpRdq À distspQn,Ωqν´γ « distspΩ, rx, ysqν´γ (for n P NxpΩq Y NypΩq) the
total boundÿ
µ1`µ2“α
ÿ
µ1ďνăγ
}y ´ x}ν´µ1s distspΩ, rx, ysqγ´νdistspΩ, rx, ysqν´γ}y ´ x}γ´ν´µ2s
À }y ´ x}γ´αs .
It remains to analyze case 4 when either x or y has distance more than 1 from
Ω, so that we now have distsprx, ys,Ωq ą 12 . We can assume that }x ´ y}s ď 1
since otherwise we can simply use the boundedness of the components of EF , but
then we have }x ´ pn}s À 1 for all terms in (5.75) that do not vanish. Estimating
then }ΓνxpnFpn}Tν À 1 yields for (5.75) the bound
ř
µ1`µ2“α
ř
µ1ďνăγ }y´x}ν´µ1s }y´
x}γ´ν´µ2s À }y ´ x}γ´αs , due to }Φn}Dγ´νpRdq À 1 for n P NxpΩq YNypΩq.
To prove (5.71) for EF “ EΓΩF, EˆF :“ E ΓˆΩF we have to estimate for α P A the
objects
}EαxF ´ EˆαxF }Tα , }Eαy F ´ ΓαyxExF ´ pEˆαy F ´ ΓˆαyxEˆxF q}Tα
The first norm can once more be bounded similar as in (5.72), for the second quantity
we use once more (5.73), (5.74) and (5.75)/(5.76) depending on the position of
x, y.
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Chapter 6
Schauder theory for singular SPDEs
based on paraproducts
In this chapter we give an application of the theory presented in Chapter 5. We
want to prove Schauder estimates for singular SPDEs of the form
apDqu :“ pBt ´ ppD1qqu “ F pu, ξq, up0q “ u0 (6.1)
on r0, T s ˆ Rd´1. Here, F is some nonlinearity that might also act non-local on
u by depending on derivatives Bxu for instance. The object ppD1q denotes some
homogeneous polynomial of spatial derivatives of even degree θ. Let us denote the
Green’s function of the operator apDq by A .
We want to describe the solutions of (6.1) via a regularity structure as in Chapter
2. In [Hai14] similar equations such as (6.1) were considered. We here give a distinct
proof of the Schauder estimates for modelled distributions using the machinery we
introduced in Chapter 5.
However, we will skip one important step in the solution theory for (6.1) via
regularity structures: We will not give a renormalization theory for the considered
models as in [Hai14, Section 9] or [BHZ16, CH16]. This is merely out of convenience,
as such a step could probably be done in some similar way as in the references but
would be quite elaborate without shedding any light on the usefulness of the theory
from Chapter 5.
We will therefore instead assume we are already given a model pΠ,Γq on some
regularity structure T “ pA, T , Gq and show how to build a map
K : Drη,γspΩT ; T ,Γq Ñ Drη`θ,γ`θspΩT ; T ,Γq (6.2)
that corresponds to integration against the Green’s function A of apDq on the level
of modelled distributions. The map (6.2) is constructed by the main result of this
chapter, Theorem 6.2.3 below. Actually, in order to obtain estimates that can be
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“closed” to prove existence of solutions one has to subtract an (arbitrarily) small
κ ą 0 from the parameters of the codomain of K. As in Chapter 4 the key role
in this chapter will be played by a commutation result for paraproducts with the
differential operator, that is apDq in our case. This will be the content of Theorem
6.1.9 below. We further show in Section 6.1 how to integrate a model against the
Green’s function A , where we exploit the properties of the Fourier transform of A ,
which is in contrast to [Hai14]. We also give a version of the “extension theorem”
[Hai14, Theorem 5.14] for integration against A in Theorem 6.1.8.
As in Chapter 5 we will solely work with classical tempered distributions, instead
of ultra-distributions, as we do not consider problems involving weights.
This chapter will be content of [MP18].
Notation
Most of the notation of this chapter will be taken from Chapter 5. However, we will
often need to distinguish between time and space. Since Rd denotes, as in Chapter
5, space-time it will be convenient to split
x “ px1, x1q P Rˆ Rd´1 ,
where x1 should be read as time, while x1 represents the location in space. We will
use a similar notation for Fourier multipliers:
Recall that we call σpDq a multiplier operator for σ P C8pRd;Cq, say with
polynomial growing derivatives, if for any Schwartz function φ P SpRd;Cq
σpDqφ “ F´1Rd pσ ¨ FRdφq .
By duality this gives again a Schwartz function, so that σpDq acts on Schwartz
distributions by duality. σ is known as the symbol for σpDq. We can also define
for σ P C8pRd´1;Cq, again with polynomial growing derivatives, φ P SpRd;Cq and
x “ px1, x1q P Rd
pσpD1qφqpxq “ F´1Rd´1pσ ¨ FRd´1φpx1, ¨qqpx1q
As this gives once more an element of SpRdq, we can also extend σpD1q to S 1pRdq
by duality.
6.1 Fourier multipliers
In this section we show how (homogeneous) Fourier multipliers apDq can be brought
into the framework presented in Sections 2.3, 5.1 and 5.2. In particular Subsection
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6.1.1 of this Chapter will appeal probably, to a reader familiar with the basic con-
cepts of regularity structures, as a natural translation of the concept of integration
against singular kernels to the Fourier world. Instead of decomposing the kernel in
compactly supported functions we decompose its spectrum instead, which turns out
to be a useful technique when we turn to the interplay with paraproducts in Sub-
section 6.1.2, which is in turn the key estimate for our Schauder theory in Section
6.2. We will fix throughout this section some scaling vector
s P r1,8qd .
Definition 6.1.1. Given θ P R we say that an operator apDq with symbol a P
C8pRdzt0u;Cq, satisfying |apzq| ą 0 for z P Rdzt0u, is a Fourier multiplier of order
θ and write apDq PMθspRdq if for any x P Rd and λ ą 0
apλsxq “ λθ ¨ apxq .
We set for j ě 0
A j “ F´1Rd
´φj
a
¯
, (6.3)
where pφjqjě´1 is some dyadic, anisotropic partition of unity as in Section 2.1 ,
constructed with the same scaling vector s. We call
A :“
ÿ
jě0
A j . (6.4)
the kernel associated to apDq.
Remark 6.1.2. Note that A might be only existent in S 1pRdq and we will therefore
use A solely in formal expressions which are accompanied by a rigorous definition.
A should be thought of as some replacement for K as used in [Hai14, Section 5.1],
whereas the Aj replace the decomposition K “ řnKn used there.
The restriction to j ě 0 is no typo! It is not clear that (6.3) would be well-defined
in general for j “ ´1. Moreover, we ensure by the exclusion of the “0 modes” that
for k P Nd ż
Rd
dxA pxqxk :“
ÿ
jě0
ż
Rd
duA jpxqxk “ 0 ,
which is in analogy to [Hai14, Assumption 5.4].
In a certain sense A can be regarded as the “inverse” of apDq.
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A typical example one could have in mind for apDq P MθspRdq would be the
fractional Laplacian apDq “ p´∆q θ2 for θ ą 0 with apξq “ |ξ|θ (and isotropic scaling
s “ p1, . . . , 1q) or for θ “ 2 the heat operator
apDq “ Bt ´∆ ,
where now apξq “ 2πıξ1 ` |ξ1|2 and s “ p2, 1, . . . , 1q.
We use the description “of order θ” for apDq because of the properties that are
described by the following lemma.
Lemma 6.1.3. For α P R, θ P R and a PMθspRdq we have
}A ˚ f}Cα`θs pRdq À }f}Cαs pRdq , (6.5)
and further, provided that a P C8pRdq or suppFRdf Ď Bp0, δqc for some δ ą 0,
}apDqf}Cα´θs pRdq À }f}Cαs pRdq .
The first estimate (6.5) should be read in the sense that the sum
ř
jě0Aj ˚ f is
convergent in S 1pRdq and its limit is contained in Cα`θs pRdq with the claimed bound.
Proof. Consider the Littlewood-Paley-blocks for the sequence
řN
j“0A
j ˚ f
∆i
˜
Nÿ
j“0
A j ˚ f
¸
“
ÿ
0ďjďN : j„i
A j ˚∆if ,
where we used spectral support properties together with Lemma 2.1.12. Using
Lemma 6.1.4 below we see via Young’s inequality that for i „ j
}A j ˚∆if}L8pRdq À }A j}L1pRdq}∆if}L8pRdq À 2´jpα`θq }f}Cαs pRdq
The sequence
řN
j“0A
j ˚ f is therefore uniformly bounded in Cαs pRdq and hence a
Cauchy sequence in Cα1s pRdq, α1 ă α and convergent (for completeness of anisotropic
Besov spaces see [Tri06, Theorem 5.3]). In particular it is convergent in S 1pRdq and,
by the estimates above, bounded in Cα`θs pRdq by }f}Cαs pRdq.
For the statement concerning apDq compare [BCD11, Proposition 2.30] (which is
for isotropic, homogeneous Besov spaces, but easily translated to the case considered
here).
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6.1.1 Integration of the model
The central role in this subsection will be played by the Schwartz functions A j we
introduced in Definition 6.1.1. The behaviour of A j is described by the following
lemma.
Lemma 6.1.4. The functions pA jqjě0 defined by (6.3) are contained in the Schwartz
space SpRdq and satisfy the following scaling property for j ě 0:
A j “ 2jp|s|´θqA 0p2js¨q .
Proof. Every A j is a Schwartz function as it is the Fourier transform of the smooth,
compactly supported function φj{a. The scaling property follows by substitution
and the homogeneity of a
A jpxq “
ż
dξ e2πıx
‚ξφp2´jsξq
apξq “
ż
dξ 2j|s| e2πı2
jsx‚ξ φpξq
2jθapξq “ 2
jp|s|´θqA 0p2jsxq .
As a consequence we get the following lemma.
Lemma 6.1.5. Let pA jqjě0 be as in (6.3). Given a model pΠ,Γq on a regularity
structure T “ pA, T , Gq we have for x P Rd, k P Nd, α P A, τ P Tα and j ě 0
|ΠxτpBkA jx´¨q| À K ¨ 2´jpα`θ´|k|sq , (6.6)
where K is a polynomial in |||pΠ,Γq|||γ and where γ P R can be chosen arbitrary with
the only restriction that α ă γ. Given a φ P SpRdq we also have for λ P p0, 1s,
2´j À λ ˇˇˇ ż
duφλu´xΠxτpA ju´¨q
ˇˇˇ
À K ¨ rφs ¨ 2´jθ λα (6.7)
with rφs as in Lemma 2.3.10. Given a second model pΠˆ, Γˆq we further have the
estimates ˇˇ`pΠx ´ Πˆxqτ˘pBkA jx´¨qˇˇ À K ¨ |||pΠ,Γq; pΠˆ, Γˆq|||γ ¨ 2´jpα`θ´|k|sq ,ˇˇˇ ż
duφλu´x
`pΠx ´ Πˆxqτ˘pA ju´¨qˇˇˇ À K ¨ rφs ¨ |||pΠ,Γq; pΠˆ, Γˆq|||γ ¨ 2´jpα`θ´|k|sq .
Proof. By Lemma 6.1.4 we have
ΠxτpBkA jx´¨q “ 2jp|k|s´θqΠxτ
`BkA 0p2jspx´ ¨qq˘
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so that (6.6) follows by Lemma 2.3.10. To see (6.7), we can reshape (to make this
step rigorous approximate Πxτ by a smooth sequence)ż
duφλu´xΠxτpA ju´¨q “ Πxτ
ˆż
duA ju´¨ φλu´x
˙
“
ż
duA ju Πxτ
`
φλ¨`u´x
˘
.
Using now Πxτ “ Πx´uΓx´u,xτ “ řα1PA:α1ďαΠx´uΓα1x´u,xτ , Lemma 6.1.4 and Lemma
2.3.10 we can bound the right hand side byˇˇˇ ÿ
α1PA:α1ďα
ż
duA ju Πx´uΓ
α1
x´u,xτ
`
φλ¨´px´uq
˘ˇˇˇ À ÿ
α1PA:α1ďα
K ¨ rφs 2´jpθ`α´α1qλα1 ,
so that we conclude using 2´jpα´α1q À λα´α1 . The distance estimates follow by
essentially the same arguments, after an easy modification of Lemma 2.3.10.
If our regularity structure T “ pA, T , Gq satisfies Assumption 2.3.12 we define,
similarly to [Hai14], a linear operator J : Rd ˆ T Ñ T Ď T given for τ P Tα, α P A
by
J pxqτ :“
ÿ
kPNdăα`θ
Xk
k!
ż
Πxτpdzq BkAx´z
:“
ÿ
jě0
Jjpxqτ :“
ÿ
kPNdăα`θ
Xk
k!
ÿ
jě0
Πxτ
`BkA jx´¨˘ (6.8)
Using Lemma 6.1.5 one easily sees that the sum over j ě 0 is convergent for every
x P Rd so that J pxq is well-defined. The component of the operator J pxq in Tβ “ T β
for β P A “ |Nd|s will as usual be denoted by an upper index:
J βpxqτ :“ pJ pxqτqβ “
ÿ
kPNd: |k|“β
Xk ¨ pJ pxqτqXk “:
ÿ
kPNd: |k|“β
Xk ¨ J Xkpxqτ .
We use the same notation for the operators pJjqjě0.
Next, we will introduce, as in [Hai14], an abstract integration map I.
Definition 6.1.6. Let T “ pA, T , Gq be a regularity structure satisfying Assump-
tion 2.3.12. An abstract integration map of order θ on a sector V Ď T is a linear
map I : V Ñ T zT with the properties:
• For any τ P Vα, α P A one has Iτ P Tα`θ (with Iτ “ 0 if α ` θ R A).
• IpV X T q Ď t0u.
• For Γ P G, τ P V IΓτ ´ ΓIτ P T .
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We denote by Iατ :“ pIτqα the component of Iτ within Tα for α P A and τ P T and
write Iăβ :“ řαPA:αăβ Iα for β P R. Let apDq P MθspRdq be a Fourier multiplier
of order θ as in Definition 6.1.1, let A be the associated kernel and define J as in
(6.8). We then say that a model pΠ,Γq realizes A for I on V if for any τ P V , x P
Rd, φ P SpRdq
ΠxIτpφq “
ż
duφpuq ¨ ΠxτpAu´¨q ´ Πx pJ pxqτq pφq . (6.9)
Remark 6.1.7. The identity (6.9) should really be read for τ P Tα with α P AV as
ΠxIτpφq “
ÿ
jě0
ż
duφpuq ¨ Πxτ
`
Rα`θx´¨;u´xA
j
˘
(6.10)
with Rα`θx´¨;u´x as in (2.22). The fact that this sum is convergent is a byproduct of
the proof of Theorem 6.1.8 below.
We can now formulate an analogous result to the “extension theorem” in [Hai14,
Theorem 5.14] for Fourier multipliers.
Theorem 6.1.8. Let apDq PMθspRdq be a Fourier multiplier of order θ and let A
be the associated kernel. Assume T “ pA, T , Gq is a regularity structure, satisfying
Assumption 2.3.12, with a model pΠ,Γq and with two (possibly empty) sectors W Ď
V, where W is a subsector of V and where V has the property that for α P AVz|Nd|s
once has α ` θ R |Nd|s. Assume further that there is an abstract integration map I
of order θ on W given, as well as a model pΠ,Γq that realizes A for I on W.
Then, there is a regularity structure T˜ “ pA˜, T˜ , G˜q Ě T with a model pΠ˜, Γ˜q
which extends T and pΠ,Γq together with an abstract integration map I˜ that extends
I from W to V such that Π˜ realizes A for I˜ on V.
Moreover we have for x, y P Rd
Γ˜yxpI˜ ` J˜ pxqq “ pI˜ ` J˜ pyqqΓ˜yx (6.11)
and the bound |||pΠ˜, Γ˜q|||γ`θ À K for γ P R, where K is a polynomial in |||pΠ,Γq|||γ.
Given a second model pΠˆ, Γˆq with corresponding extension p ˜ˆΠ, ˜ˆΓq we further have
the estimate
|||pΠ˜, Γ˜q; p ˜ˆΠ, ˜ˆΓq|||γ`θ À K ¨ |||pΠ,Γq; pΠˆ, Γˆq|||γ , (6.12)
where K is once more a polynomial in |||pΠ,Γq|||γ.
Proof. The construction of T˜ and of I on V follows along the lines of the proof of
Theorem 5.14 in [Hai14], where for any α P AVz|Nd|s a copy of some complement
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VαzWα of Wα within Vα (as in Definition 2.3.4) is added to the regularity structure
and identified with the image of VαzWα under I (and associated the homogeneity
α ` θ). We will identify I with its extension I˜ and simply write I.
The only aspect which remains to be checked is that Π˜xIτ and Γ˜yxIτ fixed by
(6.9) and (6.11) for τ P Vα with α P AVz|Nd|s to be
Γ˜yxIτ “ IΓyxτ ` pJ pyqΓyxτ ´ ΓyxJ pxqτq , (6.13)
Π˜xIτpφq “
ÿ
jě0
ż
duφpuq ¨ Πxτ
`
Rα`θx´¨;u´xA
j
˘
, (6.14)
satisfy the relations and bounds from Definition 2.3.9. Note that we used that J
and J˜ coincide on V Ď T and thus in (6.13).
The proof of the relations Π˜x “ Π˜yΓ˜yx, Γ˜yxΓ˜xz “ Γ˜yz is again just the same as
in [Hai14] so that we are left with the bounds (2.38) and (2.39). We will write, as
in the claim, K for a polynomial in |||pΠ,Γq|||γ, that might change from line to line.
Consider α P AVz|Nd|s, τ P Vα and γ P R such that α ă γ. We show (2.38) first,
so that we have to bound the components of ΓyxIτ for y, x P Rd.
We will bound the two terms in (6.13) separately.
The first term, that is IΓyxτ , can only have components in the spaces T˜β`θ,
where β P AVz|Nd|s with β ď α. We can bound each of these components by
}Iβ`θΓyxτ}T˜β`θ
p˚1q“ }IΓβyxτ}T˜β`θ
p˚2qÀ }Γβyxτ}T˜β
p˚3qÀ }Γβyxτ}Tβ
ď K ¨ }y ´ x}α´βs “ K ¨ }y ´ x}α`θ´pβ`θqs ,
where we used in p˚1q and p˚2q the properties of an abstract integration map from
Definition 6.1.6. In p˚3q we used the continuity of the embedding Tβ`θ Ď T˜β`θ. Note
that this is the right bound since Iτ P T˜α`θ.
The second term in (6.13), that is J pyqΓyxτ´ΓyxJ pxqτ , contributes only on the
polynomial subspace T . Consequently, we have to bound for k P Nd with |k|s ď α`θ
(if any) and j ě 0 objects like
J Xkj pyqΓyxτ ´ ΓXkyx Jjpxqτ (6.15)
Since we know by our assumption on V that α ` |θ| R |Nd|s, we have in particular
|k|s ă α ` θ. We first rewrite (using Πxτ “ řα1ďαΠyΓα1yxτ in the second line)
J Xkj pyqΓyxτ “
ÿ
α1:α1ďα
J Xkj pyqΓα1yxτ “ 1k!
ÿ
α1:α1ďα&α1`θą|k|s
ż
ΠyΓ
α1
yxτpduq BkA jy´u (6.16)
“ 1
k!
ż
Πxτpduq BkA jy´u ´ 1k!
ÿ
α1:α1ďα&α1`θă|k|s
ż
ΠyΓ
α1
yxτpduqBkA jy´u . (6.17)
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where the sums run over α1 P AV and where we used in the second line that BkA j
has spectral support away from 0 to erase a possible polynomial contribution coming
from α1 ` θ “ |k|s (which implies α1 P |Nd|s by our assumption on V). Assume first
}y ´ x}s ď 1 and pick j1 ě 0 such that 2´j1´1 ă }y ´ x}s ď 2´j1 .
We first consider 0 ď j ď j1 and bound the sum of the terms coming from the
second term in (6.17) via Lemma 6.1.5 byÿ
jďj1
ÿ
α1:α1ďα&α1`θă|k|s
}y ´ x}α´α1s ¨ 2jp|k|s´pα1`θqq À }y ´ x}α`θ´|k|ss .
We are in (6.15) then only left with terms of the form
1
k!
ż
Πxτpduq
»–BkA jy´u ´ ÿ
l: |l|săα`θ´|k|s
py ´ xql
l!
Bk`lA jx´u
fifl
“ 1
k!
ÿ
lPNdąα`θ´|k|s
py ´ xql
ż 1
0
dt p1´ tqlmplq´1
ż
Πxτpduq Bk`lA jx`vkt py´xq´u ,
where we applied Lemma 2.1.20 in the second step. Writing
Πxτ “ řα1:α1ďα Πx`vkt py´xq Γα1x`vkt py´xq,xτ we then obtain via Lemma 6.1.5 the upper
bound
K
1
k!
ÿ
lPNdąα`θ´|k|s
ÿ
α1:α1ďα
}y ´ x}|l|s`α´α1s 2´jpα1`θ´|k|s´|l|sq
which summed over j ď j1 yields the bound
K
1
k!
ÿ
lPNdąα`θ´|k|s
ÿ
α1:α1ďα
}y ´ x}|l|s`α´α1s
ÿ
jďj1
2´jpα
1`θ´|k|s´|l|sq
À K}y ´ x}α`θ´|k|ss .
We now show
ˇˇˇ ř
jąj1 J X
k
j pyqΓyxτ ´ ΓXkyx Jjpxqτ
ˇˇˇ
À K }y ´ x}α`θ´|k|ss . First, by ap-
plying Lemma 6.1.5 to (6.16), we haveˇˇˇ ÿ
jąj1
J Xkj pyqΓyxτ
ˇˇˇ
À K
ÿ
jąj1
ÿ
α1:α1ďα&α1`θą|k|s
}y ´ x}α´α1s ¨ 2´jpα1`θ´|k|sq
À K}y ´ x}α`θ´|k|ss .
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It remains to estimate (again with Lemma 6.1.5)ˇˇ ÿ
jąj1
ΓX
k
yx Jjpxqτ
ˇˇ “ ˇˇˇ ÿ
jąj1
ÿ
lěk: |l|săα`θ
1
l!
ΓX
k
yx X
l ¨
ż
Πxτpduq BlA jx´u
ˇˇˇ
À K
ÿ
jąj1
ÿ
lěk: |l|săα`θ
}y ´ x}|l|s´|k|ss 2´jpα`θ´|l|sq
À K ¨ }y ´ x}α`θ´|k|s .
Since the regime }y ´ x}s ą 1 can be treated by the same argumentes as the case
j ą j1 (with j1 “ ´1), the proof for the bound on ΓyxIτ is closed.
We are left with the task to bound Π˜xIτ given by (6.14). Consider φ with
rφs ď 1, where rφs is as in 2.3.10. We have to study for λ P p0, 1s
Π˜xIτpφλxq “
ÿ
jě0
ż
duφλu´xΠxτpRα`θx´¨;u´xA jq
“
ÿ
jďj1
ż
duφλu´xΠxτpRα`θx´¨;u´xA jq ´
ÿ
jąj1
ż
duφλu´xΠxτpRα`θx´¨;u´xA jq ,
where we picked j1 ě 0 such that 2´j1´1 ď λ ď 2´j1 . We start by estimating the first
term for which we use once more Lemma 2.1.20 and Lemma 6.1.5:ˇˇˇ ÿ
jďj1
ż
duφλu´xΠxτpRα`θx´¨;u´xA jq
ˇˇˇ
À
ÿ
jďj1
ÿ
α1:α1ďα
ÿ
kPNdąα`θ
ż
du |φλu´x| }u´ x}|k|ss
ˆ
ż 1
0
dt |Πx`vkt pu´xqΓα
1
x`vkt pu´xq,xτpBkA
j
x`vkt pu´xq´¨q|
À K
ÿ
α1:α1ďα
ÿ
kPNdąα`θ
ż
du |φλu´x| }u´ x}|k|s`α´α1
ÿ
jďj1
2´jpα
1`θ´|k|sq
À K
ÿ
α1:α1ďα
ÿ
kPNdąα`θ
λα´α
1`|k|s ÿ
jďj1
2´jpα
1`θ´|k|sq À K ¨ λα`θ ,
where we used that }vkt pu ´ xq}s ď }u ´ x}s. The high frequency term can then
be estimated by splitting Rα`θx´¨;u´xA j “ A ju´¨ ´ Tα`θx´¨;u´xA j, so that we obtain with
(6.6) and (6.7) from Lemma 6.1.5 the boundÿ
jąj1
ˇˇˇ ż
duφλu´xΠxτpA ju´¨q
ˇˇˇ
`
ÿ
jąj1
ˇˇˇ ż
duφλu´xΠxτpTα`θx´¨;u´xA jq
ˇˇˇ
À K
ÿ
jąj1
2´jθ λα `K
ÿ
jąj1
ÿ
kPNdăα`θ
ż
du |φλu´x|}u´ x}|k|ss |ΠxτpBkA jx´¨q|
À K
´
λα
ÿ
jąj1
2´jθ `
ÿ
kPNdăα`θ
λ|k|s ¨
ÿ
jÁj1
2´jpα`θ´|k|sq
¯
À K ¨ λα`θ
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This shows in particular that (6.10) is convergent and finishes the proof that pΠ˜, Γ˜q is
once more a model. (6.12) is practically only a repetition of the estimates above.
By a successive application of Theorem 6.1.8 one can then build a regularity
structure that is rich enough to solve the fixed point problem that is associated to a
singular SPDE, compare [Hai14]. We will not pursue this point further, as our goal
is to derive Schauder estimates for modelled distributions on an already constructed
regularity structure. The following subsection will play a crucial role in this context.
6.1.2 Commutation with paraproducts
The following theorem is in a sense a broad generalization of [Tay00, Proposition 2.2]
and of Lemma 4.1.7, but for space-time paraproducts instead. Similar as Lemma
4.1.7 was the key result that allowed for the proof of the a priori estimates in Section
4.3, Theorem 6.1.9 will be the essential ingredient for our Schauder estimates in
Section 6.2 below.
Theorem 6.1.9. Suppose we are given a regularity structure T “ pA, T , Gq that
satisfies Assumption 2.3.12 and a sector V Ď T . Suppose further we have a model
pΠ,Γq that realizes the associated kernel A of some multiplier apDq P MθspRdq of
order θ P R for an abstract integration map I on V.
We then have for γ P R and F P DγpRd;VzT ,Γq
}A ˚ P pF,Πq ´ P pIF,Πq}Cγ`θs pRdq À K1 ¨ }F }DγpRd;VzT q , (6.18)
}P pF,Πq ´ apDqP pIF,Πq}Cγs pRdq À K1 ¨ }F }DγpRd;VzT q , (6.19)
where A ˚P pF,Πq should be read as in Lemma 6.1.3 and where K1 is some polyno-
mial in |||pΠ,Γq|||γ. Given a second model pΠˆ, Γˆq and some Fˆ P DγpRd;VzT , Γˆq we
further have
}A ˚ P pF,Πq ´ P pIF,Πq ´ pA ˚ P pFˆ , Πˆq ´ P pIFˆ , Πˆqq}Cγ`θs pRdq
À K2 ¨
`}F ; Fˆ }DγpRd;VzT ,Γ,Γˆq ` |||pΠ,Γq; pΠˆ, Γˆq|||γ˘ , (6.20)
}P pF,Πq ´ apDqP pIF,Πq ´ pP pFˆ , Πˆq ´ apDqP pIFˆ , Πˆqq}Cγs pRdq
À K2 ¨
`}F ; Fˆ }DγpRd;VzT ,Γ,Γˆq ` |||pΠ,Γq; pΠˆ, Γˆq|||γ˘ , (6.21)
where K2 is a polynomial in the corresponding norms of F, Fˆ , pΠ,Γq and pΠˆ, Γˆq.
Remark 6.1.10. There is no comparable result for the paraproducts P pF,Γαq. In
fact, if α R |Nd|s one has instead
P pIF,Γαq “ IP pF,Γα´θq
by definition of an abstract integration map.
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Proof. It is enough to prove (6.18) and (6.20), since (6.19) and (6.21) then fol-
low from Lemma 6.1.3 and the fact that apDq pA ˚ P pF,Πqq ´ P pF,Πq “ ´Ψ´1 ˚
P pF,Πq P C8pRdq. We show (6.18). The distance estimate (6.20) follows by the
same arguments.
Using that for u, v the map w ÞÑ Ψăj´1w´u Ψjw´v is spectrally supported on a rect-
angular annulus of size 2js we can write, using Lemma 2.1.12, for some N ą 0 and
A˜ j :“ ři: |i´j|ďN A j
pA ˚ P pF,Πqqx “
ÿ
ją0
żżż
dw duΠuFupdvq A˜ jx´wΨăj´1w´u Ψjw´v .
Using Lemma 2.1.14 to delete the polynomial contribution coming from (6.9) we
can further write
P pIF,Πqx “
ÿ
ją0
żżż
dw duΠuFupdvq Ψăj´1x´u Ψjx´wAw´v
“
ÿ
ją0
żżż
dw duΠuFupdvq Ψăj´1x´u Ψjx´wA˜ jw´v
“
ÿ
ją0
żżż
dw duΠuFupdvq Ψăj´1x´u Ψjw´vA˜ jx´w ,
where we used spectral support properties of Ψj to restrict us to the same A˜ j as
above and where we substituted w :“ x`v´w in the integral in w in the third line (to
justify the last step for distributions one can argue by approximation). Altogether
we obtain with Kjxpu, vq :“ pΨăj´1w´u ´Ψăj´1x´u qA˜ jx´w
pA ˚ P pF,Πq ´ P pIF,Πqqx “
ÿ
ją0
żżż
dw duΠuFupdvq Kjxpu,wqΨjw´v
“
ÿ
ją0
żżż
dw duΠupFu ´ ΓuxFxqpdvq Kjxpu,wqΨjw´v
“
ÿ
ją0
ÿ
αPAVzT
ÿ
α1PAVzT :α1ďα
żż
dw duKjxpu,wq ¨ Πw
`
Γα
1
wupFαu ´ ΓαuxFxq
˘pΨjw´¨q , (6.22)
where we smuggled in a term ΠxFxpΨjw´¨q in the second line, which vanishes when
integrated againstKjxpu,wq over u, and used Πu “ ΠwΓwu in the last line. We further
erased all α1 belonging to polynomial components as they vanish when integrated
against Ψj due to Lemma 2.1.14. Because we did not include α1 P AT in the
summation we can also neglect the cases α P AT since T is a sector.
Every term of the sum in (6.22) is a difference of the corresponding j term of
A ˚ P pF,Πq and of P pIF,Πq and is therefore spectrally supported in a rectangular
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annulus scaled by 2js. Thus, by Lemma 2.1.19, it is enough to bound each of these
terms. Using Lemma 2.3.10 and the fact that F P DγpRd;VzT q we can bound each
term by
K1 ¨ }F }DγpRd;VzT q
ÿ
αPAVzT
ÿ
α1PAVzT :α1ďα
2´jα
1
ˆ
żż
dwdu |Kjxpu,wq| }u´ w}α´α1s }u´ x}γ´αs
À K1}F }DγpRd;VzT q
ÿ
αPAVzT
ÿ
α1PAVzT :α1ďα
2´jα
1
´ żż
dwdu |Ψăj´1w´u A˜ jx´w| }u´ w}α´α1s }u´ x}γ´αs
`
żż
dwdu |Ψăj´1x´u A˜ jx´w| }u´ w}α´α1s }u´ x}γ´αs
¯
À K1}F }DγpRd;VzT q
ÿ
αPAVzT
ÿ
α1PAVzT :α1ďα
2´jα
1`
2´jpα´α
1`γ´α`θq˘
À K1}F }DγpRd;VzT q2´jpγ`θq ,
where we used Lemma 2.1.14 together with Lemma 6.1.4 and the inequalities
}u´ x}γ´αs À }u´ w}γ´αs ` }w ´ x}γ´αs ,
}u´ w}α´α1s À }u´ x}α´α1s ` }x´ w}α´α1s .
Application of Lemma 2.1.19 finishes the proof.
6.2 Schauder estimates
We fix a regularity structure T that satisfies Assumption 2.3.12 together with a
model pΠ,Γq and some scaling vector s P r1,8qd in the form
s “ pθ, 1, . . . , 1q ,
where θ ą 1 is assumed for simplicity to be an integer, compare Remark 6.2.1 below.
In this section we give Schauder estimates to an operator
apDq “ Bt ´ ppD1q PMθspRdq (6.23)
with p being some real-valued, homogeneous polynomial of order θ on Rd´1 which
is “elliptic”, in the sense that
ppzq À ´|z|θ ,
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so that θ is in fact an even integer. In particular p P Mθp1,...,1qpRd´1q X C8pRd´1q.
Since θ is an integer in this section we now have in particular
|Nd|s “ N , ANd “ A` N .
Remark 6.2.1 (Non-integer values for θ). We need θ to be an integer in order
to assure that apDq as constructed in (6.23) is really a smooth multiplier in the
sense of Definition 6.1.1. If θ ą 1 is fractional, p PMθp1,...,1qpRd´1q is typically not
(infinitely) differentiable in 0 P Rd´1, so that a as given by (6.23) is not (infinitely)
differentiable at the subspace tx “ px1, x1q P Rd |x1 “ 0u. However, we only need
smoothness in order to assure that
sup
xPRd
}x}Ns |BkA0pxq| ă 8 (6.24)
with A0 as in Lemma 6.1.4 and N big enough such that the proof of Lemma 6.1.5
works (If one considers α P A with α0 ď α ă γ, the choice N “ |s| ` γ ´ α0 will do
), so that one might allow for fractional θ if these θ still allow to get (6.24).
Integration maps
For functions f : RˆRd´1 Ñ C, for which this is defined, we introduce the operations
Ifpt, x1q “
ż t
´8
´
ept´sqppD
1qfps, ¨q
¯
px1q ds , (6.25)
I0fpt, x1q :“
ż t
0
´
ept´sqppD
1qfps, ¨q
¯
px1q ds . (6.26)
The operator etppD1q can be seen as some natural generalization of the heat semigroup
et∆ and it essentially interacts in the same way with distributions (compare Lemma
6.3.2 below). If one writes Gpx1, x1q :“ 1x1ą0FRd´1pex1pp¨qqpx1q for x “ px1, x1q P Rd
one checks that G˚Rd ϕ “ A ˚ϕ for ϕ P SpRdq with suppFRdϕ Ď Bc :“ psuppφ´1qc.
Consequently one can define for distributional f P S 1pRdq
If :“ IpΨă1 ˚ fq `A ˚ f˜ , (6.27)
where f˜ “ f ´ Ψă1 ˚ f “ řjě1 φjpDqf has spectral support on Bc, compare the
properties of our dyadic partition of unity on page 29. Of course we can only define
If provided that the two terms in (6.27) are well-defined. For β P R and f P Cβs pRdq
the second term of (6.27) is well-defined in the space Cβ`θs pRdq by Lemma 6.1.3 if
one uses
f ´ f˜ “ Ψă1 ˚ f P C8s pRdq “
č
γPR
Cγs pRdq , (6.28)
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(which follows from Lemma 2.1.19). If f has compact support in time, say supp f Ď
r0, T s ˆ Rd´1, one sees that (6.28) decays faster than any polynomial in its time
variable, so that the first term in (6.27) is well-defined by the representation (6.25)
and our choice of p and one obtains once more
IpΨă1 ˚ fq P C8s pRdq . (6.29)
For such f , that is with support in r0, T s ˆ Rd´1, we will further write
I0f “ If
in accordance with (6.26). By approximation one checks that supp I0f Ď R`ˆRd´1.
Summarizing the findings above we have for f P CβpRdq with support in r0, T sˆRd´1
}I0f}Cβ`θ À }f}CβpRdq, supp I0f Ď R` ˆ Rd´1 . (6.30)
Preliminaries
In the following we fix parameters α P A, η P RzANd , η˜, η, γ, γ P p0,8qzANd , and
κ ą 0 (this choice is in a way inspired by [Hai14, Subsection 7.3]) such that
´θ ă α ^ η , η ă γ ,
η ă η ^ α ` θ , γ ă γ ` θ ,
η˜ “ η ´ κ , η˜ ´ γą ´θ .
We also assume γ ` θ, η ` θ R ANd . One should think of the parameters η, η˜ and γ
as being “almost identical” to η ` θ and γ ` θ respectively.
Let V Ď T of regularity α such that pV , T q is γ-regular. Assume we are given an
abstract integration map I on V such that the model pΠ,Γq realized the associated
kernel A “ řjě0A j of (6.23) for I.
Our aim is to build a continuous mapping
K : Drη,γspΩT ;Vq Ñ Drη˜,γspΩT ; T q ,
such that RKF “ IRF and KF |T zT “ IF , where R is the reconstruction operator
from Lemma 5.3.11. Note, that we used that RF has support in r0, T sˆRd´1, since
we extended F from r0, T s ˆRd´1 by 0. Consequently, IRF “ I0RF is well-defined
and one further sees by (6.30) and our choice of parameters that IRF is in fact a
function.
We will construct the map K as a sum
KF “ IF ` PF ,
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where we will choose PF P T . Since KF will live in a function-like sector by choice of
our parameters above (compare Remark 6.2.2 below), we must have P1F “ IRF P
Cηs pΩT q (for the notation p. . .q1 compare page 46). The structure condition (5.13)
(considering α “ 0) leaves us then but one choice for P , which is for x P ΩT and
µ P Nd with 0 ď |µ|s ă γ
PXµx F “ pPXµF qpxq “ 1µ! limNÑ8
ż
du BµΨăNx´u
`
IRF puq ´ Γ1uxIpFxq
˘
. (6.31)
Recall that the notation PXµx F means “the coefficient of PXµx F in front of Xµ”,
compare page 46. Note that in particular P1x pF q “ PX0x pF q “ pIRF qx´ΓxxIpFxq “
pIRF qx, so that our choice is consistent. The fact that PXµ is well-defined is of
course non-trivial, and will be a byproduct of the proof of the main theorem of this
section, Theorem 6.2.3 below.
Remark 6.2.2 (Are function-like sectors enough?). Recall that V has lowest regu-
larity α and that by our assumption α` θ ą 0. Consequently, the map K only takes
values in some function-like sector, namely
W :“ IpVq ` T .
The image IpVq of the sector V under I is then a complement of a sector, more
precisely WzT , with regularity α ` θ ą 0.
The assumption on α might be a bit surprising since some singular SPDEs seem
not to fit in this framework. Consider, for example, the (Φ43)-model where the right
hand side will be described by a modelled distribution of the form
´Φ‹3 ` Ξ , (6.32)
here Φ is the modelled distribution that is thought to describe the solution to (Φ43),
while Ξ is a symbol that represents space-time white noise. Ξ will be of homogeneity
´5{2 ´ ε for any ε ą 0 and since θ “ 2 for (Φ43) we see that (6.32) does not take
values in a sector that satisfies the assumptions above. However, we can construct the
symbol IpΞq “by hand” because it simply represents the integration of noise against
the Green’s function of the heat operator. We can then define the integrated version
of (6.32) as
´KpΦ‹3q ` IpΞq ,
which makes sense as one can check that Φ‹3 takes values in a sector that satisfies
the assumptions above. By this proceeding one can derive Schauder estimates and
solve the equation.
A similar remark applies for other singular SPDEs as well [Hai14, Remark 7.9],
so that the requirements above are in fact not a big restriction.
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Schauder estimates
The proof of our Schauder estimates will essentially be an application of three prop-
erties for the operator apDq and its “inverse ”A :
1. apDq acts locally in time.
2. apDq commutes with paraproducts as in Theorem 6.1.9.
3. The integration against A has some suitable “classical” Schauder estimates.
From this point of view our approach is much closer to the one in [GIP15, GP15b] or
in Chapter 4 and not really related to the proceeding in [Hai14] (with the exception
of the “easy” estimates on the abstract integration map I). Point 3 was expressed
in a fuzzy way, since there are probably quite a few ways in which such estimates
can be stated. We here use that we have for the parameters above
sup
tPp0,T q
sup
βPrη,γszANd
t
β´η˜
θ }I0f}Cβs pΩTt q À sup
tPp0,T s
sup
βPprη,γszANd qXp0,γs
t
β´η
θ }f}Cβs pΩTt q ,
which is a consequence of the estimates on the semigroup etppD1q. We give a proof for
this statement in Lemma 6.3.3 below. For point 2 the key role will be played by The-
orem 6.1.9, which states that (with F suitably extended to Rd) apDqP pIpF q,Πq ´
P pF,Πq is smooth to some extent. Since IpF q takes values in a function-like sector
we have ΠxIpF q “ Γ1¨xIpF q “ pΓ¨xIpF qq1, which is a “well-known” result which we
recall below (Lemma 6.3.6), so that in particular
P pIpF q,Πq “ P pIpF q,Γ1q ,
where P pIpF q,Γ1q is defined as in Remark 5.1.2. This identity will allow us to
switch between the different paraproducts introduced in Definition 5.1.1. Based on
these techniques we prove the following Schauder estimate.
Theorem 6.2.3. Consider the setup above. The function P, defined by (6.31),
is well-defined for F P Drη,γspΩT ;Vq, and KF :“ PpF q ` IpF q is a map K :
Drη,γspΩT ;Vq Ñ Drη˜,γspΩT ; T q that satisfies the bounds
RKF “ IRF , (6.33)
}KF }Drη˜,γspΩT ;Vq À K1 ¨ T κ2θ }F }Drη,γspΩT ;T q , (6.34)
where K1 is a polynomial in |||pΠ,Γq|||γ. Given a second model pΠˆ, Γˆq define Kˆ in the
exact same manner. We then have
}KF ; KˆFˆ }Drη˜,γspΩT ;V,Γ,Γˆq À K2 ¨ T
κ
2θ p}F ; Fˆ }Drη,γspΩT ;T ,Γ,Γˆq ` |||pΠ,Γq; pΠˆ, Γˆq|||γq ,
(6.35)
where K2 is some polynomial in the corresponding norms of F, Fˆ , pΠ,Γq, pΠˆ, Γˆq.
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Proof. Note that once we can prove KF P Drη˜,γspRd; T q, (6.33) follows by [Hai14,
Proposition 3.28]. Our task is therefore reduced to show (6.34). By doing so it will
also turn out that (6.31) is convergent, so that PXµF is well-defined.
We will include the polynomial K1, which will change from line to line, in the
notation “À” to shorten the formulas a bit.
We introduce the sector W :“ IpVq ` T in which KF takes values, due to the
properties of an abstract integration map. Note that by our assumption on α the
regularity ofW is 0 and note further thatWzT “ IpVq. In particularW is function-
like and for τ P W we have Πxτ “ Γ1¨xτ by Lemma 6.3.6 below. For τ P W and
B P tT , WzT u we write in this proof shorthand τB for the projection of τ on the
subspace B and set ΓBτ :“ pΓτqB.
Our proof of (6.34) will split in several parts.
(a) For κ1 ě 0, ηκ1 :“ η ´ κ1 P p0,8qzANd we have IpF q P Drηκ1 ,γspΩT ;WzT q with
}IpF q}Drηκ1 ,γspΩT ;WzT q À T
κ1
θ }F }Drη,γspΩT ;Vq, in particular
}IpF q}Drη˜,γspΩT ;WzT q À T
κ
θ }F }Drη,γspΩT ;Vq ,
(b) For t P p0, T q and β P rη˜, γszANd we have
t
β´η˜
θ }P1F ´ P pIpFăβq,Πq}Cβs pΩTt q À T
κ
2θ }F }Drη,γspΩT ;Vq
where p. . .q denotes the “poor man’s extension” from Subsection 5.3.2.
(c) We have for t P p0, T q, β P rη˜, γszANd and µ P Nd with 0 ď |µ|s ă β the bounds
t
β´η˜
θ
››PXµF ´ P` IpEΩTt Făβ´θq,ΓXµ q}Cβ´|µ|ss pΩTt q À T κ2θ }F }Drη,γspΩT ;Vq ,
t
β´η˜
θ }PXµF }CbpΩTt q À T
κ
2θ }F }Drη,γspΩT ;Vq
where EΩTt denotes the Whitney extension from Theorem 5.3.16. In particular
the operator P is well-defined.
(d) KF “ PF ` IF fulfills the structure condition (5.13) on ΩT for α1 P AX |Nd|s
and γ.
Once (a),(c) and (d) are established, the claim is just an application of the local
embedding property in Theorem 5.2.1. Indeed: Fix β P rη˜, γs and t P p0, 1q and
observe that IpEΩTt Făβ´θq|ΩTt “ IpFăβ´θq|ΩTt “ IăβpF q|ΩTt , so that (a),(c) and (d)
imply via Theorem 5.2.1
t
β´η˜
θ }KăβpF q}DβpΩTt ;T q “ t
β´η˜
θ }IăβpF q ` PăβpF q}DβpΩTt ;T q À T
κ
2θ }F }Drη,γspΩT ;Vq ,
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Taking finally the supremum over t P p0, T q shows (6.34). We need Part (b) to prove
(c) and (d).
Part (a) is almost an immediate consequence of the definition of an abstract
integration map and Lemma 5.3.8. Indeed, we have for x, y P ΩTt , t P p0, T q for
some τpx, yq P T
IFy ´ ΓyxIFx “ I pFy ´ ΓyxFxq ` τpx, yq (6.36)
so that we obtain with Lemma 5.3.8 and the continuity of I Part (a) of the proof
}IF }Drηκ1 ,γspΩT ;WzT q À T
η^α`θ´η
κ1
θ }IF }Drη`θ,γ`θspΩT ;WzT q À T
κ1
θ }F }Drη,γspΩT ;Vq , (6.37)
where we used in the last step η ă η ^ α ` θ and ηκ1 “ η ´ κ1. We first show Part
(b) for β P rη˜, ηszANd , recall that
K1F “ P1F “ IRF
We know from Lemma 5.3.11 that for ε ą 0 one has }RF }Cη^α´εs pRdq À }F }Drη,γspΩT q,
suppRF Ď r0, T sˆRd´1 and with (6.30) we obtain }IRF }Cηs pRdq À }F }Drη,γspΩT q with
IRF pxq “ 0 whenever x1 ă 0. Recall that we chose η ą 0 and η˜ “ η ´ κ ą 0,
so that a simple interpolation argument yields t
β´η˜
θ }IRF }Cβs pΩTt q À T
κ
θ }F }Drη,γspΩT q.
Since Făβ only has polynomial entries for β P rη˜, ηs so does Făβ. Consequently
P pFăβ,Πq “ 0, so that (b) is showed for β P rη˜, ηs. For (b) with β P pη, γszANd we
write
IRF ´ P pIpFăβq,Πq
“ I0RF ´ I0apDqP pIpFăβq,Πq ´ etppD1q
´
P pIpFăβq,Πq|tx |x1“0u
¯
, (6.38)
where we used Duhamel’s principle and the fact that P pIpFăβq,Πq “solves” the
trivial problem
apDqP pIpFăβq,Πq “ apDqP pIpFăβq,Πq, P pIpFăβq,Πq|tx |x1“0u
“ P pIpFăβq,Πq|tx |x1“0u .
The last term of (6.38) can be estimated with Lemma 6.3.7 below (recall that α was
the regularity of V)›››etppD1q ´P pIpFăβq,Πq|tx |x1“0u¯›››Cβs pΩTt q À t pα`θq^pηκ{2´κ{2q´βθ }IpF q}Drηκ{2,γspΩT ;WzT q
“ t pα`θq^η˜´βθ }IpF q}Drηκ{2,γspΩT ;WzT q
α`θąηěη˜“ t η˜´βθ }IpF q}Drηκ{2,γspΩT ;WzT q
(a)À t η˜´βθ T κ2θ }F }Drη,γspΩT ;Vq .
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The first two terms of (6.38) can be estimated via the “classical” Schauder estimate
in Lemma 6.3.3 below (with η1 “ ηκ{2 therein):
sup
tPp0,T q
sup
βPrη,γszANd
t
β´η˜
θ
›››I0 ´RF ´ apDqP pIpFăβq,Πq¯›››Cβs pΩTt q
ď T κ2θ sup
tPp0,T q
sup
βPrη,γszANd
t
β´ηκ{2
θ
›››I0 ´RF ´ apDqP pIpFăβq,Πq¯›››Cβs pΩTt q
Lem. 6.3.3À T κ2θ sup
tPp0,T q
sup
βPprη,γszANd qXp0,γs
t
β´η
θ }RF ´ apDqP pIpFăβq,Πq}Cβs pΩTt q .
But now we can apply Lemma 5.1.8 and Proposition 5.3.13 for F˜ăβ :“ EΩTt Făβ
and IpF˜ăβq, along with Theorem 6.1.9 and Lemma 6.1.3 to estimate for β P
prη, γszANdq X p0, γs
}RF ´ apDqP pIpFăβq,Πq}Cβs pΩTt q À }RF ´ P pF˜
ăβ,Πqq}Cβs pΩTt q
` }P pF˜ăβ,Πq ´ apDqP pIpF˜ăβq,Πq}Cβs pΩTt q
` }apDqpP pIpF˜ăβq,Πq ´ P pIpFăβq,Πqq}Cβs pΩTt q
À p}F˜ăβ}DβpRd;T q
` t η´βθ }F }Drη,γspΩT ;Vqq À t
η´β
θ }F }Drη,γspΩT ;Vq ,
where we used that by uniqueness of the reconstruction operator in Theorem 2.3.19
RF˜ăβ “ RF in ΩTt . Part (b) is proved.
For Part (c) define once more F˜ăβ´θ “ EΩTt Făβ´θ. We have
}IpF˜ăβ´θq}DβpRd;WzT q À }IpFăβ´θq}DβpΩTt ;WzT q“}IăβpF q}DβpΩTt ;WzT q
(a)À T κθ t η˜´βθ }F }Drη,γspΩT ;Vq ď T κ2θ t
η˜´β
θ }F }Drη,γspΩT ;Vq , (6.39)
where we used in the last step that we assumed T ď 1. In the following R will
denote a term that will change from line to line and satisfies }R}Cβ´|µ|ss pΩTt q À
t
η˜´β
θ T
κ
2θ }F }Drη,γspΩT ;Vq. We can then, with Part (b), Proposition 5.3.13, (6.39) and
the fact that Γ1uxIpFąβ´θx q “ Γ1uxIąβpFxq “ Op}x´ u}βs q, reshape (6.31) to
PXµx F“ lim
NÑ8
1
µ!
ż
du BµΨăNx´u
`pIRF qu ´ Γ1uxIpFxq˘“ 1µ! limNÑ8
ż
du BµΨăNx´u
ˆ ppIRF qu ´ P pIpFăβ´θq,Πqu ` P pIpFăβ´θq,Πqu ´ P pIpF˜ăβ´θ,Πqu
` P pIpF˜ăβ´θ,Πqu ´ Γ1uxIpFăβ´θx qq
“ R ` lim
NÑ8
1
µ!
ż
du BµΨăNx´upP pIpF˜ăβ,Πqu ´ Γ1uxIpFăβ´θx qq (6.40)
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for x P ΩTt . To estimate the remaining term some kneading is needed. To this end
we use that for any K ě 1 and x P ΩTt one has
lim
NÑ8
ż
du
`BµΨăNx´uΓ1uxIpFăβ´θx q ´ΨăNx´u ż dvdwΨďN`Ku´v BµΨďN`Ku´w Γ1wvIpFăβ´θv q˘
p˚1q“ lim
NÑ8
ż
duΨăNx´u
` żż
dvdwΨďN`Ku´v BµΨďN`Ku´w pΓ1wxIpFăβ´θx q ´ Γ1wvIpF˜ăβ´θv qq
˘
p˚2q“ 0 , (6.41)
For p˚1q we used the spectral support of BµΨăNx´u to insert in the first term a convo-
lution with ΨďN`Ku´w , integrated by parts and then smuggled in
ş
dvΨďN`Ku´v “ 1. In
p˚2q we used that due to |µ|s ă β and IpF˜ăβ´θq P DβpRd;WzT q (which is true by
(6.39)) the first term of
Γ1wxIpFăβ´θx q ´ Γ1wvIpF˜ăβ´θv q “ Γ1wx
”
IpFăβ´θx q ´ ΓWzTxv IpF˜ăβ´θv q
ı
´ Γ1wxΓTxvIpFăβ´θv q (6.42)
vanishes in the limit, while the second is smooth in w and slightly Hölder continuous
in v so that only
´BµΓ1wxΓTxxIpF β´θx q “ ´µ! ΓXµxx IpFxq “ 0
remains in the limit N Ñ 8.
Note further that since IpF˜ăβ´θq is function-like (compare the definition of
the Whitney extension (5.69)) we have by Lemma 6.3.6 below P pIpF˜ăβ´θq,Πq “
P pIpF˜ăβ´θq,Γ1q. We can thus rewrite for some K ě 1 by spectral support proper-
ties and Leibniz’s ruleż
du BµΨăNx´uP pIpF˜ăβ´θ,Πqu“
ÿ
0ďνďµ
ż
duΨăNx´u
ˆ
µ
ν
˙
ˆ
ÿ
0ăjďN`K
żż
BνΨăj´1u´v Bµ´νΨju´wΓ1wvIpF˜ăβ´θv q (6.43)
The terms with ν ą 0 converge for N Ñ 0 by Lemma 6.3.4 below to objects that
can be swallowed in R. Consequently, we are only left in (6.40), using (6.41) and
the ν “ 0 term of (6.43), with
PXµx F “ R ´ lim
NÑ8
1
µ!
ż
duΨăNx´u
ÿ
´1ďiďN`K
żż
dvdwΨiu´vBµΨďi`1u´w Γ1wvIpF˜ăβ´θv q .
(6.44)
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But on the other hand we have by definition of the paraproduct
P pIpF˜ăβ´θq,ΓXµqx
`
ÿ
iě´1
żż
dvdwΨix´vΨ
ďi`1
x´w Γ
Xµ
wv IpF˜ăβ´θv q “ ΓXµxx IpFăβ´θx q “ 0
so that with K as above
P pIpF˜ăβ´θq,ΓXµqx “
ÿ
iě´1
żż
dvdwΨix´vΨ
ďi`1
x´w Γ
Xµ
wv IpF˜ăβ´θv q
“ lim
NÑ8
ż
duΨăNx´u
ÿ
´1ďiďN`K
żż
dvdwΨiu´vBµΨďi`1u´w ΓXµwv IpF˜ăβ´θv q . (6.45)
Subtracting (6.45) from (6.44) we obtain
PXµx F ´ P pIpF˜ăβ´θq,ΓXµqx “ R ´ 1µ! limNÑ8
ż
duΨăNx´u
ÿ
´1ďiďN`K
żż
dvdwΨiu´v
ˆ
´
BµΨďi`1u´w Γ1wvIpF˜ăβ´θv q ´ µ!Ψďi`1u´w ΓXµwv IpF˜ăβ´θv q
¯
.
(6.46)
For µ “ 0 the right hand side vanishes so that we assume from now on µ ‰ 0. All
the terms in the sum of the right hand are spectrally supported in a box of size 2isB,
so that by Lemma 2.1.19 it remains to find a bound onżż
dvdwΨiu´v
´
BµΨďi`1u´w Γ1wvIpF˜ăβ´θv q ´Ψďi`1u´w ΓXµwv IpF˜ăβ´θv q
¯
.
For i “ ´1 this is easy. For i ě 0 we achieve this goal by reshaping this expression
to żż
dvdwΨiu´v
”
BµΨďi`1u´w Γ1wupΓWzTuv IpF˜ăβ´θv q ´ IpF˜ăβ´θu qq
´ µ!Ψďi`1u´w ΓXµwu pΓWzTuv IpF˜ăβ´θv q ´ IpF˜ăβ´θu q
ı
`
żż
dvdwΨiu´v
”
BµΨďi`1u´w Γ1wuΓTuvIpF˜ăβ´θv q ´ µ!Ψďi`1u´w ΓXµwuΓTuvIpF˜ăβ´θv q
ı
,
where we used
ş
dvΨiu´v “ 0 to introduce twice a term IpF˜ăβ´θu q (independent of
v!) and where we split Γ1wvIpF˜ăβ´θv q “ Γ1wuΓWzTuv IpF˜ăβ´θv q ` Γ1wuΓTuvIpF˜ăβ´θv q and
similar for ΓXµwv IpF˜ăβ´θv q. The first term can once more be bounded using (6.39)
by 2´ipβ´|µ|sq }F }Drη,γspΩT ;T q t η˜´βθ T κ2θ , while the second term vanishes due to Lemma
2.1.15. Consequently
PXµF ´ P pIpF˜ăβ´θq,ΓXµq “ R
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and the first bound of (c) is proved. The second bound is then an easy consequence
of the observation
}PXµF }CbpΩTt ;Rq À
››PXµpF q ´ P` IpF˜ăβ´θq,ΓXµ q}Cβ´|µ|ss pΩTt q
` }P pIpF˜ăβ´θq,ΓXµq}CbpΩTt ;Rq
À T κ2θ t η˜´βθ }F }Drη,γspΩT ;Vq ` }IpF˜ăβ´θq}DβpRd;WzT q
(6.39)À T κ2θ t η˜´βθ }F }Drη,γspΩT ;Vq ,
where we used that P pIpF˜ăβ´θq,ΓXµq P Cκs pRdq for 0 ă κ ă mintα : |µ|s ă αu´|µ|s.
Using the representations (6.46) and (6.45) we see in particular that the sequence
in (6.31) is convergent.
For Part (d) we have to show that KF satisfies (5.13) for α1 P AW X |Nd|s and
γ. Fix l P Ndăγ such that |l|s “ α1, some k P Nd with 0 ď |k|s ă γ ´α1 “ γ ´ |l|s and
t P p0, T q, x P ΩTt . We have to show
0
!“ lim
NÑ8
ż
du BkΨăNx´u pPXlu F ´ ΓXluxKxF q
“ lim
NÑ8
ż
du BkΨăNx´u pPXlu F ´ ΓXluxIpFxqq ´ pl ` kq!l! P
Xk`l
x F
In other words we have to show
lim
NÑ8
ż
du BkΨăNx´u pPXlu F ´ ΓXluxIpFxqq !“ pl ` kq!l! P
Xk`l
x pF q (6.47)
Similar as in Part (c) we can drop all the components Fα with α ą γ ´ θ, so that
we can assume without loss of generality F “ Făγ´θ. To show (6.47) we use that
by definition of PF we can rewrite the left hand side as
lim
NÑ8
ż
du BkΨăNx´u
´ 1
l!
lim
N˜Ñ8
ż
dv BlΨăN˜v´upP1v pF q ´ Γ1vuIpFuqq ´ ΓXluxIpFxq
¯
“ lim
NÑ8
ż
du BkΨăNx´u 1ΩTt puq
´ 1
l!
lim
N˜Ñ8
ż
dv BlΨăN˜v´upP1v pF q ´ Γ1vuIpF˜uqq ´ ΓXluxIpFxq
¯
(6.48)
where F˜ “ EΩTt F P Dγ´θpRd; T q and where we used ΨăN is the scaled version of a
Schwartz function to cut-off the integral for u R ΩTt in the limit N Ñ 8. The key
observation is now that the inner sequence has convergence rate 2´N˜pγ´|l|sq. Indeed,
consider the remainderÿ
iěN˜
1
l!
ż
dv BkΨiu´v
´
P1vF ´ P pIpF˜ q,Πqv ` P pIpF˜ ,Γ1qv ´ Γ1vuIpF˜uq
¯
(6.49)
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By Part (b), Proposition 5.3.13 and the fact that IpF˜ q P DγpRd;WzT q (by (6.36))
we have v ÞÑ fpvq :“ P1vF ´ P pIpF˜ q,Πqv P Cγs pΩTt q. Exploiting that Ψiu´v becomes
focussed (around u P ΩTt ) for i Ñ 8 we can replace this function in the integral
by an arbitrary at most polynomial growing extension v ÞÑ f˜pvq P Cγs pRdq with
f˜ |ΩTt “ f , for example by lifting the object in the polynomial regularity structure
and then applying the Whitney extension EΩTt from Theorem 5.3.16. This shows,
by Definition of Cγs pRdq and Lemma 2.1.33, that the first part of (6.49) does indeed
vanish like 2´N˜pγ´|k|sq. For the second part this is also true as we can reshape it asÿ
iěN˜
1
l!
ż
dv BkΨiu´v
ÿ
j: j„i
żż
dz1dz2Ψ
ăj´1
v´z1 Ψ
j
v´z2 Γ
1
z2z1
pIpF˜z1q ´ Γz1uIpF˜uqq
which also, after omitting as usual polynomial contribution, and applying once more
IpF˜ q P DγpRd;WzT q vanishes with rate 2´N˜pγ´|k|sq. With this knowledge the limit
in (6.48) must equal
lim
NÑ8
ż
du BkΨăNx´u 1ΩTt{2puq
1
l!
´ ż
dv BlΨăN`2v´u pP1vF ´ Γ1vuIpF˜uqq ´ ΓXluxIpFxq
¯
“ lim
NÑ8
ż
du BkΨăNx´u 1l!
´ ż
dv BlΨăN`2v´u ppP1vF ´ Γ1vuIpF˜uqq ´ ΓXluxIpFxq
¯
(6.50)
where we used once more ΨďN P SpRdq to erase the indicator function. Inserting
´Γ1vxIpF˜xq ` Γ1vxIpF˜xq and applying Lemma 2.1.15 transforms (6.50) to
lim
NÑ8
ż
du BkΨăNx´u
´ 1
l!
ż
dv BlΨăN`2v´u
ˆ `P1vF ´ Γ1vxIpFxq ` Γ1vurΓWzTux IpFxq ` ΓTuxIpFxq ´ IpF˜uqs˘´ ΓXluxIpFxq¯
Lem. 2.1.15“ lim
NÑ8
ż
du BkΨăNx´u´ 1
l!
ż
dv BlΨăN`2v´u pP1vF ´ Γ1vxIpFxq ` Γ1vurΓWzTux IpFxq ´ IpF˜uqs
¯
,
where we used that by Lemma 2.1.15 1
l!
ş
dv BlΨăN`2v´u Γ1vuΓTuxIpFxq “ ΓXluxIpFxq. The
contribution of Γ1vupΓWzTux IpFxq ´ IpF˜uqq vanishes in the limit, so that we are left
with
1
l!
lim
NÑ8
żż
du dv BkΨăNx´u, BlΨăN`2v´u pP1vF ´ Γ1vxIpFxqq
“ 1
l!
lim
NÑ8
ż
du Bk`lΨăNx´vpP1v pF q ´ Γ1vxIpFxqq “ pl ` kq!l! P
Xk`l
x pF q ,
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where we used that by spectral support properties and symmetry of the functions
pΨjqjě´1 we have ΨăN ˚ ΨăN`2´¨ “ ΨăN ˚ ΨăN`2 “ ΨăN which finishes the proof
for (6.34). The distance estimate (6.35) follows by literally the same arguments
as in Parts (a)-(c) by using the corresponding distance estimates from the applied
lemmas, propositions and theorems instead.
6.3 Technical Results
Lemma 6.3.1. The terms Rk,γx;h in Lemma 2.1.20 can be written as
Rk,γx;hf “ rγ,kx;hpfq ¨ hk´empkq (6.51)
with |rγ,kx;hpfq| À supζPr0,hs |Bk´empkqfpx ` vkζ phq ´ Bk´empkqfpx ` vk0phqq|. In particular
if x, x` h P Ω for some convex set Ω we have for k P Ndąγ
|Rk,γx;hf | À }Bk´empkqf}1´ργ,kCbpΩ;Rq}Bkf}
ργ,k
CbpΩ;Rq }h}γs (6.52)
with ργ,k “ γ´|k´empkq|ssmpkq .
Proof. We will actually show that rγ,kx;hpfq are of the form
rγ,kx;hpfq
“
#
1
pk´2empkqq!
ş1
0
dζ p1´ ζqkmpkq´2 rBk´empkqfpx` vkζ phq ´ Bk´empkqfpx` vk0 phqs if kmpkq ě 2
1
pk´empkqq! rBk´empkqfpx` vk1 phqq ´ Bk´empkqfpx` vk0 phqqs if kmpkq “ 1
from with the claimed bound for rγ,kx;hpfq obviously follows. For kmpkq “ 1 this
is just the fundamental theorem of calculus. For kmpkq ě 2 we reshape the formula
given above by rewriting it as
1
pk ´ 2empkqq!
ż 1
0
dζ p1´ ζqkmpkq´2
ż ζ
0
dζ 1 Bkfpx` vkζ1phqq
which equals Rk,γx;hf after an integration by parts in the outer integral. To show
the interpolation result (6.52) wse that we know from Lemma 2.1.20 that |Rk,γx;hf | À
}Bkf}CbpΩq}h}|k|ss , so that
|Rk,γx;hf | “ |Rk,γx;hf |1´ργ,k |Rk,γx;hf |ργ,k À }Bk´empkqf}1´ργ,kCbpΩ;Rq}h}
p1´ργ,kq|k´empkq|s
s
ˆ }Bkf}ργ,kCbpΩ;Rq}h}
ργ,k|k|s
s ,
which equals (6.52) due to p1´ρq|k´empkq|s`ρ|k|s “ p1´ρqp|k|s´smpkqq`ρ|k|s “
|k|s ´ smpkq γ´|k|ssmpkq “ γ.
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Lemma 6.3.2. Let µ P Rz|Nd|s, β ě 0 such that β ` µ R |Nd|s, we then have for
f P CµpRd´1q for ΩTt as in Section 5.3 and θ ě 1 the bound
}x “ px1, x1q ÞÑ pex1ppD1qfqpx1q}Cµ`βpθ,1,...,1qpΩTt ;Rq À t
´β
θ }f}Cµp1,...,1qpRd´1;Rq .
Proof. It follows from (a modification of) [BCD11, Lemma 2.4] that for t ą 0
}etppD1qf}Cµ`βp1,...,1qpRd´1;Rq À t
´β
θ }f}Cµp1,...,1qpRd´1;Rq .
This implies in particular for ν ą 0 and g P C´νpRd´1q, by choosing j1 ě 0 such
that 2´j1´1 ă t1{θ ď j1 and an arbitrary δ ą 0,
}etppD1qg}CbpRd´1;Rq ď
ÿ
jďj1
}etppD1q∆jg}C´νp1,...,1qpRd´1;Rq `
ÿ
jąj1
}etppD1q∆jg}Cδp1,...,1qpRd´1;Rq
À ` ÿ
jďj1
2jν ` t´ν´δθ
ÿ
jąj1
2´jδq }g}C´νp1,...,1qpRd´1;Rq À t
´ ν
δ }g}C´νp1,...,1qpRd´1;Rq .
(6.53)
Let us write Pfpx1, x1q “ ex1ppD1qf and note for any k “ pk1, k1q P N ˆ Nd´1 the
identity BkPf “ P pppD1qk1Bk1fq, which implies together with (6.53) that for any
k P Nd with |k|s ą µ
}BkPf}CbpΩTt ;Rq À t
µ´|k|s
θ }f}Cµp1,...1qpRd´1;Rq . (6.54)
For the claim, we have to study for x, x` h P ΩTt with }h}s ď 1
Rµ`βx;h Pf “
ÿ
kPNdąµ`β
Rµ`β,kx;h Pf “
ÿ
k P Ndąµ`β
µ ă |k ´ empkq|
Rµ`β,kx;h Pf `
ÿ
k P Ndąµ`β
µ ą |k ´ empkq|
Rµ`β,kx;h Pf
(6.55)
The first term can be estimated by first applying Lemma 6.3.1 and then (6.54)ÿ
k P Ndąµ`β
µ ă |k ´ empkq|
}Bk´empkqPf}1´ρµ`β,kCbpΩ;Rq }BkPf}
ρµ`β,k
CbpΩ;Rq }h}µ`βs
À
ÿ
k P Ndąµ`β
µ ă |k ´ empkq|
tp1´ρµ`β,kq
µ´|k´empkq|s
θ
`ρµ`β,k µ´|k|sθ }h}µ`βs }f}Cµp1,...,1qpRd´1;Rq
À t´βθ }h}µ`βs }f}Cµp1,...,1qpRd´1;Rq ,
where we used in the last step that p1´ρµ`β,kqpµ´|k´empkq|sq`ρµ`β,kpµ´|k|sq “
µ ´ |k|s ` smpkqp1 ´ ρµ`β,kq “ β. To bound the second term of (6.55) we proceed
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in the same way but use that in this term }Bk´empkqPf}1´ρµ`β,kCbpΩ;Rq À }f}
1´ρµ`β,k
Cµp1,...,1qpRd´1;Rq,
which gives the bound ÿ
k P Ndąµ`β
µ ą |k ´ empkq|
}f}1´ρµ`β,kCµp1,...,1qpRd´1;Rq}B
kPf}ρµ`β,kCbpΩ;Rq }h}µ`βs
À
ÿ
k P Ndąµ`β
µ ą |k ´ empkq|
tρµ`β,k
µ´|k|s
θ }h}µ`βs }f}Cµp1,...,1qpRd´1;Rq ,
which can once more be bounded by t´
β
θ }h}µ`βs }f}Cµp1,...,1qpRd´1;Rq by using ρµ`β,kpµ´
|k|sq “ µ´|k´empkq|s`βsmpkq pµ ´ |k ´ empkq|s ´ smpkqq ě ´β. The bounds on }BkPf}CbpΩTt
follow by similar but easier arguments.
Lemma 6.3.3. With the parameters from Section 6.2 we have for η1 ă η
sup
tPp0,T q
sup
βPrη,γszANd
t
β´η1
θ }I0f}Cβs pΩTt q À suptPp0,T s supβPprη,γszANd qXp0,γs
t
β´η
θ }f}Cβs pΩTt q (6.56)
Proof. We actually show a slightly stronger statement
sup
tPp0,T q
sup
βPrη`θ,γ`θ´εszANd
t
β´pη`θ´εq
θ }I0f}Cβs pΩTt q À suptPp0,T s supβPprη,γszANd qXp0,γs
t
β´η
θ }f}Cβs pΩTt q
(6.57)
for small ε ą 0. The fact that the left hand side of (6.57) bounds the right hand side
of (6.56) is essentially the same argument as in Lemma 5.3.8. We we will consider
only ε ă distptη, γ, η`θ, γ`θu, ANdq^1 so that in particular γ˘ε, η˘ε, γ`θ˘ε, η`
θ ˘ ε R ANd . If η ă 0 we further choose ε ą 0 small enough such that η ´ ε ą ´θ.
We assume without loss of generality that the right hand side of (6.57) is bounded
by 1. We can then conclude by interpolation if we can show for β P tη`θ, γ`θ´εu
and t P p0, T q that
}I0f}Cβs pΩTt q À t
η`θ´ε´β
θ ,
which by the Defintion of Cβs pΩTt q and Lemma 6.3.1 can be reformulated as the task
to bound for x, y P ΩTt and k P Ndąβ
|BkpI0fqy ´ BkpI0fqx| À t η`θ´ε´βθ }y ´ x}β´|k|ss (6.58)
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where we wrote k “ k´ empkq (actually we also have bound }BlI0f}CbpΩTt for l P Ndăβ,
but this is an easier version of the arguments used below). By definition we have
Btf “ I0ppD1qf ` f and by induction one sees that
BpkqI0f “ I0f pkq `
k1´1ÿ
l“0
ppD1qk1´1´lBpl,k1qf , (6.59)
where f pkq “ ppD1qk1Bp0,k1qf . Note that for β P tη ` θ, γ ` θ ´ εu there is a β P
prη, γszANdq X p0, γs such that β ď β ` θ ´ ε, more precisely there are two distinct
cases we consider
1. There is a β P tη ` ε, γu X p0, γs such that β “ β ` θ ´ ε,
2. η ă 0 and β “ η ` θ, in which case we choose β “ ε.
For the contribution of the second term in (6.59) we only have to consider case
1, indeed: If β “ η ` θ with η ă 0 we must have by definition of k that k1 “ 0 and
the second term in (6.59) equals 0. In case 1 we bound the latter, using f P Cβs pΩTt q,
in Cβ´|k|s`θs pΩTt q Ď Cβ´|k|ss pΩTt q by t η´βθ “ t
η`θ´pβ`εq
θ “ t η`θ´ε´βθ .
It thus remains to consider the contribution of the first term I0f pkq in (6.59) to
(6.58). We split
pI0f pkqqy ´ pI0f pkqqx “ pI0f pkqqpy1,y1q ´ pI0f pkqqpy1,x1q ` pI0f pkqqpy1,x1q ´ pI0f pkqqpx1,x1q
(6.60)
The first term can be estimated with β ě β ´ θ ` ε as above and Lemma 6.3.2 by
(writing Ps :“ esppD1q)ż y1
0
ds |pPy1´sf pkqpsqqpy1q ´ pPy1´sf pkqpsqqpx1q|
À
ż y1
0
ds py1 ´ sq pβ´|k|sq´pβ´|k|sqθ s η´βθ }y ´ x}β´|k|ss
À y η`θ´βθ1 }y ´ x}β´|k|ss ď t
η`θ´β
θ }y ´ x}β´|k|ss
ď t η`θ´ε´βθ }y ´ x}β´|k|ss .
For the second term in (6.60) we assume without loss of generality that x1 ď y1 and
splitż x1
0
ds ppPy1´sf ppkqqpsqqpx1q ´ pPx1´sf pkqpsqqpx1qq `
ż y1
x1
ds pPy1´sf pkqpsqqpx1q (6.61)
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The first term can be bounded precisely as above so that we only have to deal with
the second term. Consider case 1 first. By definition of k we have for β´θ P tη, γ´εu
that β ´ θ ´ |k|s ă 0 and by our assumption on ε we still have for β “ β ´ θ ` ε P
tη ` ε, γu that β ´ |k|s ă 0. Consequently we can bound the second term in (6.61)
via (6.53) in the proof of Lemma 6.3.2ż y1
x1
ds py1 ´ sqβ´|k|sθ s η´βθ “
ż y1
x1
ds py1 ´ sqβ´|k|s´θ`εθ s η´βθ
ď py1 ´ x1qβ´|k|sθ
ż y1
x1
ds py1 ´ sq´θ`εθ s η´βθ
ď py1 ´ x1qβ´|k|sθ
ż y1
0
ds py1 ´ sq´θ`εθ s η´βθ À py1 ´ x1qβ´|k|sθ t η`θ´βθ
ď }y ´ x}β´|k|ss t
η`θ´ε´β
θ .
Considering case 2, note that by definition of k we must have |k| P r0, θq. If ε´|k|s ă
0 we use once more (6.53) from the proof of Lemma 6.3.2 to estimate the second
term in (6.61) byż y1
x1
ds py1 ´ sq ε´|k|sθ s η´εθ “
ż y1
x1
ds py1 ´ sq ε´pη`θq`β´|k|sθ s η´εθ
ď py1 ´ x1qβ´|k|sθ
ż y1
x1
ds py1 ´ sq ε´pη`θqθ s η´εθ
ď }y ´ x}β´|k|s
ż y1
0
ds py1 ´ sq ε´pη`θqθ s η´εθ À }y ´ x}β´|k|s ď t´ εθ }y ´ x}β´|k|s .
If ε´ |k|s ą 0 we use Cε´|k|ss pΩTt q Ď CbpΩTt q to bound the second term in (6.61) byż y1
x1
ds s
η´ε
θ À y θ`η´εθ1 ´ x
θ`η´ε
θ
1 ď t´ εθ py
θ`η
θ
1 ´ x
θ`η
θ
1 q ď t´ εθ py1 ´ x1q
θ`η
θ
ď t´ εθ }y1 ´ x1}
θ`η
θ
s ,
where we used that for 0 ă b ă a, ν P p0, 1q one has aν ď pa ´ bqν ` bν and thus
aν ´ bν ď pa´ bqν .
Lemma 6.3.4. Given a regularity structure T “ pA, T , Gq satisfying Assumption
2.3.12 together with a model pΠ,Γq and a sector V Ď T define for γ P R, α P A with
α ă γ and F P DγpRd;VzT q
P pν,ν˜qpF,Γαqx “
ÿ
ją0
żż
dudv BνΨăj´1x´u Bν˜Ψjx´v ΓvuFu (6.62)
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where x P Rd and ν, ν˜ P Nd, ν ‰ 0. It then holds
}P pν,ν˜qpF,Γαq}Cγ´α´|ν`ν˜|ss pRd;Rq À p1` }Γ}γq }F }DγpRd;VzT q . (6.63)
Given a second model pΠˆ, Γˆq and some Fˆ P DγpRd;VzT , Γˆq we further have
}P pν,ν˜qpF,Γαq ´ P pν,ν˜qpFˆ , Γˆαq}Cγ´α´|ν`ν˜|ss pRd;Rq À
p1` }Γ}γq}F ; Fˆ }DγpRd;VzT ,Γ,Γˆq ` }Fˆ }DγpRd;VzT ,Γˆq}Γ´ Γˆ}γ . (6.64)
Remark 6.3.5. If |ν ` ν˜|s ă γ´α definition (6.62) should be read in distributional
sense.
Proof. We only show (6.63), estimate (6.64) follows by essentially the same argu-
ments. Since the terms of (6.63) are spectrally supported in a rectangular annulus
of size 2jsA, it is sufficient with Lemma 2.1.19 to bound each term. Using thatş Bν˜Ψăj´1x´u “ 0 due to ν˜ ‰ 0 and that polynomials in v vanish when integrated
against Ψjx´v we can reshapeżż
dudv BνΨăj´1x´u Bν˜Ψjx´v ΓαvuFu “
żż
dudv BνΨăj´1x´u Bν˜Ψjx´v ΓαvupFu ´ ΓuxFxq
“
ÿ
α1PAVzT :α1ąα
żż
dudv BνΨăj´1x´u Bν˜Ψjx´v Γα1vupFu ´ Γα1uxFxq ,
which can be bounded via Lemma 2.1.14 by 2´jpγ´α´|ν`ν˜|sqp1 ` }Γ}γq }F }DγpRd;VzT q,
from which the claim follows.
Lemma 6.3.6. Given a regularity structure T “ pA, T , Gq together with a model
pΠ,Γq and a function-like sector V Ď T , we have for τ P V that Πxτ for x P Rd can
be identified with a continuous function, namely
Πxτpyq “ Γ1yxτ
Proof. We proceed similar as for the uniqueness part in [Hai14, Theorem 3.10].
Take a mollifier sequence ρε, i.e. choose ρ P C8c pRd,Rq with
ş
dx ρpxq “ 1 and set
ρεpxq “ ε´|s|ρp2´jsxq. One then sees for z P Rd
lim
εÑ0pΠxτ ´ Γ
1
¨xqpρεp¨ ´ zqq “ Γ1zxτ ` lim
εÑ0
ÿ
αPAV , αą0
pΠzΓαzxτ ´ Γ1¨xqpρεp¨ ´ zqq
“ Γ1zxτ ´ Γ1zxτ “ 0 ,
Taking then a general φ P SpRdq and we have pΠxτ ´ Γ1¨xqpφq “ limεÑ0pΠxτ ´
Γ1¨xqpρε ˚φq “
ş
dz φpzq limεÑ0pΠxτ´Γ1¨xqpρεp¨´zqq “ 0, which proves the claim.
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Lemma 6.3.7. Let T “ pA, T , Gq be a regularity structure together with a model
pΠ,Γq and satisfying Assumption 2.3.12. Let η, γ P p0,8qzANd with η ď γ, and
let V Ď T be a sector such that VzT has regularity α0 ą 0. Let further F P
Drη,γspΩT ;VzT q.
We have for any κ ą 0 and β P rη, γszANd with β ´
`
α0 ^ pη ´ κq
˘ ă θ that
P pFăβ,Γ1q|tx1“0u P Cpη´κq^α0pRd´1q (with isotropic scaling), where Făβ denotes the
poor man’s extension from Subsection 5.3.2. Moreover, for p P SθpRd´1q and t P
p0, T q it holds›››ps, x1q ÞÑ e´sppD1q ´P pFăβ,Γ1q|tx1“0u¯ px1q›››Cβs pΩTt q À t pη´κq^α0´βθ }F }Drη,γspΩT ;VzT q .
(6.65)
Given a second model pΠˆ, Γˆq and Fˆ P Drη,γspΩT ;VzT , Γˆq one further has›››ps, x1q ÞÑ e´sppD1q ´P pFăβ,Γ1q|tx1“0u ´ P pFˆăβ, Γˆ1q|tx1“0u¯ px1q›››Cβs pΩTt q À t pη´κq^α0´βθ
ˆ `}F }Drη,γspΩT ;VzT ,Γq }Γ´ Γˆ}γ ` }Γˆ}γ }F ; Fˆ }Drη,γspΩT ;VzT ,Γ,Γˆq˘ . (6.66)
Proof. We consider the estimate (6.65), (6.66) follows essentially by the same argu-
ments. We can assume without loss of generality that }F }Drη,γspΩT ;VzT q ď 1 and that
κ ą 0 is so small that η ´ κ ą 0. Let us start with the following remark: Suppose
ψ P SpRdq is such that FRdψ Ď tξ P Rd | }ξ}8 ď Cu for some C ą 0, we then still
have for any x1 P R suppFRd´1pψpx1, ¨qq Ď tξ1 P Rd´1 | }ξ1}8 ď Cu, as can be seen
by writing FRd´1pψpx1, ¨qqpξ1q “
ş
R dξ1 e
2πıx1ξ1 FRdψpξ1, ξ1q.
Consequently, we have for any u, v P Rd that x1 ÞÑ Ψăj´1p0,x1q´uΨjp0,x1q´v is spectrally
supported in a box of size 2jB Ď Rd´1 and so are the terms of
P pFăβ,Γ1qp0,x1q “
ÿ
ją0
żż
dudvΨăj´1p0,x1q´uΨ
j
p0,x1q´vΓ
1
vuF
ăβ
u
“
ÿ
AVzT :αăβ
”ÿ
ją0
żż
dudvΨăj´1p0,x1q´uΨ
j
p0,x1q´v1|u1|ăT {2Γ
1
vuF
α
u
`
żż
dudvΨăj´1p0,x1q´uΨ
j
p0,x1q´v1|u1|ěT {2Γ
1
vuF
α
u
ı
“:
ÿ
αPAVzT :αăβ
ÿ
ją0
rfα1,jpx1q ` fα2,jpx1qs “:
ÿ
αPAVzT :αăβ
rfα1 px1q ` fα2 px1qs ,
where we used the fact that polynomial entries of F vanish (Lemma 2.1.14) and
where }fα1 }Cpη´κq^αpRd´1q À 1, }fα2 }CαpRd´1q À T
pη´κ´αq^0
θ , which follows from Lemma
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2.1.19 and the following bounds
}fα1,jpx1q}Tα À
żż
dudv |Ψăj´1p0,x1q´uΨjp0,x1q´v| }u´ v}αs |u1|
pη´α´κq^0
θ À 2´jpα`pα´η´κq^0q ,
}fα2,jpx1q}Tα À
żż
dudv |Ψăj´1p0,x1q´uΨjp0,x1q´v| }u´ v}α T
pα´η´κq^0
θ À T pα´η´κq^0θ 2´jα .
In the first step we used Lemma 5.3.5 and dropped the indicator function thereafter.
For the second step we used the inequality }u´v}αs À }u´p0, x1q}αs `}v´p0, x1q}αs ď
}u´ p0, x1q}αs ` }v ´ p0, x1q}αs ( due to |u1| ď |u1|) and Lemma 2.1.14.
We see therefore that indeed P pFăβ,Γ1q P Cpη´κq^α0pRd´1q and by the regular-
izing property of the semigroup e´sppD1q from Lemma 6.3.2 we obtain
}ps, x1q ÞÑ e´sppD1qP pFăβ,Γ1qpx1q}Cβs pΩTt q À
ÿ
αPAVzT :αăβ
pt pη´κq^α´βθ ` T pη´κ´αq^0θ tα´βθ q
ď 2
ÿ
αPAVzT :αăβ
t
pη´κq^α´β
θ ,
where we used pη ´ κ´ αq ^ 0 “ pη ´ κq ^ α ´ α and T ě t in the last step. Since
the terms on the right hand side can be bounded up to a constant by t
pη´κq^α0´β
θ , we
have shown (6.65).
Chapter 7
Applying regularity structures to
option pricing
A rough volatility model is a generalization of the well-known Black-Scholes model
[Bla76] which describes the evolution of an asset pStqtPr0,T s according to
dSt “ St ¨ σ dBt , (7.1)
where Bt is a Brownian motion and the parameter σ ą 0 is known as the volatility.
The price for a call option on (7.1) with strike price K and expiry date T ą 0 should
be chosen as
CB.S.pS0, K, σ2T q :“ ErpST ´Kq`s “ E
”`
S0 exppσBT ´ σ2T {2q ´K
˘
`
ı
, (7.2)
where we used σBT „ N p0, σ2T q to describe the right hand side really as a function
of only three deterministic variables. It seems natural to generalize (7.1) to a system
where σ is allowed to be a stochastic process pσtqtPr0,T s. An idea that goes back to
Heston [Hes93] is to split B “ ρW ` a1´ ρ2W into two independent Wiener
processes W, W with some correlation parameter ρ P r0, 1s and to consider σ driven
by W . Gatheral, Jaisson and Rosenbaum [GJR17] observed that σ behaves, at least
for time scales which are not too big, like the (stochastic) exponential of a fractional
Brownian motion with a Hurst index around H „ 0.1. Recalling that Brownian
motion has Hurst index H “ 1{2, we see that volatiliy is quite “rough”. To take
this fact into account we here consider the model proposed in [BFG16] (the rough
Bergomi model), which assumes that pσtqtPr0,T s is of the form
σt “ fpWˆt, tq (7.3)
where f in [BFG16] is actually chosen to be a (stochastic) exponential in the process
Wˆt, which is a Riemann-Liouville fractional Brownian motion
Wˆt “
ż t
0
Kpt´ rq dWr
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with the Volterra kernel Kprq “ ?2H1rą0 rH´1{2 and W a Brownian motion as in
the Heston model. Let us summarize the total model as proposed in [BFG16]:
dSt “ St ¨ fpWˆt, tq dpρW `
a
1´ ρ2W qt ,
Wˆt “
ż t
0
Kpt´ rq dWr .
By conditioning first on W (a trick that goes back to [RT97]) one can derive a
rather explicit formula for the corresponding option price, namely
ErpST ´Kq`s “ E
“
ErpST ´Kq`|pWtqtPr0,T ss
‰
“ E
”
E
”
pS0eρ
şT
0 fpWˆt,tqdWt´ ρ
2
2
şT
0 fpWˆt,tq2dt (7.4)
ˆ e
?
1´ρ2 şT0 fpWˆt,tq dW t´ 1´ρ22 şT0 fpWˆt,tq2 dt ´Kq`
ˇˇˇ
pWtqtPr0,T s
ıı
“ E
”
CB.S.
´
S0 exppρ
ż T
0
fpWˆt, tq dWt ´ ρ
2
2
ż T
0
fpWˆt, tq2dt , (7.5)
K ,
1´ ρ2
2
ż T
0
fpWˆt, tq2 dt
¯ı
(7.6)
where we used in the last step that, conditioned on pWtqtPr0,T s, one hasa
1´ ρ2
ż T
0
fpWˆt, tq dW t d„ N
´
0, p1´ ρ2q
ż T
0
fpWˆt, tq2dt
¯
and where CB.S. is defined as in (7.2). As explained in the introduction of this thesis
the critical term in (7.6) is the Itô integralż T
0
fpWˆt, tq dWt (7.7)
since for a given approximation pW εt qtPr0,T s of W and Wˆ εt :“
şT
0
Kpt´ rq dW εptq one
expects via the Wong-Zakai [WZ65] convergence resultż T
0
fpWˆ εt , tq dW εt Ñ
ż T
0
fpWˆt, tq dWt ` cpT q (7.8)
where cpT q is some Itô-Stratonovich correction. ForH ă 1{2 one sees by scaling that
for non-trivial f the correction cpT q is non-existent, so that it is not a priori clear
how one could approximate (7.8) and thus (7.6). We here develop an approximation
theory for integrals of the type (7.7) by using the theory of regularity structures,
which we recalled in Chapter 2.
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The content of this chapter is essentially taken from [BFG`17] and we refer to
this article for a more thorough discussion of the application to option pricing and
for numerical results.
The key idea in this chapter is to replace (7.8) by a rigoruous convergence result,
namely ż T
0
fpWˆ εt , tq dW εt ´
ż T
0
C εptqB1fpWˆ εt , tq dtÑ
ż T
0
fpWˆt, tq dWt , (7.9)
where C εptq denotes some function which diverges for εÑ 0. The extra term
´
ż T
0
C εptqB1fpWˆ εt , tq dt
can thus be seen as some cancellation that erases the diverging Itô-Stratonovich
correction from (7.8). Our main result is stated in Theorem 7.2.9. In Section 7.1 we
develop the regularity structure on which we describe integrals of the type (7.7) and
their approximations via different models. In Section 7.2 we use the Reconstruction
Theorem 2.3.19 to derive (7.9) (together with a rate). As the theory is completely
one-dimensional there is no need of a scaling vector s as introduced in Chapter 2 or,
in other words, we simply take s “ 1.
7.1 Regularity structure and models
Definition of the considered regularity structure
We first build a regularity structure which allows us to describe products between
the derivative of a Brownian motion W and powers of a fractional Brownian motion
Wˆ , constructed from W . Fix a parameter H P p0, 1{2s, which we will identify below
with the Hurst index of Wˆ , an arbitrary κ P p0, Hq and an integer
M ě maxtm P N |m ¨ pH ´ κq ´ 1{2´ κ ď 0u
so that
pM ` 1qpH ´ κq ´ 1{2´ κ ą 0 . (7.10)
We introduce now a regularity structure geneterated by a set of (abstract) symbols
S “ SpMq “ ␣Ξ,ΞIpΞq, . . . ,ΞIpΞqM ,1, IpΞq, . . . , IpΞqM ( , (7.11)
so that
T “ T pMq “ span tSu “à
τPS
Rτ .
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The interpretation for the symbols in S is as follows: Ξ should be understood as
an abstract representation of the white noise ξ belonging to the Brownian motion
W , i.e. ξ “ 9W where the derivative is taken in the distributional sense. We will
extend W (and thus ξ) by 0 on the negative axis. The symbol Ip. . .q has in this
chapter the intuitive meaning “integration against the Volterra kernel”, so that IpΞq
represents the integration of white noise against the Volterra kernel
?
2H
ż t
0
|t´ r|H´1{2dWr ,
which is nothing but the fractional Brownian motion Wˆt. Symbols like ΞIpΞqm “
Ξ ¨ IpΞq ¨ . . . ¨ IpΞq or IpΞqm “ IpΞq ¨ . . . ¨ IpΞq should be read as products between
the objects above. These interpretations of the symbols generating T will be made
rigorous by the model pΠ,Γq in the next subsection. Every symbol in τ P S is
assigned a homogeneity |τ |, which we define by
|ΞIpΞqm| “ ´1{2´ κ`mpH ´ κq, m ě 0
|IpΞqm| “ mpH ´ κq, m ą 0
|1| “ 0 ,
We collect the homogeneities of elements of S in the set A :“ t|τ | | τ P Su, whose
minimum is |Ξ| “ ´1{2 ´ κ. Note that the homogeneities are multiplicative in the
sense that |τ ¨ τ 1| “ |τ | ` |τ 1| for τ, τ 1 P S.
At last, our regularity comes with a structure group G acting on the model space
T , which should satisfy Γτ ´ τ “Àτ 1PS: |τ 1|ă|τ |Rτ 1 and Γ1 “ 1 for τ P S and Γ P G.
We will choose G “ tΓh |h P Ru with the group law ΓhΓh1 :“ Γh`h1 for h, h1 P R (so
that in fact G » pR,`q). We define the action of G on T by
Γh1 “ 1, ΓhΞ “ Ξ, ΓhIpΞq “ IpΞq ` h1 .
and Γhpτ 1 ¨ τq “ Γhτ 1 ¨ Γhτ for τ 1, τ P S for which τ ¨ τ 1 P S is defined. The triple
T :“ pA, T , Gq is then a regularity structure as in Definition 2.3.2. We now equip
T with a model as in Definition 2.3.9.
Models on T
The limiting model pΠˆ, Γˆq
Throughout this chapter W is a Brownian motion on R`, which we extend to the
negative axis by setting W pxq “ 0 for x ă 0. We will frequently use the notationsż t
0
fptqdWt,
ż t
0
fptq ˛ dWt (7.12)
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to denote the Itô integral and the Skorohod integral (which boils down to an Itô
integral whenever the integrand is adapted).
Remark 7.1.1. The same choice of the symbol “˛” in this thesis for Wick products
and Skorohod integrals reflects a close relation between these objects. Indeed, when
g “ řXs1rs,ts, with summation over a finite partition of r0, T s, and each Xs a
(maybe non-adapted) random variable in a finite Wiener-Itô chaos, it follows from
[Jan97, Thm 7.40] that
ş
g ˛ dW “ řXs ˛ pWt ´Wsq. Passage to L2-limits is then
standard, so that the Skorohod integral is in a way the “integrated Wick product with
d
dt
W ”. We have already seen a variation of this fact in Section 3.4.
From W we construct now the fractional Riemann-Liouville Brownian motion
Wˆ with Hurst index H P p0, 1{2s as
Wˆ ptq “ pK ˚ 9W qptq “ ?2H
ż t
0
|t´ r|H´1{2 dWr ,
where Kptq “ ?2H1tą0 ¨tH´1{2 denotes the Volterra kernel. We also write Kps, tq :“
Kpt´ sq.
To give a meaning to the product terms ΞIpΞqk we follow the ideas from rough
paths and define an “iterated integral” for s, t P R, s ď t as 1
Wms,t “
ż t
s
pWˆr ´ Wˆsqm dWr (7.13)
Wmps, tq satisfies a modification of Chen’s relation
Lemma 7.1.2. Wm as defined in (7.13) satisfies
Wms,t “Wms,u `
mÿ
l“0
ˆ
m
l
˙
pWˆu ´ WˆsqlWm´lu,t (7.14)
for s, u, t P R, s ď u ď t.
Proof. Direct consequence of the binomial theorem.
We extend the domain of Wm to all of R2 by imposing Chen’s relation for all
s, u, t P R, i.e. we set for t, s P R, t ď s
Wms,t “ ´
mÿ
l“0
ˆ
m
l
˙
pWˆt ´ WˆsqlWm´lt,s (7.15)
1Some care is needed at this point: relation (7.13) only defines Wms,t up to some null set that
might depend on s, t. Using the same arguments as for the brownian rough path [FH14] one sees
however, via a Kolmogorov-like argument, that this null set can be chosen independent of s, t.
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We are now in the position to define a model pΠˆ, Γˆq in the sense of Defini-
tion 2.3.9 that gives a rigorous meaning to the interpretation we gave above for
Ξ, IpΞq,ΞIpΞq, . . . . We define for s, t P R
Πˆs1 “ 1 Γˆts1 “ 1
ΠˆsΞ “ ddtW “ 9W ΓˆtsΞ “ Ξ
ΠˆsIpΞqm “
´
Wˆ¨ ´ Wˆs
¯m
ΓˆtsIpΞq “ IpΞq ` pWˆt ´ Wˆsq1
ΠˆsΞIpΞqm “ ddtWms,¨ Γˆtsττ 1 “ Γˆtsτ ¨ Γˆtsτ 1 , for τ, τ 1 P S with ττ 1 P S
the derivative d
dt
is taken in the distributional sense. We extend both maps from
S to T by imposing linearity. Note that Γˆts “ ΓWˆt´Wˆs by definition of our group
G “ tΓh |h P Ru above.
Lemma 7.1.3. The pair pΠˆ, Γˆq as defined above defines (a.s.) a model on pA, T , Gq
with local bounds.
Remark 7.1.4. The fact that pΠˆ, Γˆq only has local bounds is in fact not a big issue.
If one considers for example a Brownian motion W 1x :“ Wx^a that “freezes” for some
large a ą 0 we can replace pΠˆ, Γˆq by a corresponding model pΠˆ1, Γˆ1q constructed from
W 1. The models pΠˆ, Γˆq, pΠˆ1, Γˆ1q are indistinguishable on p´8, aq, so that for example
Πˆxpφq “ Πˆ1xpφq for x ă a and suppφ Ď p´8, aq. We will refer to this construction
below, to allow for proofs with Fourier methods similar as in Chapter 5.
Proof. The only symbols in S on which the relation ΠˆsΓˆst “ Πˆt from Definition 2.3.9
is not straightforward are those in the form ΞIpΞqm, where the statement follows by
Chen’s relation. The bounds (2.38) and (2.39) follow for 1 trivially and for IpΞqm
by the H ´ κ1 Hölder regularity of Wˆ for κ1 P p0, Hq. It is further straightforward
to check the condition ΓˆstΓˆtu “ Γˆsu from Definition 2.3.9 by using the rule Γˆtsττ 1 “
Γˆtsτ ¨Γˆtsτ 1 so that we are only left with the task to bound ΠˆsΞIpΞqmpφλ¨´sq. Following
along the lines of proof [FH14, Theorem 3.1] it follows |Wms,t| ď K|s´t|mH`1{2´pm`1qκ
(where K ą 0 denotes a random constant with K P Şpă8 Lp that changes from line
to line), so that
|ΠˆsIpΞqmΞpφλ¨´sq| “
ˇˇˇˇż `
φλ
˘1 pt´ sqWms,tdt ˇˇˇˇ
ď K
ż
φ1pλ´1pt´ sqq|s´ t|mH`1{2´pm`1qκ dt
λ2
ď KλmH´1{2´pm`1qκ “ Kλ|IpΞqmΞ| .
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As we will see below in Section 7.2 this model is the toolbox from which we
can build pathwise Itô integrals of the type
şt
0
fpr, Wˆrq dWr. For an approximation
theory for such expressions we are in need of a comparable setup that describes
approximations, which will be achieved by introducing a model pΠε,Γεq.
The approximating model pΠε,Γεq
The whole definition of the model pΠ,Γq is based on the object 9W . It is therefore
natural to build an approximating model by replacing 9W by some modification 9W ε
that converges (as a distribution) to 9W as εÑ 0.
The definition of 9W ε will be based on a convolution with an object δε which
should be thought of as an approximation to the Dirac delta distribution. Our
purpose to build δε from wavelets, which can be as irregular as the Haar functions.
We find it therefore convenient to allow δε to take values in the Besov space Cβ1 pRq
for some β ą 1{2 ` κ , where Cβ1 pRq “ Bβ1,8pRq “ Bβ1,8pRq is given as in Definition
2.1.16 with scaling now simply set to s “ 1. This assumption covers Haar wavelets
since we have 1r0,1s P C11pRq, which we prove in Section 7.4 below.
Definition 7.1.5. In the following we call δε : R2 Ñ R a measurable, bounded
function with the following properties
• δεpx, yq “ δεpy, xq for all x, y P R.
• The map R Q x ÞÑ δεpx, ¨q P Cβ1 pRq is bounded and measurable for some β ą
´|Ξ| “ 1{2` κ.
• For y P R one has şR δεpx, yq dx “ 1.
• supR2 |δε| À ε´1.
• supp δεpx, ¨q Ď Bpx, c ¨ εq for any x P R and some c ą 0 (independent of x).
Example 7.1.6. There are two examples which are of particular interest for our
purposes, for both we take β ą 1{2` κ:
• We say that δε “comes from a mollifier”, by which we mean that there is sym-
metric, compactly supported L8pRq X Cβ1 pRq-function ρ, which integrates to 1
such that
δεpx, yq “ ε´1 ¨ ρpε´1py ´ xqq ,
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• A further interesting example is the case where δε “comes from a wavelet ba-
sis”. Consider only ε “ 2´N and choose compactly supported L8pRq X Cβ1 pRq-
valued father wavelets pϕk,NqkPZ (e.g. the Haar father wavelets ϕk,N “ 2N{2 ¨
1rk2´N ,pk`1q2´N q) and set
δεpx, yq “
ÿ
kPZ
ϕk,Npxqϕk,Npyq .
Note that (locally) 9W is contained in C|Ξ|pRq (recall: |Ξ| “ ´1{2´κ). By Lemma
2.1.29 and 2.1.27 we have C|Ξ|pRq “
´
B´|Ξ|1,1 pRq
¯1 “ ´B1{2`κ1,1 pRq¯1 Ď ´Cβ1 pRq¯1 so that
we can define
9W εptq :“ x 9W, δεpt, ¨qy1R`ptq (7.16)
which is a Gaussian process, pathwise measurable and locally bounded. For (maybe
stochastic) integrands f we introduce the notationż t
0
fprq dW εr :“
ż t
0
fprq 9W εr dr (7.17)
and if f takes values in some (non-homogeneous) Wiener chaos induced by 9W we
also introduce the “renormalized” integralż t
0
fprq ˛ dW εr :“
ż t
0
fprq ˛ 9W εr dr , (7.18)
where we recall that ˛ denotes the Wick product. Note that the right hand side 7.18
is defined by the right hand side, since it can not be read as a Skorohod integral as
9W ε is no Gaussian stochastic measure in the sense of [Jan97, Definition 7.17]. The
integrals (7.17) and (7.18) do in general not coincide, unless f is deterministic. We
define an approximate fractional Brownian motion by
Wˆ εptq “ pK ˚ 9W εqptq “ ?2H
ż t
0
|t´ r|H´1{2 dW εr
which has the expected regularity as we show in the following lemma.
Lemma 7.1.7. On every compact time intervall r0, T s we have the estimates
|Wˆ εt ´ Wˆ εs | À Kε|t´ s|H´κ1 , |Wˆ εt ´ Wˆ εs ´ pWˆt ´ Wˆsq| À Kε|t´ s|H´κ1εδκ1 .
uniformly in ε P p0, 1s for any δ P p0, 1q and κ1 P p0, Hq and where Kε ą 0 is a
random constant that is (uniformly) bounded in Lp for p P r1,8q.
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Proof. The proof is elementary but a bit bulky and therefore postponed to Section
7.4 below.
Finally we can give the definition of the approximative model pΠε,Γεq, the
“canonical” model built from the approximate noise W ε.
Πεs1 “ 1 Γεts1 “ 1
ΠεsΞ “ 9W ε ΓεtsΞ “ Ξ
ΠεsIpΞqm “
´
Wˆ ε¨ ´ Wˆ εs
¯m
ΓεtsIpΞq “ IpΞq `
´
Wˆ εt ´ Wˆ εs
¯
1
ΠεsIpΞqmΞ “ pWˆ ε¨ ´ Wˆ εs qm 9W ε Γεtsττ 1 “ Γεtsτ ¨ Γεtsτ 1 , τ, τ 1, τ ¨ τ 1 P S
Lemma 7.1.8. The pair pΠε,Γεq as defined above is a model (with local bounds) on
pA, T , Gq.
Remark 7.1.9. Concerning local bounds a similar remark as 7.1.4 applies.
Proof. The identity Πεt “ ΓεtsΠεs is straightforward to check. The bounds from
Definition 2.3.9 on Γεst and on ΠεsIpΞqm follow from the regularity of Wˆ ε as proved
in Lemma 7.1.7. The blow-up of ΠεsΞIpΞqmpφλ¨´sq however is even better than we
need, since by the choice of δε we have | 9W ε| ď Cε, for some random constant Cε
(that might diverge for εÑ 0), on compact sets.
The definition of this model is justified by the fact that one can use the recon-
struction operator R from Theorem 2.3.19 and a suitable defined modelled distri-
bution to build integrals of the typeż t
0
fpWˆ εr , rq dW εr , (7.19)
see Section 7.2 below for details. As pointed out in the introduction, by the Wong-
Zakai result [WZ65], there is no hope that integrals of this type will converge as
ε Ñ 0 to anything meaningful for H ă 1{2. This can be cured by working with a
renormalized model pΠˆε,Γεq instead.
The renormalized model Πˆε
From the perspective of regularity structures the fundamental reason why integrals
like (7.19) fail to converge to ż t
0
fpWˆr, rq dWr
lies in the fact that the corresponding models will not satisfy pΠε,Γεq Ñ pΠˆ, Γˆq in
the sense of the model distance in Definition 2.3.9, where pΠˆ, Γˆq is the limiting model
defined above. To see what is going on we will first rewrite ΠsΞIpΞqk
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Lemma 7.1.10. For φ P C8c pRq, s P R, m P t1, . . . ,Mu we have for the limiting
model pΠˆ, Γˆq
ΠˆsΞIpΞqmpφq “
ż 8
0
φptq pWˆt ´ Wˆsqm ˛ dWt
´m
ż 8
0
φptqKps´ tq pWˆt ´ Wˆsqm´1 dt
where ˛ denotes the Skorohod integral and Kptq “ ?2H1tą0tH´1{2 denotes the
Volterra kernel. Note that in the second term the domain of integration is actually
p0, sq.
Proof. We prove this by reexpressing Wms,t. For s ă t we have already
Wms,t “
ż t
s
dWr ˛ pWˆr ´ Wˆsqm
so that it remains to see what happens for t ă s. With relation (7.15) we have in
this case
Wms,t “ ´
mÿ
l“0
ˆ
m
l
˙
pWˆt ´ Wˆsql ¨
ż s
t
dr 9Wr ˛ pWˆr ´ Wˆtqm´l ,
where we use for the sake of concision formal notation, which is however easy to
translate to a rigorous formulation. Using the fact that for Gaussians U1, V, U2 we
have
U l1 ¨ pV ˛ Um´l2 q “ V ˛ pU l1Um´l2 q ` lErV U1sU l´11 Um´l2 (7.20)
(a consequence of [Jan97, Theorems 3.15, 7.33]), we obtain
Wms,t “ ´
ż s
t
dr 9Wr ˛ pWˆr ´ Wˆsqm
´
mÿ
l“0
ˆ
m
l
˙
l ¨
ż s
t
drEr 9Wr ¨ pWˆt ´ Wˆsqs ¨ pWˆt ´ Wˆsql´1 ¨ pWˆr ´ Wˆtqm´l .
Using
`
m
l
˘ “ m`m´1
l´1
˘
and Er 9Wr ¨ pWˆt ´ Wˆsqs “ ´Kps ´ rq for t ă r ă s we can
reformulate this and obtain
Wms,t “ ´
ż s
t
dWr ˛ pWˆr ´ Wˆsqm `m
ż s
t
drKps´ rqpWˆr ´ Wˆsqm´1 .
Since ΠˆsΞIpΞqmpφq “
ş
φptq dpWms,¨qt the claim follows.
Let us also reexpress the approximating model in a suitable form.
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Lemma 7.1.11. For φ P C8c pRq, s P R, m P t1, . . . ,Mu we have
ΠεsΞIpΞqmpφq “
ż 8
0
φptq pWˆ εt ´ Wˆ εs qm ˛ dW εt
´m
ż 8
0
φptqK εps, tqpWˆ εt ´ Wˆ εs qm´1dt
`m
ż 8
0
φptqK εpt, tqpWˆ εt ´ Wˆ εs qm´1 dt
where ˛ is defined as in (7.18) and where
K εpu, vq :“ ErWˆ εu 9W εv s “ 1u,vě0
ż 8
0
ż 8
0
δεpv, x1qδεpx1, x2qKpu´ x2q dx1dx2 .
(7.21)
Proof. Using that for Gaussian random variables V, U we have V Um “ V ˛ Um `
mErV U sUm´1 (this is (7.20) with U2 “ 1) we can rewrite
ΠεsΞIpΞqmpφq “
ż 8
0
φptq pWˆ εt ´ Wˆ εs qm ˛ dW εt
`m
ż 8
0
dt φptqEr 9W εt pWˆ εt ´ Wˆ εs qspWˆ εt ´ Wˆ εs qm´1¨
Replacing Er 9W εt pWˆ εt ´ Wˆ εs qs “ K εpt, tq ´K εps, tq shows the identity.
Comparing the expressions in Lemma 7.1.11 and 7.1.10 we see that we morally
have to subtract
m
ż
φptqK εpt, tqpWˆ εt ´ Wˆ εs qm´1 dt
from the model, which will give us a new model Πˆε. Of course we have to be careful
that this step preserves “Chen’s relation” ΠˆεsΓεst “ Πˆεt , see Theorem 7.1.13 below.
If we interpret K ε as an approximation to the Volterra-kernel we see that the
expression
C εptq :“ K εpt, tq, t ě 0
will correspond to something like “0H´1{2 “ 8” in the limit ε Ñ 0. From this
point of view the following upper bound seems quite natural.
Lemma 7.1.12. For all s, t P R we have
|K εps, tq| À εH´1{2 .
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Proof. |K εps, tq| À ε´2 ş
Bpt,cεq dx
ş
Bpx,cεq du |s´ u|H´1{2 À εH´1{2 .
Our hope is now that the new model Πˆε converges to Πˆ in the sense of the “model
distance” in Definition 2.3.9.
The following, fundamental result of this subsection answers this question and
plays a key role in our approximation theory.
Theorem 7.1.13. Define, for every s P r0, T s, the linear map Πˆεs : T Ñ C1c pRq1 by
ΠˆεsΞIpΞqm “ ΠεsΞIpΞqm ´mC εp¨qΠεspIpΞqm´1q
for m P t1, . . . ,Mu and by Πˆεs “ Πεs on all remaining symbols in S. Then
pΠˆε, Γˆεq :“ pΠˆε,Γεq
defines a model (with local bounds) on pA, T , Gq. On compact time intervals r0, T s
we have for γ P R
|||pΠˆε, Γˆεq; pΠˆ, Γˆq|||γ,r0,T s À Kεεδκ . (7.22)
for any δ P p0, 1q, κ is as on page 177 and where Kε is a random constant that is
uniformly bounded in Lp for p P r1,8q.
In particular, we have “almost rate H” for M “Mpκ,Hq large enough.
Remark 7.1.14. Concerning the local bounds of pΠˆε, Γˆεq a similar remark as 7.1.4
applies.
Proof. Since we have, for fixed ε, that suptPr0,T s |C εptq| ă 8 (Lemma 7.1.12) and
|ΠεsIpΞqm| À| ¨ ´ s|mH (Lemma 7.1.8) the bound (2.39) is still satisfied. The modifi-
cation ΠˆεsΞIpΞqk´ΠεsΞIpΞqk does further not lead to a violation of “Chen’s relation”
ΠˆεtΓ
ε
tsΞIpΞqm “ ΠˆεsΞIpΞqm.
Indeed, using validity of (2.37) for pΠε,Γεq, we have
ΠˆεtΓ
ε
tsΞIpΞqm “ Πˆεt
˜
mÿ
l“0
ˆ
m
l
˙
pWˆ εt ´ Wˆ εs qlΞIpΞqm´l
¸
“ ΠεsΞIpΞqm ´
mÿ
l“0
ˆ
m
l
˙
pWˆ εt ´ Wˆ εs qlpm´ lqC εp¨qpWˆ ε¨ ´ Wˆ εt qm´l´1
“ ΠεsΞIpΞqm ´mC εp¨q
m´1ÿ
l“0
ˆ
m´ 1
l
˙
pWˆ εt ´ Wˆ εs ql pWˆ ε¨ ´ Wˆ εt qm´l´1
“ ΠεsΞIpΞqm ´mC εp¨qpWˆ ε¨ ´ Wˆ εs qm “ ΠˆεsΞpIpΞqm .
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This already shows that pΠˆε, Γˆεq is still a model on pA, T , Gq.
We now prove (7.22). We only consider the symbols ΞIpΞqm, the symbols IpΞqm
can be handled with Lemma 7.1.7. In view of Lemma 7.1.10 and 7.1.11 we have
to control for s P r0, T s, φ P C8c pBp0, 1qq and λ P p0, 1s (with m ě 0 in the first
equation and m ą 0 in the second equation)
E
ˇˇˇˇż 8
0
dW εt ˛ φλt´spWˆ εstqm ´
ż 8
0
dWt ˛ φλt´spWˆstqm
ˇˇˇˇ2
À ε2δκ1λ2mH´1´2κ1 , (7.23)
E
ˇˇˇˇż 8
0
dt φλt´s
´
K εps, tqpWˆ εstqm´1 ´Kps´ tqpWˆstqm´1
¯ˇˇˇˇ2
À ε2δκ1λ2mH´1´2κ1 ,
(7.24)
where Wˆ εst “ Wˆ εt ´ Wˆ εs and similar for Wst and where δ P p0, 1q, κ1 P p0, Hq is
arbitrary. Equivalence of norms in the Wiener chaos and a version of Kolmogorov’s
criterion for models ([Hai14, Proposition 3.32]) then gives (7.22) (note that this gives
for a better homogeneity then we actually need since we only subtract 2κ1 and not
2mκ1 in the exponent of λ P p0, 1s). We can rewrite the random variable of (7.23)
as ż T`1`c
0
dWt ˛
ż
du δεpt, uq
´
1uě0φλu´spWˆ εsuqm ´ φλt´spWˆstqm
¯
,
where c ą 0 is as in Definition 7.1.5.
Using [Jan97, Theorem 7.39] and Jensen’s inequality we can estimate the second
moment of this Skorohod integral by
E|(7.23)|2 À
ż T`1`c
0
dt
ż
du |δεpt, uq|E
´
1uě0φλu´spWˆ εsuqm ´ φλt´spWˆstqm
¯2
.
In the regime λ ď ε every term in the parentheses can simply be bounded (using
Lemma 7.1.7) by λ2H´1 À λ2H´1´2κ1εκ1 . If on the other hand ε ă λ we can split off
a term of order
ş
Bp0,cεq dt
ş
Bp0,cεq
du
ε
À ε À λ2mH´1´2κ1ε2κ1 to drop the indicator 1uě0
and can bound on the support of δεpt, uq via Lemma 7.1.7 and interpolation
|φλu´spWˆ εsuqm ´ φλt´spWˆtsqm| ď |pφλu´s ´ φλt´sq ¨ |Wˆ εsu|m ` |φλt´s| ¨
ˇˇˇ
pWˆ εsuqm ´ pWˆstqm
ˇˇˇ
À Kε1Bps,p1`2cqλqptqλ´1´κ1εκ1λmH
`Kε1Bps,λqptqλ´1λmH´κ1εκ1 ,
where Kε ą 0 denote random constants that are uniformly bounded in Lp for p P
r1,8q. This shows (7.23). To estimate (7.24) we first note that due to E|pWˆ qm´1st ´
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pWˆ εstqm´1|2 À |t´ s|2pm´1qH´2κ1εδ2κ1 we are only left with
E
ˇˇˇˇż 8
0
dt φλt´s pK εps, tq ´Kps´ tqq pWˆ εstqm´1
ˇˇˇˇ2
À
ż 8
0
dt φλt´s |K εps, tq ´Kps´ tq|2 |s´ t|2pm´1qH ,
which is straightforward to bound with Lemma 7.1.12 if λ ď ε. For λ ą ε and
t ą 2cε with c ą 0 as in Definition 7.1.5 the desired bound follows from Lemma
7.4.3 below. The remaining case however contributes withż
Bp0,2cεq
dt φλt´s|t´ s|2pm´1qHpε2H´1 ` |t´ s|2H´1q
À
ż
Bps,λ´12cεq
dt pλ2pm´1qHε2H´1 ` λ2mH´1|t|2mH´1q
À λ2pm´1qH´1ε2H ` λ2mH´1pλ´1εq2mH À λ2mH´κ1εκ1 ,
which completes the proof.
7.2 Approximation theory via reconstruction
We now address the central question of this chapter of how the integralż t
0
fpWˆ εprq, rq dW εprq
has to be modified to make it convergent against
şt
0
fpW prq, rqdW prq. To this end
we describe the integrand fpWˆ pεqr , rq by a function F : r0, T s Ñ T
F pεqpsq :“
Mÿ
m“0
1
m!
Bm1 fpWˆ pεqs , sqIpΞqm (7.25)
We here used the representation “Xpεq” to denote both X and Xε. We will occasion-
ally use this shorthand notation in this section to shorten the formulas a bit. The
notation Bm1 in (7.25) should be read for m ě 0 as
Bm1 :“ Bpm,0q
and will further write B1 whenever m “ 1. Once we have shown (7.25) is a modelled
distribution in Dγpr0, T s; T , Γˆpεqq with γ ą 0 large enough we can multiply it with
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the symbol Ξ and then apply the reconstruction operator R from Theorem 2.3.19.
The easiest way to show that F pεq is a modelled distribution is to read it as in
Lemma 5.3.9 as the composition of the smooth function f with the pair of modelled
distributions pKpεqΞ,1q where
pKpεqΞqptq :“ Wˆ pεqt 1` IpΞq
A similar notation for the “operator” K as in Section 6.2 and as in [Hai14, Sec-
tion 5] was chosen on purpose, since KpεqΞ can be seen as the integration of Ξ P
D8pRd; T , Γˆpεqq “ ŞγPRDγpRd; Γˆpεqq against the Volterra-Kernel K. One easily ver-
ifies by direct computation that 1, KpεqΞ P D8pRd; T , Γˆpεqq. This allows us to apply
[Hai14, Thm 4.16], which is the non-singular analogue of Lemma 5.3.9, to obtain
the following estimate.
Lemma 7.2.1. Given f P C2M`3b pRˆ r0, T sq one has for all γ P p1{2` κ, 1q,
}F pεq}Dγpr0,T s;T ,Γˆpεqq ` }ΞF pεq}Dγ`|Ξ|pr0,T s;T ,Γˆq À Kpεq1 ,
where Kpεq1 is a polynomial (with coefficients independent of ε) in }pΠˆpεq, Γˆpεqq}γ. We
have further
}F ε;F }Dγpr0,T s;T ;Γˆε,Γˆq ` }ΞF ε; ΞF }Dγ`|Ξ|pr0,T s;T ;Γˆε,Γˆq À K2 ¨ |||pΠˆε, Γˆεq; pΠˆ, Γˆq|||γ (7.26)
Kε2 is a polynomial (with coefficients independent of ε) in the corresponding norms
of F, F ε, pΠˆ, Γˆq and pΠˆε, Γˆεq.
Proof. The estimates on }F pεq}Dγpr0,T s;Γpεqq and }F ε;F }Dγpr0,T s;T ;Γˆε,Γˆq follow with 1,
KpεqΞ P D8pRd; Γpεqq from [Hai14, Thm 4.16] (polynomial dependence on the model
norm is not stated there but is clear from the proof). The estimates involving ΞF pεq
then follow by an application of [Hai14, Thm 4.7, Prop. 4.10].
Remark 7.2.2. In the case when f P C2M`3 but with no global bounds, the result still
holds since we only consider the values of f on the range of the continuous function
RKΞ (which is bounded by some R ě 0). The resulting bounds then depend linearly
on }f}C2M`3pBRˆr0,T sq.
We are thus allowed to apply the reconstruction operator from Theorem 2.3.19 to
F pεq, which we expect to yield a distribution that somehow describes fpWˆ pεq, tq 9W pεq
in a way that is robust under approximations.
Lemma 7.2.3. We have (a.s.)
RFΞpφq “
ż
φptq fpWˆ ptq, tq dWt ,
RεF εΞpφq “
ż
φptq fpWˆ εt , tq dW εt ´
ż
K εpt, tqB1fpWˆ εt , tqφptq dt .
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where Rpεq is the reconstruction operator from Theorem 2.3.19 for the model
pΠˆpεq, Γˆpεqq.
Proof. For φ P C8c pRq and s P R we have
E
ˇˇˇˇż
φλt´sfpWˆt, tq dWt ´ ΠˆsFsΞpφλ¨´sq
ˇˇˇˇ2
“ E
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż
φλt´spfpWˆt, tq ´
Mÿ
m“0
Bm1 fpWˆs, sqpWˆt ´ WˆsqmqdWt
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
2
“
ż
R`
E
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇφλt´spfpWˆt, tq ´ Mÿ
m“0
Bm1 fpWˆs, sqpWˆt ´ Wˆsqq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
2
dt Àφ λ2γ
for 0 ă γ ă rpM ` 1qpH ´ κq ^ 1s ´ 1{2 where we applied Taylor’s formula and
Lemma 7.1.7. Proceeding now as in the proof of [Hai14, Theorem 3.10] we choose
test functions η, ψ P C8c with η even and supp η Ď Bp0, 1q,
ş
ηptq dt “ 1. We then
obtain for ψδ “ ψ ˚ ηδ
E
«ˇˇˇˇ
RFΞpψδq ´
ż
ψδptq fpWˆt, tqqdWt
ˇˇˇˇ2ff
“ E
”ˇˇˇ ż
dxψpxq
´
RFΞpηδ¨´xq ´ ΠˆxΞF pηδ¨´xq ` ΠˆxΞF pηδ¨´xq
´
ż
ηδt´x fpWˆt, tqqdWt
¯ˇˇˇ2ı
À
ż
dxψ2pxq δ2γ δÑ0Ñ 0
where we included a term ΠˆxΞF pηδ¨´xq in the second step and then used Jensen’s
inequality. It remains to note thatż
ψδptq fpWˆt, tqqdWt δÑ0Ñ
ż
ψptq fpWˆt, tqdWt
in L2pPq and further RFΞpψδq Ñ RFΞpψq a.s. and thus in L2pPq. Putting
everything together we obtain
E
„
|RFΞpψq ´
ż
ψptq fpWˆt, tqdWt|2
ȷ
“ 0
which implies the first statement. For the second identity we proceed in the same
way but make use of Lemma 7.4.4 below.
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Integration of this expression then corresponds to testing this distribution against
1r0,T s. This is a well-defined operation since the reconstruction lies by Theorem
2.3.19 (locally) in C´1{2´κpRq, which is included by Lemma 2.1.29 and 2.1.27 in
C´1{2´κpRq Ď pC11pRqq1 .
Since 1r0,T s P C11pRq the integration of RpεqΞF ε “ fpWˆ pεq, tq 9W pεq over r0, T s can
then be read as a dual pairing. We will need that the bounds from Theorem 2.3.19
and Definition 2.3.9 are well-behaved with such pairings. This is the content of
the following Lemma, in contrast to [BFG`17] we here give a proof which is more
coherent with the methods presented in Section 2.1 and Chapter 5.
Lemma 7.2.4. Let T “ pA, T , Gq be a regularity structure on Rd with a model
pΠ,Γq and let φ P Cβ1,spRdq with β ą ´minA, suppφ Ď Bsp0, 1q and s being the
scaling of the regularity structure T . For x P Rd it then holds for λ P p0, 1s
|Πxτpφλ¨´xq| À K1 ¨ λα}φ}Cβ1,spRdq , (7.27)
|pRF ´ ΠxFxqpφλ¨´xq| À K2 ¨ λγ}φ}Cβ1,spRdq , (7.28)
where τ P Tα with α P A, F P DγpRd; T q with γ ą 0, R is the reconstruction
operator from Theorem 2.3.19 and K1, K2 are some polynomials in |||pΠ,Γq|||α`1 and
|||pΠ,Γq|||γ respectively. Given a second model pΠ˜, Γ˜q we further have
|pΠxτ ´ Π˜xτqpφλ¨´xq| À K1 ¨ |||pΠ,Γq; pΠ˜, Γ˜q|||α`1 λα}φ}Cβ1,spRdq , (7.29)
|pRF ´ ΠxFx ´ R˜F˜ ´ Π˜xF˜xqpφλ¨´xq|ÀK2
ˆ `|||pΠ,Γq; pΠ˜, Γ˜q|||γ ` }F ; F˜ }DγpRd;T ,Γ,Γ˜q˘λγ}φ}Cβ1,spRdq , (7.30)
where F˜ P DγpRd; Γ˜q and R˜ denotes the reconstruction operator for the model pΠ˜, Γ˜q.
The polynomials K1, K2 are now taken in the corresponding norms of pΠ,Γq, pΠ˜, Γ˜q
and pΠ,Γq, pΠ˜, Γ˜q, F, F˜ respectively.
Remark 7.2.5. In the framework in this chapter, with β P p1
2
`κ, 1s, this covers in
particular functions like φ “ 1r0,1{2s P C11pRq (Lemma 7.4.1 below) and thus also the
Haar basis.
Remark 7.2.6. The reader might be worried since we work here with a model with
global bounds as in Definition 2.3.9, while our models defined so far in this chapter
are all models with local bounds as on page 47. This is however no real restriction
since all the estimates above involve compactly supported function so that we can
apply these bounds to the models pΠˆ, Γˆq, pΠˆε, Γˆεq, pΠε,Γεq by proceeding as in 7.1.4.
A similar remark applies to the modelled distribution F pεq for which we can apply
the Whitney extension result of Theorem 5.3.16.
For a result that does not require global, but only local bounds compare [BFG`17],
where the result above is proved with wavelet techniques instead.
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Proof. In [BFG`17] this was proved via wavelet methods. We here choose to give a
distinct proof which is nevertheless similar in spirit but relies on the Fourier methods
we presented in Chapter 2. We only show (7.28), since the remaining estimates
(7.27), (7.29) and (7.30) follow by basically the same arguments. By Lemma A.4 of
[GIP15] it follows that for σ P rc, Cs with 0 ă c ă C one has
}φpσ¨q}Cβ1,spRdq Àc,C }φ}Cβ,s1 pRdq .
([GIP15, Lemma A.4] is actually for the isotropic case and Cβ8 instead, the translation
to the case used here however is rather straightforward). We can thus take dyadic
λ “ 2´N in (7.28) for N ě 0. Since β ą 0 by assumption we have due to Lemma
2.1.28 the estimate }φ}L1pRdq À }φ}Cβ1,spRdq, which we will use throughtout the proof
without further mentioning. Without loss of generality we pick }φ}Cβ1,spRdq ď 1.
Using Littlewood-Paley-decomposition of RF ´ΠxFx we can split the right hand
side of (7.28) into
pRF ´ ΠxFxqpφλ¨´xq “
ż
dy pRF ´ ΠxFxqpΨăN¨´y q ¨ φλy´x
`
ÿ
jěN
ż
dy pRF ´ ΠxFxqpΨj¨´yq ¨ φλy´x (7.31)
We split the first term of (7.31) intoż
dy pRF ´ ΠyFyqpΨăN¨´y q ¨ φλy´x `
ÿ
αăγ
ż
dyΠypFαy ´ ΓαyxFxqpΨăN¨´y q ¨ φλy´x (7.32)
It was shown in [GIP15, Lemma 6.6] and Lemma 2.3.11 that
pRF ´ ΠyFyqpΨăN¨´y q À K2 ¨ 2´Nγ, ΠypΨăN¨´y q À K2 ¨ 2´Nα (7.33)
where τ P Tα with α P A. Similar bounds hold for ΨN as one sees by writing ΨN “
ΨăN`1 ´ΨăN . From this one gets, using F P DγpRd; T q, that (7.32) is bounded by
K2 2
´Nγ “ K2 λγ. The second term of (7.31) is a bit more delicate, we use spectral
support properties to introduce a Littlewood-Paley block ∆j “ řj1: |j1´j|ď1∆j1 (as
in the proof of Lemma 2.1.23) and then perform a splitting similar as for (7.32):ÿ
jěN
ż
dy pRF ´ ΠxFxqpΨj¨´yq p∆jφλqy´x“
ÿ
jěN
ż
dy pRF ´ ΠyFyqpΨj¨´yq p∆jφλqy´x
(7.34)
`
ÿ
jěN
ÿ
αăγ
ż
dyΠypFαy ´ ΓαyxFxqpΨj¨´yq p∆jφλqy´x
(7.35)
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Using }∆jφλ}L1pRdq À }φλ}L1pRdq À 1 (from (2.20)) the term (7.34) is again, due to
(7.33) for Ψj “ Ψăj`1 ´ Ψăj, bounded by řjěN K2 2´jγ À K2 λγ, so that we are
left with (7.35) for which we finally apply that φ P Cβ1 pRdq, suppφ Ď Bsp0, 1q. The
term (7.35) can be bounded by
K2
ÿ
αăγ
ÿ
jěN
2´jα
ż
dy}y ´ x}γ´αs |p∆jφλqy´x|
“ K2
ÿ
αăγ
ÿ
jěN
2´jα
ż
}y´x}sď2λ
dy }y ´ x}γ´αs |p∆jφλqy´x| (7.36)
`K2
ÿ
αăγ
ÿ
jěN
2´jα
ż
}y´x}są2λ
dy }y ´ x}γ´αs |p∆jφλqy´x| . (7.37)
For (7.36) we obtain the upper bound
K2
ÿ
αăγ
λγ´α
ÿ
jěN
2´jα
ż
}y´x}sď2λ
dy |p∆jφλqy´x| ď K2
ÿ
αăγ
λγ´α
ÿ
jěN
2´jα
ż
dy|p∆jφλqy´x|
“ K2
ÿ
αăγ
λγ´α
ÿ
jěN
2´jα
ż
dy|p∆j´Nφqλy´x|
“ K2
ÿ
αăγ
λγ´α
ÿ
jěN
2´jα}p∆j´Nφqλ}L1pRdq
À K2
ÿ
αăγ
λγ´α
ÿ
jěN
2´jα2´pj´Nqβ À K2
ÿ
αăγ
λγ´αλ´β
ÿ
jěN
2´jpβ`αq À K2λγ ,
where we applied λ “ 2´N in the second line, which yields by substitution the
identity ∆jφλ “ p∆j´Nφqλ. By substituting z “ 2Nspy ´ xq we can reshape (7.37)
as
K2
ÿ
αăγ
ÿ
jěN
2´jαλγ´α
ż
}z}są2
dy }z}γ´αs 2´N |s||p∆j´Nφqλ2´Nsz| . (7.38)
Now, using that supp φ P Bsp0, 1q and }z}s ą 2 we can estimate for arbitrarily large
a ą 0
2´N |s||p∆j´Nφqλ2´Nsz| “ |p∆j´Nφqz| “ 2pj´Nq|s|
ˇˇˇ ż
duΨp2pj´Nqspz ´ uqqφpuq
ˇˇˇ
À 2´pj´Nqpa´1q 1p}z}s ´ 1qa .
Choosing now a large enough such that a` γ ´minA ą |s| and a´ 1`minA ą 0
one gets for (7.38) the upper bound
K2
ÿ
αăγ
ÿ
jěN
2´jαλγ´α 2´pj´Nqpa´1q À Ksλγ ,
which closes the proof.
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Having established this technical result we can in principle always use indicator
functions in our framework with the same “legality” than smooth functions. If we
take φ “ 1r0,T q we obtain RFΞp1r0,T qq “
şT
0
fpWˆt, tq dWt, so that it is natural to de-
fine I εf pT q :“ RεΞF εp1r0,T qq as an approximation (we have of course 1r0,T q “ 1r0,T s
in the sense of distributions, but the usage of 1r0,T q leads to aesthetically more pleas-
ing expressions below). However, note that the key property of the reconstruction
operator Rpεq is that it is locally close to the corresponding model Πpεq so that we
have a second natural approximation Iεf,Mptq
Definition 7.2.7. For f, F ε as in Lemma 7.2.1 and t ě 0 we set
I εf ptq :“ RεΞF εp1r0,tsq “
ż t
0
fpWˆ εr , rq dW εr ´
ż t
0
C εprqB1fpWˆ εr , rq dr . (7.39)
For a (fixed) partition trtεl , tεl`1qu of r0, tq with
ˇˇ
tεl`1 ´ tεl
ˇˇ À ε we further set
Iεf,Mptq “
ÿ
rtεl ,tεl`1q
ΠˆεtlΞF
ε
tl
p1rtεl ,tεl`1qq
“
ÿ
rtεl ,tεl`1q
Mÿ
m“0
1
m!
Bm1 fpWˆ εtεl , tεl q
ż tεl`1
tεl
´
Wˆ εr ´ Wˆ εtεl
¯m
dW εr´
´
Mÿ
m“1
1
pm´ 1q!B
m
1 fpWˆ εtεl , tεl q
ż tεl`1
tεl
C εprq
´
Wˆ εr ´ Wˆ εtεl
¯m´1
dr .
Remark 7.2.8. To be precise, Lemma 7.2.3 only states that the second identity in
(7.39) holds for all t ě 0 almost surely. However, using Kolmogorov’s criterion and
integration results for distributions (for example [GIP15, Lemma A.10]) one sees
that one can choose a common version for the reconstruction and the right hand
side of (7.39) so that we have almost surely an identity for all t ě 0. If 9W ε is
almost surely Hölder continuous, one can alternatively use [Hai14, Remark 3.15].
The following theorem, which can be seen as the fundamental theorem of our
regularity structure approach to rough pricing shows that these approximations do
both converge.
Theorem 7.2.9. Fix T ą 0. For f P C8b pRq and I εf , Iεf,M as in Definition 7.2.7
we have
(i) for any δ P p0, 1q one has
sup
tPr0,T s
ˇˇˇˇ
I εf ptq ´
ż t
0
fpWˆr, rqdWr
ˇˇˇˇ
ď KεεδH , (7.40)
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(ii) for every δ P p0, 1q we can pick M “Mpδ,Hq large enough, such that
sup
tPr0,T s
ˇˇˇˇ
Iεf,Mptq ´
ż t
0
fpWˆr, rqdWr
ˇˇˇˇ
ď KεεδH . (7.41)
where in both cases Kε is a random constant (depending on δ) which can be
bounded independent of ε in Lp for p P r1,8q.
Remark 7.2.10. By the Itô isometry and Kolmogorov’s continuity criterion one
finds that there is C1{2´κpr0, T sq version of the process ` şt
0
fpWˆt, tq dWt
˘
tPr0,T s, this
is the object for which the statement in (i.) and (ii.) is formulated
Remark 7.2.11. With regard to (i): although I εf ptq does not depend on any choice
of M , and nor does its limit, the choice of M affects the entire regularity structure
and so, implicitly also the reconstruction operator Rε used in the definition of I εf ,
as well as the modelled distribution F ε. The latter, in turn, requires f P CM for the
construction to make sense. If δ is chosen arbitrarily close to one, f needs to have
derivatives of arbitrary order, hence our smoothness assumption.
Remark 7.2.12 (f of exponential form). By an easy localization argument one
shows that for smooth f P C8pRq (but without any further bounds) ones still has
sup
εPp0,1s
P
˜
sup
tPr0,T s
ˇˇˇˇ
I εf ptq ´
ż t
0
fpWˆr, rqdWr
ˇˇˇˇ
ď CεδH
¸
Ñ 0
with C Ñ 8 (and similar for Iεf,M). The rough Bergomi model from [BFG16], which
we sketched at the beginning of this chapter, proposes that f should be of exponential
form. Now, the result with Lp-estimates still holds since we only consider the values
of f on the range of the continuous function Wˆ pεq (which is bounded, independent of
ε, by some random R ě 0). As pointed out in Remark 7.2.2, the bounds then depend
linearly on }f}CM`2pBRˆr0,T sq. Since, for us, Wˆ pεq is always a Gaussian process we
have (by Fernique) Gaussian concentration for suptPr0,T s |Wˆ pεqt |. So, for instance if
f and its derivatives have exponential growth we do have the Lp bounds of the above
theorem, for all p ă 8.
Proof. Without loss of generality T ď 1, otherwise split r0, T s in subintervals. Let
us show (7.40) by rewriting
I εf ptq ´
ż t
0
fpWˆr, rqdWr “ pRεpF εΞq ´RpFΞqqp1r0,tsq
“ t
´
Πˆε0ΞF
εp0q ´ Π0ΞF p0qq
¯
pt´11r0,tsq
` t
´
RεΞF ε ´ Πˆε0ΞF εp0q ´ pRΞF ´ Π0ΞF p0qq
¯
pt´11r0,tqq .
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We then obtain the rate εδκ, δ P p0, 1q using Theorem 7.1.13, Lemma 7.2.1 and
Lemma 7.2.4. Letting κ Ò H and M Ò 8 our total rate can be chosen arbitrarily
close to H.
To obtain the second estimate we can bound I εf ptq ´ Iεf,Mptq once more with
Lemma 7.2.4.
Non-constant vs. constant renormalization
If δε comes from a mollifier (cf. Example 7.1.6) the renormalization C ε that was
applied in Theorem 7.1.13 and thus in Definition 7.2.7 is constant (for positive times
t Á ε), which is the familiar concept one encounters in the study of singular SPDE
as we have seen in Chapter 4. If δε comes from wavelets such as the Haar basis,
C ε is usually not constant but a periodic function with a period (of order) ε (for
positive times t Á ε). Thus we see that our analysis gives rise to a “non-constant
renormalization”. It is natural to ask if one can do with constant renormalization
after all. For the sake of argument, consider C ε, periodic with period ε, with mean
Cε “ 1
ε
ż K`ε
K
C εptqdt.
with K ą 2c, where c ą 0 is as in Definition 7.1.5. From Lemma 7.1.12 it follows
that C ε (and its mean) are bounded by εH´1{2, uniformly in t. Putting all this
together it easily follows that |xC ε ´ Cε1r0,8q, φy| À εα`H´1{2, uniformly over all φ
bounded in Cα for α P p0, 1q, with convergence to zero when α ą 1{2 ´ H. As a
consequence, taking φptq “ fpWˆ εq, for smooth f , we clearly can apply this with
any α ă H. Hence, by equating the constraints on α, we arrive at H ą 1{4.
The practical consequence then is, with focus on the convergence stated in part
(i) of Theorem 7.40 that we can indeed replace non-constant renormalization by
a constant, however at the prize of restricting to H ą 1{4 and with an according
loss on the convergence rate. Interestingly, the numerical simulation in [BFG`17]
suggest that no loss occurs and constant renormalization works for any H ą 0. We
have refrained from investigating this (technical) point further.
7.3 The case of the Haar basis
The following special case of the approximations above to
şt
0
fpWˆr, rqdWr is of par-
ticular interest in [BFG`17]. We here collect some more concrete formulas that arise
in this case.
Let ε “ 2´N , ϕ :“ 1r0,1q and ϕl,N “ 2N{2ϕp2N ¨ ´lq, l P Z and the corresponding
δε coming from this wavelet is then for x, y P R.
δεpx, yq “
ÿ
lPZ
ϕl,Npxqϕl,Npyq “ 2N1rtx2N u2´N ,ptx2N u`1q2´N qpyq
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The mollified Volterra-kernel (7.21) then takes the form
K εpu, vq “
ż 8
0
ż 8
0
δεpv, x1qδεpx1, x2qKpu´ x2qdx1dx2
“ ?2H ¨ 2N
ż
rtv2N u2´N ,ptv2N u`1q2´N^uq
|u´ x|H´1{21tv2N u2´Nďu dx
“
?
2H
1{2`H 2
N
ˆ `|u´ tv2N u2´N |1{2`H ´ |u´ ptv2N u` 1q2´N ^ uq|1{2`H˘1tv2N u2´Nďu .
A special role is played by diagonal function as a renormalization,
C εptq “ K εpt, tq “
?
2H 2N
1{2`H |t´ tt2
N u2´N |1{2`H . (7.42)
We have moreover
Wˆ εptq “
ż t
0
Kpt´ rq dW εr “
8ÿ
l“0
Zl
ż t
0
Kpt´ rqϕk,Nprqdr
“
8ÿ
l“0
2´N{2K εpt, l2´NqZl “
tt2N uÿ
l“0
2´N{2K εpt, l2´NqZl ,
where Zl “ x 9W,ϕl,Ny are i.i.d. Np0, 1q variables. As approximation we can finally
take Iεf,Mptq from Definition 7.2.7 with partition trtl, tl`1qu “ trl2´N , pl`1q2´N^tqu
which gives us
Iεf,Mptq “
rt2N s´1ÿ
l“0
Mÿ
m“0
1
m!
Bm1 fpWˆ εtl , tlq2N{2Zl
ż tl`1
tl
´
Wˆ εr ´ Wˆ εtl
¯m
dr´
´
Mÿ
m“1
1
pm´ 1q!B
m
1 fpWˆ εtlq, tlq
ż tl`1
tl
C εprq
´
Wˆ εr ´ Wˆ εtl
¯m´1
dr
and
I εf ptq “
rt2N s´1ÿ
l“0
ż tl`1
tl
r2N{2Zl ¨ fpWˆ εr , rq dr ´ C εprq B1fpWˆ εr , rqs dr .
As explained at the end of the last section, numerical simulations in [BFG`17]
suggest that C εprq in these formulas could be replaced by its local mean, the constant
2N
ż 2´N
0
C εprq dr “
?
2H
pH ` 1{2qpH ` 3{2q2
Np1{2´Hq .
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7.4 Technical Results
Lemma 7.4.1. We have 1r0,1s P C11pRq.
Proof. Note that for j ą ´1 we can directly construct the primitive of Ψj “ F´1R φj
as
ϕj “ 2´j ¨ 2jϕ0p2j¨q
where ϕ0pxq “
ş
dz e2πıxz φ0
2πız
P SpRq. Thus writing
∆jp1r0,1sqpxq “
ż
duΨjx´u1r0,1spuq “ ϕjpx´ 1q ´ ϕjpxq ,
we obtain indeed
}∆jp1r0,1sq}L1pRdq À 2´j .
Since further
ş
dx |∆´11r0,1spxq| ď
ş
dx
ş
du1r0,1spuq |Ψ´1x´u| ă 8, the claim is proved.
Lemma 7.4.2. For a, b ą 0 and δ P r0, 1s we have for x R r0, 1q
|ax ´ bx| ď 21´δ|x|δpax´δ _ bx´δq ¨ |a´ b|δ
and for x P p0, 1q
|ax ´ bx| ď 21´δ|x|δpapx´1qδbxp1´δq _ bpx´1qδaxp1´δqq ¨ |a´ b|δ .
Proof. This follows from interpolation between |ax´ bx| ď |x| supzPra,bs zx´1|a´ b| ď
|x|ax´1 _ bx´1|a´ b| and |ax ´ bx| ď ax ` bx ď 2ax _ bx.
Proof of Lemma 7.1.7 . Rewriting
Wˆ εptq “ ?2H ş8
0
dWu
ş8
0
dr δεpr, uq |t´ r|H´1{21răt we have
E
ˇˇˇ
Wˆ εt ´ Wˆ εs
ˇˇˇ2 “ 2H ż 8
0
du
ˆż 8
0
drδεpr, uqp1răt|t´ r|H´1{2 ´ 1răs|s´ r|H´1{2q
˙2
À
ż 8
0
du
ż 8
0
dr|δεpr, uq| `1răt|t´ r|H´1{2 ´ 1răs|s´ r|H´1{2˘2
À
ż s_t
0
dr
`
1răt|t´ r|H´1{2 ´ 1răs|s´ r|H´1{2
˘2
,
where we used the Itô isometry in the first and Jensen’s inequality in the second step.
Assuming s ă t we can split the integral in domains r0, ss and rs, ts which yields the
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bound |t ´ s|2H şs
0
|s ´ r|4H´1 ` |t ´ s|2H À |t ´ s|2H . Application of equivalence of
moments for Gaussian random variables and Kolmogorov’s criterion then shows the
first inequality.
The second one follows by interpolation (and once more Kolmogorov) if we can
prove that
E|Wˆ εt ´ Wˆt|2 À ε2H´κ1 . (7.43)
We have, by Itô’s isometry,
E
ˇˇˇ
Wˆ εt ´ Wˆt
ˇˇˇ2 “ 2H ż 8
0
du
ˆż 8
0
dr δεpr, uq |t´ r|H´1{21răt ´ |t´ u|H´1{21uăt
˙2
.
We can enlarge the inner integral such that
ş
δεpr, uq “ 1 by negleting an error term
which can be estimated by
ş
Bp0,cεq dup
ş
Bp0,cεq dr ε
´1|t´ r|H´1{2q2 À ε2H . Application
of Jensen’s inequality then yieldsż 8
0
du
ż 8
´8
dr |δεpr, uq| `|t´ r|H´1{21răt ´ |t´ u|H´1{21uăt˘2 .
The cases where either r ą u or u ą t yield an ε2H error term as above so that
bounding with Lemma 7.4.2ˇˇ|t´ r|H´1{2 ´ |t´ u|H´1{2ˇˇ À p|t´ r|´1{2`κ ` |t´ u|´1{2`κq ¨ |u´ r|H´κ
proves (7.43).
Lemma 7.4.3. For c as in Definition 7.1.5 and t ą 2cε and s P R we have for
κ1 P p0, Hq
|Kps´ tq ´K εps, tq| À |s´ t|H´1{2´κ1εκ1 .
Proof. If 2cε ě |s´t|{2 the bound easily follows from Lemma 7.1.12. If 2cε ě |s´t|{2
we can reshape
|Kps´ tq ´K εps, tq| “
ˇˇˇˇż 8
´8
du δ2,εpt, uqp1tăs|s´ t|H´1{2 ´ 1său|s´ u|H´1{2q
ˇˇˇˇ
,
where δ2,εpt, ¨q :“ ş8´8 dx1 ş8´8 dx2δεpt, x1qδεpx1, ¨q satisfies the properties in Defini-
tion 7.1.5 with support in Bpt, 2cεq. Note that for 2cε ě |s´t|{2 either both indicator
functions vanish or none so that we only have to consider t ă s where we obtain with
Lemma 7.4.2 up to a constant
ş8
´8 |δ2,εpt, uq||t´s|H´1{2´κ
1
εκ
1 À |t´s|H´1{2´κ1εκ1 .
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Lemma 7.4.4. For F P L2pPˆ Lebq we have
E
«ˇˇˇˇż
F ptqdW εt
ˇˇˇˇ2ff
À
ż
E
“|F ptq|2‰ dt
Proof. As a consequence of Definition 7.1.5, we have
ş |δεpx, yqdx| is bounded uni-
formly in ε and y. We can, therefore, normalize |δεp¨, rq| to a probability density
and apply Itô’s isometry and Jensen’s inequality toż
F ptqdW εt “
ż 8
0
ż 8
0
δεpt, rqF ptqdt dWr.
Chapter 8
The nonlinear Schrödinger equation
on the full space
Let us recall that the stochastic nonlinear Schrödinger equation (SNLS) in dimension
2 is given by
ıBtu “ ∆u` λu|u|2σ ` u ξ, up0q “ u0 (8.1)
for u : r0, T s ˆ R2 Ñ C with white noise in space ξ P S 1pR2q, as in Definition 2.2.1.
Relation (8.1) can be seen as the stochastic version of the well-studied deterministic
nonlinear Schrödinger equation (compare for example [Caz03], [Kat87], [Caz79],
[BG80]), where the noise term u ξ is absent.
While the deterministic equation arises in nonlinear optics to model laser propa-
gation in a dispersive material [Ber98, Section 1.1.-1.3.], the stochastic term can be
seen as taking into account disorder in the considered medium. The deterministic
parameters σ ą 0 and λ P R represent in this context material constants. The case
σ ă 1 is known as the subcritical regime and σ ě 1 as (super-)critical. For a positive
coefficient λ ą 0 the equation is called focusing, while for λ ă 0 one uses the term
defocusing.
The existence of solutions for (8.1) on a periodic setup r0, T sˆT2 (T2 “ r´1
2
, 1
2
q2
denoting the torus in dimension 2) was recently studied in [DW16], where the authors
prove global existence of solutions for σ “ 1 (and suitable λ). Their proof can
be easily modified to show that (8.1) has global solutions in a periodic set-up for
σ P p0, 1q (and λ P R).
In this chapter we show that the equation (8.1) does in fact possess solutions on
the full space R2 in the subcritical regime σ P p0, 1q (or if (8.1) is defocusing). More
precisely we show the following meta-theorem.
Theorem 8.0.1. Under suitable initial conditions u0 (8.1) has a unique local solu-
tion on r0, T sˆR2 for some random time T ą 0 if either σ ă 1 or λ ď 0 is satisfied.
If σ ă 1{2 (or λ “ 0) the solution is global.
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This statement is shown below in the two main results of this chapter, Theorem
8.4.4 and 8.5.2. As in [DW16] we rely on a transformation of the equation that stems
originally from [HL15] and make use of conservation of mass and energy to prove
a priori bounds for (8.1). An application of these methods is more delicate on the
full space since one needs control over the decay of the solution to counterbalance
the growth of the noise. A key role in this task will be played by Lemma 8.3.1
below which allows us to trade some differentiability of the solution against some
localization on compact time intervals. Most of this chapter (including parts from
this introduction) is taken from [DM17].
The technical background for this section was layed in Chapter 2, where weighted
Besov spaces were discussed. Similar as in Chapter 4 we only measure the spatial
smoothness of the solutions in terms of these spaces, so that in particular we choose
isotropic scaling
s “ p1, 1q .
In Section 8.1 we recall and discuss a few properties of weighted Besov spaces, which
we also presented in Chapter 2. We further introduce the fundamental quantities
which we need for the proof of Theorem 8.0.1 above. Roughly speaking, Section
8.3 is then devoted to the control of the growth of u (or rather its transformed
analogue), while Sections 8.4 and 8.5 show an H2 bound which allows for a solution
of (8.1) in Theorems 8.4.4 and 8.5.2.
Constants
Random constants will be denoted in this chapter by K. pKεqεPp0,1s denotes a family
of random constants with LppPq-norms bounded independent of ε for all p P r1,8q.
We also write Kk :“ K2´k´1 ¨ K2´k and indicate further by this notation that also
this sequence is bounded almost surely in k “ 0, 1, 2, . . . . Whenever we use random
constants such as K, Kε, Kk or deterministic constants (which will only have the
symbols C and a in this chapter) we always allow them to change from line to line.
8.1 Techniques
8.1.1 Estimates on weighted Besov spaces
We only work with polynomial weights ρ P ρpωpolq for the considered Besov spaces
Bγp,qpRd, ρq in this chapter, more precisely we will always take weights ρpxq in the
form
ρpxq “ xxyµ “ p1` |x|2qµ2 ,
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where µ P R can be positive, negative or 0. The motivation to take the smoothened
weights instead of, say, p1 ` |x|qµ is that a multiplication by xxyµ does not change
the smoothness of a function (or distribution) f . In fact it can be showed [Tri06,
Theorem 6.5] that the weights xxyµ can be "pulled inside the Besov norm"
}f}Bγp,qpRd,xxyµq « }fxxyµ}Bγp,qpRdq . (8.2)
We will work in this chapter solely with (isotropic) Besov spaces Bγp,qpRd, ρq with
p “ q for which we write shorthand
Bγp pRd, ρq :“ Bγp,ppRd, ρq ,
with the usual convention that we drop ρ in the parantheses whenever ρ “ 1. Let
us recall the following identities from Chapter 2:
HγpRd, xxyµq “ Bγ2 pRd, xxyµq ,
CγpRd, xxyµq “ Bγ8pRd, xxyµq .
where HγpRd, xxyµq can be identified with the weighted Bessel potential space given
by those f for which }F´1Rd x¨yγFRdf}L2pRd,xxyµq ă 8, compare for example [Sch09,
Section 3.1]. For γ P N the space HγpRd, xxyµq just coincides with the (maybe more
familiar) weighted Sobolev space with equivalent norm [Tri06, Thm. 6.9]
}f}HγpRd,xxyµq «
ÿ
kPNd: |k|ďγ
}Bkf}L2pRd,xxyµq . (8.3)
Note that in particular B02pRd, xxyµq “ H0pRd, xxyµq “ L2pRd, xxyµq.
CγpRd, xxyµq, we recall, is the weighted Hölder-Zygmund spaces that coincides
with Hölder spaces for γ P R`zN (Lemma 2.1.23). One easily sees that the norm in
Lemma 2.1.23 can be bounded for µ P R, γ P R`zN by
}f}CγpRd,xxyµq À sup
kPN
xkyµ }f}Cγpr´k,ks2q (8.4)
for µ P R (with equivalence if µ ď 0), where }f}Cγpr´k,ks2q is defined as in Remark
2.1.25.
We mostly work with the spaces HγpRd, xxyµq, CγpRd, xxyµq and use the class of
weighted Besov spaces Bγp pRd, xxyµq as a framework that connects these sets. Let
us summarize a few properties of this class which we have (mostly) already seen in
Chapter 2.
Lemma 8.1.1. We have the following properties of weighted Besov spaces.
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(i) (Besov embedding) For γ1, γ2, µ1, µ2 P R and p1, p2 P r1,8s with µ1 ď µ2,
γ1 ´ dp1 ď γ2 ´ dp2 , γ1 ď γ2, we have the continuous embedding
Bγ2p2 pRd, xxyµ2q Ď Bγ1p1 pRd, xxyµ1q .
(ii) (Sobolev embedding) For γ ą 0, p P r2,8q such that ´d
p
ď γ ´ d
2
and µ1, µ2 P
R, µ1 ď µ2 we have the continuous embedding
HγpRd, xxyµ2q Ď LppRd, xxyµ1q .
(iii) (Duality) For γ P R, p P r1,8q, µ P R and 1{p1 :“ 1´ 1{p we have the duality`Bγp pRd, xxyµq˘1 “ B´γp1 pRd, xxy´µq .
(iv) (Multiplication) For µ1, µ2 P R, p1, p2 P r1,8s and γ1, γ2 P R with γ1`γ2 ą 0
we have for γ “ γ1 ^ γ2 ^ pγ1 ` γ2q, 1{p :“ 1{p1 ` 1{p2, µ “ µ1 ` µ2 and any
κ ą 0 ›››f1 ¨ f2}Bγ´κp pRd,xxyµq À }f1}Bγ1p1 pRd,xxyµ1 q}f2}Bγ2p2 pRd,xxyµ2 q .
(v) (Interpolation) For p0, p1 P r1,8s, µ0, µ1, γ0, γ1 P R and p, µ, γ such that
1{p “ p1´ Θq{p0 ` Θ{p1, µ “ p1´ Θqµ0 ` Θµ1 and γ “ p1´ Θqγ0 ` Θγ1 for
some Θ P r0, 1s we have
}f}Bγp pRd,xxyµq ď }f}1´ΘBγ0p0 pRd,xxyµ0 q }f}
1´Θ
Bγ1p1 pRd,xxyµ1 q
.
Proof. Property (i) is a simplification of Lemma 2.1.26, (iii) of Lemma 2.1.29, (iv)
of Corollary 2.1.35 and (v) is a simplification of Lemma 2.1.31. A quick way to
see (ii) is to apply the analogue of (i) for weighted Triebel-Lizorkin spaces [Tri06,
Theorem 6.7, Theorem 6.9].
An economic way to remember property (i) and (ii) is to introduce the Sobolev
number
SobpBγp pRd, ρqq :“ γ ´ dp (8.5)
for γ P R, p P r1,8s and ρ P ρpωq. The number SobpBγp pRd, ρqq P R quantifies some
hybrid of integrability and smoothness of the space Bγp pRd, ρq. We also introduce
the Sobolev number for Lp-spaces in the same spirit
SobpLppRd, ρqq :“ 0´ d
p
“ ´d
p
. (8.6)
for p P r1,8s and ρ P ρpωq. The conditions for the continuous embeddings (i) and
(ii) can then be reformulated as
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(i) SobpBγ1p1 pRd, xxyµ1qq ď SobpBγ2p2 pRd, xxyµ2qq and γ1 ď γ2, µ1 ď µ2 .
(ii) SobpLppRd, xxyµ1q ď SobpHγpRd, xxyµ2qq and γ ą 0, 2 ď p ă 8, µ1 ď µ2 .
Note that the Sobolev number of LppRd, xxyµ1q, that is ´d{p, is always negative
as long as p ă 8. In particular, a space HγpRd, xxyµ2q with Sobolev number 0 or
equivalently
γ “ d
2
contains any LppRd, xxyµ2q with µ1 ď µ2, p P r2,8q. The Brezis-Gallouet inequality
states that the critical space H
d
2 pRd, xxyµ1q further “almost contains” L8pRd, xxyµ2q,
µ1 ď µ2.
Lemma 8.1.2 (Brezis-Gallouet inequality). For µ P R and γ ą 0 it holds
}f}L8pRd,xxyµq À p1` }f}H d2 pRd,xxyµqq
b
1` logp1` }f}CγpRd,xxyµqq
Remark 8.1.3. The Brezis-Gallouet inequality was first stated in [BG80] (also in
the context of a nonlinear Schrödinger equation). We here cited a slightly more
general version from [Oza95, Thm. 2], or rather the one actually shown in the proof
of Theorem 2 in [Oza95] (skipping the step of the Sobolev embedding Hd{q`,q Ď Cγ
used in the reference). The version proved there is withough weigths, but we get then
easily the statement above by applying (8.2).
Finally let us mention the elementary Young product inequality, we use occasion-
ally to close estimates: For x, y, ε ą 0, δ P p0, 1q it holds
x1´δ ¨ yδ ď ε x` Cδ ε´ 1´δδ y (8.7)
with Cδ “ p1´ δq δ 1´δδ (this is a scaled version of [Yos74, Lemma I.3.1]).
8.1.2 Growth of the stochastic data
As already pointed out in the introduction of this thesis the main term of (8.1) that
causes difficulties is the ill-defined product
u ¨ ξ .
The key insight in [DW16] was that a transformation of u yields a better behaved
equation that can be controlled via conserved quantities. This transformation was
first applied in [HL15] to solve the parabolic Anderson model 1.8. As we have
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seen in Chapter 4 the solution to the latter can be smoothened by subtracting a
term (a paraproduct) that behaves on small scales like the solution Y to the Poisson
equation with forcing ξ. It might therefore be not surprising that the transformation
in [HL15] involves exactly this quantity, more precisely one defines
v “ eY u
which transform (8.1) into a “better” equation for v as we will see below. Our
definition of Y is here slightly distinct from Chapter 4. We essentially proceed
as in [HL15] and use a truncated Green’s function G P C8pR2zt0uq that satisfies
suppG Ď Bp0, 1q and Gpxq “ 1
2π
log |x| for |x| small enough, so that Y :“ G ˚ ξ
solves
∆Y “ ξ ` φ ˚ ξ
for some φ P C8c pR2q. A special role in this chapter will be played by the Wick
product
∇Y ˛2 .
The gradient ∇Y is a distribution, so that we have to say what we mean by ∇Y ˛2.
We already pointed out in Remark 7.1.1 that the Skorohod integral can be read as
some sort of distributional Wick product, so that it is quite natural to define
∇Y ˛2pφq :“
ż
ξpduq ˛
ż
ξpdvq
ż
dxφpxq∇Gpx´ uq ‚∇Gpx´ vq ,
where φ P SpR2q and where ˛ indicates the Skorohod integral w.r.t to the Gaussian
measure ξpduq on R2 induced by ξ (as in [Jan97]). We will use the following Lemma
from [HL15].
Lemma 8.1.4. For δ ą 0, α P p0, 1q and p P r1,8q we have
Er}Y }pCαpR2,xxy´δq ` }∇Y ˛2}pCα´1pR2,xxy´δqs ă 8 .
As in Section 2.2 the polynomial weight is in fact more than we need since the
noise, and thus Y, ∇Y ˛2, grow actually likealogpxq (recall that we used a compactly
supported Green’s function G). This fact allows us to prove the following bound on
eY .
Corollary 8.1.5. For any a P R, α P p0, 1q, p P r1,8q and δ ą 0 we have
Er}eaY }pCαpR2,xxy´δqs ă 8 .
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Proof. Note first that we can bound
}eaY }CαpR2,xxy´δq
(8.4)À sup
kPN
}eaY }Cαpr´k,ks2q
kδ
ď sup
kPN
exppC|a|}Y }Cαpr´k,ks2qq
kδ
,
for some deterministic constant C ą 0. One can see the last inequality for example
by expanding the exponential in its series and using that Cαpr´k, ks2q is an algebra
for α P p0, 1q (with involved constants independent of k). It remains to bound the
p-th moment of the right hand side. Using the compact support of the Green’s
function we see
}Y }Cαpr´k,ks2q À }χk`2ξ}Cα´2pR2qq
(to show this one can for example use the wavelet characterization of Besov spaces,
as in [Tri06], and a decomposition of G as in [Hai14, Remark 5.6]). With Lemma
2.2.4 we can therefore find λ, λ1 ą 0 such that
sup
kPN
E
”
exppλ}Y }2Cαpr´k,ks2qq
ı
kλ1
ă 8 .
We now pick, without loss of generality, p P r1,8q so big that p ¨ δ ě 2 ` λ1 which
gives us
E
„ˇˇˇˇ
sup
kPN
exppC|a|}Y }Cαpr´k,ks2qq
kδ
ˇˇˇˇpȷ
ď
8ÿ
k“1
E
“
expppC|a|}Y }Cαpr´k,ks2q
‰
kδp
À
8ÿ
k“1
E
”
exppλ}Y }2Cαpr´k,ks2q
ı
k2 ¨ kλ1 ă 8 ,
where we used supxě0 epC|a|x´λx
2 ă 8 in the last step. The proof is finished.
Using once more (8.4), the compact support of φ and Lemma 2.2.2 one also
derives the bound
E
”
}φ ˚ ξ}pCβpR2,xxy´δq
ı
ă 8
for any β P R, δ ą 0 and p P r1,8q. We will mostly work with smoothened noise,
so fix from now on to the end of this chapter a mollifier ρ P C8c pBp0, 1qq and define
for ρε :“ ε´2 ρpε´1¨q, ε P p0, 1s
ξε “ ρε ˚ ξ, Yε “ G ˚ ξε .
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and we have once more (with the same φ P C8c pR2q as above)
∆Yε “ ξε ` φ ˚ ξε .
Using that supp ρε Ď Bp0, 1q all the growth results above can be carried over and we
obtain that for any δ ą 0, α P p0, 1q, β P R and a P R we have the following bound
}Yε}CαpR2,xxy´δq ` }∇Y ˛2ε }Cα´1pR2,xxy´δq ` }eaYε}CαpR2,xxy´δq ` }φ ˚ ξε}CβpR2,xxy´δq ď Kε ,
(8.8)
where we recall that Kε denotes in this chapter a (changing) random constant that
is bounded in LppPq for p P r1,8q, independent of ε P p0, 1s. Note that we can read
the Wick product ∇Y ˛2ε once more as a Skorohod integral or, since ∇Yε is a genuine
function, as a classical Wick product of Gaussian random variables
∇Y ˛2ε “ ∇Y 2ε ´ Er|∇Yε|2s . (8.9)
Using the definition of white noise one sees that the difference
∇Y 2ε ´∇Y ˛2ε “ Er|∇Yε|2s “
ż
dx |p∇ρε ˚Gqpxq|2 « | log ε|2 (8.10)
diverges, indicating that the “usual product” ∇Y 2 “ ∇Y ‚∇Y is ill-defined. We will
also use the following statements, which we again take from [HL15]:
Lemma 8.1.6. For α P p0, 1q and κ P p0, 1´ αq we have
}Yε ´ Y }CαpR2,xxy´δq ` }∇Y ˛2ε ´∇Y ˛2}Cα´1pR2,xxy´δq ď Kεεκ . (8.11)
Together with the bounds (8.8) and Corollary 8.1.5 we then obtain
}eaY ´ eaYε}CαpR2,xxy´δq ď Kε εκ (8.12)
for a P R, α P p0, 1q and κ P p0, 1 ´ αq. Further we have for β P R, α P p0, 1q δ ą 0
and κ P p0, 1´ αq
}φ ˚ ξε ´ φ ˚ ξ}CβpR2,xxy´δq À }ξ ´ ξε}CαpR2,xxy´δq ď Kεεκ , (8.13)
where we used in the last step }ξ´ ξε}CαpR2,xxy´δq À Kεεκ due to [HL15, Lemma 1.1].
It will turn out convenient to have an estimate on the blow-up of the Lp norm
of ∇Y , which is covered by the following Lemma.
Lemma 8.1.7. Given δ P p0, 1q, p P p2{δ,8q and q P rp,8q we have
E
”
}∇Yε}qLppR2,xxy´δq
ı
À | logpεq|q{2 and E
”
}∇Y ˛2ε }qLppR2,xxy´δq
ı
À | logpεq|q .
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Proof. We estimate via Jensen’s inequality
E
”
}∇Yε}qLppR2,xxy´δq
ı
À
ż
R2
1
xxypδ Er|∇Y pxq|
qs dx .
The first inequality follows now from equivalence of moments for Gaussian random
variables and the estimate Er|∇Yεpxq|2s À | log ε| (compare [HL15]). The second
inequality can be proved via the same argument
8.2 Setup and conserved quantities
We want to consider the equation
ıBtu “ ∆u` uξ ` λ|u|2σu, up0q “ u0 , (8.14)
with a suitable renormalization we introduce below. It is well-known (see for exam-
ple [Caz03]) that a solution to this equation, if existent, has at least formally the
conserved quantities mass Npuptqq “ Npu0q and energy Hpuptqq “ Hpu0q, defined
as
Npuq “
ż
R2
|u|2 dx, Hpuq “
ż
R2
1
2
|∇u|2 ´ 1
2
|u|2ξ ´ λ
2σ ` 2 |u|
2σ`2 dx ,
where we evaluate u “ uptq at some time t P r0, T s which we suppressed in the
notation to shorten the formulas a bit. We further did not write explicitly the
dependency on the integration variable x.
As already pointed out above, we follow [DW16] in the idea to substitute u in
this equation by v “ eY u and obtain the equivalent problem
ıBtv “ ∆v ` v p∇Y 2 ´ φ ˚ ξq ´ 2∇v ‚∇Y ` |v|2σve´2σY , vp0q “ v0 :“ e´Y u0 .
As explained in [DW16] there is only hope to obtain a solution to this equation if
we replace the square ∇Y 2 by a different expression for which we take the Wick
product ∇Y ˛2.
ıBtv “ ∆v ` v p∇Y ˛2 ´ φ ˚ ξq ´ 2∇v ‚∇Y ` λ|v|2σve´2σY , vp0q “ v0 . (8.15)
We have seen in (8.9) that, on the level of approximations, the formal replacement
∇Y 2 Ñ ∇Y ˛2 corresponds to the “subtraction of 8” in the limit ε Ñ 0. From this
perspective, instead of (8.14), we actually rather solve
ıBtu “ ∆u` upξ ´8q ` λ|u|2σu, up0q “ u0 , (8.16)
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where “8 “ limεÑ0 Er|∇Yε|2s”. This is almost the same situation we found in Chap-
ter 4 where we had to subtract a diverging constant from the (discrete) approxima-
tion to the parabolic Anderson model and obtained a renormalized equation in the
limit (Corollary 4.3.5).
We will read (8.15) as a rigorous formulation of (8.16) and consider solely this
equation from now on. We assume, as in [DW16], that the initial condition u0 is
“controlled by Y ” in the sense v0 “ u0eY P H2pR2, xxyδ0q for some
δ0 P p0, 1{2q ,
which we fix from now on. The solution v to (8.15) has then, at least formally, the
conserved quantities
N˜pvq “
ż
R2
|v|2e´2Y dx ,
H˜pvq “
ż
R2
ˆ
1
2
|∇v|2 ´ 1
2
|v|2Č∇Y ˛2 ´ λ
2σ ` 2 |v|
2σ`2e´2σY
˙
e´2Y dx , (8.17)
where, as above, we evaluate v “ vptq at some point t P r0, T s which we suppressed
together with the dependency on x in our notation and where we introduced the
notationČ∇Y ˛2 :“ ∇Y ˛2 ´ φ ˚ ξ.
Our aim is to solve (8.15) by approximation via a smoothened equation
ıBtvε “ ∆vε ` vεČ∇Y ˛2ε ´ 2∇vε ‚∇Yε ` λ|vεe´Yε |2σvε, vεp0q “ v0 , (8.18)
where Yε is defined as above via the mollification Yε “ ρε ˚ Y and with Č∇Y ˛2ε :“
∇Y ˛2ε ´ φ ˚ ξε. Equation (8.18) has a (unique) solution for any T ą 0 in
Cpr0, T s;H2pR2, xxy´δqq X Cpr0, T s;HγpR2, xxyδ1qq
for any δ ą 0, γ P p1, 2q and δ1 ă p1´ γ
2
qδ0, see [Caz03, Section 3.6]1.
(8.18) has the conserved quantities
N˜pvεq “
ż
R2
|vε|2e´2Yε dx
H˜εpvεq “
ż
R2
ˆ
1
2
|∇vε|2 ´ 1
2
|vε|2Č∇Y ˛2ε ´ λ2σ ` 2 |vε|2σ`2e´2σYε
˙
e´2Yε dx .
which are well-defined due to vε P Cpr0, T s;HγpR2, xxyδqq for γ P p1, 2q and δ ă
p1´ γ
2
qδ0.
1The growth result is not contained in [Caz03] but follows from the same arguments than below
if one first cuts-off the potential ξε, then derives bounds independent of the truncation and finally
removes the latter.
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8.3 Moments and a priori bound in H1
We start by a small lemma that allows us to control moments of vε by its derivatives.
Lemma 8.3.1. Let vε be the unique solution to (8.18) on r0, T s. We then have for
δ P p0, δ0q and δ1 ă 1´ 2δ
sup
tPr0,T s
ż
R2
|xxyδvε|2 dx ď Kε
ż
R2
|xxyδ0v0|2 dx` TKε
b
N˜pv0q }∇vε}Cpr0,T s;L2pR2,xxy´δ1 qq .
Proof. We have, using that vε solves (8.18) and integrating by parts,
d
dt
ż
R2
|xxyδ vε|2e´2Yε dx “ 2Re
ˆż
R2
xxy2δ Btvε ¨ vε e´2Yε dx
˙
“ 2 Im
ˆż
R2
xxy2δp∆vε ´ 2∇vε ‚∇Yεqvε e´2Yε dx
˙
“ ´2 Im
ˆż
R2
∇xxy2δ ¨∇vε vεe´2Yε dx
˙
ď C
ż
R2
xxy2δ´1|∇vε| |vε| e´2Yε dx .
for some (deterministic) constant C ą 0. Integrating over r0, T s then shows
sup
tPr0,T s
ż
R2
|xxyδvε|2e´2Yε dx ď
ż
R2
|xxyδv0|2e´2Yε
` CT sup
tPr0,T s
ż
R2
xxy2δ´1|∇vε| |vε| e´2Yε dx ,
so that the desired estimate follows with the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and (8.8).
We now derive an H1 bound for vε. This is essentially based on an energy esti-
mate, similar as in [DW16], but using Lemma 8.3.1 to control appearing moments.
Proposition 8.3.2. Let vε be the unique solution of (8.18) with λ ď 0 or σ ă 1 on
r0, T s, we then have for any δ ą 0
}vε}Cpr0,T s;H1pR2,xxy´δqq ď Kεp1` }v0}aH1pR2,xxyδ0 qq ,
for some deterministic a ą 0.
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Proof. Note first that }vε}Cpr0,T s;L2pR2,xxy´δqq ď Kε}v0}2L2pR2,xxyδ0 q is clear by conserva-
tion of mass and (8.8). Observe further that the claim follows if we can prove it for
an arbitrarily small δ ą 0.
By the conservation of energy we obtainż
R2
|∇vε|2e´2Yεdx “ 2H˜εpv0q `
ż
R2
ˆ
|vε|2Č∇Y ˛2ε ` λσ ` 1 |vε|2σ`2e´2σYε
˙
e´2Yε dx .
(8.19)
We estimate the first part of the integral on the right hand side by duality and Besov
multiplication rules, that is (iii) and (iv) of Lemma 8.1.1,ż
R2
e´2Yε |vε|2Č∇Y ˛2ε (iii)À }e´2Yε |vε|2}B 12´2κ1 pR2,xxyδ1 q ¨ }Č∇Y ˛2ε }C´ 12`2κpR2,xxy´δ1 q
(iv)& (8.8)ď Kε ¨ }|vε|2}B 12´κ1 pR2,xxyδq
(iv)ď Kε }vε}2
H
1
2 pR2,xxyδ{2q ,
where we took some (arbitrary) δ1 P p0, δq, κ P p0, 1{4q for the application of the
multiplication rule in Lemma 8.1.1 and to bound e´2Y via (8.8). Now, using weighted
interpolation ((v) of Lemma 8.1.1) and Lemma 8.3.1 we have for δ small enough such
that 2δ ă δ0 and δ ă 1´ 2 ¨ 2δ
}vε}2
H
1
2 pR2,xxyδ{2q ď }vε}L2pR2,xxy2δq}vε}H1pR2,xxy´δq
ď Kε}v0}L2pR2,xxyδ0 qp1` }vε}3{2H1pR2,xxy´δqq .
Putting this into (8.19) and applying the Young product inequality (8.7) yields
}vε}2H1pR2,xxy´δq À H˜εpv0q `Kεp1` }v0}aL2pR2,xxyδ0 qq ` λ
ż
R2
|vε|2σ`2e´p2σ`2qYε dx .
(8.20)
If λ ď 0 the last term is non-positive and can be dropped, otherwise consider the
case σ ă 1. Choose in the following κ ą 0 so small that σ ` κ{2 ă 1. Fix further
δ P p0, δ0q, δ1 ą 0 such that κδ ´ p1 ´ κqδ1 ą 0 and pick finally δ ą 0 so small that
we have both σ
σ`1p´δq ` 1σ`1pκδ ´ p1 ´ κqδ
1q ą 0 and δ ă 1 ´ 2δ. We have by the
Sobolev embedding ((ii) in Lemma 8.1.1)
H
σ
σ`1
`
R2, xxy σσ`1 p´δq` 1σ`1 pκδ´p1´κqδ1q˘ Ď L2σ`2`R2, xxy σσ`1 p´δq` 1σ`1 pκδ´p1´κqδ1q˘
since the Sobolev number of both spaces is equal:
σ
σ ` 1 ´
2
2
“ ´ 1
σ ` 1 “ ´
2
2σ ` 2 .
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Using this continuous embedding, weighted interpolation ((v) of Lemma 8.1.1), (8.8),
Lemma 8.3.1 and conservation of mass we obtainż
R2
|vε|2σ`2e´p2σ`2qYε dx
(8.8)ď Kε}vε}2σ`2
H
σ
σ`1
`
R2,xxy σσ`1 p´δq` 1σ`1 pκδ´p1´κqδ
1q˘
Lem. 8.1.1 (v)ď Kε}vε}p2σ`2q
σ
σ`1
H1pR2,xxy´δq }vε}
p2σ`2qp1´ σ
σ`1 q
L2pR2,xxyκδ´p1´κqδ1 q
“ Kε}vε}2σH1pR2,xxy´δq }vε}2L2pR2,xxyκδ´p1´κqδ1 q
Lem. 8.1.1 (v)ď Kε}vε}2σH1pR2,xxy´δq }vε}2κL2pR2,xxyδq }vε}2p1´κqL2pR2,xxy´δ1 q
Lem. 8.3.1ď Kεp1` }v0}aL2pR2,xxyδ0 qqp1` }vε}2pσ`κ{2qH1pR2,xxy´δqq .
Together with (8.20) we get, by a further application of the Young product inequality
(8.7), the estimate
}vε}Cpr0,T s;H1pR2,xxy´δqq À H˜εpv0q `Kε p1` }v0}aL2pR2,xxyδ0 qq ,
which implies the desired inequality.
Combining Proposition 8.3.2 and Lemma 8.3.1 gives a uniform bound on the
moments of vε.
Corollary 8.3.3. In the setup of Proposition 8.3.2 we have for γ P r0, 1q and
δ ă p1´ γqδ0
}vε}Cpr0,T s;HγpR2,xxyδqq ď Kεp1` }v0}aH1pR2,xxyδ0 qq ,
for some deterministic a ą 0.
Proof. Inserting the estimate of Proposition 8.3.2 in Lemma 8.3.1 we obtain for
δ ă δ0
}vε}Cpr0,T s;L2pR2,xxyδqq ď Kεp1` }v0}aH1pR2,xxyδ0 qq .
The result then follows by applying the weighted Besov interpolation ((v) of Lemma
8.1.1) together with Proposition 8.3.2.
8.4 Local existence
Although the bound from Corollary 8.3.3 is enough to define the limit of vεČ∇Y ˛2ε in
equation (8.18), we need a bound in Hγ for γ ą 1 to control the product
´2∇vε ‚∇Yε .
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In [DW16] this was achieved by estimating the L2 norm of the time derivative
wε “ ddtvε, which morally corresponds to bounding the H2 bound of vε. A key role
in their estimate was played by the Brezis-Gallouet inequality from Lemma 8.1.2
which needs a bound in the critical Sobolev space with Sobolev number 0, that is
H1. Although we were able to derive a bound in this space in Proposition 8.3.2
above, we can so far only control the decay of vε in Hγ for γ ă 1 via Corollary 8.3.3
so that we cannot simply apply the Brezis-Gallouet inequality at this point.
We first prove instead that we can bound the Hγ norm of vε with γ ą 1 provided
one has a bound in L8. Using then that L8 Ď Hγ for γ ą 1 we can conclude local
existence in Theorem 8.4.4 below. In Section 8.5 we show that the Brezis-Gallouet
inequality from Lemma 8.1.2 can be modified to still yield global existence provided
σ P p0, 1{2q. This result is stated in Theorem 8.5.2.
Lemma 8.4.1. Let vε be the unique solution to (8.18) with λ ď 0 or σ ă 1 on
r0, T s. We then have for δ ą 0
}vε}Cpr0,T s;H2pR2,xxy´δqq ď Kεp1` }v0}aH2pR2,xxyδ0 qq
ˆ eCT }vεe´Yε}2σCpr0,T s;L8pR2qqp1` | logpεq|aq ,
for some deterministic constants a, C ą 0.
Proof. We consider as in [DW16] the quantity wε “ Btvε which satisfies the equation
ıBtwε “ ∆wε ` wεČ∇Y ˛2ε ´ 2∇wε ‚∇Yε ` λ|vεe´Yε |2σwε
` σλvε|vε|2σ´2 2Re pwεvεq e´2σYε
and whose mass evolves like
1
2
d
dt
ż
R2
|wε|2e´2Yε dx “ 2σλ
ż
R2
Im pwεvεqRe pwεvεq |vε|2σ´2e´p2σ`2qYεdx (8.21)
ď C}vεe´Yε}2σL8pR2q
ż
R2
|wε|2e´2Yε dx .
for some deterministic constant C ą 0. Gronwall’s lemma provides thenż
R2
|wεptq|2e´2Yε ď
ż
R2
|wp0q|2e´2Yε ¨ eCT }vεe´Yε}2σCpr0,T s;L8pR2qq . (8.22)
Recall that ıwε “ ∆vε`vεČ∇Y ˛2ε ´2∇vε‚∇Yε`λ|vε|2σvεe´2σYε . By Sobolev embedding
((ii) in Lemma 8.1.1) we have }v0}LqpR2,xxyδq, }∇v0}LqpR2,xxyδq À }v0}H2pR2,xxyδq for
q P r2,8q, δ ď δ0. Choose q ą 2 but close enough to 2 such that q1 with 12 “ 1q ` 1q1
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satisfies q1 ¨ δ0 ą 4. We then have with Lemma 8.1.7
}wεp0q}
L2pR2,xxy δ02 q À }vεp0q}H2pR2,xxy δ02 q ` }vεp0q}LqpR2,xxyδ0{2q}Č∇Y ˛2ε }Lq1 pR2,xxy´δ0{2q
` 2}∇vεp0q}LqpR2,xxyδ0 q}∇Yε}Lq1 pR2,xxy´δ0{2q
` λ}|vεp0q|2σ`1}LqpR2,xxyδ0 q}e´2σYε}
Lq1 pR2,xxy´ δ02 q
ď Kεp1` }v0}aH2pR2,xxyδ0 qq ¨ p1` | log ε|aq , (8.23)
where we used Corollary 8.3.3, Sobolev embedding ((ii) of Lemma 8.1.1) and vεp0q “
v0 in the last step. On the other hand we have for δ ą 0 and
}∆vεptq}L2pR2,xxy´δq À }wεptq}L2pR2,xxy´δq ` }vεptq}LqpR2,xxy´3δ{4q}Č∇Y ˛2ε }Lq1 pR2,xxy´δ{4q
` 2}∇vεptq}LqpR2,xxy´3δ{4q}∇Yε}Lq1 pR2,xxy´δ{4q
` }|vεptq|2σ`1}LqpR2,xxy´3δ{4q}e´p2σ`1qYε}Lq1 pR2,xxy´δ{4q ,
where now q P p2, 4q is small enough such that q1 with 1
2
“ 1
q
` 1
q1 satisfies q
1 ¨ δ ą 8.
By Sobolev embedding and interpolation we have
}vεptq}LqpR2,xxy´3δ{4q, }∇vεptq}LqpR2,xxy´3δ{4q} À }vεptq}H3{2pR2,xxy´3δ{4q
ď }vεptq}
1
2
H1pR2,xxy´δ{2q }vεptq}
1
2
H2pR2,xxy´δq .
Applying Proposition 8.3.2 we therefore obtain for some a ą 0
}∆vεptq}L2pR2,xxy´δq À }wεptq}L2pR2,xxy´δq
`Kεp1` }v0}aH2pR2,xxyδ0 qqp1` | log ε|aq }vεptq}1{2H2pR2,xxy´δq .
It is easy to see }g}H2pR2,xxy´δq À }g}H1pR2,xxy´δq ` }∆g}L2pR2,xxy´δq, via (8.2) and the
unweighted analogue of this estimate, so that we obtain
}vεptq}H2pR2,xxy´δq À }wεptq}L2pR2,xxy´δq `Kεp1` }v0}aH2pR2,xxyδ0 qqp1` | log ε|aq .
(8.24)
Applying (8.24) to the left hand side and (8.23) to the right hand side of (8.22)
(using (8.8)) shows the desired estimate.
Remark 8.4.2. There was a technical subtlety in this proof which we hid from the
reader for the sake of a clearer argument. Note that we do not know if the time
derivative in (8.21) is well-defined. Due to the non-integer value of σ it is not clear
that we have even for smooth initial conditions smooth solutions which would allow
for such an operation. For a rigorous argument one really has to work instead with
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the solution vnε to ıBtvnε “ ∆vnε `2vnεČ∇Y ˛2ε ´2∇vnε ‚∇Y ε`p|vnε e´Yε |2` 1nqσ, started in
smooth vnε p0q P SpRdq that converge to v0 for nÑ 8. One then easily derives bounds
as above. Working with the back-transformed solution unε “ vnε e´Yε one can prove a
L8pR2q bound, uniform in n, on vεne´Yε. One thus gets boundedness, uniform in n,
of }vnε }H2pR2,xxy´δq. By choice of a weakly convergent subsequence and the compact
embedding HγpR2, xxyδq Ď Hγ1pR2, xxyδ1q, γ1 ă γ, δ1 ă δ one concludes.
This estimate is sufficient to prove local existence. We follow [DW16] in the con-
sideration of the differences of the dyadic subsequence, which cancels the logarithmic
factor in Lemma 8.4.1. Recall that the notation Kk in the following stands for a
random constant of the form Kk “ K2´kK2´k´1 that can be bounded almost surely
in k. To derive the latter property we will always use the polynomial convergence
rates from (8.11), (8.12) and (8.13) together with the Borell-Cantelli lemma so that
for example for α P p0, 1q and δ ą 0
}Y2´k ´ Y2´k´1}CαpR2,xxy´δq ď }Y2´k ´ Y }CαpR2,xxy´δq ` }Y ´ Y2´k´1}CαpR2,xxy´δq ď Kk .
Lemma 8.4.3. Let v2´k be the unique solution to (8.18) on r0, T s with ε “ 2´k and
λ ď 0 or σ ă 1. We then have for γ P p0, 2q, δ ă p1´ γ
2
qδ0
}v2´k ´ v2´k´1}Cpr0,T s;HγpR2,xxyδqq ď
Kk2
´kκp1` }v0}aH2pR2,xxyδ0 qq eCT p}v2´ke
´Y
2´k }2σ
Cpr0,T s;L8pR2qq`}v2´k´1e
´Y
2´k´1 }2σ
Cpr0,T s;L8pR2qqq .
for some κ ą 0 and C, a ą 0, where the sequence of random constants Kk is bounded
almost surely.
Proof. The difference rk “ v2´k ´ v2´k´1 satisfies the equation
ıBtrk “ ∆rk ` rk Č∇Y ˛22´k´1 ´ 2∇rk ‚∇Y2´k´1 ` v2´kp Č∇Y ˛22´k´1 ´Č∇Y ˛22´kq
´ 2∇v2´k ‚ p∇Y2´k´1 ´∇Y2´kq
` λp|v2´ke´Y2´k |2σv2´k ´ |v2´k´1e´Y2´k´1 |2σv2´k´1q ,
so that the “mass” of rk evolves according to
d
dt
ż
R2
|rk|2e´2Y2´k´1 “ Im
#ż
R2
´
v2´kp Č∇Y ˛22´k´1 ´Č∇Y ˛22´kqrke´2Y2´k´1
´ 2∇v2´k ‚ p∇Y2´k´1 ´∇Y2´kqrke´2Y2´k´1
` λp|v2´ke´Y2´k |2σv2´k ´ |v2´k´1e´Y2´k´1 |2σv2´k´1qrke´2Y2´k´1
¯
dx
+
.
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Via (iii), (iv) of Lemma 8.1.1 (Duality and Multiplication bound) and using inter-
polation between the bound in Corollary 8.3.3 and Lemma 8.4.1 we can estimate
the first two terms on the right hand side, up to a constant, with an arbitrary
ε1 P p0, 1{2q by
}v2´krke´2Y2´k´1 }B 12´ε11 pR2,xxyδ1 q }
Č∇Y ˛2
2´k´1 ´Č∇Y ˛22´k}C´ 12`ε1 pR2,xxy´δ1qq
` }∇v2´krke´2Y2´k´1 }B 12´ε11 pR2,xxyδ1 q }p∇Y2´k´1 ´∇Y2´kq}C´ 12`ε1 pR2,xxy´δ1 q
ď Kkp}v2´k}2
H
3
2 pR2,xxyδ1 q ` }v2´k´1}
2
H
3
2 pR2,xxyδ1 qq 2
´kκ1
ď p1` }v0}aH2pR2,xxyδ0 qqKk2´kκ
1{2 eCT p}v2´k }
2σ
Cpr0,T s;L8pR2qq`}v2´k´1}2σCpr0,T s;L8pR2qqq ,
for δ1 P p0, δ0{4q and κ1 ă 1{2. Up to a term Kk2´kκp1 ` }v0}aH1pR2,xxyδ0 qq we can
reshape the third term as
Im
!ż
R2
λp|v2´ke´Y2´k |2σv2´ke´Y2´k
´ |v2´k´1e´Y2´k´1 |2σv2´k´1e´Y2´k´1 qrke´Y2´k´1 dx
)
Recall that for x, y P C ||x|2σx ´ |y|2σy| ď Cp|x|2σ ` |y|2σq |x ´ y| (see for example
[Caz03, p. 86]) so that we obtain the upper boundż
R2
p|v2´ke´Y2´k |2σ ` |v2´k´1e´Y2´k´1 |2σq|v2´ke´Y2´k ´ v2´k´1e´Y2´k´1 |rke´Y2´k´1 dx ,
Applying (8.12) and Corollary 8.3.3 we can bound this up to a term
Kkp1` }v0}aH1pR2,xxyδ0 qq2´kκ byż
R2
p|v2´ke´Y2´k |2σ ` |v2´k´1e´Y2´k´1 |2σq|rk|2e´2Y2´k´1 dx
ď p}v2´ke´Y2´k }2σL8pR2q ` }v2´k´1e´Y2´k´1 }2σL8pR2qq
ż
R2
|rk|2e´2Y2´k´1 dx .
Putting everything together we have
d
dt
ż
R2
|rk|2e´2Y2´k´1 ď Kk2´kκ eCT p}v2´k }
2σ
Cpr0,T s;L8q`}v2´k´1}2σCpr0,T s;L8pR2qqq
` Cp}v2´ke´Y2´k }2σL8pR2q ` }v2´k´1e´Y2´k´1 }2σL8q
ż
R2
|rk|2e´2Y2´k´1 dx ,
for some κ,C ą 0. Application of Gronwall’s lemma gives, together with (8.12) and
Borell-Cantelli,
}v2´k ´ v2´k´1}Cpr0,T s;L2pR2,xxy´δqq ď
Kk2
´kκp1` }v0}H2pR2,xxyδ0 qq eCT p}v2´ke
´Y
2´k }2σ
Cpr0,T s;L8pR2qq`}v2´k´1e
´Y
2´k´1 }2σ
Cpr0,T s;L8pR2qqq .
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for any δ ą 0. The desired estimate now follows by interpolation with Corollary
8.3.3 and Lemma 8.4.1.
We are now in the position to prove local existence.
Theorem 8.4.4. There is a (random) time T ą 0 such that (8.15) with λ ď 0 or
σ ă 1 has almost surely a (unique) solution v in Cpr0, T s;HγpR2, xxyδqq for γ P p1, 2q
and δ ă p1 ´ γ
2
qδ0. The random variable }vε ´ v}Cpr0,T s;HγpR2,xxyδq converges to 0 in
probability.
Proof. Let MNT :“ supkďN }v2´k}Cpr0,T s;HγpR2,xxyδqq, we obtain summing the estimate
in Lemma 8.4.3
MNT ď }v1}Cpr0,T s;HγpR2,xxyδqq `
8ÿ
k“1
Kk2
´kκp1` }v0}H2pR2,xxyδ0 qqeCTMNT
ď Kp1` }v0}Cpr0,T s;H2pR2,xxyδqqqeCTMNT , (8.25)
where we used HγpR2, xxyδq Ď L8pR2, xxyδq (which follows by combining Lemma
2.1.28 and (i) of Lemma 8.1.1) and where the random constant K is finite almost
surely and moreover, by Minkowski’s inequality, in any LppPq, p P r1,8q. Using
the time-continuity of T ÞÑ MNT for a fixed N , one gets then by the standard local
estimate arguments from (8.25) the existence of a random time T , independent of
N , such that for any N P N
MNT ď 2Kp1` }v0}Cpr0,T s;H2pR2,xxyδqqq
and thus we have that }v2´k}Cpr0,T s;HγpR2,xxyδqq is uniformly bounded. Reinserting
this in Lemma 8.4.3 shows that v2´k is a Cauchy sequence and we can conclude
convergence to a v that solves (8.15).
To see uniqueness, suppose we are given two solutions
v, v1 P Cpr0, T s;HγpR2, xxyδqq. One then obtains for h :“ v ´ v1
Bt}he´Y }2L2pRdq “ λIm
ˆż
R2
p|v|2σv ´ |v1|2σv1qhe´p2σ`2qY
˙
Àv,v1 K }he´Y }2L2pRdq
where we applied once more ||v|2σv ´ |v1|2σv1| À p|v|2σ`|v1|2σq|h| from [Caz03, p. 86]
together with }ve´Y }L8pRdq À K }v}Cpr0,T s;HγpR2,xxyδqq Àv K (and similar for v1) due
to the embedding Hγ Ď L8. Uniqueness then follows with Gronwall’s inequality.
The convergence of probablity follows similar as in [DW16] by considering first
}vε ´ v2´k}Cpr0,T s;HγpR2,xxyδqq: Redoing then the proof of Lemma 8.4.3 but bounding
}v2´k}H3{2pR2,xxyδq, }v2´ke´Y2´k }L8pR2q directly instead of applying Lemma 8.4.1 we
can let k Ñ 8 and the resulting estimate yields the convergence in probability.
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8.5 Global existence for σ ă 1{2
In the case σ ă 1{2 we now prove that there is a global solution to (8.15). As
remarked at the beginning of Section 8.4 we cannot simply use the Brezis-Gallouet
inequality as we have no uniform H1 bound yet available that controls the decay of
the solution vε to (8.18). However, we can reshape Lemma 8.1.2 to the following
statement.
Lemma 8.5.1. For the solution vε of (8.18) with λ ď 0 or σ ă 1 we have for
γ P p1, 2q, κ ą 0 and δ ă pγ ´ 1qδ0
}vεe´Yε}Cpr0,T s;L8pR2qq À Kε ` p1` | log ε|1`κqp1` }v0}aH1pR2,xxyδ0 qq
` logp1` }vε}Cpr0,T s;HγpR2,xxy´δqq ,
for some deterministic a ą 0. The sequence pK2´kqkPN one obtains for for dyadic ε
is bounded almost surely.
Proof. Choose δ10 P p0, δ0q and γ1 P p1, γq large enough so that we have δ ă γ´γ1γ1 δ10 and
thus δ1 :“ γ´γ1
γ
δ10 ´ γ1γ δ P p0, δ0q. Applying then the Brezis-Gallouet inequality from
Lemma 8.1.2 we obtain with the Besov mulitplication rule, (8.8), Young’s product
inequality (8.7) and interpolation
}vεe´Yε}L8pR2q À p1` }vεe´Yε}H1pR2qq
b
1` logp1` }vεe´Yε}Cγ´1pR2qq
À p1` }vεe´Yε}H1pR2qq
b
1` logp1`Kε}vε}Cγ1´1pR2,xxyδ1 qq
ď Kε ` }vεe´Yε}2H1pR2q ` logp1` }vε}Hγ1 pR2,xxyδ1 qq
ď Kε ` }vεe´Yε}2H1pR2q ` logp1` }vε}
γ1
γ
HγpR2,xxy´δq}vε|
γ´γ1
γ
L2pR2,xxyδ10 qq .
Note that we have by the product rule
}vεe´Yε}2H1pR2q À }vεe´Yε}2L2pR2q ` }∇vεe´Yε}2L2pR2q ` }vεe´Yε∇Yε}2L2pR2q .
While the first term is bounded by conservation of mass, the second can be bounded
by conservation of energy (8.19). For the last we apply Hölder’s inequality and
Lemma 8.1.7 to bound it by
}vεe´Yε∇Yε}2L2pR2q ď }vεe´Yε}2LqpR2,xxyδ˜q}∇Yε}2Lq1 pR2,xxy´δ˜q
ď Kεp1` }v0}aH1pR2,xxyδ0 qq | log ε|1`κ{2 , (8.26)
for some small δ˜ ą 0 and 1
2
“ 1
q
` 1
q1 with q
1 P p2,8q large enough so that δ˜ ¨ q1 ą 2
and where we used Corollary 8.3.3 and 8.1.7 in the second step. Note we introduced
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an additional factor | log ε|κ{2 so that the constants Kε are bounded almost surely
for dyadic ε “ 2´k by (8.11), (8.12) and Borel-Cantelli. Inserting (8.26) above shows
the desired inequality.
The combination of Lemma 8.5.1 with Lemma 8.4.1 and 8.4.3 gives global exis-
tence provided σ ă 1
2
.
Theorem 8.5.2. The equation (8.15) with λ “ 0 or σ P p0, 1{2q has for every T ą 0
a unique solution v P Cpr0, T s;HγpR2, xxyδqq for γ P p1, 2q and δ ă p1 ´ γ
2
qδ0. The
solutions vε of (8.18) converge in probability in Cpr0, T s;HγpR2, xxyδqq to v.
Proof. We assume σ P p0, 1{2q, since the linear case λ “ 0 is trivially included in
this range. Inserting the Brezis-Gallouet inequality in Lemma 8.5.1 in the bound in
Lemma 8.4.1 gives for some a ą 0
}v2´k}HγpR2,xxyδq À p1` }v0}aH2pR2,xxyδ0 qq }v2´k}
γ
2
H2pR2,xxy´δ1 q
ď eKkep1`}v0}aH2pR2,xxyδ0 qqp1`| log ε|q2σp1`κqelogp1`}v}Hγ pR2,xxyδqq2σ ,
for some small δ1 ą 0 and κ ą 0. Note that for s P p0, 1q and any κ1 ą 0 it holds
elogp1`xqs À xκ1 , so that we can close this estimate with an application of the Young
product inequality (8.7) as
}v2´k}HγpR2,xxyδq ď eKkep1`}v0}
a
H2pR2,xxyδ0 qqp1`| log ε|q
2σp1`κq
.
Reinserting this into the modified Brezis-Gallouet inequality, Lemma 8.5.1, yields
}vεe´Yε}Cpr0,T s;L8pR2qq À Kε ` p1` | log ε|1`κqp1` }v0}aH2pR2,xxyδ0 qq ,
where we choose κ ą 0 small enough such that s :“ 2σp1` κq ă 1. Combining this
estimate with Lemma 8.4.3 we end up with
}v2´k ´ v2´k´1}Cpr0,T s;HγpR2,xxyδqq ď 2´kκ1eKkep1`}v0}H2pR2,xxyδ0 qqp1`| log 2
´k|qs
Àv0 eKk2´kκ1{2 .
for some κ1 ą 0 and where we used s ă 1 in the second step. We therefore conclude
that v2´k is a Cauchy sequence whose limit v P Cpr0, T s;HγpR2, xxyδqq solves (8.15).
For the convergence of vε in probability to v and for uniqueness we proceed as in
Theorem 8.4.4.
Glossary
À Meansď “up to a multiplicative, deterministic con-
stant” 15
À Used for indices i, j P Z. Means ď “up to an addi-
tive, deterministic constant” 16
˛ Symbol used for Wick products or Skohorod inte-
gration 70
ˆ Symbol used to connect products with factors in
different lines 17
A Green’s function of a Fourier multiplier apDq 131
ANd Shorthand for ANd “ A ` |Nd|s, where A is the
index set of a regularity structure T “ pA, T , Gq
106
Bγp,q,s Besov space 28
Bsp0, 1q Scaled unit ball for the scaling vector s 24
Cγs Hölder-Zygmund space 28
Cnb Functions with bounded derivatives up to order n
17
C8ω Ultra-differentiable functions 22
D Symbol used for Fourier multipliers on Rd 130
Drη,γs Singular, modelled distributions 112
∆j Littlewood-Paley block constructed from the
dyadic partititon of unity φj 27
221
222
Dγ Space of modelled distributions 46
E ε Extension from Bravais lattices Gε to Rd 58
EΩ Whitney extension for modelled distributions 126
FRd Fourier transform with convention: FRdfpxq “ş
dξ e2πıxξ fpξq 18
function like Attribute for a sector of non-negative regularity 41
G, Gε Bravais lattices, Gε “ ε¨G denotes the scaled lattice
50pG Fourier cell for a Bravais lattice G 50
Γατ Projection of Γτ onto Tα on some regularity struc-
ture T “ pA, T , Gq 42
Hγ Fractional Sobolev space 28
Isotropic The scaling vector s equals p1, . . . , 1q 24, 28
LppRd, ρq Weighted Lp space with the convention
}f}LppRd,ρq “ }f ¨ ρ}LppRdq 23
µpωq Set of jump measures for symmetric random walks
63
N Natural numbers including 0, N “ t0, 1, 2, . . .u 16
Ndăγ Set of k P Nd with |k|s ă γ 29
Ndąγ “Boundary” of Ndăγ 29
ω Set of functions ωpol, ωexpσ that classify weights 20
ΩT Denoting the set p0, T q ˆ Rd´1 111
ΩTt Denoting the set pt, T q ˆ Rd´1 for t P p0, T q 111
pΠ,Γq Model on a regularity structure T “ pA, T , Gq 43
P pF,Πq, P pF,Γαq Paraproducts on a regularity structure 103
φj Dyadic partition unity 26
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φλ L1 scaling of φ 40
Ψj Fourier transform of of the dyadic partition func-
tion φj 26
Ψăj´1 Abbreviation for
ř
iăj Ψ
i 26
Rγx;h (Anisotropic) Taylor remainder, R
γ
x;h “ Id ´ T γx;h
29
ρpωq The set of weights, whose growth/decay is con-
trolled by ω P ω 20
Structure condition Condition on the components of a modelled distri-
bution 104
s Scaling vector 24
Sω Ultra-differentiable Schwartz functions 21
Spectral support The support of the Fourier transform of an (ultra-)
distribution 17
T “ pA, T , Gq Regularity structure 41
T “ pA, T , Gq Polynomial regularity structure 45
τα, τăγ Projection of τ P T on subspaces for some regu-
larity structure T “ pA, T , Gq 42
τ1 Coefficient of τ P T in front of 1 42
T γx;h (Anisotropic) Taylor polynomial up to order γ 29
VzW Complement of a sector 41
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